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Abstract

Flapping-wing micro air vehicles, based on insect-like �apping, could potentially
�ll a niche in the current market by o�ering the ability to gather information from
within buildings. The aerodynamics of insect-like �apping are dominated by a
large, lift-enhancing leading-edge vortex (LEV). Historically, the cause and struc-
ture of this vortex have been the subject of controversy. This thesis is primarily
intended to provide insight into the LEV, using computational �uid dynamics cou-
pled with validating experiments. The problem is simpli�ed by breaking down the
complex kinematics involved in insect-like �apping and examining only a part of
these kinematics; �rstly in 2D, before progressing to 3D sweeping wing motions.
The thesis includes discussion of published literature in the �eld, highlighting gaps
and inconsistencies in the current knowledge. Among the contributions of this the-
sis are: descriptions of the e�ects of changing Reynolds number and angle of attack
for 2D and 3D �ows; clari�cation of terminology and phenomenology, particular in
the context of 2D �ows; and detailed descriptions of the development and structure
of the LEV in both 2D and 3D cases, including discussion of Kelvin-Helmholtz in-
stability. The issues of Strouhal number, delayed leading-edge separation, dynamic
stall and the Wagner e�ect are also considered. Generally, the LEV is shown to
be unstable in 2D cases. However, in 3D cases the LEV is seen to be stable, even
if Reynolds number is increased. The stability of the LEV is found to be critically
dependent on wing aspect ratio.
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Preface

Motivation and scope

Flapping-wing micro air vehicles, based on insect-like �apping, could potentially
�ll a niche in the current market by o�ering the ability to gather information from
within con�ned spaces such as buildings. The aerodynamics of insect-like �apping
are dominated by the presence of a large leading-edge vortex which, it appears,
enhances lift. This thesis is primarily intended to investigate, and provide insight
into, this phenomenon.

The nature of the leading-edge vortex has historically been the subject of some
controversy. There have been numerous attempts to investigate insect-like �apping
using 2D models or experiments, and there have also been many attempts to
investigate the problem using 3D models or experiments. However, little work
appears to have been done to try and bridge the gap between these two approaches.
Here, an attempt is made to remedy this shortfall.

In addition, the application of insect-like �apping to micro air vehicles has re-
sulted in work being carried out in the �eld by both biologists and aerodynamicists.
Though useful contributions have come from both communities, it is apparent that
some of the disagreements and controversies are merely the result of terminology
from one �eld being unfamiliar to those in the other. This thesis looks in detail at
some of these disagreements.

This thesis forms part of a wider study of insect-like �apping, which has histor-
ically concentrated on analytical models, coupled with experimental validation. In
this thesis, a computational �uid dynamics approach is used to complement past
work. Experimental data are also presented to validate the computational results.
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PREFACE

Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are

• An introduction to and discussion of some current theories regarding the
leading-edge vortex.

• A discussion of Strouhal number and its importance in the context of insect-
like �apping.

• Analysis of the e�ects of changing Reynolds number (including discussion
of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability), angle of attack, and aerofoil parameters for
2D �ows.

• A detailed description and explanation of the process of vortex shedding for
2D cases, including discussion of delayed leading-edge separation, the Wagner
e�ect, and the inappropriateness of the use of the term `dynamic stall' in this
�eld.

• Clari�cation of terminology and phenomenology, especially for 2D cases.

• Description of the impact of acceleration for 2D �ows.

• Exploration of the fundamental di�erence between 2D �ows and 3D sweeping
wing motions and the reasons of these di�erences.

• Analysis of the structure and development of the leading-edge vortex in 3D
sweeping wing motions.

• Descriptions of the e�ects of changing Reynolds number, angle of attack,
wing planform, and wing aspect ratio for 3D �ows.

• Analysis of the impact of wing-wake interaction for 3D cases.

• Quanti�cation of the e�ect of using curved chords as opposed to �at chords.

• Discussion of the analytical model of Ansari and its bene�ts and limitations.
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PREFACE

Thesis outline

This thesis is divided into two parts, each of which is sub-divided into a number
of chapters, in order systematically to present the work included here. Part I
covers introduction, background, and method, and sets the scene for the results,
discussion and conclusion presented in Part II.

Chapter 1 gives the motivation for the research programme of which this thesis
forms a part. The motivations for developing micro air vehicles are presented, some
past attempts to design such vehicles are discussed, and the decision to concentrate
of insect-like �apping as a basis for such a vehicle is justi�ed.

Chapter 2 reviews in detail the existing literature relating more closely to the
speci�c �eld of research of this thesis. Details of the current state of knowledge
regarding insect �ight and the phenomenology involved are given, as well as relevant
research from other areas. In this chapter some current theories regarding the
leading-edge vortex are discussed and some controversies and disagreements are
explored.

Chapter 3 presents in more detail the aims of the current work and the objec-
tives which were set to achieve these aims. This leads into Chapter 4, where the
methods used to obtain the results presented in Part II of the thesis are presented
and discussed, complemented by an appendix which gives further details of the
CFD method used. Chapter 4 also explicitly states the assumptions made in the
current work and the justi�cation for these assumptions.

Part II commences with Chapter 5, in which the results relating to 2D �ows are
presented and discussed. Chapter 6 follows with results pertaining to 3D sweeping
wing motions. These two chapters contain the bulk of the contributions of the
thesis which were brie�y outlined above.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarises the conclusions from the current work and sug-
gests possible avenues for future research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

�Today about a billion billion insects are alive at any given time around
the world. At nearest order of magnitude, this amounts to a trillion
kilograms of living matter, somewhat more than the weight of humanity.
Their species, most of which lack a scienti�c name, number into the
millions.�

� Edward O. Wilson

In this chapter, the motivation for developing micro air vehicles (MAVs) is
explained; the required abilities and attributes for a successful MAV are discussed;
details of some current and past MAVs are presented; and the advantages of an
MAV based on insect-like �apping over alternative possible solutions are given.

1.1 The motivation for developing MAVs

World developments in recent years � particularly the events of September 11th
2001 and the resulting �War on Terror� � have seen a large increase in the use of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). This increase has not only con�rmed many of the
advantages of UAV use over conventional manned platforms, but also highlighted
some of the shortcomings of current systems and some new areas for research and
development. With some analysts predicting a $54bn market for UAVs over the
next ten years (Teal Group Corporation, 2006), it is not surprising that interest in
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the �eld continues to grow.

Since UAVs were �rst extensively used in military action over Vietnam in the
1960s, research has generally concentrated on developing long-range surveillance
UAVs � it was not until the beginning of the 21st century that the �rst UAV
speci�cally designed for combat �ew. This emphasis on surveillance was indicative
of the fact that combat, for the most part, lay outside the capability of the available
technology. The long range requirement stemmed from the belief of many mili-
tary organisations of the time that future wars would be fought from a distance,
without the close-in, man-to-man engagement of previous wars. This long-range
surveillance requirement has led to an increase in the size of UAVs; Global Hawk,
a modern high-altitude, high-endurance, long-range UAV, has a wing span of 35m,
more than that of a Boeing 737.

However, recent experiences (particularly in Afghanistan and Iraq) have indi-
cated that there will probably always be a need for `boots on the ground' in many
con�icts, and that most wars cannot be brought to a satisfactory conclusion using
airborne assets alone. These `boots on the ground' often have a requirement for
comparatively short-range, `over the hill'-type reconnaissance � using systems that
can be carried by a single man and deployed at short notice. There are a number
of systems currently on operational service or in development which are designed
to meet this requirement � see e.g. the IAI Bird-Eye 400 (Israel Aerospace Indus-
tries, 2007). However, there are no current systems which are designed to carry out
reconnaissance inside buildings and other con�ned spaces. Such an asset could be
extremely valuable, not only to military organisations but also to paramilitary and
civil organisations � for example, for search and rescue inside buildings, inspec-
tion of dangerous areas (e.g. the inside of a nuclear reactor), or building security.
The most obvious criteria for such a system concerns size � a UAV suitable for
�ight in con�ned spaces must be small. Such vehicles are therefore called micro
air vehicles, or MAVs.
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1.2 Requirements for a successful MAV

One of the motivations for developing MAVs is their ability to �y in con�ned
spaces. There is a niche in the current marketplace in this area (�bikowski, 2002a),
as generally speaking, current surveillance assets cannot obtain information from
inside buildings. In order to �ll this niche, any MAV needs to possess a number of
attributes:

Small size. A `micro air vehicle' has been generally, but fairly arbitrarily, de�ned
as having a maximum dimension in any direction of 150mm. However, re-
cently this criterion seems to have been relaxed, and many aircraft that are
termed MAVs have dimensions of up to 225mm.

High e�ciency. A small aircraft can only carry a limited amount of energy. This
is one of the current major limitations on MAVs � power sources with the
required energy density are not yet readily available.

Ability to carry at least one sensor. Inserting an MAV is only useful if the
vehicle is able to return information to the operator.

High manoeuvrability at low speeds. Flying inside con�ned areas and through
narrow openings is viable only if the aircraft is able to avoid collision. High
speed �ight is not required (or sensible) for indoor operation.

Vertical �ight capability. In order to be able to (for example) �y up vertical
shafts, the MAV needs to be able to sustain vertical �ight. This is also re-
quired for vertical take-o� and landing, so that the MAV can land in con�ned
spaces.

Hover capability. Essential for surveying con�ned areas.

Stability when �ying close to surfaces. AnMAVmust remain stable and con-
trollable when �ying close to walls, ceilings or �oors.

High autonomy. The MAV needs to be able to sense and avoid obstacles. Al-
though this might be possible if it were under direct human control, the
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communications link could not always be guaranteed if the vehicle were in-
side a building or other structure. In addition, it would be di�cult to enable
the operator to manoeuvre the MAV accurately in tight spaces. For these
reasons, a better solution is seen as making the vehicle fully autonomous and
able to operate without direct supervision, although this solution is techni-
cally more complex.

Low aural and visual signatures. One of the potential roles for an MAV is the
penetration of enemy held buildings. Thus, the MAV needs to be discreet to
avoid detection.

High durability. Since the MAV is likely to �y in con�ned spaces, it may well
be involved in collisions. The vehicle should be resilient, so that a collision
need not necessarily terminate the mission.

Depending on the intended role of the MAV, there may be other attributes
which might be required, and some of the above qualities may not be needed. As a
simple example, an MAV that is intended to inspect the inside of a nuclear reactor
dome needs to be una�ected by radiation, but need not be discrete.

1.3 Current (non-�apping-wing) MAVs

There are four vehicle types which might satisfy the above criteria:

• �xed-wing aircraft;

• rotary-wing aircraft;

• lighter-than-air aircraft;

• �apping-wing aircraft.

In this section some historical and current attempts to produce MAVs of the
�rst three types are examined, and the shortcomings of each type are discussed.
Flapping-wing MAVs (FMAVs) are then introduced, along with the justi�cation
for the choice to concentrate on this type of aircraft is given. Lastly, some of the
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(a) Black Widow (b) Wasp

Figure 1.1: AeroVironment MAVs (Die Raven, 2005).

current attempts to build FMAVs are presented, and the particular type of FMAV
which is of interest is identi�ed.

1.3.1 Fixed-wing MAVs

The main advantage of �xed-wing aircraft is their simplicity, and it has been shown
that MAV-sized �xed-wing aircraft are viable �ying machines. In fact, almost all
of the earliest MAVs were �xed-wing aircraft. AeroVironment, a US technology
company, started development on their �rst MAV, the Black Widow, in 1996 (Fig-
ure 1.1(a)). Their e�orts were (at least partially) funded by DARPA1. The aircraft
weighed around 80g, and measured 150mm in wingspan. At the conclusion of
development in 2000, Black Widow was able to demonstrate automatic launch,
followed by a �ight of over 30 minutes, with a range of 1.8km. Its maximum speed
was around 20m/s (AeroVironment, Inc., 2007a). The aircraft was inaudible at
30m range and the pilot was able to �y most of the �ights `head-down', i.e. looking
at the images from the video camera that was carried on the aircraft (Grasmeyer
and Keennon, 2001; Keennon and Grasmeyer, 2003).

Using the experience and technology gained developing the Black Widow, AeroVi-
1The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency � an agency of the United States Depart-

ment of Defense. DARPA was instrumental in initiating research into MAVs in the early 1990s
(see DARPA, 2000).
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Figure 1.2: LS MicroSTAR (Die
Raven, 2005).

Figure 1.3: Computer-generated image
of ONERA Mirador (ONERA, 2004).

ronment went on to develop the Wasp (Figure 1.1(b)), starting in 1998. This was a
larger aircraft with a wingspan of 410mm and a weight (without payload) of 275g,
and was developed in partnership with DARPA. A later version � the Wasp II �
is now commercially available, and a modi�ed version of Wasp II (named Wasp III
or BATMAV � with a 420mm wingspan and an all-up weight of 450g) appears to
be in service with the US Air Force Special Operations Command (AeroVironment,
Inc., 2007a,b; US Air Force Special Operations Command, 2007).

Another major player in the �eld was the Lockheed Sanders MicroSTAR (Fig-
ure 1.2), which was �rst demonstrated (after a 3-year development period) in 2000.
It had a 225mm wingspan, a length of 150mm, and a duration of 20− 30 minutes.
A member of the design team commented that �We can make a 6-inch airplane
�y. Getting it to be militarily useful was the part we had to work on � getting
the airspeed, duration and stability to get something useful back.� MicroSTAR
was designed primarily for outdoor use and about 100 were built during develop-
ment; there were a high number of crashes due to the operator losing sight of the
aircraft. Despite promises from the manufacturers that MicroSTAR would �revo-
lutionize future warfare� the project appears to have been shelved shortly after its
�rst demonstration (Skeen, 2000; Lockheed Martin, 2000a,b). Though a reason for
the decision to stop development was not given, it is reasonable to suspect that
the company realised that outdoor �ight was not feasible with such tiny aircraft.

The only real European challenger to the US monopoly on �xed-wing MAVs
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came from the French aerospace research agency ONERA, who produced the Mi-
rador (Figure 1.3). Apparently never intended to go into production, this 250mm

long aircraft was built primarily to test miniature sensors. Details of the aircraft
are somewhat scarce, but in 2002 Mirador was in development with a published
weight of 90g � 50g of this being taken up by the propulsion system and power
supply (Keuter et al., 2002; Goebel, 2006). Since then, little has been heard of it.

Contributions in this area have also come from the hobby community2 � the
most important coming from the US Company Plantraco. Their �rst product was
the Butter�y (Figure 1.4(a)), a wood-and-tissue aircraft with a wingspan of 190mm

and a �ying weight of 3.8g. This was followed by the Carbon Butter�y, which was
similar to the Butter�y but constructed from carbon �bre. The wingspan remained
unchanged but the weight decreased to 3.6g. The Micro Butter�y (Figure 1.4(b)),
a smaller version of the original Butter�y, was o�ered for sale in 2007. It has a
wingspan of 114mm and a weight of 2.6g, earning it the title of the world's smallest
and lightest radio-controlled model aircraft. Plantraco also produce theMicroMAV
(Figure 1.4(c)), which is a �ying wing with a wingspan of 114mm and a weight
of 4g. All these aircraft are traditionally controlled by a human pilot, and it is
doubtful that any of them could carry a camera or other payload. Video footage,
available on Plantraco's website (Plantraco, 2007), shows that the larger Carbon
Butter�y is the slowest-�ying of the range, but even this �ies at speeds which
make indoor �ight only just possible. In addition the duration of these aircraft is
generally under 10 minutes, although Plantraco claim a record �ight time of 24
minutes.

The basic problem for �xed-wing MAVs is one of wing loading. To be small
enough for indoor �ight, whilst still being able to carry a useful payload, the wing
loading must be such that slow �ight is di�cult or impossible. They may be
potentially useful for outdoor �ight, but it is questionable whether small size is of
much importance outdoors � `man portable' is generally small enough, and there
are already man-portable UAVs with wingspans of the order of feet rather than

2Although some might hesitate to denote these toys as MAVs, they can provide useful knowl-
edge and new techniques for the construction and operation of `serious' MAVs.
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(a) Butter�y (b) Micro Butter�y (c) MicroMAV

Figure 1.4: Plantraco `toy' MAVs (Plantraco, 2007).

centimetres. The advantages of decreasing size still further are few, except possibly
the advantage of stealth. Another important disadvantage of �xed-wing MAVs is
the lack of controlled hover ability, which almost automatically precludes their use
in con�ned spaces. Some �xed-wing aircraft can be held in a hover by hanging
from the propeller, but control is limited due to the lack of air�ow over the control
surfaces. In addition, unless the propeller is large, the e�ciency of this mode of
�ight will be low.

1.3.2 Rotary-wing MAVs

The main advantage of rotary-wing aircraft over their �xed-wing counterparts is
that the former can readily hover and their manoeuvrability improves at low speeds.
Vertical �ight is also simple. However, because rotary-wing aircraft are inevitably
more complex than �xed-wing aircraft, development of rotary-wing MAVs has been
comparatively slow. Most rotary-wing MAVs that have been designed so far have
either used a ducted rotor or a ducted fan.

Among early contributors to this area were the US-based Lutronix Corporation.
Their �rst MAV, the Kolibri (Figure 1.5), which appeared in 1997, is generally
accepted as the world's �rst vertical-takeo�-and-landing (VTOL) MAV (Barrett
et al., 2006). It was claimed to have an endurance of 30 minutes and was powered
electrically or by a small diesel engine. Rumours exist that Lutronix developed
2nd- and 3rd-generation models, but Lutronix Corporation seems to have ceased
to exist and further details of these models are unavailable (Goebel, 2006).

Micro Craft Inc., another US company, presented a ducted-fan MAV called
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Figure 1.5: Lutronix Kolibri (Pines,
2007).

Figure 1.6: Micro Craft iSTAR (Lipera
et al., 2001).

iSTAR (Figure 1.6) in 2000 (Lipera, 2000). It was 225mm in diameter, constructed
largely of kevlar, and weighed 1.8kg � signi�cantly heavier than the �xed-wing
MAVs mentioned above. Flight testing was declared to be successful (Lipera et al.,
2001), but Micro Flight, like Lutronix, seem now to have ceased to exist. The
layout of this aircraft is similar to a current design by the US company Honeywell,
which has a diameter of 325mm and a mass of around 6kg (Honeywell, 2004).

Stanford University (in the USA) started work on what they called the Mesi-
copter (Figure 1.7) in 1998, applying for $70 000 in funding from NASA's Institute
for Advanced Concepts. Mesicopter was intended to be well below the MAV size
criteria, at only 1cm across. The intention was that these tiny aircraft could be
used in swarms, primarily for atmospheric studies � not only on Earth but on
Mars. Mesicopter was designed with 4 rotors, one at each corner, for lift and ma-
noeuver (Kroo and Kunz, 2001). It was claimed that rotor performance increased
as Reynolds number decreased, and a demonstrator was constructed and was able
to produce enough power to lift o�. Each motor produced 700mg of lift, whereas
the motor and rotor assembly had a mass of only 325mg. However this model did
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Figure 1.7: StanfordMesicopter (Stan-
ford University, 1999).

Figure 1.8: Epson µFR (Die Raven,
2005).

not carry its own power supply, being tethered to a ground source. Phase I of
the project ended in 1999. A proposal was submitted for phase II of the project
in order to obtain more funding, but it does not appear to have been successful
and the project appears to have been shelved. At the very end, an independently-
powered version of the Mesicopter was promised to be nearing its �rst �ight, but
it is unclear whether this ever occurred. It may be that the aircraft proved unable
to lift its own power supply (Stanford University, 1999).

Epson � more commonly famed for their printers and other o�ce equipment
� started developing microrobots in the early 1990s. For 10 years, all of their
products were ground-based, but in 2003 they produced what they called the Micro
Flying Robot or µFR (Figure 1.8). This weighed 8.9g and had a pair of contra-
rotating propellers of 130mm span, which were powered by a motor with the world's
highest power to weight ratio. The µFR was developed mainly as a showcase to
demonstrate Epson's micromechatronics technology and was never intended for
production. It was rather uniquely controlled by shifting the centre of gravity
of the helicopter rather than by a traditional cyclic control, but it did not carry
its own power supply and was connected to a ground supply via a long cable.
It was unable to carry any payload (Epson, 2003). However, Epson, a year later,
followed this up with a new model, the µFR−II. This carried an internal battery,
increasing its mass to 12.3g, but thanks to improved motors and rotor blades the
lift also increased to cope with the extra mass. The µFR−II also carried a camera
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Figure 1.9: Ikarus Piccolo (RC-
Helicopters.net, 2004).

Figure 1.10: Silverlit PicooZ (Walker,
2007).

which could transmit images back to a ground station, and had some autonomous
�ight capability. Again, the µFR−II was not intended for production, and in any
case the limited �ight time of around 3 minutes would probably have prevented it
being operationally useful (Epson, 2004).

The hobby and toy industries have also contributed to this area, just as they
have for �xed-wing MAVs. Commercially-available radio-controlled microhelicopters
started to appear in 1999 with the release of the Piccolo (Figure 1.9) by the Ger-
man company Ikarus. The Piccolo (still available in an updated version) had a
rotor diameter of around 500mm and a �ying weight of 280g. It was powered by
two electric motors � one for the main rotor, and an independent (and smaller)
motor for the tail motor. It was a great success and other manufacturers quickly
saw the potential for microhelicopters. The Czech company MS Composit released
their �rst o�ering, the Hornet, around a year later. This was almost exactly the
same size and weight, but was driven by only one motor � a shaft drive being
used to take power from the motor to the tail rotor. It too attracted an enthusi-
astic following. Since then, the market for microhelicopters has undergone a huge
expansion. However, most of those produced are too large to qualify as MAVs.

However, a private individual, Alexander Van de Rostyne, took the obsession
with small size to extremes. Starting with the already-diminutive Pixel I, which
had a rotor span of 370mm and a weight of 129g, he progressed through Pixel II,
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Figure 1.11: Van de Rostyne's Piccol-
ino (Van de Rostyne, 2006).

Figure 1.12: Muren's Pico�yer
(Muren, 2005).

Pixel III, and Pixel 2000 to the Pixelito, which had a rotor diameter of 148mm and
a weight of 6.9g. The Pixel 2000 led to a huge boost for Van de Rostyne, as the
technology developed for it was used in a commercially available `toy' helicopter,
designed by Van de Rostyne and produced by the Chinese company Silverlit. This
was called the PicooZ (Figure 1.10) and was released in the Summer of 2006. It
had a rotor span of 130mm and a �ying weight of 10g. It was sold for as little as
$20 and was an enormous success. Presumably helped by the income produced by
the PicooZ, Van de Rostyne produced the most recent version in the Pixel family,
the Piccolino (Figure 1.11), in 2007. This has a rotor diameter of 63mm and a
weight of 1.75g (Van de Rostyne, 2006). All of these �y via traditional human
control � they are not autonomous, nor do they carry a useful payload. Flight
time decreases with size; the Pixelito �ies for around 3 minutes, the Piccolino
presumably even less (at the time of writing, a �ight time has not been published).
Should it be argued that these `toys' do not warrant attention, it should be noted
that the Pixelito was suggested by NASA sta� as a platform for the inspection of
space vehicles during the pre-launch phase (Thirumalainambi et al., 2005).

Another private individual, Petter Muren, has developed a range of small
rotary-wing aircraft, which are quite distinctively-designed and are generically
called Prox�yers. Starting with the Mosquito in 2003 (rotor diameter 360mm,
weight 110g), the size was gradually decreased through theMicro�yer andNano�yer
to the latest version � the Pico�yer (Figure 1.12), which has a rotor diameter of
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60mm and a weight of 3.3g and was announced in 2005. The technology from these
aircraft has also been licensed for use in commercially-available toys, though not
as successfully as for the Pixelito above. The distinctive design has a number of
advantages, including autostability, relative simplicity, and almost zero noise. On
the other hand, Prox�yers cannot hover in even a small amount of wind, and can
move only forwards (and only very slowly) � to change direction the pilot must
rotate the craft in yaw until it is facing the direction he wants to move. Although
the rotor system is claimed to be very e�cient, �ight times are still of the order of
minutes � only 1 minute for the Pico�yer (Muren, 2005). It appears that no new
models have been announced since 2005.

On the whole, then, rotary-wing MAVs have been even less successful than their
�xed-wing counterparts. Perhaps this is inevitable due to the added complexity
inherently involved in rotary-wing aircraft. In addition, if designing an MAV for
outdoor use there seem few bene�ts in choosing a rotary-wing vehicle over a �xed-
wing vehicle � the �xed-wing vehicle will almost inevitably be faster and more
power-e�cient, and will therefore have a longer range. Those companies who have
proposed rotary-wing MAVs have emphasised the importance of VTOL and hover
� the former for operation from unprepared land, and the latter to supply a
stable platform for observation. But many (if not all) �xed-wing MAVs can be
hand-launched, so VTOL is not important for most users. Also, with a modern,
stabilised, gimballed camera, a stable view can be obtained even from a moving
vehicle � although it may not be realistic to �t such a system to an MAV due to
the small size of the vehicle. The major disadvantage of hover is that the vehicle
becomes much more vulnerable to attack the moment it becomes stationary. The
only conceivable potential bene�t of a rotary-wing MAV for outdoor use is the
ability to land and subsequently take o� again autonomously � so that the MAV
can �perch and stare.�

Rotary-wing aircraft are more suited to the indoor �ight niche than �xed-
wing aircraft, primarily for reasons of manoeuvrability. However, the obvious size
limitation for indoor �ying also turns out, in the case of rotary-wing aircraft, to
be a limit on e�ciency, because as rotor diameter is decreased, e�ciency drops,
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Figure 1.13: Plantraco Microblimp (Plantraco, 2007).

even if disk loading is kept constant. This is due to Reynolds number e�ects
� rotors operate best at higher Reynolds numbers. Rotary-wing aircraft also
su�er from instability when �ying close to walls and ceilings, due to recirculation
e�ects. And �nally, although the Prox�yers are apparently almost completely
silent, rotary-wing aircraft in general have a high acoustic signature (because their
acoustic output is concentrated at a single frequency � the main rotor blade-
passing frequency) which may be a problem if the MAV is required to be discreet.

1.3.3 Lighter-than-air MAVs

Lighter-than-air machines can lift heavy payloads whilst requiring little power � in
fact, once airborne, they can remain in �ight without using any power whatsoever
(if they are not required to move). However, since they rely on their displacement to
produce lift, their size cannot be reduced without directly reducing the available
lift. A 150mm-diameter sphere (150mm being the maximum dimension of the
MAV) could produce an upthrust of around 0.02N , so the total mass of the vehicle
would have to be less than 2g. The helium contained in the envelope would have a
mass of around 0.3g, leaving 1.7g for everything else. Given that a microhelicopter
can �y with a weight of 1.75g (see Piccolino, �1.3.2) this target may not be as
impossible as one might initially think. However, the envelope material would be
very light and probably very fragile, and the MAV would be susceptible to gusts
and air currents.
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The smallest current lighter-than-air vehicle of which details are extant is the
Microblimp (Figure 1.13), developed by Plantraco (mentioned in �1.3.1). The
envelope has a diameter of around 500mm and the gondola has a mass of around
10g (Plantraco, 2007).

1.4 Flapping-wing MAVs

It seems that to design an aircraft for �ight in con�ned spaces it is not su�cient
simply to scale down existing aircraft. Due to the unique set of requirements
for this type of aircraft � predominantly the need for extreme manoeuvrability
and high power-e�ciency at low speeds � a radical new concept is required. As
often happens a possible solution is found in the world around us. There are
already an enormous number of MAVs with amazing manoeuvrability (�bikowski,
2004, 2002b) and outstanding e�ciency � insects and birds. And despite the
diversity in design and size, these MAVs all have one thing in common � they
all �y using �apping wings. This suggests (if not proves) that �apping wings are
an e�cient form of propulsion and lift for aircraft at small scales, and, to con�rm
this suggestion, research has indicated that �apping-wing MAVs (FMAVs) should
require less power at typical MAV (i.e. low) speeds than both rotorcraft and �xed-
wing aircraft (Woods et al., 2001). So the required solution is not so radical or new
after all, insects and birds having been around far longer than �xed- or rotary-wing
aircraft. It is acknowledged, of course, that all potential types of MAVs have both
positive and negative attributes, and that FMAVs may not be best suited to all
potential situations. Fixed- and rotary-wing MAVs may also be useful tools in the
future.

Insects and birds actually �y in quite distinct ways. Birds, which are, for the
most part, optimised primarily for (relatively) high-speed forward �ight rather than
for hovering, generally move their wings approximately vertically up and down,
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obtaining lift only on the downstroke3. Insects, which are optimised for extensive
hovering, obtain lift from both downstroke and upstroke (Ellington, 2006).

As a result of these di�erences in �ying technique, the performance of insects
di�ers from that of birds. Generally speaking, insects can sustain hover � whereas
birds cannot (with the exception of hummingbirds). Insects are more manoeuvrable
than birds at very low speeds. In short, the capabilities of insects match the
requirements of an MAV more closely than those of birds. However, historically,
most man-made �apping-wing vehicles have been based on bird-like �apping.

Flapping-wing aircraft [often called ornithopters � from the Greek ornithos
(bird) and pteron (wing)] are not a new idea. In fact, many of the earliest-designed
(pre-1900) aircraft were designed to �y like birds, and the earliest recorded (un-
manned) ornithopter �ight occurred in 1870 in Paris. Since then, manned or-
nithopters have been developed and, in a few cases, �own. But in parallel with
this, enthusiasts and hobbyists have developed a large range of smaller ornithopters
for recreational purposes. Most of these have been rubber-band powered, with a
few having electric motors and even fewer being �tted with internal-combustion en-
gines. However, it was not until the late 1990s that the �rst ornithopters designed
to carry a useful payload and perform a useful task were designed.

Ornithopters have generally been designed in one of three ways. Firstly, there
are the original and authentic ornithopters that �y like birds. Secondly there are
those that �y like insects, although these are less common and are occasionally
called entomopters [from the Greek entomo (insect) and pteron (wing)]. Finally
there are those which have �apping wings, but which do not �y like birds or insects.
There are those that argue that basing an MAV on insect or bird �ight may not be
the optimum solution, because insects and birds may not actually be designed to
perform the same functions as an MAV would be required to perform. There is also
the argument that the optimum solution may not appear in nature; that perhaps
it is possible to improve on what is achieved in nature using modern materials and

3The exception to this rule is the hummingbird, which could be described as a feathered insect
because its wing kinematics (at least during hover) are very similar to those of insects. However,
there are some indications that the aerodynamics of hummingbirds do di�er from those of insects
(Ellington, 2006).
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Figure 1.14: AeroVironment Microbat
(Keennon and Grasmeyer, 2003).

Figure 1.15: i-Fly Vamp (Thumbs Up
(UK) Ltd, 2007).

manufacturing techniques.

1.4.1 Past and current FMAVs

It is generally accepted that the �rst `serious' FMAV to �y was theMicrobat (Figure
1.14), developed jointly by AeroVironment (see their �xed-wing MAVs, discussed
in �1.3.1) and Caltech (California Institute of Technology). The �rst �ight was in
late 1998, but the aircraft was free-�ight (i.e. not controllable) and had a maximum
�ight time of only 9 seconds. The next version doubled the maximum �ight time
but was still not controlled. A radio-controlled version �rst �ew at the end of
2000 for 42 seconds, having a �ying mass of 12.5g and a wingspan of 225mm.
Microbat has wing kinematics resembling those of a bat � closer to those of a bird
than an insect � and the most recent version apparently has an endurance of 25
minutes (Keennon and Grasmeyer, 2003). However, the project now appears to
have been shelved and no mention of the Microbat appears on AeroVironment's
website (AeroVironment, Inc., 2007a).

Petter Muren (of Prox�yer fame, see �1.3.2) has recently turned his hand to
�apping-wing aircraft, demonstrating a 10cm-wingspan, 1g-mass ornithopter. De-
tails of this are scarce, but it appears that the technology in it has now been
incorporated into a `toy', the i-Fly Vamp, with a 300mm wingspan and a mass
of around 12g. The aircraft is rather unique in that all the control is carried out
using the wings, whereas most other ornithopters (including the Microbat) use a
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Figure 1.16: SRI International Mentor (Jones et al., 2004).

tail for control. It is not likely that hover is possible, given the kinematics of the
wings, and it is unclear whether the aircraft has the potential to carry a payload.
Like the Microbat, the i-Fly Vamp uses wing kinematics like those of a bird rather
than an insect.

A US company, SRI International, worked in conjunction with the University of
Toronto to produce the Mentor (Figure 1.16), an FMAV with a 360mm wingspan
and a mass of around 500g. It is notable that although the wingspan of the Mentor
is similar to that of the i-Fly Vamp, the mass is very much greater. Two �ying
prototypes were produced � SF-2.5 being powered by an internal-combustion en-
gine, and SF-3 by an electric motor. The design of the Mentor was fundamentally
di�erent to that of the Microbat. Instead of having a single pair of wings �apping
in a vertical plane, the Mentor had four wings which �apped in a horizontal plane.
The aircraft could hover, and tilting the whole aircraft allowed transition into for-
ward �ight; a similar approach to that used on helicopters. The SF-2.5 carried
su�cient fuel for only 6 minutes of hovering �ight and the SF-3 could �y for only
20s before a landing had to be made to allow the batteries to recover. Transition
from hover to forward �ight was demonstrated, but not vice versa (Zdunich et al.,
2007). The kinematics of the Mentor are based on insect-like �apping but only on
one particular aspect of it, the clap-and-�ing (see �2.1.1). This technique produces
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Figure 1.17: TUDelft Del�y (Roos,
2007).

Figure 1.18: NPS' �rst �ying model
(Jones et al., 2004).

(a) Open

(b) Closed

Figure 1.19: NRL BITE-Wing (Tech-
Link, 2006)

high lift but, from the �ight times given, it appears it may not be particularly
e�cient, although the short �ight times could also be a result of the comparatively
high weight of the aircraft. The Mentor project appears to have ended in 2001
and again no mention of the project can currently be found on SRI International's
website (SRI International, 2007).

At TUDelft (the Delft University of Technology, in the Netherlands), a project
was commenced in January 2005 to design a 15g �apping-wing MAV capable of
carrying a camera � named Del�y (Figure 1.17). Less than 10 working weeks later,
the design team had decided on the �nal form of the aircraft, and by September
2005 a �ying model had been produced. With a wingspan of 350mm and mass
of 17g, it could �y for up to 17 minutes. It had a similar layout to the Mentor
(although the aircraft was very much lighter), with 4 wings �apping about a single
point providing propulsion, and control provided by an inverted v-tail. Hover was
achieved by rotating the craft nose-up, and videos of Del�y show that the aircraft
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hovers in the same way that a �xed-wing aircraft can be made to hover, by simply
pointing the nose vertically upwards and setting the thrust of the engine equal
to the weight of the aircraft. Del�y in hover is not as stable as a rotary-wing
aircraft in hover and appears to have been designed primarily for forward �ight.
In addition, its hover is ine�cient, with the battery capable of powering only 8
minutes of hovering �ight. The project was a success, and demonstrated some
autonomous �ight capability, being able to �y towards a target; but the electronics
enabling this autonomy were not contained within the aircraft, as images from
the onboard camera were transmitted back to a ground station, where they were
processed and translated into commands, which were then transmitted back to the
aircraft. So although the aircraft had some ability to �y without direct human
control, it was not fully independent, as it was reliant on a remote ground control
station (Mols, 2005).

Del�y II, which was �rst �own at the end of 2006 after a 1-year development
period, is slightly smaller in size (300mm maximum dimension, 16g mass) and has
a di�erent control system. Whereas Del�y was �own using a traditional radio-
control transmitter, Del�y II has computerised �ight control software which takes
the pilot's input, compares it to the aircraft's current attitude using images from
the onboard camera, and calculates the required steering inputs, transmitting these
to the aircraft. Because of this system, it is claimed, Del�y II is very easy to �y.
Flight time is slightly less than for Del�y, being limited to 15 minutes of forward
�ight or about half that time if hovering. Again, if the control link between ground
station and aircraft were broken, Del�y II would be unable to �y. The latest stage
of the Del�y project commenced in January 2007, called Del�y NaNo. The aim
of this 4-year project is to build a Del�y with a wingspan of 5cm. At present, a
10cm wingspan Del�y is being developed (Roos, 2007).

All of the above aircraft either �y like birds or utilise certain aspects of insect
aerodynamics. However, researchers at the US Naval Postgraduate School (NPS)
have taken another approach. They base their approach on the idea of going be-
yond what is seen in nature � taking inspiration from the �apping-wing creatures
which surround us, but not attempting to reproduce them precisely. They started
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by observing that birds often �y close to the surface of the earth or sea, taking ad-
vantage of the presence of the surface to increase e�ciency. By utilising two wings,
one above the other, moving vertically in opposition to each other (i.e. `clapping'),
each wing can theoretically experience `ground e�ect' due to the presence of the
other wing, as well as producing thrust via the Knoller-Betz e�ect (Jones et al.,
1998). This is the basis of the NPS designs. Their �rst model �ew in late 2002,
and had a �xed wing in front of two `clapping' wings (Figure 1.18). The span
of the aircraft was 300mm and it had a mass of around 14g. It proved virtually
stall-proof, but was apparently not capable of hover. As of mid-2005, the design
had been re�ned to give a 230mm span and a mass of 11g, but hover was still not
possible (although the minimum forward speed was only 2m/s). Duration of �ight
was up to 20 minutes (Jones et al., 2001, 2003, 2004; Platzer and Jones, 2006).

A similar (but di�erent) concept has been advocated by the US Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL). Their craft � called the �Biplane Insectoid Travel Engine�
(BITE-Wing) � has no �xed lifting surfaces (unlike the NPS designs above) and
instead has a pair of clapping wings (Figure 1.19), with one pair at the front of
the craft and the other pair at the rear. Most of the aircraft that have been built
are between 400 and 500mm long and have a mass of between 20 and 30g. Video
of the aircraft in �ight (TechLink, 2006) show that it is dynamically balanced,
as claimed (US Naval Research Laboratory, 2007), leading to very smooth �ight.
However it appears that a payload is not carried at this stage, nor does hover seem
possible. Details of the project are sketchy, but the concept has been patented (US
Patent O�ce, 2004). It appears that the US Navy is currently seeking a partner
to commercialise the concept for the hobby market (TechLink, 2006).

None of the above FMAVs �y exactly like insects. Some �y like birds: some
�y using some of the techniques that insects use, but not exactly like insects: and
there are others which do not �y like birds or insects. In fact, there are only a
few organisations in the world which aim to reproduce the kinematics and �ight
dynamics of an insect in an FMAV. Perhaps the most prominent of these is the
University of California, Berkeley (UCB). Since 1998, they have been working
on the Micromechanical Flying Insect (MFI), with a stated goal of developing a
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Figure 1.20: UCB MFI mock-up
(Fearing, 2007).

Figure 1.21: Harvard FRI (Harvard
Microrobotics Laboratory, 2007).

25mm wingspan vehicle with a mass of 0.1g (Fearing, 2007). Using state-of-the-art
techniques for construction of their tiny mechanisms (Figure 1.20), they eventually
`broke even' (in terms of lift) in late 2003, when they measured 500µN of lift from
a single wing, meaning that two wings would theoretically lift their 100mg target
vehicle (Avadhanula et al., 2003). Gradual re�nement followed until, by 2007, lift
had increased to 1.4N per wing (Steltz et al., 2007). Rather uniquely, UCB intend
the MFI to actually have sensors like those found on an insect, so that to all
intents and purposes the MFI is, as it says, a mechanical insect. In September
2007 UCB were awarded almost $600 000 (US) in order to study progression from
the current engineering models to �ight-capable aircraft. The funding award runs
until September 2010, indicating that a fully operational MFI may still be some
years away.

A similar project is also underway at Harvard University, led by a former Berke-
ley PhD student. In 2007, they demonstrated a 30mm wingspan, 60mg Flying
Robotic Insect (FRI) that was able to demonstrate lift-o� (Figure 1.21). There
was no control mechanism, so the aircraft was guided vertically up a pair of thin
wires, and power was delivered to the aircraft through the same wires, but this
does appear to the �rst device to actually lift its own weight (Wood, 2007; Harvard
Microrobotics Laboratory, 2007).

Here in the UK, research into developing an FMAV based on insect-like �ap-
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Figure 1.22: Cran�eld �apping kinematics demonstrator (�bikowski et al., 2005).

ping is predominantly being carried out by a small group of Universities. Cran�eld
University at the Defence College of Management and Technology, Shrivenham,
(formerly the Royal Military College of Science) are carrying out research into the
aerodynamics of insect-like �apping (�bikowski, 2002a; Pedersen, 2003; Ansari,
2004; Ansari et al., 2006a; Wilkins et al., 2006; Wilkins and Knowles, 2007), devel-
oping mechanisms (Figure 1.22) to reproduce the kinematics required (�bikowski
et al., 2005; Gali«ski and �bikowski, 2007), and working on materials which could
be incorporated into FMAVs (Friend et al., 2003). At Cran�eld University's cam-
pus in Bedfordshire, piezoelectric actuators are being developed that could have
applications in MAVs (Duval et al., 2007). Engineers at Bristol University are also
developing mechanisms (Conn et al., 2006, 2007) and zoologists at both Oxford
and Cambridge Universities are applying their knowledge of insect aerodynamics
to FMAVs (Ellington, 1999; Bomphrey et al., 2005).

1.4.2 Justi�cation for an insect-like FMAV

Some justi�cation must be given for the decision to concentrate on emulating
insect-like �apping so precisely. There are those, as mentioned above, who advocate
the view that it may be inadvisable to attempt to mimic insects exactly, because
it is not necessarily true that insect-like �apping is the optimum solution for an
MAV. This is certainly true for some MAVs. For example, an MAV designed to
�y outdoors in all weather might be more likely to be a success if it were not
based on insect-like �apping. But there are a number of reasons why, for the
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particular application that is envisaged here, insect-like �apping is a plausible
solution. As mentioned above, a major motivation for developing MAVs is their
ability to operate in con�ned spaces. The small number of �xed-wing MAVs that
have �own have proved that such craft are of limited value for indoor �ight. Rotary-
wing aircraft are more suitable in terms of manoeuvrability, but small rotors are
ine�cient (Ramasamy et al., 2007). Flapping wings do seem therefore to be the
best (or at least a viable) solution. The ingenious `clapping-wing' craft of the NPS
and NRL do not have the ability to hover. Bird-like ornithopters (e.g. Microbat)
are designed primarily for forward �ight and again do not have the required hover
ability. And the `quasi-insect' �appers (e.g. Mentor, Del�y) are also unsuitable for
hover � again, being primarily designed for forward �ight. None of these designs
have been able to get even close to what can be observed in insects. For an indoor
MAV, insect-like �apping does appear to be the optimum solution.

That is not to say that it is de�nitely necessary to reproduce insect-like �ap-
ping precisely in an FMAV � there may well be some simpli�cations that can be
made without a�ecting performance. But before it is possible to know what these
simpli�cations are, it is necessary to understand what techniques and phenomena
insects use to stay aloft, and have some idea of the relative importance of those
techniques. This is the aim of current work at Shrivenham, of which this thesis
forms a part.
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Chapter 2

Literature survey

�Of making many books there is no end; and much study is a weariness
of the �esh.�

� Ecclesiastes ch.12, v.12

In this chapter, the currently-extant literature relating to insect-like �apping
is examined, starting by looking at work pertaining to the kinematics of insects,
before moving on to look at some of the aerodynamic phenomena produced by
these kinematics. Some past attempts to analyse insect-like �apping are discussed,
including experimental, analytical, and computational approaches. Finally, some
literature relating to general low Reynolds number aerodynamics is reviewed.

2.1 Insect �ight kinematics and aerodynamics

2.1.1 The kinematics of insect-like �apping

The human eye is not fast enough to capture the kinematics of insect �ight in any
great detail. Marey (1868) was one of the �rst researchers to try to overcome this
problem. He took a sheet of paper which was covered in a black substance, and
held an insect using forceps so that the tip of one wing brushed against the paper.
As the insect �apped, the pattern of its wing tip was traced out on the paper by the
removal of the black substance. Marey was not satis�ed with this arrangement, as
he realised that the friction between the wing tip and the paper resulted in a change
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in the insect's �apping motion � slowing down the frequency of �apping � and
therefore it was not possible to be con�dent that the results were the same as they
would have been had the insect been �ying freely. He therefore tried a di�erent
method; coating the wing tip of an insect with a thin layer of gold, he then shone
a ray of sunlight onto the insect as it �ew. The wingtip left behind a luminous
trace, visible to the naked eye, due to the high �apping frequency (Marey tried the
same technique with birds but the �apping frequency was too low for a trace to be
visible). This trace took the form of an extended �gure of eight � perhaps the �rst
indication that insect-like �apping was not simply a matter of direct up-and-down
motion. Marey later constructed a `mechanical insect' to illustrate what he had
found (Braun, 1995).

By the 1920s, the advent of cinematography meant that it was easier to capture
the motion of insect wings and the novel and ingenious methods of Marey were no
longer needed. However, the next problem that presented itself was the question
of keeping insects still for long enough to �lm them. In the 1930s Magnan (1934),
who originally worked on birds (Magnan, 1922), extended his studies to include
insects and used high-speed cinematography to observe insects during free �ight,
concluding (like Marey) that generally the wing tips moved in a �gure-of-eight.
However, most researchers continued to tether insects in some way to make obser-
vation easier. As mentioned above, early researchers simply held the unfortunate
insects in forceps. By the 1940s, however, questions were starting to arise over how
this method (and similar methods) might a�ect the insects and more speci�cally
how tethering might a�ect their wing motions.

Hollick (1940) stated that �diverse methods have been employed in the past for
mounting insects which were to be held stationary. It has long been recognised
that the legs should remain free, and that wing movements normally cease if the
tarsi make contact with any support.� In other words, insects generally do not
�ap their wings if their feet are touching anything. It was generally accepted that
insects should therefore be mounted from above, using rods attached to the upper
thorax or abdomen. Exactly where these rods should be attached was a matter for
much discussion � but it was accepted that insects needed to be constrained in
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Figure 2.1: Wing stroke parameters,
from Weis-Fogh and Jensen (1956).

Figure 2.2: Example of locust wing
kinematics, from Jensen (1956). The
insect lies at the origin and is �ying
forwards in the direction of X, with
Z being vertically upwards. Only one
wing is shown.

some way, and that �lming them in free �ight was impractical. However, Hollick
(1940) carried out experiments in which an insect [the Dipterous1 �y Muscina
stabulans (Fallén)] was mounted on a trolley, accelerated to a certain speed, and
then suddenly released. A camera was focussed on the area through which the
insect would be expected to �y, so that the insect was captured in free �ight.
It was concluded that insects generally did not change their body orientation on
being released. Insects were also studied whilst being held stationary in a stream
of air, and Hollick concluded that �there are good grounds for believing that the
living insect held stationary in an appropriate stream of air closely resembles in
essentials the system in free �ight and is therefore suitable for further study of
�ight.� He also reported that the wing tip path was not a �gure-of-eight when
the insect was hovering (it was instead a distorted ellipse) but that as airspeed
increased a crossover was introduced and a �gure-of-eight was formed.

Weis-Fogh and Jensen (1956) examined the problem of determining the kine-

1That is, having only one pair of functional wings. The work of which this thesis forms a part
has concentrated on insects with one pair of wings, as they generally have the ability to hover
and are highly manoeuvrable.
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matics of insect-like �apping in some detail and commented that the �apping of an
insect's wing can be reasonably described by three variables: �rstly, the frequency
of �apping f (which, it has been subsequently determined, is roughly inversely
proportional to the size of the insect � as low as 5Hz for large insects and as
high as 1 000Hz for the smallest); secondly, the angle of the stroke plane to the
vertical (b in Figure 2.1) and, thirdly, the positional angle of the wing along the
stroke plane (γ in Figure 2.1). They noted that the frequency of �apping was
almost always determined in studies of insect �apping; the stroke plane angle was
sometimes recorded; but that the variation in positional angle of the wing in time
was rarely studied, a sinusoidal oscillation being assumed in most cases. Weis-Fogh
and Jensen also noted that in order to understand insect �ight comprehensively,
data were needed on wing twist and angle of attack, as well as any motion of
the wing perpendicular to the stroke plane. They concluded that at that time
the kinematics of insect-like �apping were not �su�ciently well known to permit
a theoretical treatment of the energetics of natural �apping �ight.� As part of
the same body of work, Jensen (1956) used a stroboscope and slow-motion �lm
to capture images of locusts as they `�ew' whilst tethered in a wind tunnel. He
stated that the insects ��ew under nearly the same conditions as during natural
forward �ight� and presented data for stroke frequency, stroke angle and middle
angular position (for both pairs of wings) and �ying speed. He also presented de-
tailed plots of wingtip positions for complete strokes (see Figure 2.2 for an example
plot), for both forewing and hindwing. All this work was carried out with locusts
(Schistocerca gregaria), which are incapable of hovering �ight and also possess two
pairs of wings; some of their results, therefore, may not be relevant to the case of
two-winged hovering insects.

Vogel (1967a) photographed fruit �ies (Drosophila virilis) that were tethered
in a wind tunnel. He reported that wing beat frequency was almost constant,
and that wing pitch angle was dependent only on the position of the wing within
the stroke, suggesting that wing pitch was not actively controlled (during strokes)
by the insect but was set by the structural characteristics of the insect. Vogel
postulated that control was primarily e�ected by varying body angle, and that
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Pronation
Supination

Upstroke

Downstroke

Figure 2.3: Typical insect wing kinematics. The wing tip is shown moving in a
�gure-of-eight pattern about a horizontal stroke plane. The leading edge of the
wing is marked by the black circle.

this was done using the hind legs as `elevators'. But it was also concluded that
this was not be the only means of changing body angle, since specimens that had
had their legs removed continued to �y in normal fashion. According to Vogel, the
results suggested that �the �ight machinery of fruit �ies is considerably simpler
than that of larger �ying animals� (Vogel, 1967a, p. 391).

By this time it was generally accepted that insects moved their wings in a
complex and variable manner, but that generally (at least for many insects, and for
the case of hover) each wingtip traced a �gure-of-eight. The entire wing cycle, it was
seen, could be broken down into four sections (to be de�ned below) � downstroke,
supination, upstroke, and pronation � and this breakdown has subsequently been
shown to be reasonable. The downstroke commences with the wing tip above
the insect's body. The wing then sweeps forwards and downwards (travelling,
typically, around 4 chord lengths at the mid-span location), coming to rest below
the insect's body. The wing then rotates in pitch (angle of attack) through a
large angle (typically around 120◦) � this is termed supination, and results in the
leading edge from the downstroke being also the leading edge for the upstroke. The
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Figure 2.4: Clap and �ing mechanisms, from Weis-Fogh (1973, Figure 21).

upstroke then begins, being an approximate `mirror-image' of the downstroke. At
the top of the upstroke the wing rotates again, in the opposite direction (this is
termed pronation), ready to start the next downstroke. This process is illustrated
in Figure 2.3. Further research was needed, though, to investigate the role of each
of these four phases in producing lift; at this point it was generally thought that
the lift was produced during the upstroke and downstroke, and that the pronation
and supination phases were only necessary to prepare the wing for the next stroke.

Weis-Fogh (1973), again using slow-motion �lm of free-�ying insects, con�rmed
that the exact motion of an insect's wings depends on the �ight speed of the
insect � so that insects in fast forward �ight tend to �ap their wings in a vertical
plane, whereas in the hover the stroke plane is more horizontal. Weis-Fogh also
identi�ed extreme elastic deformation of the wings of some insects in �ight, and,
most importantly, identi�ed some novel aspects of �apping in some cases � the clap
(where the wings are brought together at the end of stroke), the �ing (where the
opposed wings are �ung open like a book, both wings rotating about their trailing
edges), and the �ip (where a wing is pitched rapidly through about 180◦). The clap
and �ing mechanisms � which usually occur together � are shown in Figure 2.4.
Weis-Fogh suggested that these were mechanisms of lift augmentation, and that
some insects (generally small insects, such as the wasp Encarsia formosa) depend
almost entirely upon these mechanisms to remain aloft � thus going against the
then-accepted opinion that pronation and supination did not contribute to the lift.
Lighthill (1973) later carried out some analysis on the clap-and-�ing, calling it
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the �Weis-Fogh mechanism of lift generation,� and others tested the mechanism
experimentally and reported that it could indeed produce large circulations and
hence large lifts (Bennett, 1977; Maxworthy, 1979).

So, accurate descriptions of the kinematics of insect-like �apping began to ap-
pear in the middle of the 20th century; but even by 1984 one prominent researcher
noted that �relatively few such descriptions [of the kinematics of insect wings] can
be found in the literature� (Ellington, 1984c, p. 43). As part of a seminal series of
papers, Ellington (1984a,b,c,d,e,f) then gave detailed descriptions of the kinemat-
ics of a wide range of insects in unconstrained �ight, concentrating on hover. He
found that for most insects the �apping motion of the wing di�ered only slightly
from a sinusoidal motion � so that the displacement of the wing tip could be
approximated by a sinusoidal function of time. However it was also noted that
wing kinematics varied widely between species and often within species � some
species had a detectable `general' wing tip path whilst others showed �such a large
individual variation that no general path [could] be detected� (Ellington, 1984c,
p. 63). Some insects used �gure-of-eight tip paths, whilst others did not. Ellington
postulated that the exact form of the wing path might not be very important in
�ight and that it was unnecessary to attach too much signi�cance to it � sug-
gesting that the general form of wing motion might be more important than the
details speci�c to each species of insect. He also looked further at the unsteady
mechanisms of lift proposed by Weis-Fogh (1973), and postulated that the `�ing'
mechanism would generate circulation which would persist for the following half-
stroke, and that this circulation would generate su�cient lift for �ight (Ellington,
1984d, p. 101). Ellington also proposed a number of other `special' aerodynamic
mechanisms which could enhance lift � such as isolated rotation of a wing and
�exing of a wing during rotation, although it was confessed that these proposed
mechanisms were �highly fanciful and speculative� (Ellington, 1984d, p. 106) and
that the deductions in the paper were �too tentative even to consider them as
`conclusions' � (Ellington, 1984d, p. 109). It was beginning to become clear that
unsteady mechanisms did play an important part in the �ight of at least some
insects, and that (contrary to the assertion of Vogel (1967a)) insects did actively
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rotate their wings (in pitch) during �ight.

The series of papers of Ellington seems to have stimulated a growth in interest
into insect �ight. Ennos (1989b) used high-speed �lm of Dipterous �ies in free
�ight, and noted that some insects hovered with a horizontal stroke plane, and
others used an inclined stroke plane � the di�erence being that a horizontal stroke
plane was more e�cient but less stable and manoeuvrable. He proposed that insects
manoeuvred by tilting the force vector from their wings, and stated that this did
not usually involve tilting the stroke plane, but that insects adjusted the timing of
pronation and/or supination in order to change the relative lift produced by the
upstroke and downstroke. Clap-and-�ing was widely used to allow vertical takeo�.
Ennos bemoaned the fact that there was no reliable way of measuring the angle of
attack of an insect's wings in free �ight and that therefore the timing and speed of
rotations could only be estimated. At any rate, it was becoming clear that insect-
like �apping was more complex than scientists had thought, making use of novel
methods of lift augmentation.

It would be unfair not to mention the work that at this time was simultaneously
being carried out in what was then the USSR. Unfortunately all of the early work
was published in Russian and has therefore remained relatively unknown to most
of the wider research community (see e.g. Antonova et al., 1981; Brodsky and
Ivanov, 1984). Later on, some work began to appear in English � Brodsky (1991)
described his work on tethered butter�ies, but again there is no discussion of how
the tethering itself (nor the smoke that was used for visualisation) might a�ect the
insect.

Götz (1987) tethered �ies (the Dipterous Drosophila melanogaster) in a `�ight
simulator', where (by measuring the stroke amplitude of each wing) it was esti-
mated when the insect was trying to turn and in which direction, and the sur-
rounding objects in the simulator were rotated, to give the �y the impression it
was �ying freely. High speed photography was obtained of the clap-and-�ing mech-
anism. Götz commented that the wings on a particular �y, after about 23 million
clap-and-�ings, showed no evidence of any wear or tear and concluded that, in the
particular species under investigation, the lift-enhancing e�ect of the vigorous `clap
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and �ing' seemed to be essential for the support of the body weight of the hovering
�y. This was more evidence that unsteady aerodynamics plays a vital role in the
�ight of insects. Dickinson et al. (1993) found that some insects actively regulate
the timing of wing rotations to manoeuvre, and suggested that this explained how
they could change the direction of wing forces without changing stroke plane an-
gle. Dickinson (1994) later estimated the speed of rotation during pronation and
supination to be as high as 5× 105 deg/s � equivalent to around 83 000 rpm .

Srygley and Thomas (2002) investigated the �ight of butter�ies and reported
that they use a �variety of unconventional aerodynamic mechanisms to generate
force.� They concluded that there �seems to be no one `key' to insect �ight; instead
insects rely on a wide array of aerodynamic mechanisms to take o�, manoeuvre,
maintain steady �ight, and for landing� but also said that �the situation may
not be as complex as it �rst seems, because inspection of the �ow visualisation
videos suggests that [butter�ies switch] between di�erent aerodynamic mechanisms
through rather simple changes in wing-beat kinematics� � so force production can
be varied by simple changes in wing motion.

The kinematics of insect-like �apping have now been relatively well established
and it has been demonstrated that many insects depend on unsteady e�ects to
augment lift. Any FMAV will have to reproduce these complex kinematics in
some way, although it is not yet clear which aspects of the motion are the most
important.

2.1.2 Mechanical `�appers'

As has been seen, the e�orts to determine the kinematics of insect wings have
generally been useful, and have resulted in a good understanding of what exactly
insects do with their wings. However, this in itself, though vital, does not help to
answer the more fundamental question of how it is that insects actually �y � that
is, how is the motion of their wings converted into a lift force? In order to address
this question it is arguably vital to have some idea of what an insect wing does
to the air it moves through. At the most fundamental level, a force on a wing is
caused by a pressure di�erence between its lower and upper surfaces, but how does
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an insect produce this pressure di�erence, and what aspects of insect wing motion
are the most important in doing so?

Visualising the �ow around real insects is challenging due to their small size.
Some researchers have sought to circumvent this problem by building mechanical
insects (`�appers') which reproduce insect-like �apping but on a much larger scale
and at much lower �apping frequencies. This combination makes visualising the
�ow much easier. There are three main contributors to this area � Ellington (at
Cambridge University), Dickinson (at the California Institute of Technology) and
most recently Leishman (at the University of Maryland). The former two have
taken the approach of scaling up an insect quite signi�cantly � with Ellington
choosing a scale factor of around 10 (Ellington et al., 1996) and Dickinson (who
based his `�apper' on a smaller insect) around 200 (Dickinson et al., 1999). The
mechanism of Leishman is comparatively small and is not based on a speci�c
insect but, rather, a prototype FMAV (Ramasamy and Leishman, 2006). Another
important di�erence is that Dickinson's `�apper' operates in oil, whereas the other
two operate in air.

These models have provided signi�cant insight into some aspects of the aero-
dynamics of insect-like �apping, as is shown later. However, the mechanism of
Dickinson et al. (1999) is designed to represent a fruit �y with a wing span of
2.5mm. The mechanism itself has a span of 60cm and therefore �aps much more
slowly than the real insect (at about 5Hz). The scaling is such that Reynolds
number is kept constant. However, some have expressed concerns that other di-
mensionless parameters may not have been preserved and that this may mean that
results from these mechanisms are unreliable (see e.g. Gali«ski and �bikowski,
2007).

Appendix A explores these issues and shows that Reynolds number is the only
parameter of importance when scaling up insect-like �apping. It is shown that
the frequency of vortex shedding is dependent on two factors � kinematics (which
a�ects the frequency of forced shedding) and Reynolds number (which a�ects the
frequency of both forced and free shedding). Therefore, provided that kinematics
and Reynolds number are preserved when moving from insect to `�apper', the
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Parameter Value
Wing length 112.5mm
Mean chord 66.67mm
Flapping frequency 12Hz
Stroke amplitude 120◦

Wing o�set 37.5mm

Table 2.1: Wing parameters for an `optimised' FMAV (from Ansari (2004, �7)).
Wing o�set is the distance from the wing root to the rotation axis.

dynamics of the �ow and the force coe�cients will also be preserved.

2.1.3 Insect �ight aerodynamics

One of the �rst di�erences between insects and more-conventional `aircraft' con-
cerns size. Insects are almost without exception smaller than any man-made �xed-
or rotary-wing aircraft, and therefore operate at extremely low Reynolds numbers2.
To give one example, one of the smallest �ying insects, the fairy �y (Alaptus mag-
nanimus) has a wingspan of only 0.2mm (Natural History Museum, 2005). If it is
assumed that it �aps its wings at around 1 000 strokes per second (i.e. 500 com-
plete upstroke-downstroke cycles per second), and that each wing travels through
180◦ per stroke, the average tip speed will be approximately 0.3m/s. This gives
a Reynolds number of O(1). Admittedly, most �ying insects are larger than this
extreme example: Vogel (1994) gives the Reynolds number of the smallest �ying in-
sects as of O(30) (Vogel, 1994, table 5.1). This is still extremely low in the context
of a typical passenger jet, which might operate at wing chord Reynolds numbers
of O(107) (see Figure 2.5). For this reason alone, perhaps it is not surprising that
attempts to analyse insect �ight using ideas and techniques that were developed
for much higher Reynolds numbers have often failed, as is shown later.

Any FMAV is likely to be larger than a typical insect (though fossils have been
2Reynolds number (Re) is given by

Re =
ρV l

µ
, (2.1)

where ρ and µ are �uid density and viscosity respectively. In this thesis, for 2D cases, l is wing
chord and V is wing velocity; for 3D cases, l is wing mean aerodynamic chord and V is mean
wing tip velocity.
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found of much larger insects than those alive today � see below), so it is useful
to gain an understanding of the Reynolds number at which an FMAV is likely
to operate. To do this, the wing parameters for an `optimised' FMAV given by
Ansari (2004) are used. The parameters needed are given in Table 2.1. Reynolds
number in this case is based on mean tip velocity and mean aerodynamic chord.
The mean tip velocity can be found from the wing length, �apping frequency and
stroke amplitude. The distance travelled by the wingtip per stroke can be found
by:

d =
120

360
× 2× π × r

=
120

360
× 2× π × (112.5 + 37.5)

= 314.2mm,

and it travels through this distance 24 times per second (as �apping frequency is
for a complete downstroke-upstroke cycle), giving a mean tip speed of:

V = 0.3142× 24

= 7.540m/s.

Reynolds number can therefore be calculated (using ISA sea level values for
density and viscosity):

Re =
ρV l

µ

=
1.225× 7.540× 0.06667

1.7894× 10−5

≈ 34 000.

So an FMAV is likely to operate at Reynolds numbers around 3 orders of mag-
nitude larger than the smallest insects, although some current insects do operate at
Reynolds numbers of O(104). As already mentioned, the fossil record reveals that
there have at times existed much larger insects than those seen today � including
dragon�y-like creatures with wingspans of up to 70cm (Dudley, 1998). Appar-
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Figure 2.5: Approximate Reynolds number ranges for a variety of aerodynamic
objects, fromWegener (1997, Figure 6.3). Reynolds numbers are given as a function
of Mach number and speed.

ently, then, insect-like �ight is possible at larger scales than that of present-day
insects. But what di�erence does the size of the `aircraft' make to their e�ciency
of �ight? Did the large size of these insects lead to a drop in e�ciency and there-
fore their eventual extinction? And to what extent can the techniques designed
for `conventional' aircraft be used to analyse the �ight of FMAVs � which oper-
ate at Reynolds numbers which (although high compared to those at which most
present-day insects �y) are still extremely low compared to conventional aircraft?

Figure 2.5 shows that an FMAV which uses the `optimised' parameters in Table
2.1 will operate at Reynolds numbers lower than those for bats and birds and in the
same range as model aircraft. In addition to this Reynolds-number-related issue,
the aerodynamics of insect-like �apping di�er from those of more conventional
aircraft in 4 key ways:

• An insect wing stops and starts at the end of each stroke (i.e. when the
`aircraft' is in �ight), unlike the wings on rotary- or �xed-wing aircraft.

• An insect wing passes through its own wake, which produces complex inter-
actions between the wake and the aerofoil. This happens with a rotary-wing
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aircraft, but to a much lesser degree.

• The angle of attack of an insect wing is often much higher than would nor-
mally occur on conventional aircraft (often in excess of 45◦). Despite this
��agrant disregard [for] sound aerodynamic design� (Dickinson, 2006), there
seems to be no catastrophic `stall'.

• Insects use various specialised techniques (such as the `clap-and-�ing,' men-
tioned above) which, it appears, enhance the lift that their wings produce.
Ellington (1984d) gives good descriptions of many of these techniques.

Because of these di�erences, there are a number of aerodynamic e�ects that
may be important for insect �ight. Most of these e�ects either do not occur (or
occur to such a small extent that they can be ignored) when the �ight of more-
conventional aircraft is considered. Some of these phenomena are now discussed
in detail.

2.1.3.1 Wake capture

When a wing is translated, it leaves behind a wake � a region of disturbed air.
Fixed-wing aircraft generally move rapidly away from their wake, so that the e�ect
of the wake can be ignored. The wake is sometimes ignored in rotary-wing aircraft
analysis (see e.g. Leishman, 2000, �2.2), although this is less justi�able.

During �apping �ight, however, the wings frequently reverse direction and pass
directly through the wake from previous strokes. The potential bene�ts of this were
described by Dickinson, who stated that �the �ows generated during one stroke and
rotation can increase lift production in the subsequent stroke� (Dickinson, 1994,
p. 205); this research was, however, 2D in nature and (as is shown later) would
therefore not have captured all the features of full insect-like �apping. The idea
that wake capture could enhance lift had been suggested by Ennos (1989a), and
the importance of wake capture was later emphasised by Dickinson et al. (1999)
and Sane and Dickinson (2001), where wake capture was again presented as a
lift-enhancing phenomenon. For some years this was generally accepted as true,
and it does seem logical that (�rstly) a wing undergoing insect-like �apping will
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interact with its own wake to a large extent and that (secondly) this interaction
will a�ect the forces experienced by the wing. However it is shown later that there
is a fundamental di�erence between 2D and 3D �ows � 2D �ows produce a vortex
street-like wake whereas for 3D �ows the leading-edge vortex (see �2.1.3.4) is not
shed (at least if the aspect ratio of the wing is low enough; see �6.8).

Sun and Tang (2002), however, who used a CFD approach, stated that �the
wake from the previous stroke does not increase the lift [for the current stroke]
and...the large [lift] peak at the beginning of a stroke is due to the rapid acceleration
of the wing� (Sun and Tang, 2002, p. 67). They suggested that the results of
Dickinson (1994) were unhelpful because they were 2D and therefore predicted
vortex shedding where in a 3D case it might not occur � a suggestion which the
results presented in this thesis certainly support.

At around the same time, Ramamurti and Sandberg (2002), also using a CFD
model, produced results which were consistent with the results of Dickinson et al.
(1999). However, they did not seek to explain the source of the force peaks that
they discovered, only concluding that they were probably due to either wake cap-
ture or what they called `rotational circulation'. Srygley and Thomas (2002) listed
wake capture among the unconventional aerodynamic mechanisms that butter�ies
use to generate force, and suggested that in successive wing-beats, some butter-
�ies can choose to use, or not use, wake capture to enhance force production,
though they did not explain how this could work in practice. They relied on �ow
visualisation data for their conclusions.

Birch and Dickinson (2003) studied the subject in detail and examined the
suggestion of Sun and Tang (2002) that the force peaks at �ow reversal were due
to wing acceleration rather than wake capture. Birch and Dickinson conceded
that an accelerating wing did produce a force peak, but they also claimed �forces
created by identical kinematics in the presence of a wake are unequivocally higher�
(Birch and Dickinson, 2003, p. 2271). But to complicate things further, Wu and
Sun (2005) studied the e�ect of the wake � again using a CFD approach � and
concluded that the wake from previous strokes had a detrimental e�ect, reducing
the mean lift by 6 − 18%. Aono and Liu (2006) carried out a CFD study into
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insect-like �apping and implied that wake capture did not �prominently� increase
the lift produced. Consensus on this point is lacking, though the majority opinion
remains that wake capture enhances lift.

2.1.3.2 Added mass

To accelerate a body of mass 1kg at a rate of 1m/s2 in a vacuum, a force of 1N

will be required. However, to obtain the same acceleration in air (or any �uid),
1N will not be su�cient. The reason for this lies in the fact that the �uid that
surrounds the body has its own inertia, and thus a force must be supplied not
only to accelerate the body, but also the �uid that lies around it. The di�erence
between the force required in a vacuum and the force required in a �uid is termed
the added-mass force3; because it requires more force to accelerate the object in the
�uid, it appears that the object's mass is higher in the �uid than in the vacuum.
The magnitude of the added-mass force is dependent only on the size, shape, and
acceleration of the body and the density of the �uid (the viscosity of the �uid has
no e�ect).

The wings of conventional aircraft do not generally accelerate and decelerate
rapidly, so added-mass forces can generally be ignored. Insects wings, however, are
rarely found not to be accelerating. Osborne (1951) suggested that these added-
mass forces might play a key role in insect �ight, but this was judged not to be
the case by Ellington (1984d), who stated that �none of the virtual mass [added-
mass] forces will signi�cantly alter the mean lift of the wing,� (Ellington, 1984d,
p. 96) although he accepted that they would a�ect instantaneous values. This
view (that added-mass forces do not contribute signi�cantly to the mean lift) was
also expressed by Sunada and Ellington (2000). However, added-mass forces do
a�ect the power required for (and therefore the e�ciency of) �apping �ight, and
so cannot be completely ignored.

3The term `virtual mass' is also sometimes used, but strictly speaking this is the combined
mass of the body itself and the added mass (Massey and Ward-Smith, 1998). `Apparent mass' is
also used in place of `virtual mass'.
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2.1.3.3 The Wagner e�ect

The Wagner e�ect is considered later (see p. 57) and so only a brief overview will
be given here. The e�ect occurs whenever a wing accelerates or decelerates, as well
as when a wing undergoes an increase in angle of attack, and explains why it is
that the lift in such cases does not instantaneously change. The e�ect is of little or
no importance when considering �xed-wing aircraft, which do not stop and start in
�ight, although it is important in understanding the aerodynamics of rotary-wing
aircraft in forward �ight (Leishman, 2000). The e�ect cannot be neglected when
considering insect �ight.

2.1.3.4 The leading-edge vortex

The �ow around an aerofoil at low angle of attack is relatively simple. Flow travels
smoothly around the leading edge, runs down the upper surface and separates
at the trailing edge. However, if the angle of attack of an aerofoil is increased
beyond a critical value, the �ow will separate at some point on the aerofoil's upper
surface. This separation is usually associated with a dramatic loss of lift, called
stall, although the extent and nature of this lift change depends on the type of stall
that occurs (McCullough and Gault, 1951). Most common low-speed aerofoils stall
at an angle of attack of around 15◦, but the stall angle depends on the shape of
the aerofoil, particulary the shape of the leading edge; aerofoils with sharp leading
edges stall at lower angles of attack than those with rounded leading edges.

Insect wings typically operate at angles of attack of up to 45◦. Vogel (1967b)
proposed that insects avoid separation by the morphology and structure of their
wings (in particular, by the presence of small hairs on the wing surface), although
he acknowledged that �the precise mechanism and structural basis of stall preven-
tion [had] yet to be determined.� However, this idea quickly fell out of favour, and
it is now indisputable that separation does occur on insect wings. However, rather
than this separation leading to a loss of lift, insects actually seem to bene�t from
it. There are a number of suggestions as to how this bene�t is obtained, all of
them centring in a leading-edge vortex (LEV). The separated �ow forms a vortex
above the wing, and as this vortex is an area of low pressure it enhances lift. It is
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now universally accepted that this LEV exists, but opinion remains divided as to
the exact nature of the LEV.

Maxworthy (1979) was the �rst to report the presence of an LEV lying above
the wing, fed by separation from the leading edge. However, it was not until
the 1990s that the potential importance of the LEV began to be recognised, with
some researchers reporting that its presence resulted in �an 80% increase in lift�
(Dickinson and Götz, 1993, p. 45). It soon began to be seen as a major candidate
for the high lift produced by insect wings. Ellington et al. (1996) used a mechanical
model of a hawkmoth (Manduca sexta) wing to study the LEV, and reported that
it was stable, conical in shape, and contained signi�cant spanwise �ow (from root
to tip). They postulated that this spanwise �ow was responsible for the stability
of the vortex, as it extracted vorticity from its core4. Later, Willmott et al. (1997)
found that a stable LEV also formed on real hawkmoths.

It is important to emphasise at this point what is meant by `stable'. Some
researchers have used the word `stable' to describe an LEV that remains attached
for an entire upstroke or downstroke. However, it is suggested here that this is
misleading. The de�nition of `stable' is generally considered to be `not likely to
move' or `�rmly �xed' (Hawker and Soanes, 2005). Here, a stable LEV is de�ned
as one which remains attached to the wing for all time; that is, no matter how far
the aerofoil or wing travels, the LEV never sheds, but remains in a �xed position
relative to the aerofoil or wing. It is important to realise that for an FMAV, the
LEV does not necessarily need to be stable by this de�nition; it merely needs to
remain attached for the time it takes the wing to complete a half-stroke. But since
it is the phenomenon of the LEV which is of interest, the aim is to determine
whether it is stable (by the de�nition used here) and, if not, whether it remains
attached for long enough to be of any value for an FMAV.

van den Berg and Ellington (1997a) suggested a link between the LEV formed
during insect-like �apping and the LEVs formed over the leading edges of delta
wings at high angles of attack, noting �clear similarities� between the �ow pat-

4The same e�ect can be used to stabilise leading-edge vortices on �xed wing aircraft by blowing
air from the root of the wing towards the tip (see e.g. Rossow, 1978).
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terns. They also postulated that the mechanism for the formation of the LEV was
dynamic stall (sometimes called delayed stall), an idea which has been restated by
others (Ellington, 1995; Dickinson, 1996; Willmott et al., 1997), sometimes with a
high degree of certainty � for example, Ellington et al. state unequivocally that
�the vortex is created by dynamic stall� (Ellington et al., 1996, p. 626). However,
dynamic stall, as originally de�ned, occurs when a wing simultaneously translates
and pitches up (see the main discussion of dynamic stall on p. 52). An aerofoil
which is purely translating at a constant high angle of attack and constant speed
may (and indeed, most probably will) experience separation at the leading edge,
but it is not appropriate to call this dynamic stall; it is simply separation, leading
to a vortex. Until this vortex has shed from the upper surface of the wing, it
enhances lift because it is an area of low pressure (McCroskey, 1981) � this is
discussed in detail on page 171. In any case, an insect wing is usually pitching
down as it begins a stroke (see Figure 2.3). Therefore dynamic stall should not be
used to describe the mechanism for the formation of the LEV. It is simply �ow
separation.

Others have expressed doubts about the LEV being caused by dynamic stall
(�bikowski, 2002a; Ansari, 2004) by pointing out that a dynamic-stall vortex usu-
ally sheds almost immediately (McCroskey, 1981) rather than remaining stable.
The usual counter-argument to this is that because insect wings move only short
distances with each stroke, the LEV does not have time to break away before
stroke reversal takes place. Wang (2000) claims that the vortex that is formed
when leading-edge separation takes place on a 2D wing is not completely shed
from the aerofoil until about 4 chords have been travelled; and the wings of many
insects travel less than 4 chords between stroke reversals (Wang et al., 2004; Weis-
Fogh, 1973). However, even if this is true (and it is shown later that the current
results � and the results of others � suggest that in fact 2D LEVs are shed after
less than two chords of travel) it does not alter the fact that it is inappropriate to
call this dynamic stall because the wing is generally not being pitched up as it is
translated at the start of a stroke (as the LEV is forming).

In any case, the word stall is usually used to refer to a situation where the
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wing has reached its maximum possible lift coe�cient. The stall angle is usually
identi�ed by plotting lift against angle of attack and locating the point of maximum
lift. In the case of insect wings, it is known that they produce high lift, but it is
obviously not true that their wings always operate at the point of maximum lift.
The wings of an insect in the hover cannot be said to be stalled, because they
are not operating at the maximum possible lift; if they were, the insect would be
unable to ascend. It may be accurate to say that the presence of the LEV does
delay stall � that is, the maximum lift when an LEV is present is higher than
when there is no LEV. In practice, however, creating a situation where no LEV
exists would be impossible, as the LEV cannot be `turned on and o�' at will; it is
simply a result of the high angle of attack at which insect wings operate.

In a computational study, Liu et al. (1998) found an LEV which they stated
was responsible for enhancing lift production. Again, this LEV was stable, and
the assertion that spanwise �ow was responsible for the stability of the LEV was
generally accepted for a time. However, Birch and Dickinson (2001) tested this
hypothesis using 2D particle image velocimetry (PIV, see Ra�el et al. (1998)) and
reported that �at the Reynolds numbers matching the �ows relevant for most in-
sects, �apping wings do not generate a spiral vortex akin to that produced by
delta-wing aircraft.� They stated, �limiting spanwise �ow with fences and edge
ba�es does not cause detachment of the leading-edge vortex,� and suggested an
alternative explanation for the LEV's stability � that �downward �ow induced by
tip vortices limits the growth of the leading-edge vortex� (Birch and Dickinson,
2001, p. 729) � referring to the shed tip vortices from previous strokes, not the
tip vortex of the current stroke. In other words, the suggestion was that some
form of wake capture was responsible for the LEV's stability. Later on, Birch
et al. (2004) conceded that �spiral �ow [within the LEV] is a conspicuous feature
of �apping wings at Reynolds numbers (Re) of 5 000� but also stated that �similar
experiments at Re = 100 failed to identify a comparable structure� (Birch et al.,
2004, p. 1063), suggesting that the phenomenology involved in the LEV varies with
Reynolds number. Birch and Dickinson (2001) had previously suggested that the
e�ectiveness of the LEV as a lift-enhancing mechanism might depend on Reynolds
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number. Using a rotating (sweeping � not �apping) wing, they found lower lift
coe�cients at higher Reynolds numbers compared to those at lower Reynolds num-
bers.

In contrast to this, Nolan (2004), who also studied rotating wings (in this
case using stereoscopic (3D) PIV) in order to elucidate the structure of the LEV,
reported spanwise �ow within the LEV at all Reynolds numbers from 140 up
to 6 500 and postulated that this �ow was driven by a pressure gradient caused
by the sweeping motion of the wing. Some changes in the �ow were noted as
Reynolds number was increased but spanwise �ow was evident over the whole
range of Reynolds number. Nolan proposed two reasons why this spanwise �ow
was not seen in the experiments of Birch and Dickinson (2001): �rstly, it was
suggested that Birch and Dickinson simply did not see the spanwise �ow, although
it was there (because it was concentrated in a small area which their PIV data
`missed', or because the spanwise velocity was too low for their PIV to capture);
and secondly, there may have been other failings in the way they carried out their
experiments and analysed their data. Nolan also made the point that 2D PIV is
not a satisfactory technique with which to study these highly-3D �ows.

Wang (2005) suggested that the LEV is stable because the �vortex line is pinned
to the root and cannot shed� due to the fact that the velocity is zero at the root.
However this does not address the issue of the e�ects of Reynolds number or aspect
ratio. In any case, for many of the experimental `�appers' that have shown a stable
LEV, the velocity at the root is not zero because the wing root is mounted at some
distance from the point of rotation.

Ramasamy and Leishman (2006), from results of experiments with a mechanical
`�apper', concluded that the LEV was not stable � despite containing signi�cant
spanwise �ow (of the same order of magnitude as wing tip velocity). They suggested
that the LEV did shed from the wing (like a dynamic stall vortex) but that another
LEV took its place, meaning that lift remained high. However, the wing used in
their experiments did not translate at an exactly constant angle of attack, and
it is di�cult to isolate the e�ects of the pitch changes which occurred during the
translational phases of motion, which were up to 10◦ in magnitude. In addition
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they failed to disclose the relationship between sweep position and wing angular
velocity. It is possible that the shedding of the LEV in their case was due to
changes in angle of attack or angular velocity as the wing swept.

Lu et al. (2006), again using a mechanical `�apper', examined the �ow around
dragon�y wings and noticed a co-rotating pair of LEVs near the leading edge.
Similar structures can appear on delta wings, but Lu et al. were unable to conclu-
sively answer the issue of what caused the formation of the dual-LEV structure.
Nor did they give details of the stability of the vortex pair. They suggested that
this dual-LEV structure was not noted in previous studies due to either inadequate
visualisation techniques or (in the case of CFD studies) inadequate mesh resolu-
tion, and that the dual-LEV system might be a �basic �ow structure� of �apping
wings. The current results, when compared with theirs, indicate that the second
LEV might simply be a result of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the leading-edge
vortex sheet (see �5.3.3.1).

Poelma et al. (2006) used Dickinson's `�apper' to produce a detailed 3D `map'
of the �ow around a �apping wing. They found that an impulsively-started wing
produced a vortex around its edges. The vortex at the trailing edge separated,
whilst the vortex at the leading edge remained attached to the wing and remained
connected to the trailing-edge vortex by the tip vortex. After around 90◦ of sweep
(at constant velocity and angle of attack) they found a pair of counter-rotating
tip vortices � a phenomenon that had not been noticed before. One of the tip
vortices combined with the stable LEV, whilst the other combined with a stable
TEV. It is not clear how this TEV came to exist, given that the TEV created
during early stages of motion was said to separate almost immediately. At this
point the �ow �eld became stable and neither the LEV or TEV grew further. They
stated that there was no spanwise �ow within the LEV but they did identify a large
area of spanwise �ow behind the wing, induced by the pair of tip vortices. They
stated that this spanwise �ow drained circulation from the wing and balanced the
production of circulation at the leading edge. This was at a comparatively low
Reynolds number of 256 (based on maximum wingtip velocity and maximum wing
chord). It was not made clear how spanwise �ow behind the LEV could possibly
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extract vorticity from the LEV.

Most recently, Hamamoto et al. (2007) used a computational approach and
noted the presence of a distinct and obvious LEV above the leading edge of the
wing. However, their results did not indicate whether or not this LEV was stable.
Meanwhile, Muijres et al. (2008) discovered LEVs attached to the wings of bats
and stated that their presence increased lift by as much as 40%.

It is practically indisputable that the LEV exists, and that it is a lift-enhancing
mechanism. It is also virtually certain that it is a stable vortex, despite the anoma-
lous results of Ramasamy and Leishman (2006). However a couple of important
questions remain unresolved. Firstly, what is the reason for the stability of the
LEV � and, secondly, does the stability of the LEV depend on Reynolds number?
There are also a number of questions relating to the precise structure of the LEV.
Of course, the reason why these questions need to be answered is to help us answer
the most important question of all � will a stable, lift-enhancing LEV still exist
if insect-like �apping is scaled up to FMAV sizes?

2.1.3.5 Rotational e�ects

Given that an insect's wing kinematics can be divided into translational and ro-
tational phases (see Figure 2.3 on p. 31), it might appear logical to attempt to
separate the forces that are produced during �apping into those produced by ro-
tation and those produced by translation. This approach has been taken by, for
example, Ellington (1984d) and Dickinson et al. (1999). An insect wing does not,
however, translate at a �xed angle of attack, then rotate without translating for a
time, and then translate again. Instead, translation and rotation occur simultane-
ously during much of the motion. For this reason there has been some confusion
in the literature over what forces should be called `translational' and what forces
should be called `rotational'. The fundamental question is this � are the rota-
tional phases of wing motion mere inconveniences that are necessary to prepare
the wing for the next stroke, or actual lift-enhancing mechanisms in themselves?
As mentioned above, Weis-Fogh (1973) was among the �rst to suggest that the
latter might be the case, but since then there has been much confusion regarding
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the distinction between translational and rotational forces.

Ellington (1984d) looked in detail at this area, and suggested that the rota-
tional phases of �apping could be useful in �delaying stall� during the translational
motions. If an aerofoil is translated whilst having its angle of attack increased, it
will stall at a higher angle of attack than if it were translated at constant angle
of attack. In other words, if the static stall angle for an aerofoil is 15◦, it may be
possible to delay stall (and obtain a higher lift coe�cient) until an angle of attack
of (perhaps) 20◦ by pitching the wing up as it is translated. This is the Kramer
e�ect, also known as dynamic stall, and is discussed in more detail below (p. 52).
However, as mentioned above (p. 45), insect wings are generally pitching down
as they begin translation, and thus dynamic stall (as originally de�ned) will not
occur.

Later, it was suggested that the rotational phases not only enhanced lift during
the subsequent stroke but also generated lift themselves. Dickinson et al. (1999)
found a force peak at the end of each half stroke, which they postulated might be
connected to the Magnus e�ect5. However, their procedure for separating transla-
tional and rotational forces was rather unsatisfactory. In their case the �ow was
fully 3D. In order to estimate the forces solely due to translation, Dickinson et al.
swept a wing through 180◦ at constant angle of attack and velocity and measured
the lift produced. However, in order to obtain a mean value they averaged the
measured lift coe�cient over an interval of around 1 second. This interval was
taken after the wing had swept for some distance, so that the mean value captured
did not incorporate the large force peak that was observed at the start of sweeping
motion (Dickinson et al., 1999, Fig. 2A). Subtracting this mean value from the
total force produced by a wing undergoing �apping motion meant, unsurprisingly,
that a large peak was left at the start and end of the translational phases of motion.
Dickinson et al. concluded that these peaks were due to what they called `rota-
tional forces', but in fact the peak could have been merely due to the large forces
that occur when a wing starts motion, which were excluded from the subtracted
mean value. Sane and Dickinson (2002) simply described the forces as rotational

5See Houghton and Carpenter (2003, p.135)
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forces, and did not mention the Magnus e�ect, and Sun and Tang (2002) sought to
show that the Magnus e�ect alone cannot explain the large force peaks that occur
during wing rotation.

The Magnus e�ect is most commonly mentioned in relation to spheres or cylin-
ders that are rotating as they translate. The e�ect explains why a football can be
made to curve through the air by imparting a measure of spin to it during the kick.
On one side of the ball � where the surface of the ball is travelling in the same
direction as the oncoming air � skin friction results in the air being accelerated
due to the movement of the ball surface. On the opposite side of the ball, the
surface of the ball will be moving in the opposite direction to the oncoming air,
and skin friction will result in the air on this side of the ball being decelerated.
The di�erence in velocity leads to a di�erence in pressure, and therefore a force
on the ball which acts in a direction perpendicular to the direction of motion. It
is important to realise that the velocity di�erence only comes about because of
the no-slip condition on the surface of the ball. Another way of looking at the
phenomenon is to consider that by rotating the ball circulation is imparted to the
air through which it is passing, which leads to a force on the ball normal to the
direction of �ight.

In the case of an insect wing, the only surfaces capable of imparting this velocity
di�erence to the air are the aerofoil leading and trailing edges � where the direction
of motion of the surface (due to the rotation of the aerofoil) is perpendicular to the
wing chord. However, insect-like aerofoils are extremely thin. It seems therefore
highly unlikely that spinning a thin �at plate as it is translated can produce a
Magnus e�ect � the �ow would not stay attached to the relevant surface for long
enough to be either accelerated or decelerated by skin friction. Of course, rotating
an insect wing will produce a force in some direction (if the rotation point is not at
the mid-chord), but this is not due to the Magnus e�ect, because this force would
be produced whether the wing were translating or not. In addition, the Magnus
e�ect cannot explain why the peaks in lift force that occur during rotation are
accompanied by a large drag peaks (Sun and Tang, 2002).

Walker (2002) presented a detailed study of the so-called rotational forces, and
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stated that �comparisons of the rotation-dependent force component with the Mag-
nus e�ect. . . are misleading� (Walker, 2002, p. 3791). He concluded that rotational
forces are �caused by the same �uid-dynamic mechanism that occurs during wing
translation� (Walker, 2002, p. 3783), much the same as argued above.

Further support for this reasoning came from Sane (2003), who stated that
�the mechanism of Magnus force applies only in relation to cylinders, spheres and
blunt objects,� (Sane, 2003, p. 4203) and presented the Kramer e�ect as the only
rotational force involved in insect-like �apping. He called the Kramer e�ect a �rota-
tional force,� postulating that when a wing rotates whilst in motion, the separation
point moves away from the trailing edge. In order to return the separation point
to the trailing edge, additional circulation is produced which results in additional
lift. Whether this description of what happens during wing rotation is accurate or
not, this is not the Kramer e�ect as originally de�ned (Kramer (1932a), translated
as Kramer (1932b)). The Kramer e�ect is actually the same thing as dynamic stall
(as noted by Ellington (1984d, p. 99), Dudley (1999, p. 129), and Leishman (2000,
p. 379)). Some researchers have categorised dynamic stall (or the Kramer e�ect) as
a translational lift mechanism, whereas others have categorised it as a rotational
mechanism. The reason for the confusion is clear � dynamic stall applies only
when an aerofoil is both translating and rotating, so it is both translational and
rotational.

Lehmann (2004) stated that there are two possible sources of rotational forces
� �rstly, rotational circulation (although he explained that this is not, strictly
speaking, related to the Magnus e�ect (Lehmann, 2004, p. 113)) and secondly, the
Kramer e�ect. Again, the link between the Kramer e�ect and dynamic stall is
not made; Lehmann discusses dynamic stall in some detail and then presents an
entirely separate section on the Kramer e�ect. Having emphasised the importance
of `dynamic stall', Lehmann goes on to say �whether the Kramer e�ect is of func-
tional signi�cance for �apping insect wings still remains unclear� (Lehmann, 2004,
p. 115). All this, despite the fact that Kramer's original paper (Kramer (1932a),
translated as Kramer (1932b)) actually describes his experiments in which stall
was delayed (i.e. the maximum lift coe�cient was increased) when a wing was
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rapidly pitched up past the steady-state stall angle of attack by a gust. His paper
was entitled �Increase in the maximum lift of an airplane wing due to a sudden
increase in its e�ective angle of attack resulting from a gust,� and he concluded
that the reason for the increase in this maximum lift was that the �ow does not
immediately separate from a wing or aerofoil when the angle of attack is suddenly
increased.

Ansari et al. (2006a), in agreement with Sane (2003), implied that the Kramer
e�ect is the only rotational e�ect of importance, neglecting to discuss the Magnus
e�ect entirely. Ansari et al. (2006a) described the Kramer e�ect as the change
(positive or negative) in lift caused by the wing pitching (upwards or downwards)
as it ends or begins a stroke. Again, this is not the Kramer e�ect as originally
de�ned. Because insect wings generally rotate in pitch about a point ahead of
the mid-chord, a downward pitching (i.e. angle of attack decreasing) motion will
produce a downward force, because the area of the wing that is moving upwards
(the area behind the pitch axis) is larger than the area that is moving downwards
(the area ahead of the pitch axis). Conversely, an upward pitching motion will
produce an upward force. It is not necessary to invoke the Kramer e�ect � or
indeed any unconventional aerodynamic e�ect � to explain this.

Aono and Liu (2006), using a CFD model, investigated the vortical structures
formed around the hawkmoth Manduca sexta during �apping motion and related
these structures to the forces produced. They concluded that their results seemed
�not able to support the conclusion of Dickinson et al. (1999) that...[the] rota-
tional circulation mechanism [produces] prominent augment of aerodynamic force
production� [sic], and suggested that the leading-edge vortex was the dominant
mechanism of lift production; their model predicted only small forces during the
rotational phases of motion.

Another aspect of the rotational parts of insect-like �apping is that, during
these phases of motion, the wings can be close together, and the �ow around
one wing can be a�ected by the �ow round the other. Weis-Fogh (1973) was the
�rst to propose this as a possible mechanism of lift-enhancement � he identi�ed
some novel kinematics such as the clap-and-�ing, discussed above (p. 32). These
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mechanisms (particularly the clap-and-�ing) have since been the subject of scrutiny
(Lighthill, 1973; Bennett, 1977; Maxworthy, 1979) and it is generally accepted
that they are involved in lift production, particularly in small insects, although
some large insects use the technique when carrying loads (Marden, 1987) and
even the wings of some birds (e.g. pigeons) make an audible clapping sound on
takeo�. Marden (1987) calculated a maximum lift force per unit muscle mass of
63N/kg for �ying animals, except for animals using the clap-and-�ing technique,
where muscle mass-speci�c lift increased by about 35% to 86N/kg. The CFD
results of Sun and Yu (2006) supported this result; they estimated that clap-and-
�ing resulted in a 30% increase in mean lift coe�cient compared to the case of
�apping without clap-and-�ing. More recently, Lehmann and Pick (2007) (using a
mechanical `�apper') found that the lift augmentation due to wing-wing interaction
ranged from 1.4− 17%, depending on the exact kinematics of the �apping motion.

It seems that there is some confusion regarding, �rstly, how to de�ned a �ro-
tational force� and, secondly, which �rotational forces� are relevant to insect-like
�apping. This supports the suggestion made above that perhaps it is not sensible
to attempt to categorise the forces produced during insect-like �apping in this way.
It is also clear that there is some di�culty in de�ning the terminology that should
be used to refer to the forces produced. `Dynamic stall' should not be referred
to as a rotational e�ect, and the only e�ects discussed above which could strictly
be de�ned as `rotational' are the Magnus e�ect and the e�ects due to wing-wing
interaction. Clearly it is necessary to use the term `rotational forces' with care (if
it is used at all).

2.2 Modelling insect �ight

This section looks at some of the attempts that have been made to analyse in-
sect (or insect-like) �ight. These can be divided into two categories � analytical
(which category can be subdivided into quasi-steady and unsteady approaches)
and computational.
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2.2.1 Analytical approaches

2.2.1.1 The quasi-steady approach

Many early researchers assumed that the instantaneous lift produced by an insect's
wing was dependent only on the wing's instantaneous speed and angle of attack.
This approach is denoted quasi-steady � it does not assume completely steady
motion, and is able to take into account the complex kinematics of insect-like
�apping. It does, however, make the assumption that the lift produced by the
wing at a given instant is not a�ected by the wing's previous motion � so, for
example, the phenomena of wake capture and the Wagner e�ect (see p. 57) are
not captured. It was this approach that led Magnan (1934) to make his now-
infamous statement; �I have applied the laws of air resistance to insects, and have
arrived. . . at the conclusion that their �ight is impossible.�

Osborne (1951) was the �rst to make a major contribution in this area. He
used a quasi-steady approach, in conjunction with blade element theory6, in order
to �nd required values of average lift coe�cient. Based on these �ndings, Osborne
concluded that �insects must utilise some special mechanism in �ight not present
in conventional aerodynamic phenomena.�

Weis-Fogh and Jensen (1956) carried out a `critical review' of work done in
the �eld. They concluded that the then-current understanding of insect �ight was
unsatisfactory, but proposed that this was more likely to be due to faulty methods
and data rather than any failing in the quasi-steady approach itself. Later on,
however, Weis-Fogh found that the forces required for insect �ight were higher than
those that were produced by insects' wings under steady conditions (Weis-Fogh,
1972, 1973), and conceded that it was necessary to take unsteady aerodynamic
e�ects into account in order to analyse insect �ight fully, especially hovering insect
�ight.

Ellington, in his seminal series of papers in the Philosophical Transactions
of the Royal Society, concluded that �most, if not all, hovering animals do not
rely on quasi-steady aerodynamics� (Ellington, 1984f, p. 178). Later, Dudley and

6Blade element theory is often used for helicopter rotor analysis � see Leishman (2000, �3),
and, in relation to its use for insect �ight analysis, Ansari (2004, �3.2).
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Ellington (1990) showed that, according to quasi-steady predictions, Bumblebees
are unable to �y at any speed. Support for the quasi-steady approach has now
fallen and there is now wide-spread agreement that, especially when analysing
hovering �ight, it is essential to include unsteady e�ects. Quasi-steady methods
can provide useful results when analysing insects in fast forward �ight (see e.g.
Willmott and Ellington, 1997; Sane and Dickinson, 2002), when unsteady e�ects
are less dominant.

One way in which these quasi-steady models can be made more accurate is to
introduce empirical corrections. Among the �rst to attempt this approach were
Walker and Westneat (2000), who formulated a quasi-steady model but included
apparent mass e�ects and the Wagner function (see p. 57). They validated their
model against experimental data and reported good agreement. Later, Walker
(2002) used the model to investigate the issue of the Magnus e�ect (see p. 49). He
reported that the importance of the Magnus e�ect was minimal and that, in fact,
the rotational forces were primarily due to conventional circulatory forces and/or
forces due to attached vortices.

Sane and Dickinson (2002) presented a quasi-steady model, but incorporated
the e�ects of wake capture empirically. This provided some insight into the relative
importance of each source of lift associated with insect-like �apping �ight, but
cannot reasonably be used to predict the forces due to wake capture for a given
wing and kinematics because the e�ect of wake capture was inserted empirically
using previously-obtained data from a mechanical `�apper'.

Traub (2004) formulated a (semi-empirical) model which was designed to es-
timate the lift on a �apping wing in the hover. Polhamus' leading edge suction
analogy7 was used to estimate the lift due to the leading-edge vortex, and Traub
used data from Weis-Fogh (1973) to determine an empirical value which was used
in calculating the lift on the wing. The model was able to give some idea of the rel-

7Polhamus' leading-edge suction analogy (see Polhamus (1966, 1971)) is a method of estimat-
ing the force due to a leading-edge vortex. It assumes that the leading-edge separation causes a
total loss of leading-edge suction, and that a force is produced by the LEV which is equivalent
in magnitude but acts normal to the wing surface. Although the method is very simple, it has
been shown to be accurate in predicting the non-linear lift on delta wings due to the leading-edge
vortex.
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ative important of the leading-edge vortex lift compared to the lift due to attached
�ow, and Traub also concluded that wake capture was an important lift-producing
mechanism which should be accounted for.

2.2.1.2 Unsteady aerodynamics

The four most important ways in which insect �ight fundamentally di�ers from
�xed- or rotary-wing aircraft �ight have been presented on p. 39. It is these
di�erences which result in the increased importance of unsteady e�ects when insect
�ight is compared to the �ight of either of the more-conventional aircraft types.

As already mentioned, the quasi-steady approach makes the assumption that
the lift on an aerofoil at a given time is dependent only on the aerofoil's current
angle of attack and speed. All real �ows are to some extent unsteady, but for the
�ows associated with conventional �xed-wing aircraft, the unsteadiness is often
su�ciently small to be negligible � most attempts to analyse �xed-wing �ight
make this assumption. The �rst important attempt to analyse any kind of unsteady
aerofoil motion was made by Wagner (1925). He considered a comparatively simple
case � that of an aerofoil at a small angle of attack, originally at rest, being
impulsively started and then moving at constant speed. This is analogous to an
aerofoil in steady motion undergoing a step change in angle of attack.

When the speed of an aerofoil is impulsively increased, or when the angle of
attack on an aerofoil in a �ow is suddenly increased, the lift does not change
instantaneously. The Wagner function gives a theoretically exact description of
how the lift grows. There is an �in�nite pulse in the lift� (Leishman, 2000, p. 325)
to half of the (new) steady state value. Thereafter the lift increases at a decreasing
rate, tending towards its �nal value. In theory it will never reach its �nal value,
but in practice, after a distance of only a few tens of chords has been moved, the
lift reaches 99% of the steady-state lift. The Wagner function is shown in Fig. 2.6.

Although the Wagner function is known exactly, the exact formulation is not
convenient for analysis, and an approximation is usually used. One of the most
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Figure 2.6: Wagner and Küssner functions.

famous is that attributed to R. T. Jones:

φ(s) = 1.0− 0.165e−0.0455s − 0.335e−0.3s,

where φ(s) is the value of the Wagner function after the aerofoil has travelled s

semi-chord lengths.

Later on, Küssner (1936) considered a similar problem � that of an aerofoil
at zero angle of attack penetrating a sharp-edged gust8. The Küssner function
predicts that the lift on an aerofoil entering such a gust will increase from zero
(when the aerofoil is outside the gust) to its steady-state value. Fig. 2.6 shows the
Küssner function. It is notable that the steady-state value is not reached as soon
as the aerofoil is fully immersed in the gust � the aerofoil will be fully immersed
in the gust when it has travelled one chord, but at this point, according to the
prediction, the lift will have reached only around 60% of its �nal value.

As with Wagner's function, Küssner's function is known exactly, but is usually

8An error in his work was later corrected by von Kármán and Sears (1938).
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approximated with an exponential function such as:

ψ(s) = 1− 0.5e−0.13s − 0.5e−s, (2.2)

where ψ(s) is the value of the Küssner function after the aerofoil has travelled s

semi-chord lengths.
The problem of unsteady aerodynamics began to receive more attention in the

1930s, when wing �utter was beginning to become a problem due to the increasing
speeds of aircraft9. Glauert (1929) was among the �rst to attempt to analyse the
lift produced by an oscillating aerofoil, but the problem was properly solved by
Theodorsen (1935), who, using a velocity potential approach, was able to produce
equations to �nd the lift and moment on an aerofoil undergoing sinusoidal oscilla-
tions in either angle of attack (pitch) or vertical motion (plunge). The approach
Theodorsen used, and the resulting equations, are presented in Leishman (2000).
This approach has been extended (e.g. Garrick, 1937; van der Wall and Leishman,
1994) to account for, among other things, variations in incident velocity.

More research in this �eld has come from those involved in the analysis of
rotorcraft. A rotor blade is regularly a�ected by the wake from other blades in the
same rotor, and this can a�ect the performance of the rotor as a whole. Loewy
(1957) extended Theodorsen's theory to account for the wakes from previous rotor
blades, representing these wakes by vortex sheets below the aerofoil.

Theodorsen's work, along with the various extensions to it, could potentially be
helpful when analysing insect �ight. After all, an insect wing is simply a wing which
stops, starts, pitches, plunges, and sweeps � motions which the models above can
analyse (at least in principle). However, high accuracy would not be expected if this
approach were used, because Theodorsen made a number of assumptions. Most
importantly, he assumed a �at wake (i.e. that shed vortices do not move relative
to the freestream air) and also used small angle approximations � approximations
that will be inaccurate if applied to insect �ight, which involves large angles of

9Flutter is when a wing oscillates due to �uctuations in the lift it is producing. The oscillation
of the wing leads to further �uctuations in lift, and if these oscillations occur at the natural
frequency of vibration of the wing, they can increase in magnitude until structural failure occurs.
The phenomenon was responsible for many early aeroplane accidents.
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attack. In addition, it is not possible to account for the leading-edge vortex using
this approach � although it is possible to account for the leading-edge vortex
separately.

Such an approach was taken by Pedersen and �bikowski (2006) (full details
in Pedersen (2003)), as suggested by �bikowski (2002a). They analysed the total
lift on a �apping aerofoil using an additive approach � using a velocity potential
approach to �nd the added-mass and quasi-steady forces, Polhamus' leading-edge
suction analogy10 to �nd the `extra' lift due to the leading-edge vortex, and the
Wagner and Küssner functions (along with a modi�ed form of the method of Loewy
(1957)) to �nd the e�ect of the wake. The results were somewhat mixed, but did
show some promise � when compared with experimental results, the model �un-
derpredicted the average lift by only 9%� (Pedersen, 2003). The model is discussed
in more detail in �3.1.1.

The velocity potential approach (which was used by all the above analyses)
brings with it an inevitable complexity. It is not easy to relate the equations to
physical realities � Morris (1937), after some complicated mathematics, conceded
that �the general formulae we have now obtained are rather too complex to convey
directly an idea of their physical signi�cance.� In other words, although it may
be possible to analyse unsteady aerodynamics using this approach, the results are
not transparent and therefore not very helpful in increasing understanding of the
causes of the forces on an aerofoil in unsteady motion. In addition, the assumptions
made in these approaches mean that, although they may be adequate for analysing
situations such as �utter, they cannot be expected to be satisfactory at analysing
insect �ight without substantial and complicated revision.

The seminal paper of von Kármán and Sears appeared in 1938. In it, they took
a step back from the unwieldy and complicated equations of those who had gone
before, and analysed the problem from a radically di�erent perspective, starting
by considering the origin of lift. Their approach was circulation based (rather than
a velocity potential approach). Arguably the most important result of their work
was that the lift on an unsteady aerofoil can be thought of as being the sum of

10See footnote, p. 56.
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Figure 2.7: The three components of lift, and the total lift, on an aerofoil at zero
angle of attack entering a sharp-edged gust. The horizontal axis is in terms of
chord lengths, so that at 0 the leading edge is about to enter the gust, and at 1
the trailing edge has just entered the gust. The vertical axis is normalised with
respect to the eventual steady value of the lift.

three components:

The quasi-steady lift � this is the lift that would be calculated if standard
quasi-steady methods (for example steady thin aerofoil theory) were used.
This component of the lift depends on the aerofoil's current speed, angle of
attack, and size.

The added-mass lift � as mentioned previously, this is the lift force on the
aerofoil due to the inertia of the surrounding �uid that is being accelerated.
This force depends on the aerofoil's current acceleration and size.

The wake-induced lift � this is the `lift' (which in many cases is often negative)
due to the presence of the wake. It is this last component that is responsible
for the fact that the lift on an impulsively-started aerofoil does not increase
instantaneously to its �nal value � see Fig. 2.6 This component depends not
on the aerofoil's current speed, angle of attack, etc., but on the aerofoil's
motion history.

To visualise these three components, Figure 2.7 shows the three components
of lift, and the total lift, on an aerofoil entering a sharp-edged gust. It can be
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seen that the added-mass and wake-induced lift components have a large impact
on the total lift. The added-mass lift component increases until half of the aerofoil
is immersed in the gust, and then decreases to zero when the entire aerofoil is
immersed. The wake-induced lift is negative � indicating that the e�ect of the
wake is to decrease the total lift on the aerofoil. The total lift can be seen to have
reached about 90% of its �nal value when the aerofoil's leading edge is 7 chord
lengths from the edge of the gust.

Using their approach, von Kármán and Sears (1938) were able to con�rm the
results of Wagner, Küssner, and Theodorsen. Although von Kármán and Sears'
theory proved to be very versatile, and greatly simpli�ed understanding of unsteady
aerodynamics, it was still a linear theory11, and as such was only suitable for cases
�in which the wake produced is approximately �at, i.e. in which the movement of
the airfoil normal to its mean path is small� (von Kármán and Sears, 1938, p. 379).
This made it eminently suitable for many problems � for example when examining
aeroelasticity � but unsuitable for problems involving severe manoeuvre, in which
the wake will distort. In addition, von Kármán and Sears took no account of any
leading-edge vortex. Their model, in its basic form, is therefore unsuitable for
analysing insect �ight.

Scott (1987) was among the �rst to try to create a non-linear version of von
Kármán and Sears' theory (i.e. a version in which the small-angle approximations
are removed and the wake is allowed to distort). It transpired that much of von
Kármán and Sears' work could be carried over into the non-linear version. Scott's
work was later extended by others at the same institution (Lam (1989); Tavares
(1990); Lee (1991)), and a summary of all four theses is given by McCune and
Tavares (1993). One interesting result is that, in the nonlinear theory, the lift
can be thought of as being made up of four components. The �rst three of these
have the same physical meaning as the three linear terms, whilst the fourth is an
�explicit nonlinear term,� and vanishes in the linear limit (McCune and Tavares,
1993, p. 553). In a related study, Tavares and McCune (1993) modi�ed the theory

11Linear, because von Kármán and Sears made the assumption that the wake remained �at
behind the aerofoil and did not distort.
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further (in relation to unsteady motion of delta wings), allowing two separation
points � at both the trailing and leading edges of the aerofoil.

Most attempts to analyse insect �ight using unsteady aerodynamics are based
on at least some of this earlier work from outside the �eld. Azuma (1992), using
earlier work by Theodorsen (1935) and Garrick (1937), attempted to calculate the
thrust produced by oscillating wings in forward �ight. However, it was assumed
that the oscillations would never be extreme enough to produce separation at the
leading edge, and therefore no account was taken of any leading-edge separation.
The method is not suitable for analysing insect �ight where the oscillations are
very severe. In a later publication by Azuma et al. (2001), the idea is extended
somewhat, but the possibility of leading-edge separation is still ignored. Wu (2001)
used a somewhat similar approach, utilising the results of Theodorsen (1935), Wag-
ner (1925), von Kármán and Sears (1938), McCune et al. (1990) and Tavares and
McCune (1993). However, again, it was assumed that separation occurred only at
the trailing edge.

Minotti (2002) used a di�erent approach, making use of conformal transforma-
tion and the circle theorem of Milne-Thomson (see Milne-Thomson, 1973). Minotti
accounted for leading-edge separation, but validated his model against experimen-
tal data (from Dickinson et al. (1999)) in order to assess the `best' location to place
the leading-edge vortex. This somewhat arbitrary placement of the leading-edge
vortex is a disadvantage of the approach, but Minotti reported good agreement be-
tween data from his model and experimental data from Sane and Dickinson (2001).
However, the model is unable to include the e�ects of wake capture.

Another important approach, although it is again not suitable for analysing
insect �ight, was that of Jones (2003). He used a boundary integral representation
of the velocity �eld and assumed separation from both the leading edge and trailing
edge of the aerofoil. On �rst glance the method seems similar to that of Ansari
(2004), but a number of important di�erences mean that the model of Jones (2003)
cannot analyse the interaction of the wing with its wake � meaning that analysing
insect �ight is not possible.

Pullin and Wang (2004) presented both a theoretical approach and a CFD
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approach to the problem of a 2D wing being impulsively started. Their theoretical
approach used conformal mapping to produce an equation for the force on an
aerofoil. They then used an approximation to this equation (in order to make it
solvable). This approximation meant that the model was only valid for situations
in which the aerofoil moved a short distance � less that half a chord length. Pullin
and Wang (2004) also presented an alternative analytical method, and compared
results to their own CFD data12. Again, the model did not include the e�ects of
wake capture, meaning it is of little use in analysing insect-like �apping.

Yu et al. (2003) formulated a fully analytical model, which was based loosely
on the approach suggested by �bikowski (2002a). The method was similar in some
respects to that employed by Ansari (2004), including the e�ects of both leading-
and trailing-edge separation. Some of their �ndings were similar to those of Ansari
(2004), and their model compared favourably to experimental data from Dickinson
and Götz (1993).

�bikowski (2002a) suggested a number of ways in which the modelling of insect
�ight could be attempted. One of these concentrated on the use of a circulation-
based approach � drawing heavily on the work of von Kármán and Sears (1938),
along with the nonlinear extensions due to Lam (1989), Tavares (1990), Lee (1991)
and Tavares and McCune (1993). Using these, and with signi�cant further exten-
sions to the theory of von Kármán and Sears, Ansari et al. (2006b,c) (full details
in Ansari, 2004) were able to formulate a nonlinear, unsteady, aerodynamic model
for insect-like �apping wings in the hover, along the lines suggested by �bikowski
(2002a). When compared to experimental data, the results were good, despite the
model being essentially inviscid. In addition, the model is reasonably transpar-
ent, and can produce visualisation of the �ow to increase understanding of the
phenomena involved. However, because of the blade-element nature of the model,
it cannot take into account spanwise �ow within the LEV. Further discussion of
Ansari's model can be found in �3.1.2.

One of the problems that researchers have faced is the lack of experimental data

12The CFD model had been compared previously to experimental data (see Wang et al., 2004),
albeit with mixed results.
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against which models can be validated. This is due to the obvious di�culties in
measuring the forces on insect wings � as highlighted by Sane (2003). There are
two methods by which this problem can be overcome. The �rst involves designed
and constructing mechanical `�appers' with which forces can be measured more
easily and �ow can be visualised (as discussed in �2.1.2). This has been carried out
by, for example, Dickinson and Götz (1993), Ellington et al. (1996), and Dickinson
et al. (1999). Many, if not most, of the unsteady analyses that have been presented
here have been validated against data from these mechanical `�appers'.

The other approach that has been used is to conduct computational �uid dy-
namics simulations of �apping insect wings, from which the forces on the wings
can be extracted relatively simply13. The next section looks at some of these
computational approaches.

2.2.2 Computational approaches

It is only comparatively recently that computational power has increased to a level
where it is possible to analyse insect-like �apping. One of the �rst attempts was
by Liu and Kawachi (1998), who modelled the morphologically coupled forewing
and hindwing of the moth Manduca sexta using a time-accurate solution of the
three-dimensional, incompressible, laminar Navier-Stokes equations. They com-
pared their results with 3D �ow visualisation and 2D force data, and reported
encouraging agreement. They also noticed the spiral-structured LEV which had
earlier been seen in experimental work (see �2.1.3.4). Liu et al. (1998) discussed this
phenomenon in detail and concluded that the LEV was responsible for enhancing
lift production.

A few years later, Sun and his co-workers developed a similar code which repro-
duced insect-like �apping by �uctuating the background �ow whilst keeping the
wing stationary. Sun and Tang (2002) modelled the �ight of the fruit �y Drosophila

13One disadvantage of CFD approaches, however, is that it is not possible to break down forces
to analyse, for example, what proportion of the lift comes from the leading-edge vortex. Also,
the CFD model must be validated (by comparing results to experimental data) before it can be
relied upon, and even when validated, it is not possible to be certain that the CFD model is
capturing all the important aspects of the �ow.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of the CFD results of Sun and Tang (2002) and the ex-
perimental results of Dickinson et al. (1999).

melanogaster and validated the model against experimental results from Dickinson
et al. (1999) and Sane and Dickinson (2001). Agreement was good, as shown in
Figure 2.8, and the model has subsequently been used to investigate the aerody-
namics of various insects both in hover and in forward �ight (Sun and Tang, 2002;
Sun and Wu, 2003; Sun and Lan, 2004; Wang and Sun, 2005). A review of much of
this work can be found in Sun (2005). Sun and Xiong (2005) even used the model
to assess the stability of a bumblebee, but the assumptions made in the analysis
limit the usefulness of the results.

Ramamurti and Sandberg (2002) used a �nite-element �ow solver to compute
the �ow around a three-dimensional insect wing (again, based on the wing of
Drosophila melanogaster) undergoing �apping motion. They compared their re-
sults with the experimental results of Dickinson et al. (1999) and reported good
agreement. Ramamurti and Sandberg also studied the e�ect of advancing wing
rotation (i.e. starting rotation of the wing earlier in the translational stroke) and
visualised the leading-edge vortex, which was found to contain considerable span-
wise �ow, though they did not specify the exact magnitude of this spanwise �ow.

Miller and Peskin (2004) used a CFD model to investigate the �ow around a
2-dimensional wing undergoing �apping motion. They found a transition point
between Re = 32 and Re = 64 � above the higher value, the wing shed vortices
alternately from the leading and trailing edges. Below Re = 32, these vortices
formed but remained attached to the wing. They suggested that this transition
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was signi�cant for lift generation in tiny insects. It is well-known that attached
vortices do form on spheres and cylinders at low Reynolds number (see �2.3 below)
and Miller and Peskin suggested that this occurs for �at plates at high angles of
attack. The lack of vortex shedding was reported to reduce lift.

Kurtulus et al. (2007) used a CFD approach, again to investigate a 2D aerofoil
at high angle of attack, but at a higher Reynolds number of 1 000. Once again, vor-
tex shedding took place and dominated the time-evolution of aerodynamic forces.
However, they did not extend their study to consider 3D �ows. A similar kind of
study was carried out by Tang et al. (2008) at Reynolds numbers between 75 and
1700; again, they limited their investigation to 2D cases and restated the (probably
mistaken � see �2.1.3.4) idea that delayed stall is relevant to insect-like �apping,
saying �the delayed-stall mechanism is mainly responsible for generating most of
the lift force� (Tang et al., 2008, p. 973). They conceded that there were �impor-
tant three-dimensional aspects� that were not addressed in their work, but did not
discuss these e�ects further (or their potential impact on the �ow). Their main
�ndings were that the exact kinematics of �apping �strongly in�uences the speci�c
physical mechanisms present in lift enhancement� and that Reynolds number is an
important parameter for this type of �ow.

Shyy and Liu (2007) attempted to shed light on the controversy regarding the
stability of the LEV. They used a 3D RANS CFD model to compare the �ows
around a thrip wing at Re = 10, a fruit �y wing at Re = 120, and a hawkmoth
wing at Re = 6000. Their results indicated that although an LEV was formed for
each case, the detailed phenomenology of the LEV changed as Reynolds number
was increased. However, it is di�cult to draw any de�nite conclusions from their
work because when Re was changed, the wing planform was also changed. It is
therefore not possible to accurately isolate the e�ect of increasing Re.

2.3 Low Reynolds number aerodynamics

As mentioned above, insect wings operate at much lower Reynolds numbers than
those of conventional manned aircraft (see �2.1.3). Current understanding of �ow
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characteristics at these very low Reynolds numbers is limited by a lack of exper-
imental data in this area. It is known that, because of the high angles of attack
at which insect wings operate, a major feature of the �ow is separation from the
leading edge � a phenomenon that is generally avoided for �xed- and rotary-wing
aircraft (with the exception of delta-wing aircraft at high angles of attack and cer-
tain helicopter rotor blade tip pro�les). This separation leads to the shedding of
vortices, at least in the 2D case, as is shown later. This section, then, presents a
brief overview of the current state of knowledge in the �eld of vortex shedding and
�ow separation, particularly concentrating on the �ow around �at-plate aerofoils
at low Reynolds numbers.

Until the early 20th century, understanding of the reasons for �ow separation
was for the most part lacking. The theory of potential (or ideal) �ow (that is, the
�ow of an inviscid �uid) was well developed, the process having been started by
Euler in the 1700s who �rst applied Newton's laws of motion to a �uid. However,
potential �ow is unable to represent separation of the �uid from, for example,
a sharp edge. This leads to the paradox of d'Alembert (1844) � potential �ow
around a �nite body can produce no force on the body. In the early 1900s more
understanding was gained � a notable contributor being Prandtl. Eventually this
led to Prandtl's boundary layer theorem (Prandtl, 1928) which was able to explain
why it was that �ow separated.

The development of boundary layers is now well understood� see e.g. Houghton
and Carpenter (2003, �6) or Street et al. (1996, �7). It is also known that the precise
characteristics of the boundary layer will depend predominantly on the Reynolds
number of the �ow. Low Reynolds number �ows are dominated by viscous forces
� these will separate less easily than high Reynolds number �ows, which are domi-
nated by their inertia and thus cannot negotiate sharp corners successfully. For the
shapes under consideration here � to all intents and purposes, �at plates � sep-
aration will occur at both edges for all except the very lowest Reynolds numbers,
as is shown later.

This assertion � that high Reynolds number �ows separate more readily than
low Reynolds number �ows � needs some explanation, because it is generally
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understood that the opposite is true. There is potential for confusion here, because
turbulent boundary layers (which occur at higher Reynolds numbers) separate less
readily than laminar boundary layers. Therefore separation will occur more readily
for a laminar �ow than for a turbulent �ow. However, the Reynolds numbers
of interest here are so low that transition and turbulence will not occur in the
boundary layer (boundary layer transition occurs at Reynolds numbers of O(106)

(Massey and Ward-Smith, 1998)). The statement above � that separation occurs
more readily at higher Reynolds numbers � is true only if the boundary layer
remains laminar.

It is possible to gain some insight into the process of separation by examining
the �ow around a sphere or a circular cylinder. This area has received considerable
attention in the last 100 or so years � among the �rst to study this type of �ow
was Strouhal (1878).

The nature of the �ow around a cylinder is now relatively well understood,
largely through the important work of Roshko (1955). Houghton and Carpenter
(2003, �6) identify six `types' of �ow, classi�ed by Reynolds number. These are
illustrated in Fig. 2.9.

For very low Reynolds numbers (Re < 1), �ow is `creeping' � that is, there is
no separation and the �uid simply �ows around the body. The �ow is therefore
steady, and symmetrical fore and aft. Above Re = 1 a slight asymmetry develops
fore and aft, which grows as Reynolds number is increased up to Re = 5.

At Re = 5, the �ow on the rear section of the cylinder is unable to remain
attached to the surface of the cylinder due to the adverse pressure gradient. It
therefore separates, forming a closed area of circulation behind the cylinder �
however, no vortices are shed. Hence the �ow remains steady. This phase continues
up to Re = 40, with the closed wake gradually extending in length as Reynolds
number is increased within this range.

When a Reynolds number of 40 is exceeded, vortices begin to form in the wake,
meaning that the �ow becomes unsteady. These vortices are shed alternately from
each side of the cylinder, those from one side rotating in one direction, those from
the other rotating in the opposite direction, but do not form until relatively far
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Figure 2.9: `Stages' of �ow around a cylinder, from Houghton and Carpenter
(2003). The Reynolds numbers quoted are approximate; the exact values at which
changes occur will vary according to the free-stream turbulence level.
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downstream in the wake. The formation point of these vortices moves upstream
with increasing Re until, at around Re = 100, the vortices form directly after the
�ow has separated and remain attached to the cylinder until they increase in size
su�ciently to be shed. The frequency of vortex shedding increases with Reynolds
number up to a Reynolds number of about 500, after which it remains more or less
constant. The vortex structure seen in the wake of the body is known as a von
Kármán street.

Because of this periodic formation of vortices from the cylinder, the cylinder
experiences an oscillating net circulation around itself, which leads to an oscillating
force on the body normal to the freestream �ow direction. If the cylinder is not
completely rigid it will oscillate, which will a�ect the frequency of shedding, which
can lead to a phenomenon known as `lock-on', where the frequency of oscillation
matches the frequency of vortex shedding (see e.g. Sarpkaya, 1979). This can
lead to the magnitude of the oscillations increasing, which in turn can lead to
catastrophic structural failure. This is of particular concern to those involved
with designing tall chimney stacks or similar structures. It can also a�ect slender
structures such as bridges, and it is possible that it occurs in insect-like �apping
and increases e�ciency � perhaps the shedding of vortices from an insect wing
creates an oscillating force on the wing that augments the force actually provided
by the insect's �ight muscles.

If Reynolds number exceeds 200, the wake transitions to a turbulent �ow, al-
though transition occurs far downstream of the cylinder. The transition point
moves upstream (as do the separation points) as Reynolds number is increased
until, at Re ≈ 1 × 106 (Singh and Mittal, 2005), transition occurs close to the
separation points, which, by this time, have moved to the front half of the cylin-
der. Transition re-energises the boundary layer, causing re-attachment and leading
to a separation bubble. The re-attached boundary layer (now turbulent) remains
attached to the cylinder until further downstream, leading to a narrower wake and
decreased pressure drag.

If Reynolds number is increased above 3×106, the separation bubbles disappear
and the boundary layer becomes turbulent close to the stagnation point on the front
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of the cylinder. Fig. 2.9 illustrates these 6 stages.

Although this study of the �ow around cylinders may o�er some insight into
the types of �ows of interest here, it is important to bear in mind that the shapes
of interest here (i.e. �at-plate aerofoils) are much more slender than cylinders. Do
these six stages still occur with an aerofoil-like shape or a �at plate? If so, how
are the Reynolds numbers at which the changes occur a�ected?

These questions are somewhat di�cult to answer because it appears that little
work has been done � or at least published � involving �at plates at incidence
at low Reynolds numbers, although some work has been done at higher Reynolds
numbers (see e.g. Fage and Johansen, 1927). This is no doubt mainly due to the fact
that, until recently, the area of very low Reynolds number external aerodynamics
has been of relatively little interest. It has only been with the fairly recent increased
interest in MAVs that research into very low Reynolds number external �ows has
become of any value. Another factor is the di�culty of obtaining these very low
Reynolds numbers experimentally.

Most of the early work in this �eld was related to model aircraft and dealt with
minimum Reynolds numbers of O(10 000). Schmitz (1940, translated 1967), in an
experimental study, found that at Reynolds numbers below 40 000, a �at plate had
superior lifting performance compared to a more-conventional streamlined aerofoil.
This was later con�rmed by Sunada et al. (1997), who found that a �at plate also
outperformed a conventional aerofoil at Re = 4 000.

Research did not really begin to accelerate until the early 1980s, when papers
speci�cally dealing with low Reynolds number aerofoils began to appear. Among
the important contributions made at this time were those of Mueller and Batill
(1982). However the de�nition of a low Reynolds number was still somewhat
higher those of interest here � for example Mueller and Batill (1982) investigated
what they called `low' Reynolds numbers between 40 000 and 400 000, O'Meara
and Mueller (1987) between 50 000 and 200 000, and Hsiao et al. (1989) between
300 000 and 774 000. By contrast, this work is interested in Reynolds numbers from
O(1) to O(10 000) (see �2.1.3). During insect-like �apping the wings repeatedly
come to rest, so individual wing sections frequently operate at e�ective Reynolds
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numbers close to zero.

Carmichael (1982) presented an in-depth review of the �eld of low Reynolds
number aerofoils in 1982. Although he concentrated mainly on the Reynolds num-
ber range 20 000 to 200 000, he also looked brie�y at lower Reynolds numbers
(Re < 150), but only mentioned the �ow around cylinders. Jones (1990) brie�y
reviewed low Reynolds number aerofoil theory, but again did not consider Reynolds
numbers below 40 000. He noted that the �behaviour of airfoils, especially in the
range of low Reynolds numbers, depends on the persistence and stability of laminar
�ow� (Jones, 1990, p. 46). However for the Reynolds numbers under consideration
here, laminar �ow is almost certain to persist until the �ow is well aft of the aerofoil
� as Ellington (1984d) noted, �it is doubtful whether one can speak of transition
in the separated boundary layer at these low Re� (Re = 104). Much of the liter-
ature, for this reason, is irrelevant, as it assumes transition occurs somewhere in
the boundary layer on the surface of the aerofoil.

In any case, almost all of the above research was carried out at low angles of
attack � separation was limited in most cases to separation bubbles, and vortex
shedding was not addressed to any great extent. Insects, however, have been shown
to take advantage of �ow separation from the leading edge of their wings.

Ohmi et al. (1990, 1991) studied the �ow around an aerofoil at Reynolds num-
bers as low as 1 500 and angles of attack as high as 45◦. However, they oscillated
their aerofoil in pitch as they translated it. They noted large-scale vortex shed-
ding from the leading and trailing edges of the aerofoil, and suggested that this
pattern of shedding was insensitive to changes in Reynolds number in the range
1 500 ≤ Re ≤ 10 000. However, their results must be treated with care because
they conclude that the phenomenology of the �ow is dramatically a�ected by the
frequency of pitch oscillation. It is not possible to isolate the e�ects of this oscil-
lation from the e�ects of simple translation.

Chang et al. (1993) investigated the �ow around an aerofoil at a low angle of
attack and a Reynolds number of 5 000. However, due to the low angle of attack,
separation occurred only at the trailing edge, and Chang et al. were concerned
primarily with the starting vortex and its e�ect on lift production. Later, Katz
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et al. (1996) used a CFD method to model an aerofoil at a higher angle of attack of
10◦ and Re = 12 000. Although the angle of attack was still relatively low, leading-
edge separation was observed, but not until the aerofoil had travelled two chord
lengths. Trailing-edge separation, on the other hand, was seen almost immediately
(after around 0.02 chords of travel). The LEV that was formed enhanced lift whilst
it remained above the aerofoil, but was quickly shed, and periodic vortex shedding
ensued.

Later, Huang et al. (2001) studied the �ow around an aerofoil at Reynolds
number between 1 200 and 2 400 and angles of attack of up to 90◦. Once again,
they observed large scale vortex shedding at high angles of attack, but did not
measure lift on the aerofoil and did not speculate on how the shedding of an LEV
might a�ect lift. They identi�ed 5 regimes of �ow. At low angles of attack (2◦),
the �ow remained attached to the aerofoil and no vortex shedding occurred (apart
from the initial starting vortex). If angle of attack was increased slightly (to 7◦), a
vortex formed above the upper surface of the wing, although it did not appear to
form close to the leading edge. This vortex was eventually shed and subsequently
periodic vortex shedding occurred. If angle of attack was increased further (to
15◦), separation occurred at the leading edge and an LEV was formed which grew
and was then shed into the wake. A similar �ow pattern was seen at an angle of
attack of 30◦. At 90◦ angle of attack, separation occurred simultaneously at both
edges of the plate and a pair of large counter-rotating vortices formed behind the
plate. This work (and the work of Ohmi et al. (1990, 1991)) gives some idea of the
di�culties involved in carrying out experiments at these low Reynolds numbers.

Although the above research does provide insight into the phenomenology of
the �ow around an aerofoil at high angle of attack and relatively low Reynolds
number, it does not tell us much about how the vortices that form a�ect the lift
on the aerofoil. In an attempt to address this de�ciency, Dickinson and Götz
(1993) studied the simple but important case of a �at-plate aerofoil accelerating
from rest to a constant velocity at �xed angle of attack. They noted that there
was very little data for Reynolds numbers between 10 and 1 000, and therefore
concentrated on increasing understanding in this area. Most of their experiments,
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which were physical rather than computational, were at a Reynolds number of
192 (based on chord length and velocity). They found that at angles of attack
above 13.5◦, a leading edge vortex was formed which, they postulated, enhanced
lift production. They noted also the formation of a von Kármán street as vortices
were shed alternately from leading and trailing edges. However, because their
experiments were designed to be 2D, they were unable to investigate the importance
of spanwise �ow, though they suggested that spanwise �ow may be important in
stabilising the leading-edge vortex in 3D cases. They also implied, however, that
for some insects the leading-edge vortex may not need to be completely stable
because the wings move only a few chords per stroke so that the vortex would not
have time to shed.

Sun and Boyd (2003, 2004) also investigated this �eld, concentrating on even
lower Reynolds number right down to Re = O(1). They noted that there were
�very few computations and experiments for aerodynamics of airfoils at Reynolds
number below 1 000� (Sun and Boyd, 2004, p. 199), and used a hybrid continuum-
particle computational approach. They found that at Re ≈ 140 the �ow separated
from the leading edge once angle of attack exceeded 20◦. However, when they
studied �ow at Re ≈ 14, they noted �several new e�ects� (Sun and Boyd, 2003,
p. 8). Firstly, separation at the leading edge was delayed beyond an angle of attack
of 40◦, and when it did occur it was fundamentally di�erent to the separation that
was seen at higher Reynolds numbers � the �ow rounds the leading edge without
separation, but then leaves the top surface at around 25% chord. At Re ≈ 1,
they found no separation at all even at an angle of attack of 50◦ (Sun and Boyd,
2004, p. 203). They also found changes in the boundary layer pro�le as Reynolds
number was decreased (Sun and Boyd, 2004, p. 201), including the breakdown of
the no-slip condition (at Re < 50) on the aerofoil surface. They suggested that
�ow at very low Reynolds numbers could not be assumed to be incompressible,
claiming that density can vary by as much as 15% of the freestream value (Sun
and Boyd, 2004, p. 206). They concluded that �the aerodynamic characteristics of
the micro-scale airfoil at low Reynolds number �ows are very di�erent from those
at high Reynolds numbers� (Sun and Boyd, 2003, p. 8). However, their results
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are not directly comparable to those presented here, because they dealt with very
small aerofoils � with chord of 30 microns. At these very small scales, continuum
approaches (such as the one used in the current study) are not accurate because
rari�ed e�ects become important. This could account for the two e�ects they
discovered (slip at the solid boundary and compressibility).

Despite the helpful contributions discussed above, a full and coherent under-
standing of the �ow around �at-plate aerofoils at these low Reynolds numbers
(O(1)−O(10 000)) and high angles of attack (α ≥ 45◦)) is still lacking.

2.4 Summary

It has been shown that, thanks largely to work from the zoological research commu-
nity, there now exists a comparatively good understanding of what insects do with
their wings, and it is clear that insect-like �apping involves complex kinematics
� it is not simply a matter of pure up-and-down motion. Because of this com-
plex wing motion, insect �ight involves some highly unsteady aerodynamics and
some novel phenomena that are not seen (or at least not to such an extent) in the
cases of �xed- or rotary-wing aircraft. E�orts to explain insect �ight using familiar
terminology (e.g. dynamic stall, the Magnus e�ect, and so on) have tended to pro-
duce more confusion than insight, and current understanding of the aerodynamics
involved in insect-like �apping is still imperfect. As a result of this imperfection,
many past e�orts to model insect �ight have proved inadequate. 2D models are,
by de�nition, too simple and fail to re�ect the fact that insect-like �apping ap-
pears to produce highly-3D �ows. Until the aerodynamics involved at the very low
Reynolds numbers under consideration here are better understood, it is hard to
see how future analytical models can capture all of the relevant phenomena.

Based on the preceding review of the literature, it is evident that consensus is
lacking on some rather fundamental points relating to the aerodynamics of insect-
like �apping. One of the aims of the current work is to provide further insight into
these types of �ows in order to try and answer some of the unanswered questions;
for example, why does the LEV appear to be stable for 3D �ows when for 2D �ows
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it is unstable? The other aim relates to the existing analytical models which have
been developed at Shrivenham. These aims, and the objectives relating to them,
are described in more detail in �3.
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Chapter 3

Aims and objectives

Broadly speaking, there are two primary aims for this project. The �rst relates to
existing analytical models developed by Cran�eld University at Shrivenham. The
second is more fundamental, and relates to certain aspects of the phenomenology
of the �ow around a wing undergoing insect-like �apping. The present project
aims to address both of these using a primarily-computational approach, to com-
plement the analytical work carried out within Cran�eld and elsewhere, and the
experimental work carried out elsewhere. Some experiments have also been carried
out to validate the results of the CFD work and to gain further insight into the
�ow.

3.1 Cran�eld analytical models

The �rst of the aims of this thesis relates to the Cran�eld analytical models for
�apping wings. These models and some of their �ndings will now be outlined
brie�y by way of introduction to the �rst set of objectives, which are described in
�3.1.3.

3.1.1 Pedersen's model

Two analytical models have been developed by Cran�eld University using two
di�erent approaches, which were originally suggested by �bikowski (2002a). The
�rst approach is based on the idea of velocity potential (Pedersen and �bikowski
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of measured lift force for Dickinson's `�apper' (priv.
comm.) with data from Pedersen's model.

(2006); full details in Pedersen (2003)). This idea goes back many years and is the
foundation of much work on wing �utter (Wagner, 1925; Theodorsen, 1935).

Pedersen's model involves dividing the wing (which is assumed rigid and in-
�nitely thin) into chordwise elements (with each slice running from leading to
trailing edge). The lift on each element is then calculated and the lift on the whole
wing is calculated by summing the e�ect of each slice � i.e. a modular, quasi-3D
approach is used. For each 2D slice, the quasi-steady forces are calculated using
the velocity potential approach; Polhamus' leading-edge suction analogy1 is used
to calculate the `extra' force due to the LEV; the Wagner and Küssner functions
(along with a modi�ed form of the method of Loewy (1957)) are used to account
for the e�ect of the wake from previous strokes; and �nally added-mass forces are
incorporated. The total force on the wing is then calculated by summing all the
slices. The model has the advantage of being simple and fast. In addition, the net
force on the wing at a given time can easily be broken down into the constituent
parts (added-mass forces, forces due to the LEV, etc), thus, in principle, providing
useful insight.

Comparisons made by Pedersen (2003) of his predicted lift and drag forces with
measured forces from Dickinson's `�apper' (Dickinson, priv. comm.) are shown

1See footnote, p. 56. The implicit assumption is that the LEV formed on an insect wing is
similar in structure and in e�ect to the LEV formed over a delta wing at high angle of attack.
This assumption may or may not be valid.
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in Figure 3.1. Pedersen (2003) noted that his model predicted a mean lift force
of 0.37N , whereas the measured lift force was 0.40N � a di�erence of only 9%.
However, the average error in the predicted lift force (i.e. error at each time step,
averaged over all time steps) was 0.3N or around 81% of the average measured lift
force, whilst the median error was 0.11N or 27% of the average measured lift force.
In addition, the predicted mean drag force was 1.52N , which, when compared to
the measured mean drag force of 0.60N , showed a di�erence of 153%. Pedersen
gave a number of possible reasons for this discrepancy, related to the assumptions
made in the formulation of the model. Most importantly, the LEV was assumed
to dissipate immediately when shed, the wake was assumed not to deform, and
the added-mass forces were based only on the motion of the wing (i.e. they were
calculated without taking into account the wake from previous strokes). The other
major simpli�cation was the 2D nature of the model, which meant that spanwise
�ow was not captured. The main conclusion of the project was that the model
as it stood was over-simpli�ed, and did not capture the physics of the �ow with
su�cient accuracy.

3.1.2 Ansari's model

The second analytical model developed by Cran�eld University is that of Ansari.
The model uses a circulation-based approach, essentially using the technique in-
troduced by von Kármán and Sears (1938) (after extensive modi�cation to remove
small angle approximations and allow wake deformation). The wing is divided into
an array of 2D sections, each running from the leading to the trailing edge of the
wing. These sections are curved (rather than straight, as in Pedersen's model), in
order to try and capture the fact that the wing is sweeping about its root; but it
is shown later (�6.10.1) that this change does not make much of a di�erence to the
�nal force predictions.

For each 2D section, the wing is represented by a continuous distribution of
bound vorticity, and separation is enforced at the leading and trailing edges, leading
to a pair of vortex sheets in the wake. The �ow is assumed inviscid, but the e�ects
of viscosity are introduced directly though the imposition of �ow separation at the
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(a) After 1 chord travelled

(b) After 2 chords travelled

(c) After 3 chords travelled

(d) After 4 chords travelled

Figure 3.2: Comparison of experimental �ow visualisation from Dickinson and
Götz (left) with �ow visualisation from Ansari's model (right) for a uniformly-
accelerated, �at-plate aerofoil at 45◦ angle of attack (Dickinson and Götz, 1993;
Ansari, 2004).
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(b) 2D; the aerofoil is a thin �at plate and
is translated (after an impulsive start) at
an angle of attack of 45◦. Re = 192 for the
experimental case.

Figure 3.3: Comparison of data from Dickinson's `�apper' (priv. comm.) (left)
and Dickinson and Götz (1993) (right) with data from Ansari's model.

edges of the aerofoil. These wakes are allowed to deform and the resulting �ow is
solved by ensuring that the net circulation in the system remains zero, there is no
�ow through the aerofoil, and separation always occurs at the leading and trailing
edges.

Ansari's model is more general and more logical (and generally more accurate)
than that of Pedersen, and also has another signi�cant advantage over Pedersen's
model; it is able to produce �ow visualisation. This is extremely useful in iden-
tifying, for example, the reason for the force peak at a given time. However, a
number of important assumptions were still made to simplify the formulation of
the model. The most important of these are: the wing is assumed rigid; the �ow
is assumed inviscid (although the e�ect of viscosity � separation � is included,
as mentioned above); only one wing is modelled (so wing-wing interactions such
as the clap-and-�ing cannot be modelled); and no interaction is allowed between
di�erent spanwise locations (i.e. there is assumed to be no spanwise �ow within
the LEV, and no tip vortex).

The model has been validated using 2D �ow visualisation and force data from
Dickinson and Götz (1993) and with 3D force data from Dickinson's `�apper' (Dick-
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inson, priv. comm.). It has proved extremely accurate when compared to the 2D
�ow visualisation data (see Figure 3.2) and also remarkably accurate (consider-
ing the essentially-2D nature of the model) when compared to the 3D force data
(see Figure 3.3(a)). In the 3D case, the average predicted lift force was 0.457N ,
which when compared to the average measured lift force of 0.403N gives an error
of around 13%. The average error in the predicted lift force was 0.15N , or around
37% of the average measured lift force (much better than for Pedersen's model
above), whilst the median error was 0.09N or 23% of the average measured lift
force (slightly better than for Pedersen's model). Much of this improvement is
probably due to the more accurate phasing of the lift peaks (compare Figures 3.1
and 3.3(a)). It has been suggested by Ansari et al. (2006c) that the experimental
setup may not have captured the true magnitude of the positive lift peaks due
to bandwidth limitations, but no other suitable �apping-wing force data exist to
compare against.

When compared to the force measurements from the 2D experiments of Dick-
inson and Götz (1993), the correlation is poor (see Figure 3.3(b)), despite the close
agreement with the �ow visualisation data from the same experiments. Ansari
proposed two possible reasons for this. Firstly, his model is essentially inviscid,
and viscosity may play a major part in the �ow at the low Reynolds number
(Re = 192) at which the experiments of Dickinson and Götz took place (but the
Reynolds number of Dickinson's `�apper' was even lower at Re = 160, and for
that case Ansari's model predicted the forces very accurately). Secondly, Ansari
questioned the quality and reliability of the experimental results. It is shown later
that the second of these two reasons seems to be the more likely source of the
di�erence.

A �nal point about Ansari's model is that, when compared to 3D �ow visual-
isation, results are poor. There has been speculation that this is because 3D �ow
visualisation generally plots results on a 2D straight plane, whereas Ansari's model
produces �ow visualisation on cylindrical surfaces. The validity of this speculation
is examined in �6.10.1.
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3.1.3 Aim and objectives of the current work regarding the
two present models

Ansari's model has proved the more accurate and useful of the two analytical
models developed by Cran�eld. Therefore, in this project, more attention has been
paid to Ansari's model than to Pedersen's. This is not to say that Pedersen's model
is useless; in fact with some re�nement there is no reason why the approach taken
by Pedersen could not be more successful. But, as Pedersen's model stands, it is not
so helpful for gaining insight into the phenomenology of the �ow around a �apping
wing (although it does give useful information about the relative contributions
of the lift mechanisms modelled) whereas Ansari's model produces helpful �ow
visualisation (which is consistent with experimental observations). The comments
regarding the existing models will therefore be primarily concerned with Ansari's;
but many of the conclusions will also apply to Pedersen's. Other analytical models
have been developed elsewhere (some of which were discussed in �2.2.1.2) but none
has proved more successful than that of Ansari. Ansari et al. (2006a) review many
of these other models.

The two models described above have one thing in common � they are both
essentially two-dimensional. The wing is divided into a number of chordwise ele-
ments and the total force on the wing is found by summing the contribution from
each element. The validity of this approach is questionable, given that insect-like
�apping has been shown to produce highly-3D �ows. However, it is undeniable
that Ansari's model does produce remarkably good results when used to analyse
insect-like �apping. This is surprising, given the inviscid, 2D nature of the model.
The primary aim of the current work with regard to Ansari's model is to inves-
tigate some of the possible limitations of Ansari's model, especially the e�ect of
the assumption of 2D inviscid �ow. To ful�l this aim, a number of objectives are
de�ned: �rst, the role of spanwise �ow is investigated; secondly, the role of the tip
vortex; and, thirdly, the role of Reynolds number and viscosity.

Flow visualisation from Ansari's model compares unfavourably to that from 3D
experiments. Another question that the thesis aims to answer, relating to this, is
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whether this di�erence can be explained by considering the `curved chords' that
Ansari's model uses � �ow visualisation from 3D experiments is generally captured
over �at surfaces whereas Ansari's model produces �ow visualisation results over
curved (cylindrical) surfaces.

A �nal aim is to conclude whether, in general, it is reasonable to use 2D models
to investigate 3D �ows � in other words, to ascertain whether spanwise �ow occurs
during the particular phase of �apping under examination here, and, if so, what
impact it has. This will enable future models to prioritise the phenomena more
accurately in order to determine which should be included in the model, and which
can justi�ably be left out.

3.2 Insect-like �apping

In addition to the aim and objectives listed above regarding the current analytical
models, this work also has a more general aim: to gain insight into the �ow around
a wing undergoing insect-like �apping. Most of the early CFD work in this re-
gard, as was seen in �2, concentrated on precisely reproducing insect-like �apping
in the CFD domain (see e.g. Liu and Kawachi, 1998). The data obtained could
then be compared to the results from mechanical �appers, but insights into the
phenomenology involved were few and far between � the words of F. W. Lanch-
ester, quoted on p. 303, seem entirely applicable to this kind of approach. More
recently, some CFD work has concentrated on 2D �ows (see e.g. Miller and Peskin,
2004; Kurtulus et al., 2007; Tang et al., 2008), but little attention appears to have
been paid to the fact that, when considering insect-like �apping, 2D and 3D �ows
are fundamentally di�erent � as is shown later. The current study aims to build
understanding of the �ow involved in insect-like �apping by �rst looking at 2D
�ows and then progressing to 3D �ows. By examining the di�erences, the thesis
will attempt to explain some of the disagreements that have taken place in the
literature, as well as show the e�ects of various relevant parameters.

Another way in which insight can be gained is to try and break down the
complex �apping kinematics of an insect wing into more manageable components.
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It has already been noted that insect-like �apping consists of rotation phases and
translational phases. Up to 90% of such �apping motion simply involves the wing
sweeping about its root (pronation and supination comprise only around 10% of
the motion in terms of time) (Ellington, 1984c). In addition, the results of Aono
and Liu (2006) suggest that only small forces are produced during the rotational
phases of motion, and that most of the lift force is produced during the upstroke
and downstroke. So the current work has concentrated on this phase of the motion
� the part that lies between the pronation and supination phases.

The objectives of the current work can be divided into 2 categories � 2D (i.e.
those objectives which relate to the �ow around aerofoils or chordwise elements
of wings) and 3D (those objectives which relate to 3D wings). These will now be
discussed in detail.

3.2.1 2D �ows

Speci�c questions to be addressed, in the context of 2D �ows relevant to insect-like
�apping, are described below. Answering these questions provides the objectives
for this part of the work.

• How does Strouhal number �t into current understanding of insect-like �ap-
ping? Some have proposed that �Strouhal number may be a more important
parameter than the Reynolds number for these kinds of �ows� (Ansari et al.,
2006a, �4.3). The thesis aims to cast some light on the physical meaning of
Strouhal number and in particular its relationship to Reynolds number.

• What is the e�ect of Reynolds number on the kind of �ows under examination
here? It has already been noted that any FMAV will operate at a higher
Reynolds number than that of most current insects. What di�erence does
this make and how can that di�erence be explained?

• How much of an impact does changing the aerofoil section (including section
shape and section thickness) have on the aerodynamic forces?
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• What is the impact of changing angle of attack for these 2D �ows? Is there
an `optimum' angle of attack?

• How important are the kinematics of the aerofoil? How much of a contribu-
tion do added-mass forces make to the total force? And what di�erence does
acceleration make to vortex shedding frequency?

3.2.2 3D �ows

The thesis aims to address the following questions, which provide further objec-
tives, this time in the context of 3D �ows relevant to insect-like �apping.

• What are the e�ects of moving from a 2D aerofoil to a purely-translating 3D
wing, i.e. a wing which is not sweeping?

• What is the result of the switch from a 3D translating wing to a 3D rotating
wing (i.e. a wing which sweeps about its root)?

• Is the LEV stabilised by the sweeping motion of the wing, and if so, why?

• How is the �ow a�ected by Reynolds number?

• What is the e�ect of changing the planform of the wing?

• What impact does angle of attack have for these 3D �ows?

• Why does a stable LEV not form on helicopter rotor blades; is this because of
the high aspect ratio of these blades, or because of the high Reynolds number
at which they operate?

3.3 Summary of aims and objectives

The two primary aims of this thesis are to examine the validity of some of the
assumptions made in Ansari's model, and to provide further insight into aerody-
namics relevant to insect-like �apping. The principle objectives, relating to these
two aims, are to investigate the role of Reynolds number for both 2D and 3D �ows;
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to examine the stability of the LEV in both 2D and 3D cases; and to quantify the
e�ect of the various relevant parameters (e.g. angle of attack, wing aspect ratio).

The chief aim of the current project is to gain insight. Previous work has
concentrated on producing models which can be used to predict the forces on an
insect or FMAV wing. Here an attempt is made to take a step back, and look
more closely at what actually happens during insect-like �apping. To this end, a
progressive approach is used. Rather than simply producing a 3D CFD model of
full insect-like �apping, and then comparing the results of it to experimental data,
the work has built up from 2D �ows to 3D �ows, trying to get maximum value out
of the results obtained.

The remainder of this thesis is laid out as follows. Chapter 4 examines the
assumptions made in the formulation of the CFD model, describes the CFD model
itself (further details of which are contained in Appendix B), and outlines the
experimental work that was carried out. Results and discussion (including results
relating to the validation of the CFD model) are divided into two chapters: Chapter
5 presents those results relevant to 2D �ows, and Chapter 6 presents results relating
to 3D wings. Finally, the �ndings of the current work are summarised and avenues
for further investigation are suggested in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 4

Primary assumptions & method

�Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.�

� Albert Einstein

This chapter covers brie�y the methods that have been used to obtain the
results presented in this thesis. First, though, some of the de�nitions and termi-
nology used in the thesis are brie�y reviewed. Subsequently, the assumptions that
were made in formulating the CFD model are discussed, along with the justi�ca-
tion for these assumptions. The CFD model itself is then presented (further details
of the CFD model are contained in Appendix B), and �nally the methods used to
produce the experimental results (with which the CFD model is compared later)
are detailed.

4.1 De�nitions and terminology

The de�nitions given are divided into two sections; �rstly, the more general terms,
and secondly those relating more speci�cally to the �eld of insect-like �apping.

4.1.1 General terminology

4.1.1.1 Navier-Stokes Equations

The Navier-Stokes equations are the governing equations of �uid �ows. They can
be stated in various forms, as discussed in �4.3.1.1 below.
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4.1.1.2 Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) is a type of instability to which vortex sheets
are prone. It involves the formation of discrete vortices within the sheet, and is
discussed in detail in �5.3.3.1.

4.1.1.3 Vortex

A �ow with closed streamlines, where �uid rotates around its own centre.

4.1.1.4 Vortex sheet

A surface of discontinuity of velocity in a �uid, which may be regarded as formed
by vortex �laments oriented normal to the shear vector across the surface.

4.1.1.5 Vorticity

A vector measure of local rotation in a �uid �ow, de�ned mathematically as the
curl of the velocity vector (∇× u).

4.1.1.6 Vorticity balance

A method for analysing the evolution of vorticity in a given �ow. The method uses
the vorticity transport equation (Panton, 1996);

Dω

Dt
= ω · ∇u +

µ

ρ
∇2ω. (4.1)

It is interesting to note the link between this equation and the vorticity-based
formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations (Equation 4.7 below). The term on the
LHS is the rate of change of vorticity of a given particle with respect to time. The
last term on the RHS is the net rate of viscous di�usion of vorticity. Vorticity
di�uses through a �ow by viscous action, as momentum does. This explains how
vorticity is generated at a surface and then passes into the wake, as will be seen
later; this is the only method by which vorticity can enter a �ow.

The �rst term on the RHS represents the generation or destruction of vorticity
by the stretching or turning of vortex lines. Stretching a vortex line produces an
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increase in vorticity in much the same way as stretching a material line produces
an increase in length. For 2D �ows, this mechanism is absent and Equation 4.1 is
simpli�ed by the removal of the �rst term on the RHS. In these cases, the rate of
change of vorticity for a given particle is simply equal to the net rate of viscous
di�usion for that particle.

The key principle behind the idea of vorticity balance is that the rate of ac-
cumulation of vorticity within a �ow can simply be calculated by subtracting the
rate at which vorticity is being extracted from the �ow (by di�usion) from the rate
at which it is being added to the �ow (by generation within the boundary layer
attached to a surface in the �ow) (Reynolds and Carr, 1985). Generally speak-
ing, turbulence also has an impact on this process, but as only laminar �ows are
considered in this thesis, it can be ignored.

4.1.2 Terminology relating to insect-like �apping

4.1.2.1 Added mass

When a body is accelerated in a �uid, an `extra' force is required in order to
accelerate the mass of �uid around the body. Therefore it appears as if the body
has `extra' mass. This extra mass is termed added mass. Added mass is discussed
in �2.1.3.2.

4.1.2.2 Dynamic or delayed stall

Dynamic stall is discussed extensively in �2.1.3.4. Historically it refers to the fact
that if a wing is simultaneously translated and pitched up, higher lift coe�cients
can be achieved than if the same wing is translated at constant angle of attack.
However, many authors have attributed the generation of the leading-edge vortex
seen during insect like �apping to dynamic or delayed stall. The discussion in
�2.1.3.4 and the results presented in �5 show that this is inappropriate and leads
to confusion, and that the LEV is simply formed by �ow separation at the leading
edge.
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4.1.2.3 Delayed leading-edge separation

Delayed leading-edge separation is discussed later in �5.4. The term is de�ned
to describe the fact that when an aerofoil is impulsively started at high angle of
attack, separation occurs immediately at the trailing edge, but does not occur
at the leading edge until some time later. This is important in explaining the
development of the lift force on 2D aerofoils.

4.1.2.4 The leading-edge vortex

The leading-edge vortex (LEV) is an important phenomena in insect-like �apping.
The vortex is formed above the wing due to �ow separation at the leading edge and
enhances lift. The LEV is discussed in �2.1.3.4. In this thesis an LEV is de�ned
as stable if it eventually remains in a �xed position relative to the moving aerofoil
or wing.

4.1.2.5 Wake capture

Wake capture was discussed in �2.1.3.1. It refers to the interaction between a
wing undergoing insect-like �apping and its wake from previous strokes. It is a
misleading term because the wake is not actually `captured' by the wing; the wing
simply passes through the wake. Therefore, the term `wake capture' generally
means the same as `wing-wake interaction'.

4.1.2.6 The Wagner e�ect

The Wagner e�ect is discussed on p. 57. It accounts for the fact that when the
velocity or angle of attack of an aerofoil in motion is changed, the lift force does not
immediately change to the new steady state value, and is important in explaining
the development of the lift force on 2D aerofoils.

4.2 Discussion of assumptions

Some of the assumptions that have been made in the course of this work have
already been mentioned. A summary of these assumptions and discuss the justi�-
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cation for them is now given.

4.2.1 Laminar �ow

The assumption that �ow is fully laminar is also made in all of the CFD studies
of insect �ight that are extant (see e.g. Liu et al. (1998); Sun and Tang (2002);
Kurtulus et al. (2007); Tang et al. (2008)). However, this of itself is no evidence
that the assumption is reasonable. Ellington (1984d) postulated that turbulence
�cannot occur� at wing chord Reynolds numbers of 200 and expressed doubt that
transition would occur even at Reynolds numbers of the order of 104, and Katz
et al. (1996), carrying out CFD analysis at a wing chord Reynolds number of 12 000,
stated that �at this low Reynolds number, unknowns associated with the modeling
of turbulence are avoided,� again implying that transition is not possible at these
orders of Reynolds numbers. However, this is in direct contrast with what was seen
in �2.3, where it was stated that transition in the wake of a circular cylinder occurs
even at Reynolds numbers as low as 200. How can this apparent discrepancy be
accounted for?

Boundary layer transition occurs at a critical Reynolds number, which depends
on various factors such as pressure gradient, free-stream turbulence level, and sur-
face roughness, but a quick review of the literature shows that some authors report
this critical Reynolds number to be as low as 385 000 (Lawson, 2001) and others
as high as 5 000 000 (Massey and Ward-Smith, 1998) (based on the free-stream
velocity and the streamwise distance from the start of the boundary layer).

It has been seen that even the largest insects � and indeed FMAVs � operate
at mean wing chord Reynolds numbers of no higher than O(104). Therefore, at
no point would transition be expected within the boundary layer attached to the
insect's wings. However, it is equally clear that at some point the boundary layer
will become detached from the wing, if only at the trailing edge, and is then termed
a free shear layer. In fact, as has been seen, insect wings generally translate at
high angles of attack and separation occurs at both the leading and trailing edges.
The von Kármán street that is formed in the wake is essentially a pair of free shear
layers that roll up into discrete vortices, as shown in Figure 2.9c.
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The �ow around a �at plate at high angle of attack is not as well documented
as, for example, the �ow around a cylinder. However, the principles involved
in the latter should apply to the former. As discussed in �2.3, the �ow around
a cylinder �rst becomes unsteady at Re = 40, when vortices begin to be shed
alternately from the sides of the cylinder, leading to a von Kármán street in the
wake. This structure continues to persist even if Reynolds number is increased
to Re = 270 000 (Williamson, 1996), but at higher Reynolds numbers the shear
layers which emanate from the body will become turbulent rather than laminar
at some point downstream. The Reynolds number at which this transition occurs
is not precisely de�ned. Some have identi�ed the onset of transition in the shear
layer at Reynolds numbers as low as 350, whilst others claim it �rst appears at
Reynolds numbers of 1900 (Singh and Mittal, 2005). Reynolds numbers quoted in
the context of cylinder �ows are usually based on free-stream velocity and cylinder
diameter.

There are two important Reynolds numbers for a given �ow � the critical
Reynolds number, at which the �ow becomes unstable, and the transition Reynolds
number, at which the �ow becomes turbulent. The former is lower than the latter,
so that a �ow will become unstable before transition occurs. For example, the
boundary layer on a �at plate becomes unstable at Re ≈ 105, but transition does
not occur until Re ≈ 106 (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007). In the case of a
free shear layer, instability is part of the process that leads to turbulence (Dong
et al., 1997), with the free shear layer rolling up into discrete vortices (due to
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability) before transition to turbulence occurs. Therefore,
the actual transition to turbulence will not occur until the free shear layer is some
distance downstream. This is the crucial point � that transition will not occur
either in the boundary layer or in the immediate vicinity of the aerofoil. The
point at which the instability occurs does move upstream as Reynolds number is
increased (Singh and Mittal, 2005), and the transition point would therefore move
closer to the aerofoil, but for a cylinder case the transition point does not actually
reach the surface of the cylinder until Re ≈ 106 (Singh and Mittal, 2005). For
Reynolds numbers of up to 30 000, transition should only occur in the free shear
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layers well aft of the aerofoil, and therefore it has been assumed transition will have
a negligible impact on the �ow in the immediate vicinity of the aerofoil. Further
experimental work is needed to prove or disprove the validity of this assumption.

4.2.2 Incompressibility

The assumption that the air around an insect's wings is e�ectively incompressible
is generally considered to be reasonable, and, again, is made in all of the com-
putational and analytical studies made so far. It has long been accepted that
compressibility only becomes important if the local Mach number at any point
in the �ow exceeds a value of around 0.3 (Houghton and Carpenter, 2003). This
is invariably the case when considering insect-like �apping, where Mach numbers
certainly do not exceed 0.1 (based on the tip speed for the `optimum' FMAV cal-
culated in �2.1.3). Despite this, ignoring compressibility will introduce some errors
� around 2% at M = 0.3 (Houghton and Carpenter, 2003).

However, there has been some suggestion that the impact of compressibility
also depends on Reynolds number, with very low Reynolds numbers leading to
quite high variations in density. Sun and Boyd (2004) state that density variation
can be as high as 16% when Re = 1. However, this result is likely to be due to
the fact that Sun and Boyd were analysing very small-scale �ows, with aerofoils of
chord length 30 µm. The assumption that the �uid is a continuum (instead of the
collection of molecules which it is in reality) is invalid at these very small scales.

The non-dimensional parameter that is used to assess the validity of the con-
tinuum assumption is the Knudsen number (Kn). This is de�ned by

Kn =
λ

l
, (4.2)

where λ is the mean free path of the molecules and l is a representative length.
In order for the �ow to act as a continuum, Kn must be less than some critical
value, which has been de�ned by some authors as 0.01 (Duncan et al., 1970) and
by others as 0.1 (Schetz and Fuhs, 1999; Bird, 1994) � the reason for the disparity
is not clear. It can be shown that Kn is of the same order of magnitude as M/Re,
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where M is Mach number. Therefore rari�ed e�ects would be expected to become
important only when Mach number is equal to around 1% of Reynolds number.

If a Mach number of 0.1 is assumed (which is probably much higher than would
occur in reality) the Reynolds number would have to be as low as 10 in order to
achieve a Knudsen number of 0.01. In the current case, though, Reynolds number
and Mach number are directly related, so that if Re is as low as 10, M will be
much lower than 0.1.

Another way of looking at it is to use Equation 4.2 to calculate what L would
need to be to produce a Kn of 0.01. λ, the molecular mean free path length, is
around 8× 10−8 m for sea-level air, so to obtain a Kn of 0.01 or greater, L would
have to be 8 µm (i.e. 0.008 mm) or less, or around 1/25 of the wingspan of the
smallest insects. Certainly for an FMAV Kn will be less than 0.01.

In conclusion, it seems reasonable, when considering likely practical FMAVs,
to assume that the �ow is a continuum and therefore can be assumed to be incom-
pressible.

4.2.3 Other assumptions

It is assumed that the aerofoil or wing is fully rigid. In fact, insect wings are quite
�exible and certainly deform quite signi�cantly during �ight � see, for example,
the photographs of Brackenbury (1995). However, aeroelastic analysis of insect-
like �apping is impossible without some knowledge of the forces that apply and
the source of those forces.

The other important assumption, which comes about because of the modular
approach which has been taken, is that only one wing is studied. It has been noted
that interaction between wings does seem to be a method of lift enhancement in
many insects. In the current study, though, only a very speci�c part of insect-
like �apping is studied; namely, the translational, constant-angle of attack motion
that occurs between pronation and supination. Further development of the CFD
models used could in theory shed light on the interaction between wings, but this
is beyond the scope of the present study.
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4.3 Computational method

This section discusses, �rstly, the general method by which CFD operates. It
then continues to justify the choice of CFD model used and to discuss the speci�c
method used for the current study.

4.3.1 CFD modelling

4.3.1.1 Governing equations

Using Newton's second law of motion it is possible to state that for a �uid, the
rate of change of momentum is equal to the applied force. This applied force is
composed of three types of force � �rstly, body forces (which act on the body of
�uid as a whole, for example gravity, and are often negligible); secondly, pressure
forces; and thirdly, viscous forces. Pressure forces can be calculated using Newton's
second law of motion. Viscous forces are more complex to calculate but there are
constitutive laws that allow this to be done. In using these laws the assumption is
made that the �uid is a continuum.

Using these laws, it is possible to derive the Navier-Stokes equations in velocity-
pressure form (for derivation, see Houghton and Carpenter, 2003, S 2). Here, body
forces are ignored:

ρ
Du

Dt
= −∇p + µ∇2u (4.3)

∴ ∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = −∇p +

1

Re
∇2u. (4.4)

Here, u is the velocity vector, p is pressure, t is time, ρ and µ are the density and
dynamic viscosity of the �uid respectively, and Re is Reynolds number. What this
equation means is that, for an element of �uid, the rate of change of momentum in
the x direction (for example) is equal to the sum of the forces acting on the �uid
in the x direction.

Another important equation is the continuity equation, which states that the
volume of �uid �owing into an elemental area must be equal the volume of �uid
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�owing out of it:
∇ · u = 0. (4.5)

Here it has been assumed that the �uid is incompressible. This is generally
accepted as a reasonable assumption provided that the velocity of the �ow is low
relative to the speed of sound. For insect-like �apping, this is invariably the case.
It has been suggested that the assumption of incompressibility is actually unrea-
sonable at very small scales (Sun and Boyd, 2004, see e.g.), and the validity of this
assumption is investigated later.

Another equation that is often mentioned in this context is the energy equation,
which states that the total energy is conserved. However, this is only required in
cases where the �ow is compressible and/or where heat transfer is involved. In
the cases under consideration here, because of the low speeds involved, the �ow
is assumed to be incompressible; the same assumptions is made by many others
working in this area (see e.g. Liu and Kawachi, 1998; Sun and Tang, 2002).

Having made these two assumptions, the result is a system of four simulta-
neous equations (the three Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation)
with four unknowns (u, v, w and p), because ρ and µ have been assumed to be con-
stant. It should be noted that often the whole system of equations (Navier-Stokes,
continuity, and energy) are often improperly called the `complete Navier-Stokes
equations', particularly in the context of CFD.

In order to solve the above set of equations, it is necessary to provide an initial
condition and boundary conditions. For this formulation of the Navier-Stokes
equations, this is relatively simple; and this is a particular attraction of the velocity-
pressure formulation. The initial and boundary conditions for the situations under
investigation here are discussed in �4.3.3.

However, it should be noted that the above (velocity-pressure) formulation of
these equations is only one of four that are commonly used (Rempfer, 2006). A
second formulation can derived from the �rst by taking the divergence of Equation
4.4 and substituting into Equation 4.5. This yields the Poisson equation:

∇2p = −∇ · (u · ∇u) . (4.6)
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This equation, in conjunction with Equation 4.4, is known as the pressure-Poisson
equation (PPE) formulation of the Navier Stokes equation. The advantage of this
formulation is that Equation 4.6 is an explicit equation for pressure p. However,
Equation 4.5 is a �rst-order equation, whereas the Poisson equation is second-
order. It is therefore necessary to provide an addition boundary condition; the
most convenient way to do this would be to specify the pressure at the boundary
of the computational domain. Unfortunately this is not always easy and this
means that the PPE formulation is generally a less convenient formulation than
the velocity-pressure formulation.

The two other generally-used forms of the governing equations are vorticity
based, as opposed to the two forms above, which are both velocity-based. The
motivation for producing vorticity-based formulations is to remove the pressure
term from the equations, and one way to do this is by taking the curl of Equation
4.4 to yield

∂ω

∂t
+ u · ∇ω = ω · ∇u +

1

Re
∇2ω, (4.7)

where ω is the vorticity vector (ω = ∇ × u). This equation can be used in con-
junction with

∇2u = −∇× ω, (4.8)

which is derived from the de�nition of ω, to form the vorticity-transport formu-
lation of the governing equations. However, a similar problem occurs as with the
PPE formulation above � the order of the system has been increased and so an
additional boundary condition is required, preferably in terms of the vorticity at
the boundary. Obtaining this condition is often di�cult.

The �nal form of the governing equations is the vorticity-stream function for-
mulation. In this case, the two governing equations are

∂ω

∂t
+ u · ∇ω =

1

Re
∇2ω, (4.9)

and

∇2ψ = ω. (4.10)
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This formulation is generally used only for 2D �ows, as stream function ψ is gen-
erally not de�ned for 3D �ows. ω is therefore de�ned as the only component of
vorticity that can appear in a 2D �ow. Just as for the vorticity-transport formu-
lation, in order to solve these equation it is helpful to de�ne boundary conditions
in terms of vorticity.

It is important to emphasise that all four of these formulations essentially come
from the same basic principles. Which formulation is most suited for a given prob-
lem will depend on the problem. The current work exclusively uses the velocity-
pressure formulation, for reasons which will be discussed later.

4.3.1.2 Boundary conditions

The governing equations presented above `govern' the �ow of �uid, whether over
the wing of an aircraft or an insect. The �ows in di�erent cases will of course
be completely dissimilar. This is due to the boundary conditions � those known
factors (e.g. the shape of any bodies in the �ow) which determine where the �uid
�ows and in what directions. In the current case, the boundary conditions concern
the motion of the aerofoil or wing and its physical dimensions. The latter will
determine how the �uid �ows around the wing � the �uid cannot be allowed to
�ow through the wing, and the non-slip condition must apply on the wing's surface.
Basically, if the wing is stationary with the �uid moving past it then u = v = w = 0

at the surface of the wing.

If the boundary conditions are known, along with the laws that govern �uid
�ow, this is all the information required to predict exactly which path the �uid will
take by solving the above equations. If this were possible, closed-form expressions
for u, v, w and p in terms of x, y and z would be obtained, so that the pressure at
any location in the �ow could be calculated and (for example) by integrating over
the wing's surface, the force on the wing could be obtained. Unfortunately, because
of the coupled nature of these non-linear partial di�erential equations, �nding a
closed-form solution is in general impossible for all but the most simple �ows, and
certainly there is no known general solution.
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4.3.1.3 Discretisation

Expanding Equation 4.3 gives

ρ

(
∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
+ w

∂u

∂z

)
= ρgx − ∂p

∂x
+ µ

(
∂2u

∂x2
+

∂2u

∂y2
+

∂2u

∂z2

)
,

ρ

(
∂v

∂t
+ u

∂v

∂x
+ v

∂v

∂y
+ w

∂v

∂z

)
= ρgy − ∂p

∂y
+ µ

(
∂2v

∂x2
+

∂2v

∂y2
+

∂2v

∂z2

)
,

ρ

(
∂w

∂t
+ u

∂w

∂x
+ v

∂w

∂y
+ w

∂w

∂z

)
= ρgz − ∂p

∂z
+ µ

(
∂2w

∂x2
+

∂2w

∂y2
+

∂2w

∂z2

)
.

From this it can be seen that the governing equations for �uid motion are made up
of a number of variables (velocities, pressure, etc) as well as the partial derivatives
of those variables. As such they cannot be directly solved by a computer, and
must instead be discretised. Essentially, this involves replacing the di�erential
terms with numerical approximations.

One approach � the �nite di�erence approach � is based on the Taylor series
expansion. For example, for a variable φ which varies with respect to t, the Taylor
series expansion can be written as

φ (t + ∆t) = φ (t) + ∆t
dφ

dt
+

1

2
(∆t)2 d2φ

dt2
+

1

6
(∆t)3 d3φ

dt3
+ . . . (4.11)

φ (t−∆t) = φ (t)−∆t
dφ

dt
+

1

2
(∆t)2 d2φ

dt2
− 1

6
(∆t)3 d3φ

dt3
+ . . . , (4.12)

where ∆t is a small change in t.

Adding these two equations together:

φ (t + ∆t) + φ (t−∆t) = 2φ (t) + (∆t)2 d2φ

dt2
+ O

(
(∆t)4)

(∆t)2 d2φ

dt2
= φ (t + ∆t) + φ (t−∆t)− 2φ (t) + O

(
(∆t)4)

d2φ

dt2
=

1

(∆t)2 [φ (t + ∆t)− 2φ (t) + φ (t−∆t)] + O
(
(∆t)2) ,

(4.13)

where the nomenclature O
(
(∆t)2) means terms of the order of (∆t)2 or higher do

exist but are ignored (since ∆t is in practise very small, terms of the order of (∆t)2
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will be negligible).

Similarly be subtracting Equation 4.12 from Equation 4.11:

φ (t + ∆t)− φ (t−∆t) = 2∆t
dφ

dt
+

1

3
(∆t)3 d3φ

dt3
+ O

(
(∆t)5)

2∆t
dφ

dt
= φ (t + ∆t)− φ (t−∆t)− 1

3
(∆t)3 d3φ

dt3
+ O

(
(∆t)5)

dφ

dt
=

1

2∆t
(φ (t + ∆t)− φ (t−∆t)) + O

(
(∆t)2) . (4.14)

The result is expressions for the �rst and second derivatives of φ with respect
to t in terms of the values of φ now, a short time ago, and a short time in the
future. Both of these equations are approximations, as terms of order (∆t)2 and
above are ignored, but providing ∆t is small the error introduced will be minor.
Equations 4.13 and 4.14 are classi�ed as central-di�erence, 2nd-order equations �
central-di�erence because the equation involves the value of φ (t + ∆t) as well as
φ (t−∆t) and 2nd-order because terms of order (∆t)2 and above are neglected.
Often, a CFD solver allows the user to specify the order of the discretisation
equations � higher-order equations require greater computational power or more
run-time but may produce more accurate results. Higher-order equations may also
be more unstable (i.e. may not converge so readily); as a result, it is common
to start a simulation using �rst-order approximations and then switch to second-
order once a degree of convergence has been achieved. However, in the current
work, second-order schemes were consistently used (as mentioned in Appendix B)
and no problems with divergence were encountered.

The above process can be carried out for the rate of change of each quantity with
respect to space and, for unsteady simulations, time, and the approximations which
are produced can be used to convert the governing partial di�erential equations
into numerical approximations. These approximations will vary according to the
point at which the process is carried out � so that a set of equations will be
formed for each point within the computational domain. The partial di�erential
equations that were valid for the entire domain (the governing equations) have
been converted into a number of equations that give the relationships between the
variables at certain points within the domain (Shaw, 1992). It can be seen that the
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value of a variable at a point p within the domain will be calculated by referring to
the values of that variable at the points adjacent to p. It is essential, therefore, to
have a grid � a network of points within the domain � to allow this process to be
carried out. Producing grids (or meshing) can be one of the most time-consuming
parts of running a CFD simulation. The meshing process for the current work is
described later in this chapter.

The discretisation of the Navier-Stokes equations is in two domains; both in
space, and in time. The issue of convergence of these discretised solutions is an
important one and must be considered for both domains. Convergence in the
space domain is usually investigated by carrying out mesh-sensitivity tests; these
are described in �4.3.4 below. In the time domain, it is necessary to investigate the
sensitivity of the results to changes in the time step used during simulations. For
the cases investigated here, the time step was chosen to ensure acceptably-quick
convergence at each time step; further details are given in Appendix B. Due to the
low Reynolds numbers of the �ows considered here, the simulations were insensitive
to changes in time step, providing the magnitude of the step was kept small �
the values used ranged from 0.0001s for the highest Reynolds number 2D cases to
around 0.04s for the lowest Reynolds number 3D cases.

The CFD software used here (Fluent 6 ) is based on a �nite volume method.
This technique is similar to the �nite di�erence approach demonstrated above but
also incorporates aspects of the �nite element method (which is well-known in
relation to stress analysis). The approach involves applying the integral form of
the conservation equations to each cell in the mesh to ensure that the net volume
�ow into each cell is zero; in other words, mass is automatically conserved (as the
�uid is assumed incompressible).

4.3.1.4 Solving the discrete governing equations

It has been seen that it is possible to approximate partial di�erential equations by
discrete numerical equations. The next step of the CFD process is to solve these
discrete equations to produce values for the dependent variables at points within
the domain. There are two fundamental ways of doing this � segregated and
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coupled1. Both processes are iterative, and both require a set of `initial conditions'
to be supplied, so that the solver has a `starting point'. For a transient problem
like ours, these initial conditions will usually be set to assume a uniform �ow � in
other words, �ow as though the aerofoil or wing were no present. The simulation
will then progress as though the aerofoil or wing has suddenly been placed in the
�ow. In other words, it is as if the aerofoil or wing has been impulsively started.

The coupled approach was originally designed for high-speed compressible �ows
and involves solving the momentum and continuity equations simultaneously (i.e.
coupled together) (Fluent Inc., 1998). This process requires more much more
memory than the segregated approach (Pascua et al., 1996), and for the types of
�ow of interest here (i.e. low-speed incompressible �ows) is unlikely to provide any
performance bene�t. A segregated approach has therefore been used throughout
this work, despite the performance bene�t that can be achieved using a coupled
approach. A quick comparison of the two approaches has indicated that this bene�t
is negligible in any case, probably due to the comparatively small meshes used.

A segregated approach takes the linearised continuity and momentum equations
and solves them sequentially. The pressure �eld is used to calculate an updated
velocity �eld, and the momentum equation is used to correct this velocity �eld.
An updated pressure �eld is then produced, and the process is repeated until
convergence is achieved (i.e. until the solution stabilises and does not change
signi�cantly with each iteration). The exact procedure for solving the system
of equations, using a Gauss-Seidel method, is covered in Shaw (1992); Patankar
(1980); Fluent Inc. (1998).

In summary, CFD works by taking the governing equations of �uid �ow (the
Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation), discretising them, and then
solving them iteratively based on the known boundary conditions. Further details
of this process and of the software used can be found in Shaw (1992); Patankar
(1980); Fluent Inc. (1998). The next section examines the justi�cation for the
choice of the speci�c model used. After this follows a more speci�c description of

1In later versions of the Fluent CFD software used in the current work, these were renamed
pressure-based and density-based � see Appendix B
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how the CFD results presented in this thesis were produced. Further details of the
CFD model are contained in Appendix B.

4.3.2 Justi�cation for the choice of CFD model used

RANS CFD models of the type used here have been historically shown to be appli-
cable to a wide range of �ows. However, in vortex-dominated �ows like those under
consideration in the current work, such models can su�er from excess numerical
dissipation of vorticity due to the primitive variable (velocity-pressure) form of
the Navier-Stokes equations used (Brown and Line, 2005). There are three main
reasons why this is thought unlikely to be a problem in the current work. Firstly,
the Reynolds numbers under consideration are very low in absolute terms. There-
fore, viscosity is likely to be comparatively dominant and the amount of numerical
dissipation is therefore likely to be low when compared to the amount of `natural'
dissipation due to viscosity.

Secondly, for the majority of the work in this thesis, the aerofoil or wing does
not pass through its own wake. As the wake moves away from the aerofoil or
wing, the vortices within it will become more dissipated, particularly as the mesh
is coarsened far from the aerofoil or wing; but this is unlikely to have a noticeable
impact on the phenomenology of the �ow close to the aerofoil or wing. It is the
phenomenology of the �ow close to the aerofoil or wing which is of most interest.
Some cases do involve the wing passing through its own wake (see �6.9) and this
issue is discussed in more detail there.

Thirdly, the amount of dissipation will increase as time progresses, so that if
the simulations are short in duration, the resulting errors will be small. For most
of the results presented here, the simulations were run for only a few chord lengths
of travel (for 2D cases) or less than a single revolution (for 3D sweeping cases).
Therefore the amount of numerical dissipation will be small. This conclusion is
supported by the validation work that has been carried out.

The �nal reason for the use of a velocity-pressure formulation lies in the ease
of application of relevant boundary conditions, as discussed in �4.3.1.1 above. The
boundary conditions used are discussed below.
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In addition to the above reasoning, it is of value to investigate the type of
RANS CFD models used here in order to ascertain whether this type of approach
can reasonably be used to model the types of �ow under consideration. The results
of the validation work described in �5.1 and �6.1 go some way towards con�rming
that RANS CFD codes can be usefully applied to �ows of this type.

4.3.3 Boundary conditions

This section summarises the boundary conditions used in the CFD model (full
details are contained in Appendix B). Aerofoils and wings were set as walls, with
the no-slip condition enforced on the surfaces. The boundaries of the computational
domains were set as velocity inlets. For 2D cases the velocity of the aerofoil was
imposed at these boundaries. For 3D cases the velocity at all the boundaries
(including the boundaries in the positive and negative z directions) was set to zero
and the motion of the wing was imposed using a rotating reference frame.

It is important to consider the impact of the wake of the aerofoil crossing the
boundary of the computational domain. This will introduce an error into the
simulation, as the velocities at the boundaries are assumed constant. However,
provided the boundaries are su�ciently far from the aerofoil or wing, the e�ect of
this error on the �ow near the aerofoil or wing will be small. Later, the e�ect of
changing this distance is investigated in order to ascertain the minimum distance
at which increasing the distance further has negligible impact on the forces on the
aerofoil.

4.3.4 Meshing

As already mentioned, the process of discretisation involves dividing the domain
of interest into a �nite number of cells. For each of these cells only one value of
the dependent variables will be stored � in other words, the pressure and velocity
components are assumed constant throughout a cell. In reality, of course, this will
not be the case; so a CFD model cannot be expected to produce exact results.
But the errors can be reduced by intelligent placing of the cells, so that in areas
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where the dependent variables might be expected to change rapidly the cells are
very small. Conversely, in areas where the �ow can be expected to be uniform, the
mesh can be coarsened without this having too dramatic an e�ect on the accuracy
of the results. The size of mesh cells should also be dependant on the local Reynolds
number; the usual parameter used to assess this is cell Reynolds number, which is
Reynolds number based on local velocity and cell size.

For many CFD problems, the overall cost of the analysis can be dominated by
the cost of mesh generation (Shaw, 1992). Here, the domain is fairly simple �
meshing the domain around a �at plate is evidently much simpler than meshing
the domain around an aircraft or car. However it is still important to think about
where the critical areas are; the areas where the gradients of the variables might
be highest and therefore where the mesh needs to be most dense. The only object
in the �ow is the aerofoil or wing, and the main focus of interest is the �ow close to
it. Therefore as a general rule the mesh should be most dense near the aerofoil and
can be more coarse at a distance from it. More speci�cally, the �ow will be most
dramatically a�ected near the leading and trailing edges of the wing or aerofoil, so
mesh cells should be �nest there.

Usually in a CFD analysis, mesh cells are concentrated near surfaces to capture
the boundary layers. Here, though, the vortical structures that occur outside the
boundary layer are of more interest than the boundary layer itself, so capturing the
boundary layer accurately is not so important as in, for example, the case of �ow
over a conventional aircraft. However, the area of the domain near the surface of
the wing does need to be highly resolved in order to capture the separation points.
At high angles of attack the separation points will be constrained to the leading
and trailing edges of the aerofoil. Mesh density therefore needs to be highest in
these areas.

Another point to bear in mind is that for much of the analysis that follows, it
is the region of the wake close to the aerofoil which is of interest, so that it is not
necessary to resolve the wake with great accuracy far downstream. Some analysis
does involve a returning wake (i.e. the wake that leaves the computational domain
downstream of the aerofoil is re-introduced on the upstream boundary) and here
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Figure 4.1: Grid for aerofoil of �nite thickness. This is a fairly coarse grid that was
used during the mesh sensitivity analysis � grids used to obtain the �nal results
were much more re�ned, particularly close to the aerofoil. The transition point
between the O-grid and the unstructured triangular grid is evident.

care must be taken not to coarsen the mesh far from the aerofoil to the extent that
the wake is not captured in su�cient detail � this is discussed in �6.9.1.

However, bearing all the above in mind, it appears that mesh production should
not be dominant in this analysis; the shapes involved are simple, the �ow is not
too unpredictable, and in most cases only the area close to the wing is of interest.
All meshing was carried out using the commercial grid-generating software Gambit
2.

4.3.4.1 2D meshes

Full details of the meshes used are contained in Appendix B. For 2D cases, four
di�erent sections have been used. These are: a �at plate of zero thickness; a full
ellipse of thickness to chord ratio 1%; a �at plate with elliptical leading and trailing
edges (each edge being one half of an ellipse with length:thickness ratio 4:1); and a
�at plate with semicircular leading and trailing edges. Both of these latter shapes
were de�ned to have the same cross-sectional area as the ellipse. A number of
other ellipses were also studied in order to assess the e�ect of aerofoil thickness.
The mesh for these takes the same basic form as the mesh for the 1% thick ellipse.

For aerofoils of �nite thickness, an O-grid was used close to the aerofoil surface,
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Figure 4.2: Boundary distance sensitivity results. The lift coe�cient on an aerofoil
at 45◦ �uctuates widely, as is shown later. This �gure compares the average lift
coe�cient over 15 chords of travel for di�erent boundary distances.

with an unstructured triangular grid in the far �eld. An example of this type of
grid is shown in Figure 4.1. For the central O-grid portion, there are a number of
parameters to be selected � the number of nodes around the aerofoil itself, their
distribution, and the �rst cell thickness and growth ratio. It would be unreason-
ably time-consuming to attempt to �nd the optimum parameter for each of these
individually, so a compromise mesh sensitivity analysis was used. The number of
nodes placed around the aerofoil's surface was chosen as the primary measure of
mesh density, and the other parameters were either scaled in proportion with this
or kept constant.

Boundary distance The computational domain must have edges. At these
outer boundaries, it is assumed that the �ow is una�ected by the presence of the
aerofoil or wing, so that the velocities at the boundaries are equal to the freestream
velocities. In theory, it is the case that the aerofoil will have an impact on the �ow
at any distance from it � so that introducing �ctitious `boundaries' in this way
will introduce an error. As a result, it is important that care is taken as to the
location of these boundaries to ensure that the error introduced is small.

In subsonic �ows such as those under consideration here, disturbances due to
the presence of a body in the �ow can be far reaching in all directions (Anderson,
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Figure 4.3: Mesh sensitivity results. Again, the �gure compares the average lift
coe�cient over 15 chords of travel, but in this case for di�erent grid densities.

1995). In order to assess the sensitivity of the present model to the position of
the outer boundaries, simulations were run with the boundaries set at di�erent
distances from the aerofoil; the results are shown in Figure 4.2. It is clear that
the solution becomes almost boundary-distance independent once the boundary is
around 8 chords away; increases beyond this do not lead to large changes in the
average lift coe�cient, nor (as inspection of the resulting data con�rms) in the
phenomenology of the �ow. In the 2D model, a boundary distance of 10 chords in
all directions has been used.

Mesh sensitivity The aerofoil section used for the mesh sensitivity analysis
described here was the �at plate with elliptical ends. The baseline case had 290
cells placed on the aerofoil's surface; full details are in Appendix B. The thickness
of the �rst layer of cells was kept constant and the growth factor as cells moved
away from the aerofoil was varied such that the number of layers within the O-grid
varied with the same scale factor as the number of nodes around the aerofoil. So, for
example, the baseline case of 290 nodes had around 75 layers in the O-grid portion
of the grid, and the most re�ned grid (with 580 nodes around the aerofoil) had
double this. The results of the mesh sensitivity analysis are shown in Figure 4.3,
and it can be seen that the average lift stabilises when the number of nodes on
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Figure 4.4: Example 3D mesh. One quarter of the mesh is shown: the complete
domain is a cylinder.

the aerofoil surfaces reaches around 200. Examination of the lift/time history and
the resulting �ow-visualisation data con�rms that the di�erences between the 290-
and the 580-node cases are negligible.

4.3.4.2 3D meshes

As will be discussed later, for 3D cases, the most simple wing planform and section
possible has been used � a rectangular, in�nitely-thin, �at wing. It might be
objected that this shape is rather unlike those seen on real insects. However, this is
quite intentional. As has already been emphasised, the primary aim of the current
study is to gain insight into the phenomena that occur during insect-like �apping,
and the phenomenon that seems to be of greatest importance is the leading-edge
vortex. Using a rectangular wing should isolate any e�ects that might occur due
to the relatively complex shapes of insect wings. In any case, the shapes of insects'
wings vary widely (see e.g Ellington, 1984b). It is important to avoid limiting the
study to one or two particular wings shapes and thereby obtaining information
about the �ow around the wings of a particular species of insect, rather than
gaining broader and more generally-applicable insights into the types of �ows that
occur.

When de�ning 3D meshes it would be sensible to use as much information
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as possible from the investigation of the 2D meshes, for example regarding mesh
sensitivity and boundary distances. With this in mind, 3D meshes have simply
used extrusions of a 2D mesh. So, to create 3D wings, a 2D mesh for an in�nitely
thin section is `stretched' in the direction out of the plane of the 2D mesh. In doing
this, it has been assumed that the boundary distance sensitivity tests carried out
above for the 2D case will also apply to the 3D case. Having determined that a
boundary distance of 10 chords was su�cient in the 2D case, the same distance
has been used when drawing 3D meshes � at least in the X and Y directions (X
and Y being the two axes which lie in the plane of 2D meshes). In the Z direction,
further tests have been carried out to determine, �rstly, the number of cells that
should lie along the wing from root to tip (this de�nes the total number of cells
which make up the mesh), and secondly the distance between the tip of the wing
and the boundary of maximum Z coordinate.

The root of the wing is actually at the boundary of the computational domain.
There are two reasons for this. Firstly, it removes the complication of a returning
wake � if the domain extended inboard of the root, the wing would to some extent
interact with its own wake. This is a complication that it was important to remove,
though the issue of wing-wake interaction is discussed later. In addition, because
inboard sections are moving very slowly (due to the sweeping motion of the wing)
the proximity of the inboard boundary to the root of the wing has only a small
impact on the overall lift produced by the wing. The results of the validation
process (see �6.1) support this view.

3D Mesh sensitivity Because of the extruded-2D nature of the mesh, the mesh
took the form of a number of `slices' in the Z direction, as in Figure 4.4. The slices
near the tip were de�ned to be thinner (in the Z direction) than those nearer the
root (so that the mesh density was highest near the tip) in order to capture the
tip vortex with high resolution.

In order to assess how many of these slices were needed, simulations were run
for di�erent numbers of slices, and the results are shown in Figure 4.5(a). The
simulation becomes grid-independent once the total number of cells exceeds around
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Figure 4.5: Mesh sensitivity results. The �gure compares the average lift coe�cient
over the �rst 270◦of sweep for di�erent grid densities (Figure 4.5(a)) and di�erent
z-distances between the wingtip and the mesh boundary (Figure 4.5(b)).

1.5× 106; this corresponds to around 40 slices in the z direction. Examination of
the resulting data revealed that the phenomena involved did not change when the
mesh density was increased beyond this point, and again, it is phenomena that are
of most interest in rather than supremely accurate force predictions.

z-boundary distance As mentioned above, the boundaries in the x and y direc-
tions were placed 10 chords away from the aerofoil, as for the 2D cases. However,
because of the nature of the �ow, it was thought that to place the z-boundary 10
chords away from the wing tip would lead to a great number of `wasted' cells �
that is, cells whose removal would not a�ect the simulation apart from to decrease
the run time.

In fact, as Figure 4.5(b) shows, the results of the simulation were relatively
insensitive to changes in this parameter once the distance between the wing tip
and the boundary exceeded around 1 chord. Further increases in this distance did
lead to a small further decrease in the force predictions (the graph gives an average
lift coe�cient of 0.68 for the 1-chord distance case and a corresponding �gure of
0.64 for the 10-chord case). However, examination of the resulting data showed
no change in the �ow phenomena, and increasing the z-boundary distance even to
two chords led to an increase in simulation run time of around 20%. Since the run
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time was already measurable in weeks rather than hours, this was an unacceptable
time penalty for such a small accuracy increase.

The fact that increasing z-boundary distance tended to decrease average lift
coe�cient is interesting in itself and gives some indication that the role of the tip
vortex is to decrease lift. This will be con�rmed in �6.4.6.

4.4 Force calculations

Much of the following work involved comparing forces on aerofoils and wings in
di�erent cases. Lift is de�ned as the force normal to the freestream, and drag as
the force parallel to it. For 2D cases, lift and drag are both non-dimensionalised
with respect to chord length and freestream �ow velocity to produce lift and drag
coe�cients. In 3D cases, lift is non-dimensionalised with respect to wing area
and wing tip velocity, and instead of drag, torque is examined, which is de�ned
as the moment about the axis about which the wing is sweeping. Torque is non-
dimensionalised with respect to wing area, wing tip velocity and wing mean aero-
dynamic chord.

Forces are calculated from the CFD data by integrating pressure and viscous
forces for each mesh face on the aerofoil or wing surface and summing these forces.
Thus it is possible to calculate the pressure force, the viscous force, and (by sum-
ming these) the total force.

4.5 Experimental work

The main aims of the experimental work involved in this project were to validate
the results of 2D simulations; to verify the existence of spanwise �ow within the 3D
LEV; and to investigate the lift produced by a 3D wing over a range of Reynolds
numbers, in order to gain evidence about the susceptibility of the LEV to changes
in Reynolds number.
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4.5.1 Flow visualisation

After experimenting with various methods of �ow visualisation (including releasing
dye from holes in the wing or aerofoil, using tufts attached to the wing to indicate
local �ow direction, and blowing compressed air from holes in the wing or aerofoil)
the most useful method was found to be the hydrogen bubble technique. First used
in the 1950s for visualising boundary layers (Geller, 1955), it has since been used
in a variety of �ows, such that it is now �one of the most . . . successful methods for
�ow visualization in water� (Johnson, 1998, p. 38.37). It relies on the fact that if a
current is passed between two electrodes in water, hydrogen bubbles are given o�
at the cathode and oxygen bubbles at the anode. Because the hydrogen bubbles
are smaller and more numerous than the oxygen bubbles, the hydrogen bubbles
are used to visualise the �ow (Merzkirch, 1987).

The size of the bubbles depends on a number of factors; most importantly, the
diameter of the wire used for the cathode. The applied voltage also has an impact
on the size and quantity of the bubbles. In this work, stainless steel wire of 0.05mm

diameter was found to produce bubbles that were large enough to be visible but
small enough to have a su�ciently low buoyancy. Experiments with tungsten wire
of 0.01mm diameter were unsuccessful � the resulting bubbles were too small to
be clearly seen.

The applied voltage was 15V for most experiments. Reducing the voltage
tended to decrease the size of the resulting bubbles, and was necessary during
some of the low Reynolds number 3D experiments, as larger bubbles tended to rise
too quickly and distort the apparent structure of the �ow.

4.5.2 2D experiments

The main aim of the 2D experiments was to validate the predictions of the CFD
model regarding the shedding of vortices. A wing was translated through a tank
of water, with hydrogen bubbles being released at the leading edge in order to
capture the structure of the LEV. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.6,
and in diagrammatic form in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: Setup for 2D experiments.

The glass tank is labelled 1 in Figure 4.6. Its dimensions were 1200mm(L) ×
300mm(W ) × 460mm(H). The wing used was a stainless steel �at plate of span
300mm (so that it spanned the entire width of the tank) and chord of 50mm. The
plate used was 2mm thick, giving a thickness/chord ratio of 4%.

The wing was driven by a traverse mechanism, labelled 2 in Figure 4.6. The tra-
verse was controlled by the computer labelled 3 using in-house software (developed
by Dr. M. V. Finnis). The maximum speed of the traverse was 600mm/s (though
this was not measured) and the desired acceleration was set at the maximum al-
lowable: 100 000mm/s2. Although the actual acceleration rate is not known, the
start of motion was rapid enough to be considered `impulsive', so as to match the
CFD results. The Reynolds number was varied by changing velocity; the maximum
chord Reynolds number was therefore approximately 30 000.

Flow visualisation used the hydrogen bubble technique, described above. The
power supply for the bubble system is labelled 4 in Figure 4.6. It supplied 15V

across the anode and cathode. The anode was a piece of aluminium plate which
was suspended in the tank. For the cathode, thin tape was attached to the leading
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Figure 4.7: Diagram of setup for 2D experiments.

edge of the wing and 0.05mm stainless steel wire was taped on top of this (this was
necessary to isolate the wing from the cathode). It is well known that increases in
surface roughness (or the attachment of a wire or other protuberance to a surface)
can trip the boundary layer (that is, cause it to transition to turbulent �ow) but
this should only occur at Reynolds numbers much higher than were used here. In
addition, the wire was mounted on the leading edge of the wing; as this surface
was only 2mm long, it is highly unlikely that attaching a wire to the leading edge
will have much of an impact on the attached boundary layer.

Flow visualisation images were captured using a Panasonic DMC-FZ5 digital
camera. Results are shown in Figure 5.5 on p. 135.

4.5.3 3D experiments

The 3D experiments had three purposes. Firstly, to establish the existence of a
stable LEV; secondly, to establish the existence of spanwise �ow within this LEV;
and thirdly, to capture force measurements to compare to the 3D CFD results.

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.8, with a schematic in Figure 4.9.
The glass tank, (1 in Figure 4.8) had dimensions of 600mm(L) × 600mm(W ) ×
600mm(H). A pair of wings were mounted on a driveshaft in the centre of the
tank and the dimensions of the wings were chosen to match those used in the CFD
model. Wings were constructed from 2mm thick transparent styrene acrylonitrile
(SAN), cut to shape using in-house machining facilities.

The driveshaft was driven by a motor/gearbox combination (Bosch part no.
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Figure 4.8: Setup for 3D experiments.
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Figure 4.9: Diagram of setup for 3D experiments.
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0 132 801 346), capable of an output speed of up to around 1.6rad/s. This translates
to a maximum 3D Reynolds number (based on tip velocity and mean chord) of
around 17 000. The minimum output speed at which the speed remained smooth
was around 0.3rad/s, equating to a 3D Reynolds number of around 3 000. The
rotational speed of the driveshaft was measured using a Metravi DT2236B contact
tachometer, accurate to 0.01rad/s � around 3% at the lowest speeds used. This
results in an error in Reynolds number of ±50.

The motor and �ow visualisation system were supplied by a variable dual DC
power supply (2 in Figure 4.8). The minimum supply voltage for smooth operation
was 6V ; for maximum speed, the supply voltage was 30V . The �ow visualisation
system was the same as for the 2D experiments described above, with the cathode
taped to the leading edge of one of the wings.

In order to capture force measurements, the motor/gearbox was mounted on
one end of lever arm, consisting of an aluminium plate. The other end of this lever
arm can be seen projecting from the side of the tank (3 in Figure 4.8) and was
located on a set of Mettler PL200 digital scales. The arm was pivoted in the middle
so that an upward force provided by the wings produced a downward force on the
scales. A similar system was used by Usherwood and Ellington (2002a), although
they used strain gauges in place of scales. The use of scales rather then strain
gauges meant that it was not possible to produce a force/time history, but as is
shown later this is unimportant because the lift produced by a 3D wing eventually
stabilises (see �6.1.1). The minimum reading was 0.9g, and the scales were accurate
to ±0.001g � around 0.1% of the lowest reading.
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Chapter 5

2D Results

�Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful.�

� George E. P. Box

As already mentioned, in this thesis results from the current model are divided
into two sections; �rstly, in this chapter, those relating to 2D �ows (aerofoils, or
chordwise elements of wings) and secondly (in �6) those relating to 3D �ows (entire
wings). In this 2D results section results are presented to show the validation
process that was applied to the CFD model. The e�ects on 2D �ows of Reynolds
number, angle of attack, aerofoil shape and thickness, and aerofoil acceleration,
are examined. The issue of Strouhal number is also discussed.

5.1 Comparison with existing data

CFD is an extremely powerful tool, and can produce vast quantities of data. In
order to assess whether these data are reliable � in other words, whether what
the model predicts will happen correlates with what actually happens `in real life'
� it is necessary to compare results from the model with physical experiments.
This is somewhat di�cult in this particular �eld; as has already been mentioned,
there are very few experimental data extant at the very low Reynolds numbers
which are modelled here. Interest in Reynolds numbers of the order of 100 has
grown recently, due to the fact that aerodynamicists have begun to study insect
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�ight with a view to designing FMAVs. Of course, zoologists have always been
interested in insects, but traditionally have been more interested in the physical
characteristics of insects rather than their aerodynamics.

The main source of validation data is the experiments of Dickinson and Götz
(1993). Firstly, the present CFD results are compared with their experimental
results. They produced both force measurements and �ow visualisation data, but
the latter are of poor quality and so new experiments have been carried out to
produce better �ow visualisation data. The present CFD results are compared
with the experimental results second.

Thirdly, the computational results of Sun and Boyd (2003) are used. Their
computation model is entirely di�erent to the RANS code used here, so the com-
parison may prove useful. However it must be borne in mind that, �rstly, their
model has not been validated itself (and therefore agreement with it is not in itself
proof of accuracy) and secondly their model is designed for tiny aerofoils of chord
length 30 microns. The continuum assumption used here is not valid at these small
scales, so some di�erences between current results and theirs should be expected.

Finally, results from the current model are compared to those from the model
of Ansari (2004), as this model has been shown to be accurate when compared to
3D experimental results.

5.1.1 Comparison with the results of Dickinson and Götz
(1993)

As mentioned in �2.3, Dickinson and Götz (1993) concentrated on increasing un-
derstanding of the �ow around a �at plate at high angles of attack at Reynolds
numbers of O(100). Mounting a thin wing on a traverse and moving it through
a �uid, they captured �ow visualisation of the resulting vortical structures and
measured the forces produced by the aerofoil. Their experiments were intended to
be two-dimensional � ba�es were placed at both ends of the wing in an attempt
to prevent spanwise �ow. However, adding ba�es is unlikely to create a fully-2D
�ow and their results must be examined with this in mind. The wing used was a
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(a) After 1 chord travelled

(b) After 2 chords travelled

(c) After 3 chords travelled

(d) After 4 chords travelled

Figure 5.1: Comparison of �ow visualisation from Dickinson and Götz (1993) (left)
with that from the present model (right) for uniformly-accelerated �at plate. For
the CFD case, the vortical structures are visualised by particles released from the
leading and trailing edges and moving with the �ow. For the experimental case,
the aerofoil was moving through a mixture of sucrose solution and �ne aluminium
shavings, which was illuminated by a light sheet to allow �ow visualisation. Angle
of attack is 45◦ and Re = 192 (based on �nal velocity and aerofoil chord).
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thin �at plate and it was accelerated over the �rst 0.5 chords of travel at a rate of
0.625m/s2. Reynolds number, based on chord and �nal velocity, was 192 for the
results presented here.

The �ow visualisation results of Dickinson and Götz are compared to those from
the present CFD model in Figure 5.1. The experimental results are somewhat
unclear, as mentioned above, but it can be seen that the basic structure of the
�ow is very similar for both cases. The comparison at four chords of travel is
particularly encouraging, with the `squashed' shape of the leading-edge vortex
being clearly visible in both images. The shape of the trailing edge vortex sheet is
also very similar for both cases.

Dickinson and Götz also measured the lift and drag produced by their aerofoil
over a range of angles of attack. Figure 5.2 compares the lift and drag predictions
from the current CFD model with some of these measurement. For all cases, there
is a discrepancy in the initial `peak'. The starting kinematics (i.e. the rate of
initial acceleration) in both cases were carefully matched, so there must be some
other cause for this di�erence. It is suggested here that the di�erence is due to
the inertia of the components used in the experiments. Forces were measured,
in the experimental case, using strain gauges. This type of system predicts the
forces on the wing using the minute displacements due to those forces, and so it
is apparent that, if the wing possessed signi�cant inertia, there would have been
some limitation in measuring instantaneous force changes. Conversely, in the CFD
case, forces are predicted by integrating pressure and skin-friction forces around
the aerofoil, so that any change in force is immediately detected. It should be
noted that this inertia-caused discrepancy will only occur when the forces on the
aerofoil change rapidly; and forces do change extremely rapidly when a body is
accelerated. It is suggested here that this e�ect is responsible for the di�erences
in initial peaks.

It is important to realise that this e�ect is di�erent to the `inertial forces' that
are mentioned by Dickinson and Götz which they state they have accounted for.
In that case, the emphasis is on the inertia of the force transducer and sting, which
can be accounted for by subtracting the forces produced when the wing is not
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of CFD lift predictions (dashed lines) with measurements
from Dickinson and Götz (1993) (solid lines) for a uniformly-accelerated �at-plate
aerofoil at various angles of attack.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of CFD lift predictions (dashed lines) with measurements
from Dickinson and Götz (1993) (solid lines) for a uniformly-accelerated �at-plate
aerofoil at various angles of attack (continued).
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attached from the forces produced when the wing is present. In the current case,
it is not the accelerations that are due to the motion of the wing in the horizontal
direction (as the wing is driven through the �uid) which are under consideration,
but those accelerations that occur perpendicular to the wing's direction of motion
due to lift forces.

To illustrate this problem, consider the added-mass forces that were discussed
in �2.1.3.2. No matter what acceleration pro�le is used, it is clear that it is possible
to pinpoint an instant in time when the wing starts accelerating � an in�nitesimal
time before this, the wing was stationary, but it is now in motion. This change may
actually cause a relatively large increase in force, as highlighted in the discussion
of the Wagner e�ect on p. 57, but unless the wing has zero inertia it will not
instantaneously move in response to this force peak and therefore the strain gauges
attached to the wing will not instantaneously register this force peak. This explains
why, in the CFD case, a force is detected as soon as motion starts (i.e. there is
a lift force present even when the wing has moved zero chords) whereas in the
experimental case the lift force increases gradually from the origin of the graph.
Similarly, at the end of the acceleration phase of motion (after 0.5 chords of travel),
the CFD results show an instantaneous drop in lift as the added-mass forces cease
to exist. It is proposed here that such a force drop would also have occurred in the
experimental case � but the strain gauges could not detect such a change in force
because the wing would not instantaneously change position in response to it.

Dickinson and Götz state that �the inertial force resulting from the rapid accel-
eration of the wing model and added mass can be clearly seen as a sharp transient
force peak at the start of each trace which decays after about 0.7 chord lengths of
travel.� They do not address why the initial force peak decays gradually when the
acceleration phase of the motion actually ends suddenly. It is clear that if this force
peak is due to the accelerating motion of the wing, the peak ought to disappear
instantaneously when the acceleration stops. It is notable that in the experimental
case, the initial peak starts to decrease at around the same time as the CFD results
predict the added-mass forces disappearing. The fact that it does not disappear
instantaneously indicates some limitation in the force measuring technique. This
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limitation is inevitable when using any force measurement technique that measures
the displacement of a body in order to determine the forces on it.

It is interesting to note that the model of Ansari (2004) predicts an initial peak
which is very similar to the prediction from the current CFD model (compare
Figures 5.2 above and 3.3(b) on p. 83) . This supports the assertion that the
experiments of Dickinson and Götz (1993) failed to capture this peak, even though
it was almost certainly present.

Bearing this concern in mind, it is clear that at low angles of attack (i.e. ±9◦),
where there is no leading-edge separation and the �ow eventually stabilises (ex-
amination of the CFD �ow visualisation con�rms these two conditions), the CFD
model predicts the steady lift value remarkably well. The low-amplitude �uctua-
tions in the experimental lift measurements at these low angles of attack are almost
certainly due to either mechanical or electrical `noise' entering the system.

As the angle of attack increases, other discrepancies appear between the two
sets of results. For example, at 27◦, the CFD results show (after the initial `added
mass' peak) a gradual lift peak followed by a gradual trough. The experimental
results do show a smaller peak, but the subsequent trough occurs much sooner
(at around 3.5 chords of travel as opposed to around 5 for the CFD case) and is
much less pronounced. It is followed by another very mild peak. Since these force
changes occur very gradually, it is not reasonable to blame the inertia of the wing
in this case.

At 36◦, the �rst broad peak is similar when the two sets of results are compared.
However, the CFD results once again show a broad, gentle, and �at-bottomed
trough that is deeper and more pronounced than in the experimental data. A
similar e�ect is seen at 45◦. It is notable that the graphs match fairly well over
the �rst 4 chords of travel, and this is as would be expected because it has already
been seen that the �ow-visualisation results match very well (Figure 5.1). However
after 4 chords of travel the CFD results show a trough, which is much shallower
in the experimental case. This is followed in the CFD case by a sharp increase in
lift, which again does not appear in the experimental case.

It is shown later that this trough is the result of the initial leading-edge vortex
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of 2D CFD lift prediction from current work (dashed line)
with 2D CFD prediction from Miller and Peskin (2004) (solid line) for a �at-plate
aerofoil at 45◦ angle of attack. Kinematics are identical to those of Dickinson and
Götz (1993).

(LEV) being shed, and the sharp increase in lift which follows it is due to the
formation of another LEV. In the experimental case, the trough is much shallower
and the subsequent peak is not present. It appears that the cycle of vortex growth
and shedding was di�erent for the experimental case than for the CFD case. Other
experimental results show a continuing cycle of vortex growth and shedding, as is
seen in the CFD results as well as in the experimental results of others (see e.g.
Gustafson and Sethian, 1991, p. 73). It is possible that the discrepancy is due to
some vibration (due to the fact that the traverse used a stepper motor) having
an impact in the experimental case of Dickinson and Götz, but it is not possible
to postulate as to how this might a�ect the vortex shedding pattern. Without
�ow visualisation data, the source of the apparent di�erence in shedding pattern
is impossible to determine. This di�erence was also noted by Ansari (2004).

Miller and Peskin (2004) also used a 2D CFD model, and they also validated
it using the data of Dickinson and Götz (1993). It is interesting to note that
their �ndings closely match those from the current model � see Figure 5.3. They
noted the obvious discrepancies and proposed that they could probably be due
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Figure 5.4: Experimental lift measurements from Dickinson and Götz (1993) for
a uniformly-accelerated �at-plate aerofoil at 90◦ angle of attack. The CFD model
predicts a constant zero lift at this angle of attack.

partially to numerical error in the simulation and experimental error in the results
of Dickinson and Götz (1993). They also postulated that 3D e�ects might have
occurred in the experiments. It is interesting to note that the agreement between
the current CFD model and theirs is relatively good. There is a di�erence in the
initial peak, with the results of Miller and Peskin not predicting an instantaneous
force (i.e. as soon as motion starts) as the current CFD model does � the results
of Miller and Peskin therefore match the experimental results more closely than
results from the current model. The reasons for this are unclear because Miller
and Peskin do not discuss this phase of motion.

The �nal discrepancy between the two sets of results (i.e. the present CFD
results and the experimental results of Dickinson and Götz (1993)) appears most
obviously at very high angles of attack. From 54◦ to 81◦ the shapes of the graphs
correlate well, but it appears that there is a small o�set � the experimental re-
sults indicating an extra lift coe�cient increment of about 0.3. The reason for this
becomes clear when the results of Dickinson and Götz for the case of 90◦ angle of
attack are introduced (Figure 5.4). Dickinson and Götz appear to have measured
an eventual stable lift coe�cient of around 0.25 even though the aerofoil was appar-
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(a) After 2 chords of travel (b) After 4 chords of travel

Figure 5.5: Comparison of CFD �ow visualisation (left) with that from current
experiments (right). The impulsively-started, �at-plate aerofoil is moving left to
right at an angle of attack of 45◦. The leading-edge vortex sheet does not appear to
be emanating from the leading edge in the experimental case because of perspective.
Re = 500.

ently set at 90◦ angle of attack. In addition there is a large positive lift peak at the
start of motion. An aerofoil at 90◦ angle of attack can produce a force normal to
the direction motion if vortex shedding occurs asymmetrically, but there certainly
should not be a lift peak as measured by Dickinson and Götz, and it seems unlikely
that vortex shedding could occur in such a way as to produce a positive lift force
for over 7 chords of travel.

It appears, then, that inconsistencies are undeniably present in the experimen-
tal results, and it might be natural to ask whether validating a CFD model against
them is meaningful. There are two answers to this. Firstly, as has already been
said, there is no alternative � experimental data for these low Reynolds numbers
are extremely rare, due to the practical di�culties involved in working at these
very low Reynolds numbers (as mentioned in �2.3). Secondly, despite these dis-
crepancies, the results of Dickinson and Götz do give us some indication of whether
the current CFD model is producing the right kind of results; they give us some
idea whether the CFD results are what should be expected. On this basis, the
CFD results do look (at least) reasonable � in some points, they look good � and
it is plausible to use the model to gain further insight. In �7.4 the need to gather
more experimental data is mentioned; this is beyond the scope of the current work.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of LEV size vs. distance moved for experimental case and
current CFD model predictions. Wing is moving as in Figure 5.5. The size of
the LEV is the distance across it (i.e. from the vortex sheet on one edge to the
vortex sheet on the other edge) in a direction normal to the aerofoil's chord. The
error bars for the experimental case result from measurement uncertainty due to
di�usion of the �ow-visualisation bubble traces.

5.1.2 Comparison with current �ow-visualisation results

Using the procedure outlined in �4.5, experimental �ow-visualisation data were
obtained for an impulsively-started, �at-plate aerofoil translating at an angle of
attack of 45◦ and Reynolds number of 500. These data are compared with results
from the current CFD model in Figure 5.5. For clarity, only the LEV is visualised.
The agreement is very good. At 2 chords, the CFD model predicts an LEV of
the right size and position, and at 4 chords the `squashed' shape of the LEV is
apparent in both cases. Also apparent is the fact that at 4 chords a second LEV is
just beginning to form in both experimental and CFD cases. Beyond 4 chords, the
�ow �eld became periodic, as was demonstrated by Gustafson and Sethian (1991).

Figure 5.6 shows that both the CFD model's prediction of the size of the LEV
matches the experimental results closely, particularly over the �rst 2 chords of
travel. The reason for the errors at later stages could lie in the fact that the
bubbles used to visualise the experimental �ow tend to drift upwards due to their
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buoyancy. This error would become larger as the experiment progressed; hence
the di�erence between the two cases would tend to increase as the experiment
continued. However, even at the later stages the CFD prediction still lies within
the error bars for the experimental results.

5.1.3 Comparison with the results of Sun and Boyd (2003,
2004)

Sun and Boyd investigated the �ow over micro-scale aerofoils. They state that this
is �in order to understand the aerodynamic issues related to micro air vehicle design
and performance� (Sun and Boyd, 2003), but the aerofoil they analyse has a chord
length of only 30 microns1 � smaller by far than the wings of any viable MAV
(at least in the foreseeable future). Because their aerofoil is so small they state
that continuum approaches (like the one used in the current study) are invalid,
and they instead use a hybrid continuum-particle approach. The computational
domain is divided into two areas � one where the continuum assumption is made,
and the other where the �uid is treated as a collection of particles. The position
of the interface between these two domains is set using a continuum breakdown
parameter. However, as Sun and Boyd (2003) state, �there is no theory that
indicates the cuto� value for the continuum breakdown parameter,� and it appears
that they simply choose �a small number� to de�ne the position of the boundary.
It is not clear what e�ect the choice of this parameter has.

Because their approach is statistical and numerically expensive, it is not pos-
sible to obtain data showing the force/time history (Sun, priv. comm., 2006).
Instead, Sun and Boyd appear to assume that �ow must be steady, even when
�ow-visualisation data from their model indicate that large-scale vortex shedding
is occurring (see e.g. Sun and Boyd, 2004, Figure 4e). It is not clear what form
this assumption of steadiness takes, but it is clear that an unrealistic situation is
being created. It is not speci�ed whether the lift and drag forces they present are
instantaneous or time-averaged; it appears that no account whatever of the un-

1Indeed, their computational domain has a radius of only 150 microns � or 0.15mm.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of CFD results with results from Sun and Boyd (2004) for
an in�nitely-thin �at-plate aerofoil in steady motion at various angles of attack.

steady nature of the �ow has been taken. In order to compare the current model
with theirs, it is necessary to create a similar arti�cial situation; the �ow must be
forced to be steady when in reality it will not be. What this means physically is
unclear, but in practice it simply involves running the CFD simulation and forcing
it to �nd some `steady state' situation for each case. Of course, in some cases, the
steady state will be entirely realistic � for example, if the aerofoil is at 0◦ angle of
attack, no vortex shedding occurs and the �ow really is steady. But in other cases,
where the angle of attack/Reynolds number combination are high enough to pro-
duce vortex shedding, the `steady state' picture that emerges from the simulation
is entirely unrealistic � in reality, the �ow would not be steady.

It could perhaps be argued that comparing unrealistic results from one model
with unrealistic results from another is unlikely to yield useful insights. However,
it is also possible to argue that, although some of the results themselves may be
unrealistic, examining whether the two models produce the same results might be
helpful. In particular more insight into the e�ect of Knudsen number might be
gained.

Figure 5.7 compares the two sets of results. The �rst thing that is immediately
obvious is that both models predict very poor aerodynamic performance at these
very low Reynolds numbers, as is con�rmed by Figure 5.8. In particular, for the
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of maximum lift/drag ratio vs. Reynolds number for
results from CFD model and the model of Sun and Boyd. Results relate to an
in�nitely-thin �at-plate aerofoil in steady motion at an angle of attack of 45◦.
Note the log scale on the x-axis.

Re = 1.357 and Re = 13.57 cases, at no point does the lift/drag ratio exceed 1.
This is due to the dominance of viscosity; at Re = 1.357 separation does not occur
at the leading edge and �uid �ows straight down the upper surface of the aerofoil �
hence skin-friction drag is high. At higher Reynolds numbers a separation bubble
is created (see �5.3 below) and as a result skin-friction drag is reduced. Of course,
the poor lift/drag ratio may not matter for �apping-wing �ight, where wing motion
can be such that drag force contributes to vertical lift.

There are marked discrepancies between the current results and those of Sun
and Boyd, and the di�erences become more prominent as Reynolds number is
decreased. This is as would be expected. As was noted earlier, the method of Sun
and Boyd assumes that the �ow does not act as a continuum in certain regions
of the �ow. At high Reynolds numbers, these non-continuum areas will be very
small (if they exist at all) and the two models should converge. However, at low
Reynolds numbers the non-continuum areas could be relatively large. Because the
CFD model assumes continuum behaviour everywhere, di�erences are bound to
occur at lower Reynolds numbers. In fact, the average di�erence in lift coe�cient
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between the two models (as a percentage of the CFD values) is 52% at Re = 1.357,
16.4% at Re = 13.57, and 16.9% at Re = 135.7. The reason for the small increase in
average percentage di�erence between the latter two Reynolds numbers is unclear;
what is important is the dramatic decrease in average percentage error between
the lower two Reynolds numbers.

At the lowest Reynolds number tested here (Re = 1.357) the di�erences be-
tween the two models are extremely large. The CFD model predicts much higher
lift and drag forces. Perhaps this is explained by what Sun and Boyd refer to as
�velocity slip.� In the CFD case, the �ow is brought to a stop at the surface of
the aerofoil due to skin friction between the �uid and the surface. In the results
of Sun and Boyd (2003), this is not the case � in fact, for the Re = 1.357 case,
the velocity of the �uid on the surface was predicted to be around 30% of the
freestream velocity. It is evident that this would cause a change in skin-friction
drag, and because skin-friction drag is more dominant at low Reynolds numbers,
the results becomes more disparate as Re is decreased.

An unusual characteristic in the Re = 1.357 case is the decrease in drag coef-
�cient between the angles of attack of zero and ten degrees, which does not occur
in the data of Sun and Boyd. Separating out the drag due to pressure and that
due to viscosity reveals that, for the two higher Re cases, the skin-friction drag
decreases between 0 and 10◦, but the pressure drag rises to compensate for it, lead-
ing to a smooth rise in total drag from 0 to 50◦angle of attack. In the Re = 1.357

case, the pressure drag does not rise su�ciently to compensate for the decrease in
skin-friction drag, so that the total drag falls. Again, this seems likely to be due
to the high skin-friction drag at these very low Reynolds numbers.

The present CFD model and the model of Sun and Boyd agree very closely in
their predictions of drag at the two higher Reynolds numbers. However, the CFD
model consistently predicts a higher lift that the model of Sun and Boyd, although
the di�erence becomes smaller as Re is increased. It is di�cult to determine the
precise reason for this di�erence. Sun and Boyd (2003) note that their model
predicts relatively large variations in density even at Re = 135.7 and this could
well be responsible for this di�erence � the CFD model assumes incompressible
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�ow.
Note that it is not possible from these comparisons to determine whether the

assumption of continuum �ow is valid. It is clear that making the assumption has
an e�ect, but what is not known is whether in reality the assumption is reasonable
or not. Based on the discussion of Knudsen number earlier (�4.2.2) the assumption
would be expected to hold. Gathering experimental data at these low Reynolds
numbers is extremely di�cult but may prove necessary if this question is to be
answered more conclusively.

Finally, at Re = 135.7 the angle of attack for maximum lift is around 20◦

for both models. The experiments of Dickinson and Götz (1993) found that at
Re = 192, maximum average lift occurred at an angle of attack of around 36◦. The
computational model of Pullin and Wang (2004) found that an angle of attack of
around 52◦ produced maximum average lift at a similar Reynolds number. It seems
likely that the value obtained by Sun and Boyd and the value obtained using the
current model are unrealistically low, and this is probably because of the arti�cial
assumption of �ow steadiness which was discussed above. It is postulated here that
the assumption of �ow steadiness is unrealistic at Re = 135.7 for angles of attack
of 20◦ or higher. In other words, provided the angle of attack is below 20◦, the �ow
is in reality steady (for this Reynolds number). If the angle of attack exceeds this
value, the �ow in reality would be unsteady. It should be noted that the present
CFD model does not make this assumption (that the �ow is steady) generally �
only for the purposes of this comparison.

5.1.4 Comparison with results of Ansari's model

Ansari's analytical model (which was discussed in �3.1.2) is essentially inviscid,
with the e�ects of viscosity introduced by the imposition of separation at the
leading and trailing edges. This separation cannot be imposed using CFD, but
because CFD can model viscosity the separation should occur naturally. However,
the essentially-inviscid nature of Ansari's model does bring problems when trying
to compare the two techniques. The issue becomes evident when Reynolds number
is considered. Because Ansari's model essentially assumes that viscosity is zero, the
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Figure 5.9: Lift prediction from Ansari's model (Ansari, priv. comm., 2006) com-
pared with that from current CFD model for an impulsively-started, in�nitely-thin,
�at plate at an angle of attack of 45◦.

model is Reynolds number-independent. The question is, therefore, what Reynolds
number should be used when obtaining CFD data to compare with this model?

Figure 5.9 shows data from Ansari's model (Ansari, priv. comm., 2006) com-
pared with CFD data. For the reasons given above, CFD data are given for two
Reynolds numbers. The e�ect of increasing Reynolds number is immediately ap-
parent, but at this stage it is the agreement between the two models that is under
consideration.

As already mentioned, Ansari's model was designed to model low Reynolds
number �ows. Comparison with the CFD data for Re = 120 shows encouraging
agreement between the two techniques. Both the magnitudes of the predicted
forces and the shapes of the graphs (especially during the �rst 3 chords of motion)
are similar. However, the graphs diverge after 3 chords of travel � this is when
the initial leading-edge vortex has been shed from the aerofoil, leading to a drop
in lift. Ansari's model shows a rapid climb in lift and a prominent peak at around
4 chords travelled, whereas the CFD results for Re = 120 show an earlier and less
pronounced peak. It is likely that this di�erence is due to the essentially-inviscid
nature of Ansari's model (see �3.1.2).
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The forces from the CFD data for Re = 200 000 seem to con�rm this. At
this higher Reynolds number, the CFD results show a peak at around 4 chords
of travel which is of a much higher magnitude and is much more pronounced.
However, at this higher Reynolds number, the force/time history can be seen to
have a higher degree of unsteadiness. Since these higher-frequency �uctuations are
not captured by Ansari's model, it is logical to assume that they are the results of
the inclusion of viscosity. These high-frequency �uctuations are discussed in more
depth in �5.3.3.1. It might be thought that if these �uctuations are the result of
viscosity, they should appear more readily at the lower Reynolds number, where
viscosity should be more dominant. This argument is simplistic, however; instead
it is suggested that these �uctuations only occur when viscosity is included, but
that at low Reynolds number the dominance of viscosity leads to the �uctuations
being `damped out'.

It is also possible to compare the �ow visualisations from the two models, as
in Figure 5.10. As might be expected, the basic �ow pattern is the same in both
cases. One slight di�erence is that Ansari's model predicts the �ow leaving the
leading edge at a slightly di�erent angle to that seen in the CFD data and hence
the leading-edge vortex appears to form nearer the leading edge. Another is that
the CFD model seems to predict the second trailing-edge vortex forming earlier
than Ansari's data � it has started to form after two chords of travel in the CFD
data, but not in Ansari's data. Apart from these two small di�erences, the �ow
patterns are very similar. It should be noted that both models visualise the �ow
by releasing particles from the leading and trailing edges, but the rate at which
these particles are released di�ers between the models, so that vortices appear more
dense in one case than in the other. This is merely an anomaly of the visualisation
process, not a physical reality � the way to compare the two sets of images is to
examine the relative positions and overall sizes of the vortices.

5.1.5 Conclusions

Data from the current CFD model have been compared to three other data sets
and, on the whole, the comparisons have yielded encouraging results. The most im-
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(a) After 1 chord travelled

(b) After 2 chords travelled

(c) After 3 chords travelled

(d) After 4 chords travelled

Figure 5.10: Comparison of �ow visualisation from Ansari's model (left) with that
from the present CFD model (right) for uniformly-accelerated �at plate. For both
cases, the vortical structures are visualised by particles released from the leading
and trailing edges and moving with the �ow. Angle of attack is 45◦ and (for the
CFD case) Re = 192 (based on �nal velocity and aerofoil chord).
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portant comparison was with the experimental data of Dickinson and Götz (1993).
Here some discrepancies between the CFD results and the experimental results
were noted, but on the whole the agreement was good, particularly when the �ow
visualisation results were compared. The di�erences in the force/time histories
are, for the most part, minor, and can be explained by careful analysis of the
experimental results and the method used to obtain them.

The current CFD results were also compared to the results of Sun and Boyd
(2003, 2004). Here, more signi�cant discrepancies were found, but, as has been
explained, this is exactly what should be expected, and the comparison highlighted
the importance of Knudsen number. It must also be borne in mind that there are
certain questions relating to the method of Sun and Boyd that remain unanswered.
In particular, their model is designed for rari�ed gas �ows, and divides the domain
into regions where the continuum assumption is made and regions where the �uid
is not treated as a continuum. As mentioned above, the boundary between these
two domains appears to be quite arbitrarily placed, and this may have some impact
on their results. In any case, their results and the current CFD results appear to
converge as Reynolds number is increased, and this is precisely what should be
expected.

Finally, current CFD data have been compared with data from the model of
Ansari (2004). Once again, the comparison of �ow visualisation gave encouraging
results, and the comparison of force/time histories was also good. The di�erences
between the two sets of results are easily explicable by considering the di�erences
in approach between the two models.

In conclusion, it is clear that the current CFD model produces results which
agree with expectations. Although there is a need for more experimental data to
be gathered at these low Reynolds numbers (as noted in �7.4), it is still possible
to proceed with con�dence in the CFD model.
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5.2 Strouhal number and its (un)importance

Strouhal number (St) is a non-dimensional parameter which is often mentioned in
the context of insect �ight, and is a non-dimensional frequency of vortex shedding.
It is calculated using the equation

St =
fvsl

V
, (5.1)

where fvs is the frequency of vortex shedding, V is the velocity of the aerofoil and
l is the aerofoil's chord length.

Because insect �ight involves the shedding of vortices, Strouhal number is
thought by some to be an important parameter. Even so, many authors ignore
it altogether � neither Sane (2003) or Wang (2005) even mention the term in
their reviews. Ansari et al. (2006a), on the other hand, infer that the �Strouhal
number may be a more important parameter than the Reynolds number for these
kinds of �ows� (Ansari et al., 2006a, �4.3).

However, Ansari et al. (2006a) (along with many others), when considering
Equation 5.1, substitute f (the wing �apping frequency) for fvs (the frequency of
vortex shedding). This introduces a possible source of confusion, because Strouhal
number was originally de�ned in relation to the vortex shedding which occurs
behind bodies such as spheres. This vortex shedding occurs `naturally' � that
is, it is only the physics of the �ow itself that determines when a vortex will be
shed. In the case of insect �apping, the value of f is in e�ect constrained because
a vortex is shed whenever the wing reverses direction.

To illustrate this, consider a �at plate being moved through a �uid at 45◦ angle
of attack. It will shed vortices, forming a von Kármán street-like structure. The
frequency at which they will be shed will be the `natural' frequency. If the �at plate
is now `�apped' at twice that frequency, vortices will be shed twice as frequently.
Is it correct to interpret this as a doubling of Strouhal number? If so, any desired
value of Strouhal number can be obtained, simply by varying �apping frequency.
The traditional understanding of Strouhal number is that it �depends only on the
Reynolds number� (Lugt, 1995, p. 103), but in this case it has been detached from
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Reynolds number entirely � no matter what the Reynolds number is, any Strouhal
number can be obtained.

The zoological community has done a great deal of research in the area of
�apping �ight (see e.g. Taylor et al., 2003) and has also used Strouhal number,
again de�ning it using f (�apping frequency). It seems, then, that there exist two
understandings of Strouhal number � one concerned with the natural frequency
of vortex shedding (the aerodynamicist's view), and one with the frequency of
�apping, or the forced frequency of vortex shedding (the zoologist's view). In this
thesis, Strouhal number (St) refers to the former meaning.

This thesis does not deal with all the kinematics of �apping-wing �ight �
stroke reversal is not included (see �3.2). In the 2D case, the apparently-simple
case of an aerofoil at high angle of attack in a �ow is considered. Strouhal number
then is in terms of the natural vortex shedding frequency.

What, then, is the importance of Strouhal number in these 2-dimensional �ows?
Is it dependent solely on Reynolds number? In order to assess this, three simula-
tions were run, with di�erent values of V and l such that, in each case, the product
V l was the same. Since ρ and µ were kept constant, this meant that for each case
the Reynolds number was 500.

Figure 5.11 shows the results. Each peak in the lift coe�cient CL relates to
a vortex being shed, as is shown later. The taller peaks relate to a leading-edge
vortex being shed, the smaller peaks to a trailing-edge vortex.

For case 1 (the line with no markers) 3 leading-edge vortices are shed in just
over 3 seconds, giving a time between vortices of 1.02s. This equates to a shedding
frequency of 1/1.02 = 0.98 Hz. The equivalent �gures for the second (solid markers)
and third (hollow markers) cases are 3.92 Hz and 0.25 Hz respectively. Using the
values of V and l used for each simulation, the Strouhal number for each case can
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Figure 5.11: Lift coe�cient vs. time for three di�erent combinations of V and l.
The line with un�lled markers is for a case with low velocity but large chord length,
whereas the line with �lled markers relates to a case with small chord length but
high velocity. In each case chord Reynolds number is 500. 1% thick elliptical
aerofoil.

be calculated:

St1 =
0.98× 0.04

0.182592
= 0.22,

St2 =
3.92× 0.02

0.365184
= 0.22,

St3 =
0.25× 0.08

0.091296
= 0.22.

This result can be con�rmed visually by plotting CL against chords travelled, as
in Figure 5.12. The result in itself is not surprising; indeed, it would only be a sign
of numerical problems if the resulting Strouhal numbers were not equal. Therefore,
this result will seem trivial to those who are familiar with the aerodynamicist's view
of Strouhal number; it may not be so trivial to those who think of Strouhal number
in terms of �apping frequency.

These results show that, as would be expected, it makes no di�erence how
a Reynolds number is obtained � Strouhal number is always dependent on it.
For example, if three simulations are run, using (a) a �uid with the density and
viscosity of air, (b) a �uid with density and viscosity of 10 times the values for
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Figure 5.12: Lift coe�cient vs. aerofoil distance moved (in chords) for the three
cases shown in Figure 5.11.

air, and (c) a �uid with density and viscosity one tenth of the values for air,
the Strouhal number will be the same in each case. Non-dimensionalised vortex
shedding frequency is determined by Reynolds number alone (for a certain object
at a certain incidence). This conclusion is supported by the dimensional analysis
work presented in Appendix A.

5.3 The impact of Reynolds number

As has already been emphasised, Reynolds number is a most important parameter
when considering this (or indeed any) type of �ow. Osborne Reynolds (1842-1912)
proposed the number as a means of determining (to quote the title of his paper)
�whether the motion of water shall be direct or sinuous� (Reynolds, 1883). A high
Reynolds number indicates that inertial forces will dominate the �ow, whereas a
low Reynolds number indicates that viscous forces will dominate, as can be seen
from the mathematical formulation of Reynolds number:

Re =
ρV l

µ
, (5.2)
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where ρ and µ are the density and dynamic viscosity of the �uid respectively, and
for these 2D cases V is the velocity of the aerofoil and l is the aerofoil's chord
length.

Reynolds number can therefore be changed in more than one way. In physical
experiments, it is usually varied by changing V or l. But in fact, as demon-
strated above, the e�ect of changing Reynolds number is the same, no matter how
Reynolds number is changed. Any steady �ow can be de�ned using only Reynolds
number, aerofoil section, and angle of attack � at least providing that Mach num-
ber is less than around 0.3 (so that the �ow can be assumed incompressible) and
gravity is ignored.

It has already been noted that an FMAV will probably operate at a signi�cantly
higher Reynolds number than is currently found in insect �ight. The e�ects of this
have not been extensively considered in the literature. This section examines the
e�ect of Reynolds number on an aerofoil at high angle of attack. To do this, both
�ow visualisation and force data will be compared.

The �ow is categorised according to Reynolds number in the following way.
`Low' Reynolds numbers are de�ned as those less than 25. `Medium' Reynolds
numbers are those between 25 and 1 000; `high' Reynolds numbers are those above
1 000. The reasons for these divisions will become clear and are discussed in �5.3.5.

5.3.1 Low Reynolds numbers (Re < 25)

For an extremely viscous �uid, where Re ¿ 1 (or for an inviscid �uid), separation
will not occur (Houghton and Carpenter, 2003, p. 399). This situation can be
simulated using the Hele-Shaw analogy � see e.g. Van Dyke (1982, p. 9). In this
case, there will be no circulation and hence no lift (or pressure drag), as predicted
by D'Alambert's paradox. This type of �ow is not seen here for even the lowest
Reynolds numbers tested; even at Re = 1 the �ow separates at the trailing edge
of the aerofoil rather than �owing around it.

However, for very low Reynolds numbers (Re ≤ 5), separation does not occur
at the leading edge, even at very high (> 45◦) angles of attack. Instead, �uid �ows
around the leading edge and down the upper surface of the aerofoil. This is shown
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Figure 5.13: Streamlines for Re = 5 steady-state �ow. Flow is from left to right.
1% thick elliptical aerofoil.

for an Re = 5 case in Figure 5.13. In this situation the �ow eventually becomes
steady, and, once the initial starting vortex has been shed, no further leading-
or trailing-edge vortices are seen. The force produced by the aerofoil, therefore,
eventually stabilises. This kind of �ow pattern is observed when conventional
aerofoils translate at low angles of attack.

Figure 5.14 shows that at these low Reynolds numbers, pressure forces always
increase both lift and drag, whereas viscous forces reduce lift whilst increasing
drag. The reason for this is clear from Figure 5.13; �uid �ows from the leading to
the trailing edge on both the upper and lower surfaces, leading to a viscous force
which acts parallel to the aerofoil and in the direction of the trailing edge. Figure
5.15 shows that at a Reynolds number of around 20, the magnitude of the average
viscous lift is around 25% of the magnitude of the average total lift. This supports
the assertion of Kundu and Cohen, who state that �in a low Reynolds number �ow,
the pressure forces are of the order of the viscous forces� (Kundu and Cohen, 2004,
p. 302).

As Reynolds number is increased within the range 5 to 25, there is a sharp
decrease in the magnitude of both the pressure and viscous forces. The magnitudes
of the pressure and viscous forces drop by almost 50% and by more than 75%

respectively. As a result, there is a dramatic decrease in the relative importance
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(a) Re = 5, Lift coe�cient
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(b) Re = 5, Drag coe�cient
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(c) Re = 10, Lift coe�cient
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(d) Re = 10, Drag coe�cient

Figure 5.14: Pressure, viscous, and total lift and drag coe�cients for various Re.
Pressure coe�cients are marked with square symbols; viscous coe�cients have
round symbols; total coe�cient is thick line. Angle of attack is 45◦ in each case
and 1% thick elliptical aerofoil is impulsively started.
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Figure 5.15: Average pressure and viscous lift forces as proportions of average total
lift force. Averages are taken over the 9 chords of travel shown in Figure 5.14, but
the initial peak is excluded. 1% thick elliptical aerofoil.

of viscous forces. For example, at Re = 5 viscous drag accounts for over 25%

of the total drag, whereas at Re = 25 the corresponding �gure is around 15%.
This change is partly due to the natural decrease in the dominance of viscosity
which occurs as Reynolds number is increased but also partly due to changes in
the phenomenology of the �ow which will be discussed shortly.

Figure 5.16 collates the data from Figure 5.14 and shows clearly the decrease
in lift coe�cient that occurs during this phase. Thus it might intuitively be sup-
posed that smaller insects are more e�cient because their wings operate at lower
Reynolds numbers and therefore produce more lift, but this would be misguided.
The eventual drag coe�cient is around twice as high at Re = 5 than at Re = 25,
so that in fact the lift to drag ratio rises by about 60% as Re is increased from 5
to 25, as shown in Figure 5.17. It is evident that if there were no viscous forces,
the lift/drag ratio would be 1 at 45◦ angle of attack (because the net pressure force
acts normal to the chord of the aerofoil), so this drop in lift/drag ratio at low Re

simply con�rms the importance of viscous forces as Reynolds number decreases.
Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the inapplicability of the assumption of inviscid �ow
at low Reynolds numbers. Since many of the analytical models that have been
formulated assume inviscid �ow, this places a limitation on their use.
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Figure 5.16: Lift and drag coe�cients vs. chords moved for a 1% thick elliptical
aerofoil for a range of low Reynolds numbers. Angle of attack is 45◦. In (b) the
plot for Re = 5 lies o� the graph. 1% thick elliptical aerofoil.
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Figure 5.17: Eventual steady lift/drag ratio vs. Reynolds number for 1% thick
elliptical aerofoil at low Reynolds numbers. Angle of attack is 45◦.
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Figure 5.18: Streamlines for Re = 10 steady-state �ow. 1% thick elliptical aerofoil.

If the Reynolds number exceeds Re = 10, the �ow does not quite succeed in
making its way round the leading edge, and it separates. However, separation does
not occur until the �ow is almost completely around the leading edge, so the angle
between the separated �ow and the aerofoil's upper surface is very acute. This is
illustrated in Figure 5.18. The separation leads to a `bubble' of recirculating �ow
above the aerofoil; the �ow actually reattaches to the aerofoil's upper surface aft
of this bubble. This phenomenon can be seen in the computational results of Sun
and Boyd (2004), also at very low Reynolds numbers. The separation bubble (or
vortex) grows until it reaches a steady-state condition, shown in Figure 5.18 � so
it is still the case that (apart from the starting vortex) no vortices are shed and the
force on the aerofoil eventually stabilises (see Figure 5.16). However, it is obvious
that this bubble will cause a reduction in skin-friction (viscous) drag, because now
the �ow on the upper surface is not universally towards the trailing edge. This
contributes to the decrease in viscous drag which was noted above.

LEVs are known to enhance lift, as has already been mentioned. These results
show that one of the ways in which they do this is to induce �ow on the upper
surface of the aerofoil which is toward the leading edge, thus leading to a positive
viscous lift force on that portion of the upper surface. However, this e�ect will only
be important at very low Reynolds numbers. At higher Reynolds numbers, viscous
forces are insigni�cant compared to pressure forces (see Figure 5.40 on p. 191), so
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any change in viscous lift will be practically unnoticeable.
The evolution of any vortex can be understood using a vorticity balance ap-

proach. Vorticity is a measure of the amount of �uid particle rotation in a region2,
and a vortex is an area of concentrated vorticity. If vorticity is fed into a vortex, the
vortex will become stronger. Conversely, if vorticity is extracted by some means,
the vortex will weaken. This vorticity balance approach is discussed in �4.1.1.6 and
has been extensively used in research on delta-wing leading-edge vortices (see e.g.
Lee and Ho, 1990). A good explanation and review is given by Reynolds and Carr
(1985).

Vorticity is generated by the interaction of the �uid with the aerofoil. At the
leading edge, a line of vorticity is generated � a leading-edge vortex sheet �
which concentrates into a spiral. Because vorticity continues to be fed from the
leading-edge vortex sheet into the vortex, it will tend to increase in strength and
grow. However, vorticity will also be di�used out of the vortex due to viscosity,
tending to make the vortex weaken and shrink.

Thus the development of any 2D LEV will follow one of three patterns. Either

(a) the rate of vorticity production will be higher than the rate of di�usion, in
which case the LEV will strengthen and grow; or

(b) the rate of vorticity production will equal the rate of di�usion, which case the
size and strength of the LEV will remain constant; or

(c) the rate of vorticity production will be lower than the rate of di�usion, in
which case the LEV will weaken and shrink.

The rate of di�usion will depend on the size and strength of the vortex (with
more di�usion occurring in larger and stronger vortices than in smaller, weaker
vortices) and on the Reynolds number of the �ow, with lower Reynolds numbers
leading to more di�usion. Thus if vorticity is fed into a vortex, it will strengthen

2The mathematical de�nition for vorticity ω is

ω =
∂v

∂x
− ∂u

∂y
.
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Re = 22

Re = 18
Re = 14 Re = 10

Figure 5.19: Separation bubbles for range of low Reynolds numbers (shown by
bubble's bounding streamline for each case). All four cases shown here are steady.
1% thick elliptical aerofoil is moving from left to right at angle of attack 45◦.

and grow � but as it does so, the rate of di�usion will increase. If the rate of
di�usion increases to a point where it matches the rate of vorticity addition, the
vortex will stabilise and vortex growth will cease.

Based on the reasoning above, there should be a maximum value of Reynolds
number at which case (b) can occur � above this Reynolds number, viscous e�ects
become too weak (relative to inertial e�ects) to stop the LEV strengthening and
case (a) will occur. The present CFD results indicate that this critical value of Re

is around 25 (for an angle of attack of 45◦). Up to this point, a stable separation
bubble is created. As expected, this bubble grows as Reynolds number is increased
(see Figure 5.19) until at Re = 25 the bubble becomes unstable and is shed.

Laminar separation bubbles, like those seen here, have been observed in physical
experiments at Reynolds numbers of around 10 000 (see e.g. Van Dyke, 1982, p. 26),
but little work seems to have been carried out at these very low (O(10)) Reynolds
numbers (at least in relation to �at plates), a notable exception being the work
of Sun and Boyd (2003, 2004), whose computational results closely resemble those
seen here.

It is known that at certain Reynolds numbers, the �ow around a circular cylin-
der will separate from the cylinder's surface but vortices will not be shed. Instead,
a �closed wake of recirculating �ow� is produced (Houghton and Carpenter, 2003,
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Figure 5.20: Path of LEV centre for range of Reynolds numbers and angle of attack
45◦. The aerofoil's upper surface is the thick black line just visible above the x-axis.
The dotted lines indicate the number of chords moved since an impulsive start. For
the Re = 14 and Re = 18 cases, the LEV eventually stabilises (indicated by the
red dot); for all other cases, the LEV continues to grow and is shed (indicated by
the arrows). 1% thick elliptical aerofoil.

p. 401) (see Figure 2.9 on page 70). The Reynolds number at which this phe-
nomenon is �rst seen depends on the curvature of the body at the sides (Batchelor,
2000) � so that the appearance of the separation bubble would be expected to
depend on angle of attack as well as Reynolds number. In fact, this is exactly
what is seen � the Reynolds number at which the bubble appears decreases as the
angle of attack is increased. Again, this is in agreement with the results of Sun
and Boyd (2003, 2004), who found that at Re ≈ 100 a separation bubble appeared
when angle of attack was 20◦ or more, whereas at Re ≈ 10 the bubble did not
appear until the angle of attack exceeded 40◦.

So it seems that the separation bubble seen here is analogous to the closed
wake that occurs in the lee of a circular cylinder at low Reynolds numbers. If this
is true, the bubble should grow as Reynolds number is increased further. This is
in fact what happens � as Reynolds number is increased, the size of the stable
separation bubble increases until, as Re approaches 25, it covers the whole chord
of the aerofoil (see Figure 5.19).

It is in the range of 5 ≤ Re ≤ 25, therefore, that one of the most dramatic
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changes in the phenomenology of these 2D �ows is seen. At Re = 5, no leading-
edge vortex (LEV) is formed. At Re = 10, what could be described as an LEV
is seen, but could also be called a separation bubble. This is formed, as has been
said, because the �ow separates from the leading edge, but at a very acute angle.
As Re is increased beyond 10, this separation angle increases so that the separation
bubble grows. To demonstrate this, Figure 5.20 plots the path of the centre of the
leading-edge vortex against time. It can be seen that for lower Reynolds numbers,
the LEV initially forms fairly near the quarter-chord point of the aerofoil, and
takes some time to form; for the Re = 14 case the LEV is �rst seen after the
aerofoil has travelled over 0.5 chords. For higher Reynolds number the LEV forms
near the leading edge soon after the impulsive start. The path of the LEV also
changes as Re is increased, but the change in the LEV's path between Re = 250

and Re = 500 is much smaller than the change that occurs between Re = 10 and
Re = 250; as Reynolds number increases, the e�ect on the LEV path per unit
change in Reynolds number decreases.

Figure 5.20 shows that if Re > 25, the LEV forms very close to the leading
edge. It then grows until it eventually sheds from the aerofoil. The �ow then
becomes unsteady, with LEVs being shed regularly, as will be seen later. This type
of transition � from steady to unsteady �ow � was noted by Miller and Peskin
(2004). They also used a 2D CFD model, and found that for Re ≥ 64, vortices
were shed alternately from the leading and trailing edges, whereas for Re ≤ 32

the vortices remained attached. They postulated that this transition (somewhere
between Re = 32 and Re = 64) was signi�cant for the �ight of tiny insects, but
did not investigate the e�ects of the 3D nature of real insect-like �apping. Nor
did they specify the exact transition point � they merely said that vortices are
shed at Re = 64 but not at Re = 32. These results suggest that vortices are shed
when Re ≥ 25; close to the transition point which they found. The di�erence can
probably be explained by considering that they were dealing with full insect-like
�apping (though still in two dimensions) and therefore their kinematics di�ered
from those used here.
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5.3.2 Medium Reynolds numbers (25 ≤ Re ≤ 1 000)

It has been noted that, in the range of low Reynolds numbers, an important change
occurs in the phenomenology of the �ow. At Re = 5, there is no separation at
the leading edge. At Re = 10, there is, and a separation bubble forms. As Re

is increased further, this bubble grows until at Re = 25 it becomes unstable at
the lower end of the range of Reynolds numbers which is here de�ned as `medium'
(25 ≤ Re ≤ 1 000). This, then, is how the distinction between `low' and `medium'
Reynolds numbers is de�ned � low Reynolds number �ows are stable, whereas
medium Reynolds number �ows are unstable.

Comparing Figures 5.14 and 5.21 shows the results of the �ow instability. At
Re = 10, as has been discussed, the �ow eventually becomes stable � no vortices
are shed � and therefore both lift and drag coe�cients also become stable (Figure
5.14). At Re = 25, however, vortices are shed, and the forces become unstable
(although this is not obvious in Figure 5.21 for the Re = 25 case). The pattern
of vortex shedding is now examined in an attempt to relate this to the force/time
histories shown in Figure 5.21.

5.3.2.1 The pattern of vortex shedding

When Re ≥ 25 and the initial LEV sheds, a new trailing-edge vortex forms. This
is due to the e�ect of the initial LEV on the �ow at the trailing edge. The process
is shown in Figure 5.22. When the initial LEV is small, the �ow that separates at
the leading edge �ows around the LEV and reattaches to the aerofoil. It then �ows
smoothly aft to the trailing edge (Figure 5.22(a)). Once the LEV reaches a certain
size, however, the �ow that separates from the leading edge does not reattach,
and the LEV induces �ow at the trailing edge which is towards the leading edge
(as can be deduced from Figure 5.22(b)). The in�uence of the LEV causes the
�uid to �ow around the trailing edge so that separation does not occur there. As
the LEV moves away, the �ow begins to separate at the trailing edge once more
before turning and heading towards the leading edge. A new trailing edge vortex
is created, which can be seen at the trailing edge in Figure 5.22(c) at a very early
stage of its development. This second TEV is eventually also released into the
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(b) Re = 25, Drag coe�cient
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(d) Re = 50, Drag coe�cient
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(e) Re = 100, Lift coe�cient
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(f) Re = 100, Drag coe�cient

Figure 5.21: Pressure, viscous, and total lift and drag coe�cients for various Re.
Pressure coe�cients are marked with square symbols; viscous coe�cients have
round symbols; total coe�cient is thick line. Angle of attack is 45◦ in each case
and 1% thick elliptical aerofoil is impulsively started.
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(h) Re = 250, Drag coe�cient
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(i) Re = 500, Lift coe�cient
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(j) Re = 500, Drag coe�cient
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(k) Re = 1000, Lift coe�cient
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(l) Re = 1 000, Drag coe�cient

Figure 5.21: Pressure, viscous, and total lift and drag coe�cients for various Re.
Pressure coe�cients are marked with square symbols; viscous coe�cients have
round symbols; total coe�cient is thick line. Angle of attack is 45◦ in each case
and 1% thick elliptical aerofoil is impulsively started (continued).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.22: Evolution of �ow�eld in time showing formation of 2nd TEV (see
text). Angle of attack is 45◦, and Re = 500. 1% thick elliptical aerofoil has
travelled approximately 1 chord (since impulsive start) in (a), 1.4 chords in (b),
and 1.8 chords in (c).

LEV

Secondary LEV

Leading-edge
vortex sheet

(a)

Secondary LEV

2nd primary
LEV

(b)

Figure 5.23: Secondary leading-edge vortex and 2nd primary LEV formation. Vi-
sualised by instantaneous vectors. Freestream �ow is from bottom right, angle of
attack is 45◦, and Re = 500. 1% thick elliptical aerofoil has travelled approximately
1 chord since impulsive start in (a) and approximately 3.5 chords in (b).

wake.

Also in Figure 5.22(c) it is noticeable that the streamline that originates at the
trailing edge and then �ows forwards (under the LEV) separates from the aerofoil's
surface near the leading edge and then reattaches. This is due to another vortex
that is formed in the corner of �uid between the leading-edge vortex sheet and the
aerofoil itself. It is well known that when a vortex is adjacent to a trapped area
of �uid, another vortex (known as a secondary vortex ) is created in the trapped
area of �uid � see, for example, Van Dyke (1982, Figure 61) or Mo�att (1964). In
the current case, the area of �uid is `trapped' by the aerofoil and the leading-edge
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vortex sheet. The secondary leading-edge vortex is visible in Figure 5.23(a). It is
evident that the secondary vortex is caused by viscosity � if the �uid were inviscid,
no secondary vortex would occur. It is caused by the fact that the �ow induced
by the primary LEV is unable to negotiate the sharp corner at the leading edge
(formed between the aerofoil and the leading-edge vortex sheet) and so separates
from the surface aft of the leading edge, leaving a closed volume of �uid. The
induced velocity of the primary LEV then causes this volume of �uid to rotate and
it becomes what has been denoted a secondary LEV. It is shown later that this
secondary LEV becomes important as Reynolds number is increased further. Note
the terminology � a secondary LEV is one that is created by a primary LEV.
The word `LEV' in this thesis refers to a primary LEV. There are also secondary
TEVs, created by the in�uence of the primary TEVs; but these do not have as
much in�uence on the �ow as secondary LEVs because the primary TEVs do not
remain above the trailing edge of the wing long enough for the secondary TEVs
to strengthen. They are more signi�cant at higher Reynolds numbers, as is shown
later.

The formation of a new TEV causes �uid to �ow forward from the trailing edge,
underneath the primary LEV. This causes the primary LEV to lift o� from the
surface of the aerofoil. It is at this point, perhaps, that the LEV could be de�ned
as having been `shed'. As the LEV sheds, the secondary LEV merges with the 2nd
TEV (which lies just o� to the left of Figure 5.23(b)) and the combined vortex
sheds from the aerofoil. A 2nd primary LEV is then formed which LEV grows,
eventually causing another TEV, and the cycle repeats.

Once the �ow has reached this stage, the process described above repeats and
the familiar von Kármán street wake formation is seen (Figure 5.24). The shed
vortices are weak and indistinct at Re = 25 but become stronger and more obvious
at higher Reynolds numbers. Because the �ow is now unsteady (vortices are shed
alternately from leading and trailing edges) the force produced by the aerofoil is
also unsteady. However, at Re = 25 the shed vortices are weak, and they have
little impact on the force produced by the aerofoil (see Figure 5.16). It is only when
Reynolds number is increased to 100 that signi�cant �uctuations in lift coe�cient
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Figure 5.24: von Kármán street behind aerofoil at 45◦ angle of attack. Visualised
by instantaneous streamlines. Flow is from right to left and Re = 500.

begin to be seen as vortices are shed (after the initial LEV is shed).
Figure 5.25(a) shows the lift on an aerofoil against chords travelled for a variety

of Reynolds numbers of O(10), O(100), and O(1 000). It is important to note the
discussion regarding numerical dissipation in �4.3.2 at this point; it is maintained
here that the cell Reynolds numbers are still low enough to avoid this become a
problem, even at the highest Reynolds numbers tested, for the reasons presented
there. It can be seen that the force/time history di�ers from that seen at low
Reynolds numbers (i.e. Reynolds numbers less than 25) in that the force is un-
steady. It is also clear that as Reynolds number is increased, the amplitude of the
force peaks also increases. However, providing that Reynolds number is within the
range 250 5 Re 5 1 000, the basic shape of the graph does not change radically.
It is possible to explain the shape of the graph by considering what is happening
in the �ow.

5.3.2.2 Force on the aerofoil and the link with circulation

Figures 5.26 and 5.27 allow us to examine the dynamic lift force and pitching mo-
ment and attempt to relate these to the vortices that are shed from the aerofoil.
After the initial peak, which is due to added-mass forces, both of the two compo-
nents of lift remain almost constant until the aerofoil has moved about 1.5 chords.
This is a little unusual, because the circulation bound to the aerofoil (and hence
the lift) would normally be expected to rise gradually during this period, due to
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Figure 5.25: Lift and drag coe�cients vs. chords moved for an impulsively-started,
1% thick elliptical aerofoil for a range of medium Reynolds numbers. Angle of
attack is 45◦.

the Wagner e�ect (see page 57).

The Wagner e�ect as originally de�ned applies to aerofoils at low angles of
attack, and therefore only includes separation at the trailing edge. The Wagner
e�ect predicts that as soon as an aerofoil (at a low angle of attack) is impulsively
started, the lift `jumps' to half of its steady state value, indicating that a positive
circulation is immediately (i.e. an in�nitesimal time after motion starts) created
around the aerofoil. In order to satisfy the requirement that the net circulation in
the �ow must remain zero (assuming that the �ow was originally at rest), there
must be an equal but opposite circulation shed into the wake � the starting vortex.
So separation occurs at the trailing edge immediately.

In the case under consideration, there is obviously an instantaneous `jump' in
bound circulation. Figure 5.26 shows that after the added mass peak, the lift
coe�cient is around 2.2. If the angle of attack were 90◦, a lift coe�cient of zero
would be expected and vorticity would be shed from the leading and trailing edges
at an equal rate (at least initially). The fact that for this 45◦ angle of attack
case the lift coe�cient is initially positive indicates that, at the same time as the
wing starts to move, more vorticity is shed from the trailing edge than from the
leading edge. The resulting bound circulation will be denoted the `initial bound
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Figure 5.26: Pressure (square markers), viscous (round markers), and total (thick
line) lift coe�cients vs. chords moved for an impulsively-started, 1% thick elliptical
aerofoil at Re = 500 and angle of attack 45◦, showing vortical structures at points of
interest. The structures are visualised by particles which are periodically released
from the leading and trailing edges and then move freely with their local �ow
velocity � in e�ect, this is equivalent to releasing dye into the �ow.
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Figure 5.27: Pressure, viscous, and total moment coe�cients (about the midchord)
vs. chords moved for an impulsively-started, 1% thick elliptical aerofoil at Re = 500
and angle of attack 45◦. Note that the viscous pitching moment (right-hand scale)
is generally about 1% of the total pitching moment (left-hand scale). Leading edge
upwards pitching is positive.
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circulation', as it exists as soon as motion starts.

Separation would be expected to occur (and a vortex would be expected to
form) more readily at the trailing edge, because the angle through which the �ow
has to turn to follow the aerofoil surface is larger there. The results above, for
very low Reynolds numbers, support this view; at Re = 5, separation occurs at
the trailing edge but not at the leading edge (see Figure 5.13 on p. 151). This
view is also supported by the experimental results of Ohmi et al. (1990); Huang
et al. (2001) and the CFD results of Katz et al. (1996), where the starting vortex
(TEV) is seen to form almost as soon as the aerofoil starts motion, whereas the
LEV starts to form a short time afterwards. Huang et al. (2001, Figure 7) appears
to show the LEV beginning to form after around 0.25 chords of travel. This will
be denoted `delayed leading-edge separation' � note that this is not the same as
delayed or dynamic stall. However, `delayed leading-edge separation' may have
some role in delayed stall � if the angle of attack of an aerofoil is increased whilst
it is in motion, separation will occur at the trailing edge more readily than at
the leading edge. The trailing edge is moving in a direction (due to the rotation)
which increases the e�ective velocity of the oncoming �ow there. Conversely, the
leading edge is moving (due to the rotation) in a direction which tends to reduce
the velocity of the oncoming �ow at the leading edge. Thus vorticity will be shed
at the trailing edge more readily than at the leading edge, leading to a rise in the
lift-producing circulation bound to the aerofoil and a corresponding rise in lift.

So, for a short time after the aerofoil has started motion, separation occurs
only at the trailing edge. Only a trailing-edge vortex is shed and the Wagner e�ect
initially operates as for lower angles of attack � there is an `initial jump' in the
lift as the `initial bound circulation' is created. However, in the current case the
lift coe�cient then remains roughly constant for around 1.5 chords of travel. Over
this period circulation is being shed into both the leading- and trailing-edge vortex
sheets, but the lift on the wing is constant.

Shedding circulation into the leading-edge vortex sheet will tend to decrease
the lift on the wing (because circulation shed into the LEV will be positive and
so the bound circulation will therefore decrease) whereas shedding circulation into
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the trailing-edge vortex sheet will tend to increase the lift on the wing (because
circulation shed into the TEV will be negative and so the bound circulation will
therefore increase). It might therefore be concluded that vorticity is being shed
into the two vortex sheets at the same rate in order to keep the circulation bound
to the wing constant. However, this view is simplistic, and does not take account
of the fact that the LEV itself augments the lift on the wing by its presence, as is
discuss shortly.

To summarise: negative circulation is being created at the trailing edge and
fed into the TEV, leading to a rise in positive circulation bound to the aerofoil
(the Wagner e�ect, as traditionally understood) but at the same time positive
circulation is being fed into the LEV. At the same time the growing LEV itself is
enhancing the lift on the aerofoil because of its position. The combination of these
e�ects is such that the actual lift on the aerofoil remains constant.

This initial lift plateau was noted by Dickinson and Götz. They said that it
was unexpected, and stated �the cause of this discrepancy is unclear� (Dickinson
and Götz, 1993, p. 57). Dudley commented that �few experimental data exist on
the magnitude of the Wagner e�ect for wings at the Re and kinematic pro�les
appropriate to insect �ight� (Dudley, 1999, p. 128), implying that the Wagner
e�ect may not exist due to the low Reynolds number and high angle of attack. It
is suggested here that the Wagner e�ect does in fact exist, but that it is `cancelled
out' � at least in this 45◦ angle of attack case � by the presence of separation
at the leading edge, which means that the rise in bound circulation (due to the
Wagner e�ect) is counteracted by the shedding of this bound circulation into the
LEV sheet. In �5.4 the e�ect of changing the angle of attack of the aerofoil is
investigated; this sheds further light on this phase of the wing motion.

During these �rst two chords of motion, there is a strong positive pitching
moment due to the formation of the LEV over the leading edge of the aerofoil.
This pitching moment decreases as the leading-edge vortex moves aft. At about
2 chords travelled, the LEV lies almost directly above the midchord, and thus
would not be expected to produce a pitching moment at all. The pitching moment
that does exist at this point is a result of the low pressure area that is due to the
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secondary LEV.

The fact that LEVs enhance lift is almost universally accepted, but little at-
tention has been paid to the question of how this works in practice. It has already
been seen that at very low Reynolds numbers, LEVs enhance lift by increasing the
lift due to viscous forces. This e�ect still occurs for the Re = 500 case, as is shown
in Figure 5.26, but the viscous lift is small compared to the pressure lift, and there
are also large peaks in pressure lift. It is not possible, therefore, to attribute the
lift-enhancement due to an LEV entirely to the fact that LEVs increase viscous
lift.

Some authors (see e.g. van den Berg and Ellington, 1997a; Muijres et al., 2008)
have asserted that the LEV enhances lift because it is `bound to the aerofoil' and
therefore its circulation can be thought of as bound circulation. In other words,
if an LEV is present, the aerofoil's bound circulation is e�ectively increased by an
amount exactly equal to the circulation within the LEV. The main problem with
this proposal is that, for 2D �ows at least, any LEV is eventually shed into the
wake. At what point does the circulation within the LEV change from being `bound
to the aerofoil' to being in the wake? If there is such a point, an instantaneous
drop in lift would be expected, when the LEV circulation goes from being `bound'
to being `shed'. No such drops are shown in the current CFD data or indeed in
the experimental data of Dickinson and Götz (1993).

Based on the logic above (that the leading-edge vortex enhances lift because
it is `bound to the aerofoil'), some have gone so far as to calculate the circulation
within the LEV from �ow-visualisation data and have then used the equation
L = ρV Γ to calculate the lift that is contributed by the LEV. van den Berg and
Ellington followed this process and concluded that �the leading-edge vortex can
supply up to two-thirds of the required lift during the upstroke� (van den Berg
and Ellington, 1997a, p. 335). It is suggested here that this view is simplistic. Γ,
in the equation just quoted, is the circulation bound to the aerofoil. Just because
a vortex is close to the aerofoil, it is not possible to conclude that its circulation
can be simply added to the wing's bound circulation. It is suggested here that in
reality and by de�nition, any circulation that is within the LEV is not bound to
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the wing. Therefore the conclusion of van den Berg and Ellington is unwarranted
and possibly misleading.

The presence of an LEV does enhance lift, and therefore the LEV appears to
increase the circulation bound to the aerofoil. What has not been proved is that
this increase in circulation is exactly equal to the circulation of the LEV, and indeed
there is no reason why this should be the case. In other words, if at a given time
the circulation bound to the aerofoil is Γa and the circulation in the LEV is Γb, it
does not immediately follow that the lift produced by the aerofoil will be equal to
ρV (Γa + Γb). More reasonably, it could be the case that the lift produced will be
equal to ρV (Γa + kΓb), where k is a constant whose value depends on the exact
location of the LEV.

To back up this suggestion, consider the case of a cylinder in a �ow. It is well-
known that if the Reynolds number exceeds a certain value, vortices will be shed
alternately from the sides of the cylinder, and this will lead to a �uctuating force
normal to the freestream �ow direction. While a vortex is attached, a circulation
will be present about the cylinder and attached vortex and hence a force will occur.
But it is not necessarily true that the net circulation can be calculated simply by
summing the circulation bound to the cylinder and the circulation within the
vortex. If this were the case it would be necessary to pinpoint when the vortex
was no longer attached. In reality, as a vortex moves away from the cylinder, its
in�uence will reduce gradually � there will not be a point at which it suddenly
becomes detached. Whether or not a vortex is `attached' is hard to determine �
for example, the �rst �ow-visualisation image in Figure 5.26 shows an LEV which
most people might call `attached', but in the second image it is not so clear-cut.

As another illustration, consider the case of a delta wing at a high angle of
attack. It is well known that a pair of vortices will be formed above the wing
in such a case, which augment lift. It appears that there is some increase in the
circulation about the wing due to the presence of these vortices. But if the structure
of the �ow is considered, it is clear that much of the circulation in the two vortices
is in a direction which is normal to the direction of the (lift-producing) circulation
about the wing. It seems to make little sense to add these two circulations and
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state that this circulation is bound to the wing.

Instead of the view proposed above, it is more accurate to carefully state that
the presence of a vortex close to a body can produce `extra' force, but that the
magnitude of this extra force depends on a number of factors; not only the circu-
lation of the vortex, but also its position, and (for 3D cases) its orientation. This
view is in accordance with that of Walker and Westneat, who stated that pressure
di�erences (due to the presence of a vortex) on either side of an aerofoil �distort
the �ow in a way that creates the appearance of a bound circulation superimposed
over the freestream� (Walker and Westneat, 2002, p. 1036, emphasis added). In
other words, the presence of a vortex in close proximity to the aerofoil creates extra
lift, and therefore it appears as though the aerofoil has `extra' bound circulation.
However, it is important to reiterate the fact that the magnitude of this `extra'
bound circulation may not be the same as the magnitude of the circulation in the
vortex.

At around 1.5 chords of travel (referring back to Figure 5.26), the lift starts to
decrease. At this point, the rate at which negative circulation is being fed into the
TEV is reducing (as occurs with the traditional Wagner e�ect), but the positive
circulation bound to the wing is continuing to be shed from the wing into the LEV.
At the same time the LEV is moving further away, meaning that its lift-enhancing
e�ect is reducing. Note that this is a smooth reduction � there is not a point
at which the LEV suddenly goes from being `attached' to being `shed', with a
corresponding sudden drop in lift.

An intuitive way of looking at the �ow from this point onwards is to think in
terms of pressure (as opposed to thinking in terms of circulation). Because of the
relatively high velocities within a vortex, it is an area of low pressure. The actual
pressure within a vortex is inversely proportional to its strength, so that as the
strength of a vortex increases, the pressure at its core drops (Bartol et al., 2003).
Therefore, if a vortex exists � no matter in which direction it is rotating � above
the aerofoil, it will cause `extra' lift to be produced. Thinking in this way helps to
avoid the confusion mentioned above.

At around 3 chords moved, the drop in lift caused by the detachment of the
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�rst LEV is halted by the production of a TEV. It is immediately evident that
there is a di�erence between this second TEV and the �rst TEV (the starting
vortex). Whereas the �rst TEV moves immediately away from the aerofoil, the
second TEV is `sucked' forward by the in�uence of the �rst LEV, and eventually
lies directly above the aerofoil. As mentioned, the TEV is an area of low pressure,
and therefore it causes lift to start to rise again. It seems that the �rst LEV is
now far enough away that its in�uence is negligible, and the fact that it continues
to move further away does not have any e�ect on the lift produced by the aerofoil.

This second TEV also produces a strong negative (leading edge down) pitching
moment, as would be expected due to its location above the trailing edge, but as
it moves away from the trailing edge its e�ect is diminished and at the same time
the second primary LEV is starting to form above the leading edge, leading to a
sharp increase in clockwise pitching moment which peaks at around 5 chords of
travel � about 1 chord before the lift force peaks due to the LEV.

The fact that TEVs enhance lift would be counter-intuitive if the reasoning
that attached LEVs directly augment circulation were followed. The direction of
circulation for a TEV is in the opposite direction to that of an LEV and it might be
expected, therefore, that an attached TEV would reduce lift. The fact that this is
not the case adds extra weight to the assertion that the reasoning described above
is too simplistic. Those who have followed the reasoning above have often found
themselves in di�culty. For example, Miller and Peskin state that �the shedding
of the LEV reduces lift while the shedding of the [TEV] augments lift� (Miller and
Peskin, 2004, p. 3085). This implies that while an LEV is attached it will enhance
lift, whereas when a TEV is attached it will decrease lift, whereas the current
results indicate that both enhance lift. Miller and Peskin base their reasoning on
the fact that when vortices are shed from a cylinder, the `lift' force �uctuates from
positive to negative as vortices are shed alternately from each side. However, in
the case of a cylinder, half of the vortices form on the geometrically-upper side of
the cylinder, whilst half form on the lower side. Therefore the two types of vortex
would be expected to produce forces in opposing directions. Here, however, both
LEVs and TEVs form above the upper surface of the aerofoil and therefore both
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produce an `extra' force in the same (upwards) vertical direction. As has been
said, the e�ect of a vortex depends not only on its sign and strength, but also its
location.

Referring back to Figure 5.26, the next prominent feature is now considered.
It has been noted that between about 1.5 and 3 chords, the lift is dropping as the
�rst LEV is moving away from the aerofoil. At just less than 3 chords, the lift
starts to rise again due to the presence of the newly-formed second TEV. This rise
is short-lived, because, as can be seen in Figure 5.26, this second TEV moves away
from the aerofoil more quickly than an LEV. For about a chord of travel, the TEV
grows and spreads over the aerofoil's upper surface, but by around 3.7 chords of
travel, this TEV has moved away from the aerofoil and its e�ect starts to wane, so
that lift starts to decrease once more. Lift decreases until about 4.5 chords have
been travelled, at which point the second LEV starts to form.

The second LEV is, again, an area of low pressure, and it enhances lift. It grows
until it spreads over practically the entire upper surface of the aerofoil (at around
6 chords travelled). The e�ect of this second LEV is signi�cantly more pronounced
than the e�ect of the second TEV, for the simple reason that it remains over the
aerofoil for longer; �rstly, because it starts further forward (being formed at the
leading edge rather than the trailing edge) and secondly because the e�ect of the
second TEV is to force the second LEV downwards onto the aerofoil's surface,
resulting in the `squashed' form of the second LEV seen in Figure 5.26 at about
6 chords travelled. At this point the pitching moment is decreasing as the LEV
moves aft (Figure 5.27).

Why is a plateau in lift for the second and subsequent TEV/LEV pairs not seen,
as it was for the �rst pair? The answer lies in the fact that during the impulsive
start, separation occurs almost instantly at the trailing edge but not so at the
leading edge, as described above. During the subsequent constant-speed motion,
delayed leading-edge separation does not occur; separation is always occurring at
the leading edge.

At this point, the �ow becomes periodic. The second LEV produces a third
TEV which causes the second LEV to shed, and the third LEV forms; the third
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Figure 5.28: Extended time-history of lift coe�cient vs. chords moved for an
impulsively-started 1% thick elliptical aerofoil at Re = 500 and angle of attack
45◦.

LEV produces the fourth TEV which results in the fourth LEV; and so on. Inspec-
tion of the resulting force data reveals that this also becomes periodic, as would
be expected. Figure 5.28 shows that the height of the peaks relating to the shed
vortices does increase for the third cycle relative to the second3 but the periodicity
of the force/time history is clear.

Figure 5.26 also gives further insight into the contributions of viscous and pres-
sure forces at this Reynolds number. It was noted that for the low Reynolds
numbers discussed above (�5.3.1), the viscous force always reduces the net lift
force whilst increasing the net drag force. In this case, however, the viscous lift
force �uctuates and for a signi�cant proportion of the time is slightly positive.
Examining the corresponding vortical structures reveals that LEVs rotate in a di-
rection which induces a �ow on the upper surface towards the leading edge. Thus
the viscous force � at least over a portion of the upper surface � acts in a di-
rection parallel to the aerofoil and towards the leading edge (thus contributing to
lift). TEVs have the opposite e�ect, causing a �ow on the upper surface which is

3This seems likely to be due to subtle changes in the shape of the shed vortices � compare
the shape of the �rst and second LEVs in Figure 5.26, for example.
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Figure 5.29: Peak lift coe�cient due to second LEV vs. Reynolds number; angle
of attack 45◦. 1% thick elliptical aerofoil is impulsively started.

towards the trailing edge and therefore a viscous force which reduces lift.

Figure 5.26 is for a Reynolds number of 500. Referring back to Figure 5.25,
for Reynolds numbers lower than this, the e�ect of the shed vortices is much
reduced; and for Reynolds numbers higher than this, the e�ect of the shed vortices
is increased, up to a point. This can be explained by considering the link between
the strength of the shed vortices and the Reynolds number of the �ow. At low
Reynolds numbers, viscosity tends to `damp out' any shed vortices, and limits
their strength and therefore their lift-enhancing e�ect. In fact, at Re = 100, the
second and subsequent TEVs do not produce a lift peak at all, whereas they do for
higher Reynolds numbers. The e�ect of Re on the lift peaks can be visualised by
plotting the value of the peak due to the second LEV against Reynolds number;
see Figure 5.29. The magnitude of the peak increases up to about Re = 1 000 at
which point it levels o� and remains roughly constant, although it is shown later
(�5.3.3.1) that identifying a peak due to a speci�c LEV becomes more di�cult at
higher Reynolds numbers due to high-frequency �uctuations in lift force.

Shed vortices would be expected to strengthen as Reynolds number is increased
� Mittal et al. state that �as the Reynolds number increases, the vortices that
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roll up tend to be of higher strength. . .Thus, as the Reynolds number increases,
the magnitude of the suction pressure increases� (Mittal et al., 2004, p. 168). The
strength of a vortex at a given time is de�ned by the net rate at which vorticity has
been fed into it in the past. At low Reynolds numbers, this net rate is diminished
because of the large amount of vorticity di�usion. As Reynolds number is increased,
the rate of di�usion will decrease, so that, at a given time, the shed vortices will be
stronger at higher Reynolds numbers than at lower Reynolds numbers. However,
the rate of increase diminishes as Re is increased, so that the e�ect of increasing
Re from (say) 50 to 200 is much greater than the e�ect of increasing Re from 500

to 2000. This is because the impact of changing Re decreases as Re is increased ;
so that a change in Reynolds number when Reynolds number is low has a larger
impact than a change of the same magnitude when Reynolds number is high.

5.3.3 High Reynolds numbers (Re > 1 000)

5.3.3.1 The occurrence of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

In Figure 5.25 for the Re = 1 000 case, an interesting feature is seen in the
force/time history between around 7 and 8 chords moved. Whereas for the Re =

500 case the lift �uctuations remain smooth and low-frequency, at Re = 1 000 a
certain amount of higher-frequency �uctuation is seen, particularly in the later
stages of the lift/time history.

Figure 5.30 shows that these high-frequency �uctuations in lift become more
severe and more dominant, and that they occur earlier in the development of the
�ow, as Reynolds number is increased further. At Re = 15 000 the high-frequency
�uctuations occur immediately after the aerofoil has started motion.

Examining the �ow �eld reveals the reason for this increasing unsteadiness.
As Reynolds number increases, the vortex sheets becomes less stable. This is
illustrated in Figure 5.31, which compares the evolution of the �ow �eld for two
Reynolds numbers (500 and 5 000). The �ow at Re = 500 is as just described �
a TEV has been shed immediately on the aerofoil starting, and an LEV builds
up gradually and smoothly, fed by the leading-edge vortex sheet. The �ow at
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(a) Lift (b) Drag

Figure 5.30: Lift and drag coe�cients vs. chords moved for a range of high Reynolds
numbers. Angle of attack is 45◦. 1% thick elliptical aerofoil.

Re = 5 000 is more complex � the leading-edge vortex sheet breaks down readily,
so that the area of vorticity at the leading edge is composed of a central vortex and
a number of associated smaller vortices. These smaller vortices rotate in the same
direction as the primary LEV and eventually merge with it. In this work, these
small vortices will be denoted �breakdown vortices�; the term �secondary vortex�
(which could be used) has already been used to refer to those vortices which are
formed by the induced velocities of the primary vortices.

There has been some controversy in the literature over the origin of these break-
down vortices. One of the �rst to note their formation was Prandtl (1904), in his
seminal paper on boundary layer theory, but the �rst detailed photographic im-
ages of the phenomenon were captured by Pierce (1961). An example of his work
is given in Figure 5.32. Later, Koumoutsakos and Shiels (1996) investigated the
phenomenon computationally and concluded that the breakdown vortices appeared
only when the plate was uniformly accelerated, not when it was impulsively started.
However, the highest Reynolds number they simulated for the impulsively-started
case was Re = 1 000, at which Reynolds number the current results indicate that
the instability is only just appearing. Their conclusion � that the instability
�depends on the acceleration of the plate� � therefore seems unfounded, as the
current results (and others) show that the instability occurs even when the plate
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Figure 5.31: Comparison of �ow evolution for two Reynolds numbers � Re = 500
(right) and Re = 5 000 (left). Light areas show clockwise vorticity, dark areas
show anti-clockwise vorticity. The impulsively-started 1% thick elliptical aerofoil
has travelled around 0.5 chord lengths at the start of the sequence (top of page)
and about 1 chord length at the end of the sequence. Angle of attack is 45◦.
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Figure 5.32: Example of the results of Pierce (1961). The D-shaped plate is moving
upwards. Primary vortices have been shed from both edges and (what have been
called here) breakdown vortices are clearly visible around them. The Reynolds
number in this case is approximately 38 000 (based on instantaneous velocity and
plate width).

is moving at constant speed, providing that Reynolds number is high enough.
This breakdown of the vortex sheet also occurs in the trailing-edge sheet (see

Figure 5.33). However, trailing-edge vortices generally have less impact on forces
because they move away from the aerofoil more quickly than leading-edge vortices.
The leading-edge vortex, as mentioned above, is one of the primary causes of
enhanced lift, and it might be intuitively supposed that this breakdown of the
leading-edge vortex could be a problem for FMAVs, which are likely to operate in
the region of Re = O(10 000). Later, it is demonstrated that in fact this is not the
case.

What is the cause of this vortex sheet breakdown? The fact that the phe-
nomenon becomes more apparent as Reynolds number increases indicates that it
is at least a�ected by viscosity. A number of clues indicate that this breakdown
is caused by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI). It is known that two-dimensional
vortex sheets are susceptible to this type of instability (Kim et al., 2003).

KHI occurs over a wide range of Reynolds numbers and situations. It can occur
anywhere where there is a shear layer within the �uid or between two di�erent
�uids � that is, a discontinuity in velocity, density, or viscosity4. For example, it
is due to KHI that wind blowing over water causes waves. The e�ects of KHI can
occasionally be seen in cloud formations (see e.g. Figure 5.34), and signs of KHI

4For a detailed discussion of KHI, see Drazin and Reid (1982, �4).
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Figure 5.33: Contours of vorticity for Re = 5 000; shaded as in Figure 5.31. The
initial trailing-edge vortex is on the right and two smaller trailing-edge vortices can
be seen forming in the trailing-edge vortex sheet. The second primary trailing-edge
vortex can also be seen building up over the aerofoil's trailing edge. The `untidy'
nature of the leading-edge vortex is apparent. Angle of attack is 45◦.

Figure 5.34: KHI in clouds, from Pretor-Pinney (2007).
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Figure 5.35: Contours of vorticity for Re = 5 000; shaded as in Figure 5.31. The
trailing-edge vortex sheet shows signs of KHI � `bunching' of vorticity at points
along the sheet. Angle of attack is 45◦.

have even been identi�ed far distant from the earth (see e.g Lobanov and Zensus,
2001).

A signi�cant sign of KHI is a vortex sheet `bunching' into areas of vorticity
(breakdown vortices). This can be seen to some extent in the trailing-edge vortex
sheet in Figure 5.33, and to a greater extent in Figure 5.35. It does not occur
around the initial (starting) trailing-edge vortex (for reasons that will be explained
later) but becomes evident in all subsequent trailing-edge vortices (provided that
Reynolds number is su�ciently high).

The susceptibility to KHI of a vortex sheet depends on three factors; �rstly,
the ratio of densities of the �uids on either side of the sheet; secondly, the ratio
of viscosities of the �uids on either side of the sheet, and, thirdly, the gradient
of tangential velocity of the �uids across the sheet. The �rst two of these three
factors, in this case, are irrelevant, because in all cases the viscosity and density of
the �uid are equal on either side of the sheet5. It is safe, therefore, to assume that
the KHI in this case is caused solely by the velocity di�erence across the sheet.
At low Reynolds numbers, the vortex sheets are thickened due to the increased
dominance of viscosity, meaning that the velocity gradient decreases; so that the

5The �uid is assumed to be incompressible � widely accepted as a reasonable assumption at
these low Reynolds numbers. However, see discussion on p. 97.
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Figure 5.36: Contours of vorticity for Re = 1 000 (right) and Re = 5 000 (left);
shaded as in Figure 5.31. Lower frames are enlargements of upper frames. Reynolds
number is varied by changing �uid viscosity � freestream velocity is equal in both
cases. Angle of attack is 45◦ and 1% thick elliptical aerofoil has moved around 0.5
chords since an impulsive start.

sheet is less susceptible to KHI.

It is easy to jump to the conclusion that increasing Reynolds number means that
velocity has been increased, and therefore of course KHI will occur more readily.
However, it is important to realise that the susceptibility of a sheet to KHI depends
on the velocity gradient across the sheet, not simply the magnitude of the velocities
on either side of the sheet. KHI also occurs when Reynolds number is increased
by other means � for example by increasing �uid density or chord length, or by
decreasing �uid viscosity. It is not immediately obvious how taking one of these
steps increases the velocity gradient across the vortex sheets. It is clear that as
Reynolds number is increased, the vortex sheets will become thinner and therefore
the velocity gradient will increase, but the results presented here indicate that the
situation is in reality more complex than this.

To investigate this, Figure 5.36 shows the �ow �eld for two Reynolds numbers
� 1 000 and 5 000. Here, the Reynolds number is varied by changing �uid viscosity,
so that the velocity of the free-stream is equal in both cases. It can be seen that the
higher Reynolds number �ow produces stronger leading- and trailing-edge vortices
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(this is shown by the centres of the vortices being lighter and darker respectively),
and this is as would be expected � at higher Reynolds numbers the viscous forces
are lower in proportion to the inertial forces, so that vortices develop and strengthen
more readily. This alone, however, does not directly explain the increased KHI at
higher Reynolds numbers6.

Looking at the leading-edge vortex structures in Figure 5.36 more closely reveals
the secondary vortex at the leading edge which was discussed in �5.3.2.1. This is
of opposite sign to the leading-edge vortex � i.e. it rotates anti-clockwise in
Figure 5.36. Figure 5.36 also shows that the magnitude of this vortex depends
on the Reynolds number of the �ow � higher Reynolds numbers produce stronger
secondary vortices. This is what would be expected, as at higher Reynolds numbers
vortices are created more readily due to the reduced importance of viscosity.

Because the secondary vortex at the leading edge is rotating in the opposite
direction to the main leading-edge vortex, there is a velocity at the leading edge of
the aerofoil which is almost opposite in direction to the �ow that is separating from
the leading edge. The magnitude of this velocity is proportional to the strength of
the secondary vortex.

This is seen in Figure 5.37, where the velocity of the free stream is the same
for both Reynolds numbers (as in Fig. 5.36). The velocity on the left of the
leading-edge vortex sheet is therefore equal for both cases. However, for the higher
Reynolds number case, because the secondary vortex is stronger, there is a larger
velocity di�erence across the leading-edge vortex sheet, and the sheet is therefore
more susceptible to KHI.

The TEV sheet also breaks down due to KHI, but in this case the KHI can stem
from either of two causes. The TEV sheet is initially stable, because the presence
of the starting vortex ensures that there is very little velocity gradient across the
trailing-edge sheet. However, as the starting vortex moves away from the aerofoil,
and the LEV grows in size, the trailing-edge sheet becomes unstable � because
the LEV induces velocities above the trailing-edge sheet that are in the opposite

6KHI is not evident in Figure 5.36 for either Reynolds number, but it becomes evident for
both later in time � sooner for Re = 5 000 than for Re = 1 000.
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Figure 5.37: Velocity vectors for Re = 1 000 (top) and Re = 5 000 (bottom). Both
frames are further enlargements of the data in Figure 5.36. Note: the primary
leading-edge vortex lies to the right of each frame � the vortex seen here is the
secondary vortex (see text), as can be seen by examining its direction of rotation.
Angle of attack is 45◦.
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direction to those below the trailing-edge sheet. The velocity di�erence is therefore
increased and the stability of the trailing-edge sheet decreases.

Subsequent TEVs are unstable (at higher Reynolds numbers) due to a secondary
vortex that is produced at the trailing edge of the aerofoil (which can be seen in
Figure 5.35 as a light coloured area above the trailing edge). This does not occur
with the initial TEV (the starting vortex) because the �rst TEV moves quickly
away from the aerofoil. Subsequent trailing-edge vortices, however, remain above
the aerofoil's trailing edge for longer and therefore a secondary TEV is created.

It is worth noting that many inviscid models (such as that of Ansari (2004))
cannot capture any secondary vortices � vorticity is only released from the leading
and trailing edges. Some KHI in the trailing-edge vortex sheet is captured due to
the interaction between the leading-edge vortex and the trailing-edge vortex, but
the leading-edge vortex breakdown is not captured, and the KHI in the trailing-
edge vortex sheet, seen in Figure 5.35, is also not reproduced. This explains the
smoothness of Ansari's data in Figure 5.9 when compared to the Re = 200 000

CFD data.

The occurrence of KHI complicates matters when Strouhal number is consid-
ered. At lower Reynolds numbers, vortices are shed in turn from the leading and
trailing edges, so that Strouhal number is easy to calculate. When KHI starts to
occur, vortices are shed more regularly � Fig. 5.35 shows that the trailing-edge
sheet is actually made up of a line of discrete vortices (although it could be ar-
gued that this is always the case and that any vortex sheet could be thought of
as made up of discrete vortices). There are, therefore, two mechanisms of vortex
shedding at higher Reynolds numbers � one dealing with the large-scale shedding
that is seen at lower Reynolds numbers, and the other dealing with the small-scale
shedding (due to KHI) that is seen only at higher Reynolds numbers. Therefore,
in e�ect, two distinct Strouhal numbers exist at higher Reynolds numbers.

This phenomenon has been noted in the wake of spheres by Sakamoto and
Haniu (1990). They found that below a Reynolds number of 800 (based on sphere
diameter) only large-scale shedding was observed. However, above Re = 800 they
found that �the higher and lower frequency modes of the Strouhal number coexist�
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(Sakamoto and Haniu, 1990, p. 386). Perhaps not surprisingly it seems that this
phenomenon also occurs in the �ow around a �at plate at high angles of attack. The
lowest Reynolds number at which KHI is seen in the current study is Re = 1 000.

5.3.3.2 Primary vortex shedding frequency

Figure 5.30 is somewhat di�cult to interpret due to the high-frequency �uctuations
that have already been discussed. However, it is possible to determine that the
frequency of primary vortex shedding does remain virtually constant over this
range of Reynolds numbers. This is important to note, as it indicates that the
occurrence of KHI does not a�ect the shedding of primary vortices.

Another notable feature of Figure 5.30 is the large magnitude of the peak at
around 4 chords travelled in the Re = 30 000 case when compared to the results
for lower Reynolds numbers. The reason for this is unclear, but inspection of
the CFD data indicates that it is due to a fortuitous occurrence of KHI, which
is particularly dominant at this highest Reynolds number. The process of vortex
shedding has been described in detail for the Re = 500 case above. For higher
Reynolds numbers the situation is more complicated � the LEV sheet breaks
down due to KHI more readily. If this breakdown happens at the right moment, it
can result in the next primary LEV forming slightly earlier than it would if KHI
did not occur. In turn, this can mean that a primary LEV and primary TEV both
lie above the aerofoil simultaneously, leading to their lift-enhancing e�ects being
combined. This is interesting, but it is important to realise that it is merely due
to KHI occurring at a particular moment. In fact, this e�ect probably accounts
for the di�erent magnitudes of peaks for all of the force/time histories in Figure
5.30. It is important to emphasise that although KHI can cause LEVs and TEVs
to form slightly earlier than would otherwise be expected, it does not alter the
average primary vortex shedding frequency.
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Figure 5.38: Strouhal number vs. Reynolds number for a 1% thick elliptical aerofoil
in steady motion at 45◦ angle of attack.

5.3.4 The relationship of Strouhal number to Reynolds num-
ber

It has already been shown (�5.2) that Strouhal number is dependent on Reynolds
number only. However, how this relationship `works' has not been determined �
how does Strouhal number change as Reynolds number is increased? From the
data above, it is clear that at higher Reynolds numbers Strouhal number remains
constant � in Figure 5.25, for example, the peaks and troughs (which relate to
the shedding of vortices) lie at about the same positions for most of the di�erent
Reynolds numbers. It is only at low Reynolds numbers that notable variation in
Strouhal number are seen. This is illustrated by Figure 5.38.

It is clear that Strouhal number can be considered roughly constant when Re >

500, and that the constant value lies close to 0.21; although there is a slight drop
in St as Reynolds number is increased up to Re = 5 000. This value is close to
that determined by others. For example, Chen and Fang (1996) gave a Strouhal
number of around 0.22 for a �at plate at an angle of attack of 45◦ and Reynolds
numbers of 11 000 to 32 000. However, they did not investigate lower Reynolds
numbers. The current results indicate a sharp decrease in Strouhal number as Re
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Figure 5.39: Lift and drag coe�cients vs. chords moved for an impulsively-started
1% thick elliptical aerofoil for a range of Reynolds numbers. Angle of attack is 45◦.

decreases below Re = 500. This indicates that vortices are shed less frequently at
lower Reynolds numbers, and this assertion is supported by the changing shape of
the curves in Figure 5.21. Later, it is shown that Strouhal number is dependent
on angle of attack (�5.4).

Because Strouhal number remains roughly constant for Re > 500, and an LEV
is only shed once it reaches a certain size, it is possible to conclude that the rate at
which an LEV grows is roughly independent of Reynolds number for Re > 500. In
other words, the size of the LEV will not depend on Reynolds number, but only on
the distance that the aerofoil has travelled since that LEV started to form. This
becomes important 3D �ows are considered.

5.3.5 Summary of Reynolds number e�ects

Looking now at the entire range of Reynolds numbers � from 5 to 30 000 �
a summary of what has been found is given. Firstly, it has been seen that for
a 1% thick elliptical aerofoil at 45◦ angle of attack and low Reynolds numbers
(Re < 25) vortices are not shed. If Re > 5 a stable `bubble' of recirculating �ow is
formed above the wing. At Re = 25 this bubble becomes unstable and separates.
This leads to a recurring pattern of LEV and TEV shedding. From Re = 25 to
Re = 1 000, this pattern remains fairly similar, although the frequency of vortex
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Figure 5.40: Average pressure (squares), viscous (circles), and total (thick line)
lift and drag coe�cients for an impulsively-started, 1% thick elliptical aerofoil for
a range of Reynolds numbers. Angle of attack is 45◦. Note the log scale on the
x-axis.

shedding does increase between Re = 25 and Re = 500. At Re = 1 000, KHI starts
to appear in the leading- and trailing-edge vortex sheets, leading to high-frequency
�uctuations in lift. These changes are manifest in Figure 5.39.

It is interesting to examine a plot of average lift coe�cient (lift coe�cient
averaged over the �rst 9 chords of travel after an impulsive start, but ignoring the
peak due to added mass) against Reynolds number (Figure 5.40). Here, a decline
in this average is seen, until vortex shedding starts to occur at Re = 50, and the
average then increases as the shed vortices increase in strength. After this the
average lift remains almost constant. It is also clear that, as expected, viscous
force coe�cients decrease as Reynolds number increases; in fact, the variation
can be approximated fairly well by a power relationship (as in Figure 5.41). At
Re = 30 000, average viscous drag accounts for less than 0.4% of average total drag,
meaning that inviscid models can safely be used here. At lower Reynolds numbers
(particularly below Re = 50) the validity of the inviscid assumption, made in many
analytical models, is called into question by the current results.

It has been noted already that as Reynolds number is increased, the strength of
the shed vortices increases. This leads to a relationship between Reynolds number
and vortex core pressure, with higher Reynolds numbers leading to vortices with
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lower core pressures. This is shown in Figure 5.42. This relationship is almost
exactly a quadratic one � if the Reynolds number is doubled, there is a four-fold
decrease in LEV core pressure. This is exactly as would be expected, due to the
link that exists between pressure and velocity squared7.

5.4 E�ect of aerofoil angle of attack

Some insight into the e�ect of angle of attack was gained from the comparison
of results from the current CFD model with the results of Dickinson and Götz
(1993) above (�5.1.1). This was at a Reynolds number of 192. The relevant CFD
results are presented again in Figure 5.43. Recall that in this case the aerofoil
was uniformly accelerated to a constant velocity. This explains the initial peak
(between 0 and 0.5 chords of travel), caused by added-mass forces.

After the initial added-mass peak (which exists from zero to 0.5 chords of
travel), the plot for 45◦ angle of attack resembles those seen when examining
the e�ect of Reynolds number (particular in �5.3.2.2), as expected, because the
Reynolds number here (of around 200) is in the `medium' range as de�ned above.
There is a plateau of constant lift force until around 2 chords moved, due to the
combination of delayed leading-edge separation and the Wagner e�ect, as explained
above (�5.3.2.2). However, it is apparent that for angles of attack above 45◦, the
lift coe�cient during the �rst two chords of travel (but after the initial added-mass
peak) has a downwards trend, whereas for angles of attack below 45◦ it has an
upward trend.

At low angles of attack, the initial bound circulation that instantaneously de-
velops during the `delayed leading-edge separation' phase of motion (i.e. the initial
phase when separation has occurred at the trailing edge but not the leading edge) is
reduced (relative to higher angles of attack), because the starting vortex is weaker
due to the lower angle of attack (a weaker starting vortex means less positive circu-

7Bernoulli's equation, in the cases under consideration here, can be written as

p +
1
2
ρV 2 = constant,

as gravity is ignored and incompressible �ow is assumed.
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Figure 5.43: Lift coe�cient vs. chords moved for a uniformly-accelerated �at-plate
aerofoil at various angles of attack. Re ≈ 200.
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Figure 5.44: Speed of �rst TEV (averaged over �rst 7.5 chords of travel and rela-
tive to freestream speed) vs. angle of attack for a uniformly-accelerated �at-plate
aerofoil. Re ≈ 200.

lation bound to the aerofoil). At the same time, the rate of growth of the strength
of the leading-edge vortex is also reduced due to the fact that the separation an-
gle at the leading edge is reduced, so that the rate at which the initial bound
circulation is fed into the LEV is reduced.

So as angle of attack (α) is decreased from the 45◦ baseline case, two things
happen. Firstly, the strength of the starting vortex decreases (due to the lower
angle of attack), so that the initial bound circulation (and therefore the initial jump
in lift) is reduced � it can clearly be seen that the lift coe�cient (immediately
after the initial added mass peak, at around 0.5 chords of travel) decreases as α

decreases. The value at an angle of attack of 18◦ is around 1, whereas the value at
9◦ is around 0.5.

Secondly, this initial bound circulation is shed into the LEV sheet more slowly
at lower angles of attack, because the LEV is weaker due to the lower angle of
attack.

As mentioned in �5.3.2.2, at the same time as the initial bound circulation
is being fed into the LEV, the Wagner e�ect is tending to increase the bound
circulation and therefore the lift. However, the initial TEV moves away from the
aerofoil more quickly at lower angles of attack than at higher angles of attack, as
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is shown in Figure 5.44. At an angle of attack of 45◦ the velocity of the starting
vortex (averaged over the �rst 7.5 chords of travel) is around 80% of the freestream
velocity. At 18◦ the corresponding ratio is almost 90%. Therefore as angle of attack
is decreased, the rise in circulation due to the Wagner e�ect is steeper with respect
to time.

At low angles of attack, therefore, the reduction in lift due to the initial bound
circulation reducing happens more slowly than the increase in lift that is due to
the Wagner e�ect, and consequently the net lift rises. At 45◦ the initial plateau is
roughly �at; the two e�ects practically balance each other out, as discussed above.

At higher angles of attack (between 45◦ and 81◦), initial bound circulation
is still created (as separation still occurs at the trailing edge before the leading
edge), but it appears that the magnitude of the initial bound circulation does not
increase relative to the 45◦ case � in other words, the initial bound circulation
reaches a maximum at 45◦. The amount of initial bound circulation depends on
two things � �rstly, the strength of the starting vortex, and secondly the time
delay between separation at the trailing edge and separation at the leading edge.
As angle of attack is increased, the strength of the starting vortex will increase
due to the change in the separation angle at the trailing edge, and this will tend to
increase the initial bound circulation. But also, the time delay between trailing-
and leading-edge separation will decrease, and this will tend to decrease the initial
bound circulation. At 90◦ angle of attack, the time delay between trailing- and
leading-edge separation will be zero and therefore no initial bound circulation will
be created.

At these higher angles of attack (α > 45◦), the LEV that forms is comparatively
strong (due to the large separation angle at the leading edge) and therefore the
initial bound circulation quickly decreases. At the same time, the initial TEV
moves away rather slowly � Figure 5.44 shows that at an angle of attack of 81◦ the
average velocity of the TEV is less than 30% of the freestream velocity. This means
the Wagner e�ect is more prolonged, so that the Wagner e�ect-induced circulation
rise happens more slowly. Therefore, at high angles of attack, the reduction in
lift (with respect to time) due to the reduction in the initial bound circulation
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happens more quickly than the increase in lift that is due to the Wagner e�ect,
and consequently the net lift falls. In addition, at these high angles of attack, the
LEV itself has less of a lift-enhancing e�ect (even though it is stronger) because
the relative magnitude of the component of the force due to the LEV in the vertical
direction is smaller.

After the �rst two chords of travel for most cases, a drop in lift is seen that is
due to the LEV being shed, as described above. However, for 9◦ angle of attack,
this drop does not occur, and instead the lift remains almost constant (actually
continuing to rise slightly due to the Wagner e�ect). Examination of the �ow-
visualisation data reveals that the �ow becomes steady at this low angle of attack,
with no separation bubble formed. At an angle of attack of 18◦, the �ow also
eventually stabilises, but in this case a large separation bubble is formed. At an
angle of attack of 27◦ the �ow is unsteady, with alternate shedding of LEVs and
TEVs.

It was noted above that at an angle of attack of 45◦, the �ow was unsteady if
Re ≥ 25. Now it has been seen that when Re ≈ 200, the �ow is unsteady if the
angle of attack exceeds 18◦. This suggests that whether a �ow is steady depends
on two factors: the Reynolds number and the angle of attack of the aerofoil. If
Reynolds number is low enough, the �ow will be stable even if the angle of attack
is 90◦. Conversely, at higher Reynolds numbers the angle of attack must be low
if the �ow is to be stable. Van Dyke (1982) shows an image of a �at plate at
an angle of attack of 2.5◦ and Reynolds number of 10 000 which shows a stable
laminar separation bubble. However, as noted above, very little work seems to have
been carried out at these low Reynolds numbers (Re = O(10 000) or lower). For
the most part, when there is a reference in the literature to a `laminar separation
bubble', what is actually meant is that the �ow separates while laminar, undergoes
transition to turbulence, and then reattaches (see e.g O'Meara and Mueller, 1987).
Potentially (if enough CFD calculations were run) it would be possible formulate
some empirical equation involving Re and angle of attack, the result of which would
accurately predict whether a particular case was steady or unsteady. But for the
purposes of this thesis it is su�cient to know that a stable 2D LEV is possible, but
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the higher the Reynolds number, the lower the angle of attack at which the �ow
will become unsteady. This conclusion is supported by the experimental results of
Huang et al. (2001).

Changing angle of attack has an impact on vortex shedding frequency. From
Figure 5.43, it appears that as angle of attack is increased, the peak due to the
second TEV becomes later, indicating that vortex shedding frequency decreases
as angle of attack increases. This is not especially surprising, because as angle of
attack is increased, the width of the plate as seen by the �ow is increased. At 0◦

angle of attack, the �ow e�ectively `sees' the thickness of the plate, whereas at
90◦ angle of attack the �ow `sees' the chord length of the plate. Between the two
extremes there is a gradual increase in the e�ective width of the obstruction in the
�ow.

This is in agreement with the experimental results of Chen and Fang (1996).
They found that Strouhal number decreased as they increased the angle of attack
of a �at plate, and proposed a modi�ed Strouhal number St∗, which, instead of
being based on the chord of the plate, was based on the e�ective width of the plate;
de�ned as �the transverse projection of the distance between the upper and lower
separation points on the edges of the plate.� In other words, they suggested, if
Strouhal number were based on the projected width of the plate rather than its
actual length, such a Strouhal number would remain constant with changing angle
of attack. They assessed this constant value to be around 0.16.

If St is based on projected length (i.e. c × sin α), the result is a value of
around 0.15 � close to the 0.16 of Chen and Fang8. At an angle of attack of 90◦

(once vortex shedding has started to occur) the mean vortex shedding frequency
is therefore around 71% of the mean vortex shedding frequency for the 45◦ angle
of attack case (because sin 45/sin 90 ≈ 0.71); for an angle of attack of 27◦, the
ratio is 155%.

Plotting lift coe�cient (averaged over the �rst 7.5 chords of travel) against
angle of attack, as in Figure 5.45, reveals that, as might be predicted, the angle

8The di�erence can be explained by considering that the calculated Strouhal number here was
for a Reynolds number of 500, whereas Chen and Fang studied Reynolds numbers ranging from
3 500 to 32 000.
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Figure 5.45: Lift coe�cient vs. angle of attack for a uniformly-accelerated, �at-
plate aerofoil. Lift coe�cient is averaged over the entire simulation time (i.e. 7
chords of motion). Re ≈ 200.

of attack for maximum average lift coe�cient is around 45◦. In fact, a value of
exactly 45◦ would be expected if viscous forces were excluded from the calculation.
Because the aerofoil is very thin, the pressure force on it is almost exactly normal
to the chord. The average normal force increases with angle of attack, but lift
is the component of this force in the vertical direction; and the relative size of
the component of the normal force in the vertical direction will increase up to an
angle of attack of 45◦, but then decrease if angle of attack is increased beyond 45◦.
Viscous forces tend to decrease lift so that the angle of attack for maximum lift is
shifted away from 45◦. The size of the shift will depend on Reynolds number.

Plotting drag coe�cient vs. chords moved (as in Figure 5.46) shows, that, as
would be expected, drag force generally increases as angle of attack is increased.
There is a large initial peak in the drag force (due to added mass), and this peak
grows as angle of attack increases. This is because as angle of attack is increased,
the width of the aerofoil as seen by the �ow increases, and at the same time the
component of the added-mass force in the drag direction is increasing, because the
added-mass force acts in a direction normal to the aerofoil.

Figure 5.47(a) plots average drag coe�cient against angle of attack. This con-
�rms the fact that increasing angle of attack generally increases drag force. How-
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Figure 5.46: Drag coe�cient vs. chords moved for a uniformly-accelerated, �at-
plate aerofoil at various angles of attack. Re ≈ 200.
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Figure 5.47: Drag coe�cient and lift/drag ratio (both averaged over entire sim-
ulation time) vs. angle of attack for a uniformly-accelerated, �at-plate aerofoil.
Re ≈ 200.

ever, at 72◦ angle of attack this trend reverses, so that increasing angle of attack
decreases drag force. It is suggested here that this anomaly is simply a result of
the fact that, during the time period over which the average has been taken (the
�rst 7.5 chords of travel) vortex shedding does not occur for the 81◦ and 90◦ angle
of attack cases, as can be seen from Figure 5.46. It is suggested that when vortex
shedding does start to occur in all cases, the average drag force will increase up to
a maximum at 90◦ angle of attack. It has already been noted that vortex shedding
occurs more slowly at higher angles of attack.

In traditional analysis of aerofoil performance, the primary measure is often
lift/drag ratio, L/D. Plotting the average value of this ratio against angle of attack
for the current case (Figure 5.47(b)) reveals an angle of attack for maximum average
L/D of somewhere between 9◦ and 18◦. This is where separation starts to occur
at the leading edge and a leading-edge vortex is created, leading to a reduction in
viscous drag (see p. 155) and an increase in lift (relative to a slightly lower angle of
attack where an LEV is not formed). Increasing angle of attack further increases
the normal force on the aerofoil, but the component of this force in the vertical
direction decreases whereas the component in the horizontal direction increases,
leading to a reduction in L/D. Later it is shown that this e�ect also occurs for 3D
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Figure 5.48: Section Comparison at Re = 500. Angle of attack is 45◦ and aerofoil
is impulsively started.

cases (�6.6.2).

5.5 E�ect of aerofoil cross-section

The above results have used a variety of di�erent aerofoil sections. Here, the e�ect
of changing aerofoil section is investigated. A total of four aerofoil sections have
been tested: a 1% thick elliptical aerofoil, a �at plate of zero thickness, and two
other �at plates � one with semicircular leading and trailing edges and one with
elliptical leading and trailing edges, where each edge is one half of an ellipse with
length:thickness ratio 4 : 1. Both of these latter shapes were de�ned so as to
have the same cross-sectional area as the elliptical aerofoil. Details of the exact
dimensions of all aerofoils are contained in Appendix B.

Figure 5.48 shows that, at Re = 500, the performance of the aerofoil is only
slightly a�ected by its shape (within the range of shapes tested). If the graph
suggests anything, it is that the most important aspect of an aerofoil is the shape
of its leading and trailing edges � it can be seen that the two aerofoils with
elliptical leading and trailing edges (and therefore a continuously varying surface
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Figure 5.49: Section Comparison at Re = 15 000. Angle of attack is 45◦ and
aerofoil is impulsively started.

curvature) are similar. Equally, the in�nitely-thin �at plate and the semicircular-
edged �at plate (which have a surface curvature which changes suddenly) are close
in performance. This is as would be expected, because the separation point will
vary slightly according to the shape of the leading edge (Chen and Fang, 1996).

When Reynolds number is increased, the force/distance histories for the di�er-
ent sections become much more disparate � see Fig. 5.49. This is predominantly
due to the occurrence of KHI, as explained in �5.3.3.1; the instability means that
the force/time histories are less smooth. The four graphs are similar in shape over
the �rst 5 chords lengths travelled, but they then quickly become very di�erent, and
in fact almost unrecognisable as representing similar situations. The graph does
prompt a couple of tentative suggestions, though � �rstly, the �rst trough seems
later and lower for sections with elliptical edges. This indicates that the second
trailing-edge vortex takes longer to start forming, so that the initial leading-edge
vortex has moved further from the aerofoil before the 2nd trailing-edge vortex
starts to enhance lift. Secondly, the trailing-edge vortex seems to enhance lift to
a lesser extent for the elliptically-edged shapes than for the other two sections.
This may be related to the �rst di�erence � it is possible that because the second
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trailing-edge vortex starts to form sooner for the non-elliptical-edged sections, it is
able to grow larger before being shed, therefore having a greater e�ect on lift.

It has already been noted (�2.1.3.4) the comparisons that have been drawn
between the LEVs that are formed during insect-like �apping and those formed
over delta wings at high angles of attack and the validity of these comparisons is
discussed in more detail later (�6.4.5). Lowson and Riley (1995) found that, in the
case of delta wings, the sharpness of the leading edge (not its shape) was important
in determining the structure of the LEV. The results here (and those below, �5.6)
suggest that the same is true for this case � the `sharpness' of the leading edge is
much more important than the shape of the leading edge. A similar �nding was
reported by Ohmi et al. (1990).

The most important conclusion that can be drawn at this stage is that the
shape of the section (within the range considered here) has little e�ect on the
phenomenology of the �ow. This is in accordance with expectations. If separation
occurs in the type of situation under investigation here, it is certain to be at the
leading and trailing edges, and no di�erences in the phenomenology of the �ow
post-separation would be expected (Koumoutsakos and Shiels, 1996). Therefore,
changing the aerofoil section of any eventual FMAV is unlikely to have much of
an impact on the aerodynamic performance of the vehicle, provided the section is
still `thin'.

5.6 E�ect of aerofoil thickness/chord ratio

All of the above results deal with comparatively thin aerofoil sections (with thick-
ness/chord ratios of 2% or less). Insect wings are very thin, and the wings of any
eventual FMAV will probably also be thin; but it might provide additional insight
if the e�ect of increasing the thickness/chord ratio of the aerofoil is examined. To
do this an elliptical aerofoil section is used at a Reynolds number of 500. This
choice of Reynolds number � approximately midway between Re = 25 (where
vortex shedding �rst occurs) and Re = 1 000 (where KHI is �rst seen) � should
eliminate the e�ects that occur at very low and very high Reynolds numbers which
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were seen earlier.

Figures 5.50 and 5.51 show the results of this study. It is immediately evident
that as the thickness of the aerofoil is increased, the average lift it produces de-
creases, and this is con�rmed in Figure 5.52. This drop in average lift is due to
two factors. Firstly, the lift-enhancing e�ect of LEVs decreases as thickness is in-
creased, and secondly, the lift-enhancing e�ect of TEVs also drops and eventually
reverses (as shown in Figure 5.50).

The �rst of these two e�ects appears to be due to a combination of two factors.
Firstly, as the thickness/chord (t/c) of the aerofoil increases, its edges by necessity
become less sharp, leading to a decrease in vortex strength and vortex core pressure
� the angle through which the �ow would have to turn to follow the aerofoil's
surface will decrease as t/c is increased. Secondly, the location at which the vortex
forms moves as t/c is increased. Both of these changes are illustrated in Figure
5.53, where it can be seen that the component of the force due to the LEV in the
vertical direction will be smaller for the t/c = 50% case than for the t/c = 1%

case, because the point on the aerofoil's surface above which the LEV lies becomes
more vertical as t/c is increased.

A similar reason can be given for the reduced lift-enhancing e�ect of TEVs at
higher t/c ratios. As t/c increases, TEVs tend to form behind the aerofoil rather
than above it. This means that, whilst drag is still increased by the presence of a
TEV, lift is not. In fact, once t/c reaches 50%, TEVs actually cause a decrease in
lift of such magnitude that the net `lift' is negative. This is as expected, because
an `aerofoil' of t/c ratio 100% (i.e. a circle) would produce a mean lift of zero,
with vortices being shed from opposite sides of the circle producing lift forces in
opposite directions.

Figures 5.50, 5.51 and 5.52 also reveal that as t/c is increased, the magnitude
of the component of the skin-friction force in the drag direction increases, whilst
the magnitude of the component in the lift direction decreases (this leads to an
increase in lift because the component of skin-friction force in the lift direction
is negative). This is because for thin aerofoils, the skin-friction force must act
parallel to the chord of the aerofoil (so that the component in the lift direction is
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Figure 5.50: Pressure (squares), viscous (circles) and total lift coe�cient vs. chords
moved for impulsively-started elliptical aerofoils with various thickness/chord ra-
tios. Re = 500 and angle of attack is 45◦.
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Figure 5.51: Pressure (squares), viscous (circles) and total drag coe�cient
vs. chords moved for impulsively-started elliptical aerofoils with various thick-
ness/chord ratios. Re = 500 and angle of attack is 45◦.
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Figure 5.52: Average lift coe�cient, drag coe�cient, and lift/drag ratio vs. thick-
ness/chord ratio for impulsively-started elliptical aerofoils. Re = 500 and angle of
attack is 45◦. Averages are over �rst 9 chords of travel, excluding initial added-
mass peak. In (a) and (b), square symbols represent pressure forces and circular
symbols represent viscous forces; thick line is total force.
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Figure 5.53: Schematic showing position of 2nd LEV after 6 chords of travel for
impulsively-started elliptical aerofoils of various t/c ratios. Re = 500 and angle of
attack is 45◦.
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equal to the component in the drag direction at 45◦ angle of attack). As t/c is
increased, the mean skin-friction force acts increasingly in the drag direction. A
similar change occurs in the case of pressure forces. For a very thin aerofoil, the
pressure force must act perpendicular to the aerofoil. For a very thick aerofoil, the
mean pressure force will increasingly act in the direction of the freestream �ow.
Thus, for a 100% thick aerofoil, the mean lift force is zero, whereas the mean drag
force is not.

Overall, then, these results are as expected. As t/c is increased, the shed
vortices decrease in strength, and increasingly form behind the aerofoil rather than
above it. These changes, coupled with the di�erences in skin-friction and pressure
forces outlined above, mean that the aerodynamic performance of the aerofoil (in
terms of lift/drag ratio) decreases as its thickness/chord ratio increases. This is
consistent with �ndings regarding delta wings � the lift produced by a delta wing
is larger when the leading edge is sharper (Katz and Plotkin, 2001, p. 518).

5.7 Accelerating aerofoils

All of the results above deal with the case of an aerofoil translating with �xed
angle of attack and �xed velocity (after an impulsive start). It has been seen that
there are a number of important e�ects that occur even for this apparently simple
scenario. It is important to bear in mind, however, that insect-like �apping involves
almost constantly-varying velocities and accelerations. It may be enlightening to
investigate what di�erences there are between an aerofoil moving at constant speed
and one that is accelerating. An accelerating aerofoil should produce `extra' lift
due to added-mass forces (see �2.1.3.2).

Figure 5.54(a) reveals that, if lift coe�cient is calculated using the original
steady velocity, the instantaneous lift coe�cient rises as the acceleration is in-
creased. However, it is important to bear in mind that, for a = 0.01m/s2, the
aerofoil's instantaneous velocity after 10 chords of travel is around 0.2m/s. For
a = 0.5m/s2, the corresponding velocity is around 0.5m/s. Plotting the results in
this way is unhelpful because it is not possible to distinguish between the `extra'
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Figure 5.54: Lift coe�cient vs. chords moved for an impulsively-started, �at-
plate aerofoil which moves with constant velocity for the �rst 5 chords and then
accelerates at a constant rate. a is the rate of acceleration. Angle of attack is 45◦

and initial Reynolds number is 500. Final Reynolds numbers are approximately
560, 750, 920 and 1 800 (for a = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.05m/s2 cases respectively).

force that is due to added mass and the `extra' force that results from the aerofoil's
increased velocity. Intuitively, then, one might try plotting a similar graph but cal-
culate lift coe�cient using the instantaneous velocity, as in Figure 5.54(b). This
produces results which might be counter-intuitive � generally, the instantaneous
lift coe�cient seems to decrease as the acceleration rate is increased.

Closer inspection reveals that, as the acceleration phase of motion begins (after
5 chords of motion), there is a rapid increase in lift, the magnitude of which
depends on the rate of acceleration (Figure 5.55). At 5 chords of travel, before the
acceleration begins, the lift coe�cient is the same for all 5 cases. At the next time
step in the simulation (after around 5.15 chords of travel) the lift coe�cient for the
accelerating cases is higher than for the non-accelerating case. Because this `jump'
in lift occurs as soon as acceleration begins, it seems reasonable to assume that it is
due to added mass (particularly as lift coe�cient is calculated using instantaneous
velocity). Plotting the magnitude of the `jump' in lift against acceleration (Figure
5.56) con�rms this � it is clear that the magnitude of the lift increase is almost
exactly proportional to acceleration, as would be expected (Duncan et al., 1970,
p. 152).
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Figure 5.55: Enlargement of portion of Figure 5.54(b), showing `jump' in lift coef-
�cient at start of acceleration.
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Figure 5.56: Magnitude of added-mass `jump' in lift vs. acceleration. Angle of
attack is 45◦ and initial Reynolds number is 500.
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Figure 5.57: As Figure 5.54(b), but with added-mass lift subtracted at each time
step.

Because the acceleration in each case is constant, the added-mass lift force will
remain constant. If this constant value (the value in Figure 5.56) is subtracted
from the lift force at each time step, this should remove the added-mass forces in
Figure 5.54(b). The result of this is shown in Figure 5.57. It is clear that after
the initial `jump' in lift, the added-mass force appears to be cancelled out by other
factors such that the acceleration actually leads to a decrease in lift coe�cient. It is
suggested here that this is predominantly because, in Figure 5.57, the lift coe�cient
at each time step has been calculated using the velocity of the aerofoil at that time
step. However, it is known from the discussion of the Wagner e�ect earlier that
instantaneous changes in aerofoil velocity will not lead to instantaneous changes in
lift. Bearing this in mind, it is inappropriate to calculate the lift coe�cient using
the instantaneous velocity, because the lift is dependent on the time history of the
velocity, not just the velocity at the current time.

Another complication is introduced by plotting instantaneous lift coe�cient
vs. velocity. If the quasi-steady assumption (see �2.2.1.1) were made, the aerofoil
would be expected to produce the same amount of lift, regardless of its history
of motion. In fact, Figure 5.58 reveals that the force on the aerofoil depends not
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Figure 5.58: Lift force vs. instantaneous velocity for three di�erence accelerations.
Angle of attack is 45◦ and initial Reynolds number is 500.

just on the instantaneous velocity, but on acceleration and on the current phase
of vortex shedding. For example, at a velocity of around 0.24m/s, the aerofoil in
the a = 0.05m/s2 case is producing more lift than in the a = 0.1m/s2 case. But
this is merely because it so happens that just as the aerofoil in the former case is
passing through this velocity, it is experiencing a lift peak because of an LEV. In
contrast, when the aerofoil in the latter case is passing through this velocity, its
lift is not being enhanced by the presence of an LEV.

It is also clear that as acceleration is increased, the magnitude of the lift-
enhancing e�ect of vortices decreases. It has already been noted that for an
impulsively-started aerofoil, the initial TEV (or starting vortex) has little lift-
enhancing e�ect because it does not form above the aerofoil but behind it; however,
for each subsequent TEV (which forms while the aerofoil is moving with constant
velocity), the induced velocity due to the LEV tends to cause the TEV to move
forward and it therefore forms above the aerofoil, enhancing lift. In an accelerating
case, each LEV does tend to induce the subsequent TEV to move forward to a po-
sition above the aerofoil, but because the aerofoil is accelerating as this happens,
the TEV does not approach as close to it, and therefore its lift-enhancing e�ect is
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reduced. A similar e�ect occurs for LEVs � if the wing is accelerating, the vortex
that is shed lies further from it, and the lift-enhancing e�ect is reduced.

It is evident that the lift/time history for a = 0.5m/s2 begins to show some
signs of the high-frequency �uctuations that were seen earlier (in �5.3.3.1), par-
ticularly once the aerofoil has travelled 10 chords. This is because at this point
the speed of the aerofoil has increased to such an extent that the instantaneous
Reynolds number exceeds the critical value at which KHI starts to appear in the
vortex sheets. The fact that the aerofoil is now accelerating does not seem to mean
that KHI occurs at a lower Reynolds number. These results therefore contradict
the conclusion of Koumoutsakos and Shiels (1996), who stated that KHI occurred
only when the plate was uniformly accelerated, not when it was translated at con-
stant velocity. As was noted in �5.3.3.1, this conclusion was unwarranted because
Koumoutsakos and Shiels studied aerofoils in uniform motion only up to a Reynolds
number of 1 000. Indeed, there is no reason why an accelerating aerofoil should be
more susceptible to KHI than an aerofoil in steady motion � as was stated above,
the stability of a vortex sheet depends on the velocity gradient across it, not on
the acceleration of the aerofoil from which it stems.

Finally, it is evident that the fact that the aerofoil is accelerating does not have
a noticeable impact on the Strouhal number � Figure 5.54(b) shows that an LEV
is shed around every 5 chords of travel, regardless of the rate of acceleration. It was
seen in �5.3.4 that, for an angle of attack of 45◦ Strouhal number is approximately
constant if Re > 500, and in the accelerating cases presented here, the initial
velocity is such that Re = 500. The fact that Strouhal number remains unchanged
as the aerofoil is accelerated indicates that acceleration has no impact on Strouhal
number. This is as would be expected, because it has already been con�rmed that
Strouhal number is dependent on Reynolds number only.

5.8 2D �ows � closing remarks

It has been seen that 2D �ows are not as simple as might be supposed. In order
to predict the force on a given aerofoil at a given point, it is necessary to know
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the aerofoil's angle of attack, current velocity, current acceleration, motion history,
and the current phase of vortex shedding. Therefore, the quasi-steady approach,
which bases force predictions solely on aerofoil shape, orientation, and velocity, is
inadequate for this kind of �ow, and this goes some way to explaining the fact
that, for most situations, the quasi-steady approach cannot account for the high
lifts that insect wings produce.

These results also call into question the validity of the assumption of inviscid
�ow, which is made in many (if not most) analytical models of insect-like �apping
(e.g. Jones, 2003). The current CFD results indicate that at a Reynolds number
of 50, viscous force can reduce the average lift coe�cient by more than 30% and,
on average, account for almost 25% of the drag coe�cient. Even at a Reynolds
number of 250, viscous force accounts for around 5% of the total force. It is
suggested here, therefore, that inviscid models should not be used to predict forces
at Reynolds numbers below 50; or, if they are, the predictions must be corrected
to account for the missing viscous forces. If the model is intended for analysing
the aerodynamics of FMAVs (which will probably operate at Reynolds numbers of
O(10 000)), viscous forces are insigni�cant (�5.3.5) and the assumption of inviscid
�ow can safely be made.

However, all these results are two-dimensional. It has already been mentioned
(�2.1.3.4) that experiments with mechanical �appers and propellers (see e.g. Nolan,
2004; Ramasamy et al., 2007) have revealed a highly-3D �ow structure. It is
therefore imperative to attempt to understand how this 3D structure comes about;
and how the move to a 3D wing from a 2D aerofoil a�ects the pattern of vortex
shedding which is seen to occur in 2D cases and the resulting forces.
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Chapter 6

3D Results

�The outcome of any serious research can only be to make two questions
grow where only one grew before.�

� Thorstein Veblen

In this chapter, results pertaining to 3D wings are presented. After discussing
the validation of the current 3D CFD model, the di�erences between 2D and 3D
�ows are discussed. The chapter continues to examine the e�ect on 3D �ows of
Reynolds number, angle of attack, wing planform, aspect ratio, and wing/wake
interaction. Finally, the model of Ansari (2004) is discussed.

6.1 Comparison with existing data

Having moved from studying 2D �ows to 3D �ows, it is important to again try
to validate the current CFD model by comparing it to experimental data. In
this case, there are two main sources of such data: Firstly, the current 3D force
measurements, which were described in �4.5, and secondly, 3D PIV data gathered
by Nolan (priv. comm., 2004) using the method described in Nolan (2004).

6.1.1 Comparison with current force measurements

It is shown later (�6.4) that, whereas for 2D �ows the force produced by the aerofoil
was unsteady for most Reynolds numbers, for 3D cases the force actually becomes
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steady. For the CFD case, the lift force becomes steady after around 90◦ of sweep1

(after an impulsive start). In the experimental case, however, the lift force did not
become steady until the wing had swept through a number of complete revolutions,
although a lift plateau did occur at around 90◦ of sweep. It became clear that this
di�erence (between results from the CFD model and those from experiments) was
due to the returning wake, which was not included in the CFD results at this
stage2. Because the experimental rig consisted of two wings mounted 180◦ apart
(i.e. a propeller) as each wing approached 180◦ of sweep it started to encounter
the wake of the other wing. This tended to a�ect the lift produced.

The same e�ect was noted by Usherwood and Ellington (2002a), who performed
similar experiments. They grouped their lift coe�cient data into `early' (between
60 and 120◦ of sweep) and `steady' (between 180 and 450◦). They found that the
`early' lift coe�cients tended to be higher than the `steady' coe�cients.

This comparison, therefore, uses the experimental lift coe�cient measured dur-
ing the period of sweep of (approximately) 20◦ to 120◦. This avoids the high tran-
sient forces associated with the starting acceleration of the wing and also the e�ect
of the wake of the opposing wing. Force measurements were taken over a range of
rotational speeds which translate into a Reynolds number3 range of approximately
3 000 to 17 000. Force measurements could not be taken below Re3D = 3 000 as
the resulting forces were too small to register on the force balance available.

In order to calculate the CFD-predicted lift, the data that are presented later
were used to formulate a relationship between lift coe�cient and Reynolds num-
ber. In fact, as is shown later, the CFD model predicts that lift coe�cient remains
almost constant as Reynolds number is increased, so that lift force is almost pro-
portional to Ω2 (all other factors, such as wing shape and size, being equal) where
Ω is the rotational speed of the wing. Therefore, because Re3D is proportional to

1Recall that sweep is de�ned as the rotation of the wing in the horizontal plane.
2The impact of the returning wake is examined in �6.9.
3For 3D cases, Reynolds number is de�ned as

Re3D =
ρVtipc

µ
,

where Vtip is tip velocity and c is mean aerodynamic chord.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of CFD lift predictions with experimental measurements
for 45◦ angle of attack. Wing is elliptical (see �6.7). A polynomial curve of order
2 has been �tted to both sets of results in (a).

Vtip, which is proportional to Ω, the lift force (according to the CFD predictions)
is almost proportional to (Re3D)2.

At �rst glance, the results (presented in Figure 6.1(a)) look promising. As
expected, the CFD results lie almost exactly on the curve so that lift force is
proportional to (Re3D)2. The experimental results show more scatter, but this
is most likely to be due to experimental errors rather than changes in the phe-
nomenology of the �ow. The di�erences are emphasised if lift coe�cient is plotted
against Reynolds number, as in Figure 6.1(b), where it is clear that the CFD model
predicts an average lift coe�cient around 16% higher than that measured in the
experiments.

There are a number of possible reasons for this discrepancy. Firstly, in the ex-
perimental case, the �ow around the wing would have been a�ected to some extent
by the presence of the driveshaft and mounting bracket, which were not modelled
in the CFD case. Secondly, the water in the tank used for the experiments might
not have been completely stationary before the wing started moving, although pre-
cautions were taken to try and prevent this � a relatively long time was allowed
between runs to allow the water to settle. Thirdly, there may have been some
friction in the lever arm pivot (see �4.5) which would a�ect the measured force in
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the experimental case.
Given this error between the two sets of results, it might be questioned whether

the model has been proved to be accurate. The answer to this is that, although
the CFD model predicted somewhat higher lift forces than were measured in the
current experiments, the two sets of results are broadly in agreement. This indi-
cates that the model is capturing the relevant phenomena, and it is phenomena
which are of most interest (rather than the accuracy of the model when predicting
forces). In fact, given the di�erences between the CFD and experimental set-ups,
the agreement is encouraging.

The present experimental results also show that there is no dramatic decrease
in lift coe�cient as Reynolds number is increased, indicating that the LEV is
stable and does not `break away' at higher Reynolds numbers. Nolan (2004), who
examined Reynolds numbers from 140 and 6 500, suggested that there may be a
�critical range of Re where a stable spiral LEV is manifest�; this may well be the
case, but the current results indicate that the phenomenology of the �ow remains
approximately constant from Re = 120 right up to Re = 20 000. Others have
reported similar �ndings up to Re = 26 000 (Usherwood and Ellington, 2002b).

6.1.2 Comparison with the PIV data of Nolan

Nolan used PIV (particle image velocimetry) to obtain details of the 3D �ow pro-
duced by a rotating wing. In this section these data are compared to data from
the current CFD model.

One of the disadvantages of the available PIV data is that the resolution is
relatively poor, as shown in Figure 6.2. This means that, when comparing the two
vector �elds, it is di�cult to get any quantitative idea of how big the di�erences
between the two sets of data are. It is apparent that there are di�erences, however.
In order to gain a better appreciation of these it is possible to compare line plots of,
for example, x-velocity (u) against u-coordinate for a certain x-coordinate. Since
the leading-edge vortex (LEV) is thought to be the most notable feature of this
type of �ow, it seems sensible to choose coordinates that pass through the LEV.
Figure 6.3 shows that when examined in this way, the overall agreement is good,
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of vector �elds from Nolan (priv. comm., 2004) (left) with
those from the current CFD model (right) for di�erent spanwise positions. Angle
of attack is 45◦ and Reynolds number is 2 500. The mid-chord of the rectangular
wing lies at (0, 0).
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(f) 120% span

Figure 6.3: Plots of Y against u (u is x-velocity) at X = 0.14. Some of these data
are shown in Figure 6.2. u is in wing-�xed coordinates (the wing is stationary, and
the �uid is moving past it).
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albeit with some signi�cant di�erences in places. It is clear by the rapid change in
u at around Y = 0.3 that, for both experimental and CFD cases, the plots pass
through the LEV. In general, the CFD results seem to predict that the LEV lies
slightly higher than the experimental data would suggest, but when the obviously
anomalous data points seen in the experimental data are taken into account (see,
for example, the vector above the leading edge of the wing in Figure 6.2(a)) the
agreement is quite encouraging. In particular, the plots at the wing tip are very
similar, despite the fact that this is where the tip vortex would occur and therefore
where the �ow might be expected to be most complex.

There are a number of possible explanations for the di�erences between the
current CFD results and the experimental data. The wing that was used by Nolan
was thicker than the in�nitely-thin wing used here, with a thickness-to-chord ratio
of around 3%. However, it was seen in �5.6 that the di�erences between a 1%

thick and a 5% thick aerofoil were small. It is unlikely that the di�erence in wing
thickness can be used to explain the di�erences between the current results and
Nolan's, although it may have had some small impact.

A more important issue is that Nolan's experiments were carried out in a water
tank with dimensions 0.60× 0.60× 0.60m. The wing was 75mm long (with chord
25mm) and its root was o�set 5mm from the centre of the tank, meaning that there
was a distance of 520mm (20 chords) between the wing tip and the tank wall. More
critically, though, there was only 300mm (12 chords) between the wing and the
bottom of the tank. Two issues may have been important in the experimental case
� �rstly, the downwash from the wing would have set up a recirculation in the
tank, with �uid being forced down the centre of the tank and �owing upwards at
the sides. It is not clear what precautions were taken to avoid this recirculation
a�ecting the results. Secondly, if the wing was in motion for a long period of
time, it would have acted as a `stirrer', setting up a circulation in the tank in the
horizontal plane. Again, it is not clear whether this was accounted for.

An even more important question is what account has been taken of the re-
turning wake. Nolan does not mention at what point the PIV measurements were
taken, and it is shown later that if the wing encounters its own wake (or the wake of
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the other wing, if there is one) it has a dramatic impact on the �ow. It is possible
that the PIV data of Nolan were obtained after the wing had rotated through a
complete revolution or more. In order to investigate this a CFD simulation was
run with a pair of wings, so that each wing encounters the wake of the other after
around 180◦ of sweep (details of this are contained in �6.9). Comparing these data
with the experimental data might give some clue as to whether the experimental
PIV results are for a wing una�ected by its own wake or for a wing which is passing
through its own wake.

Figure 6.4 shows the results of this study, which are somewhat perplexing. On
inboard sections of the wing (up to 80%), the inclusion of the preceding wing
improves the correlation between the two sets of results. In fact, at 60% span, the
agreement between the CFD results (with the wake included) and the experimental
data is particularly good, whereas for the case without the wake included, the
agreement is signi�cantly worse. On outboard sections, however, the inclusion of
the wake makes the agreement worse. This is particularly evident at the 120%

span position, though it can also be seen at the 80% and 100% span locations.

One answer could be that some of the PIV data were captured before the wing
had travelled far enough to interact with the wake, and some were captured once
the wing had entered the wake of the preceding wing. This explanation is, however,
rather simplistic and unconvincing. It is possible to conceive, on the other hand,
of there being some dependency on how far the wing has travelled. The CFD
data were captured when the situation had become fully steady (based on the
predicted lift force). In the experimental case, it is not known whether this was
true, or whether the �ow was still developing. It seems obvious that because of the
nature of the experiments, a recirculation would be set up in the tank, and this
recirculation would get stronger (up to a limit) as the wings continued to rotate.
It is suggested here, therefore, that the PIV data were captured before the �ow in
the tank had reached a steady state.

This tentative conclusion is supported by the graph for the 100% span position
in Figure 6.4(e). Here it is seen that, in the experimental case, the freestream �ow
value of u (the x-velocity of the �ow well below the wing tip) is around −0.2m/s.
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(f) 120% span

Figure 6.4: Plots of Y against u at X = 0.14, as in Figure 6.3 � but in this case,
two wings are simulated so that the �ow around each wing is a�ected by the wake
of the other wing.
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In an absolute frame of reference, the wing tip itself was moving at 0.214m/s,
so in the experimental data the �uid is approximately stationary with respect to
the tank. In the CFD case, however, the corresponding �uid velocity is around
−0.15m/s, meaning that the �uid is moving in the direction of the wing motion
with a velocity of around 0.05m/s with respect to an absolute frame of reference.
In other words, the CFD results indicate a recirculation set up within the �uid,
whereas the experimental results show no such recirculation. It is suggested here
that the PIV data were captured before this recirculation had time to develop.
The same conclusion can be drawn from the graph for the 120% span position.

Despite the di�erences between the current CFD data and the experimental
data, there is much agreement, and overall the comparison is encouraging. Cer-
tainly it seems clear that the CFD model is capturing the relevant phenomena,
and so it now seems reasonable to use the model to investigate these phenomena.

6.2 3D LEVs

As has already been emphasised, the leading-edge vortex (LEV) is generally thought
to be the most important lift-enhancing phenomenon that is involved in insect-like
�apping. However, even almost 30 years after the LEV was �rst identi�ed, there
is still controversy as to its exact nature. Broadly speaking, the dispute centres on
two questions; �rstly, is the LEV stable? and, secondly, if it is stable, why? These
questions arise partially because of what was seen in the previous, 2D results, sec-
tion. There, it was concluded that, for 2D �ows, the LEV is unstable for all but
the very lowest Reynolds numbers, and this was explained in terms of vorticity
balance.

It has also been noted that some insects do operate at Reynolds numbers as low
as of O(1) (see �2.1.3). At Re = 1, a leading-edge vortex would not be expected
to occur at all � but whether this is the case or not has not been determined, and
perhaps never will be, given the di�culties of visualising the �ow around the wings
of these tiny insects or carrying out experiments at these extremely low Reynolds
numbers. At slightly higher Reynolds numbers, an LEV would be expected, but
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would be `naturally' stable, because for Reynolds numbers up to Re = 25 the LEV
remained in place even for the 2D case.

Many insects, as well as FMAVs of the size envisaged, will operate at Reynolds
numbers well in excess of 25. Based on the current 2D results, the LEV would be
expected to be unstable. On the other hand, a great deal of evidence suggests that
this is not the case (see �2.1.3.4) and that the LEV is not shed. However, as already
mentioned, there are a number of di�erent de�nitions of stability. Some work has
suggested only that the LEV remains attached for the entire half-stroke, not that
it is fully stable (e.g. Dickinson and Götz, 1993); whereas others have indicated
that the LEV is stable for all time (e.g. Usherwood and Ellington, 2002b). Here a
stable LEV is de�ned as one that remains attached to the wing no matter how far
the wing sweeps. Therefore if the LEV is unstable in the 2D case, and stable in the
3D case, there must be some fundamental cause for this change. One principle aim
of this chapter is to determine this cause. The other major question that needs to
be answered is does increasing Reynolds number a�ect the stability of the LEV?
If so, scaling up from insect to FMAV might be unfeasible.

6.3 Purely-translating 3D wing

It is possible that the apparent stability of the LEV for 3D wings is due in some
way to the tip vortices. In order to investigate this a 3D wing was subjected to
a linear motion (as opposed to sweeping it about its root) at 45◦ angle of attack.
This, as might be expected, led to separation at the leading edge, and an LEV
developed as for 2D �ows. This LEV was connected to the TEV via the tip vortex,
as shown in Figure 6.5(a). The TEV quickly detached, and the LEV also proved
unstable, just as was seen in the 2D case. The �ow in this case was not entirely
2D � there was some spanwise �ow within the LEV, from the tips toward the
mid-span position. The LEV, together with the tip vortex, remained attached at
the leading edge of the tip � leading eventually to a pair of vortices attached at
the tip, one of which extended downstream (the tip vortex) and the other of which
extended in the spanwise direction (the LEV). The LEV shed from the inboard
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(a) After around 0.5 chords of travel
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(b) After around 2 chords of travel

Figure 6.5: Showing the vortex system for a 3D wing which is being translated at
an angle of attack of 45◦. Only half of the wing is shown. Figure 6.5(a) shows the
LEV, TEV and tip vortex forming one continuous vortex loop; in Figure 6.5(b),
the TEV has di�used, as has much of the tip vortex. In reality, of course, the
tip vortex will always extend to the starting vortex so that a continuous vortex
loop remains. The LEV can be seen to have separated from the wing on inboard
sections, whilst remaining attached at the tip. Vortical structures are visualised by
iso-surfaces of pressure. In this case, Re = 500 based on wing chord and velocity;
wing is moving from left to right in each case.
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sections of the wing after around 2 chords of travel (as shown in Figure 6.5(b))
and caused another trailing-edge vortex to form. At the tip, the LEV remained in
place longer due to the fact that it grew more slowly (because of the tip vortex)
� but in the end, it separated there also. Another LEV formed, and the cycle
repeated, just as for 2D �ows. So for a purely-translating 3D wing the LEV is
generally unstable � although at very low Reynolds numbers (Re < 25) a stable
LEV may be created as for 2D �ows.

6.4 Sweeping 3D wing � development of the LEV

The major di�erence between 2D cases and 3D cases is that the wing sweeps about
its root. This means that the velocity of the wing is not constant along its span,
with outboard sections moving faster than inboard sections. This section examines
the impact of this change. The wing used here is rectangular (with aspect ratio
2.5) and in�nitely-thin, and is impulsively started at an angle of attack of 45◦. It
is swept about the mid-chord of the root.

6.4.1 A conical LEV

It has already been stated (�5.3.4) that the size of an LEV depends on the distance
travelled since it began to form. Therefore, for a 3D sweeping wing, at a given
time after motion has started, the LEV will be larger on outboard sections than on
inboard sections, since outboard sections have travelled a greater distance. This is
shown in Figure 6.6, where the growth of the LEV is shown for di�erent spanwise
locations. For example, it is clear that at 5◦ of sweep4, the LEV at the 25% span
position is hardly noticeable, whereas at the 75% span position the LEV is obvious.

The LEV that forms is therefore conically shaped, as shown in Figure 6.7. This
shape is not (at least initially) due to spanwise �ow or any other such phenomenon
� it comes about merely because of the sweeping motion of the wing and because
the vortex at a given spanwise position grows at a rate which depends on the

4Note that for 3D sweeping wings distance travelled cannot be de�ned in terms of chords
travelled, but degrees of sweep are used instead. Recall that `sweep' is de�ned as the rotation of
the wing about its root in the horizontal plane.
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Pressure (Pa, gauge)
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(b) 25% span, 5◦ sweep (c) 25% span, 10◦ sweep (d) 25% span, 15◦ sweep

(e) 50% span, 5◦ sweep (f) 50% span, 10◦ sweep (g) 50% span, 15◦ sweep

(h) 75% span, 5◦ sweep (i) 75% span, 10◦ sweep (j) 75% span, 15◦ sweep

Figure 6.6: Showing growth of LEV for a sweeping, rectangular wing at various
spanwise location. Contours of pressure (blue areas are low pressure) and instan-
taneous 2D streamlines. Re3D = 500, angle of attack is 45◦, wing length is 0.1m
and angular velocity is 1.82592rad/s.
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X
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Figure 6.7: Showing vortex system for a 3D wing which has been swept through
5◦ (about the red dot) at an angle of attack of 45◦. As in Figure 6.5(a), the LEV,
TEV and tip vortex form one continuous vortex `loop'; but the conical shape of
the LEV (and of the TEV) is clear. Vortical structure is visualised by iso-surfaces
of pressure. Re3D = 500.
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Figure 6.8: Showing growth of LEV at di�erent spanwise positions. Re3D = 500.
Size of LEV is de�ned in caption of Figure 5.6.
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Figure 6.9: Pressure gradient within 3D LEV. Angle of attack is 45◦, Re3D = 500,
and the wing has swept about the mid-chord of the root through an azimuth of
5◦ since being impulsively started. Wing length is 0.1m and angular velocity is
1.82592rad/s.

distance to the root. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 6.8 where it is seen that
over the �rst 10◦ of sweep, the growth of the LEV at each spanwise position is
roughly linear.

6.4.2 A spanwise pressure gradient

The spanwise velocity gradient caused by the sweeping motion of the wing not
only leads to a conical LEV, but also leads to the LEV on outboard portions of the
wing being stronger than that on inboard sections. This is what would be expected,
based on the 2D results in �5.3.5, where it was seen that increasing velocity led to
an increase in vortex strength and a decrease in vortex core pressure. This is also
supported by the experimental results of Nolan (2004). So, the sweeping motion of
the wing leads to two separate phenomena � �rstly, a conical LEV, and secondly
a spanwise pressure gradient within that LEV, as shown in Figure 6.9(a).

The magnitude of the pressure gradient will depend on the velocity gradient
along the wing. �5.3.5 showed that for 2D cases the LEV's core pressure fell as a
function of velocity squared. In these 3D cases, the rate at which velocity increases
along the wing is equal to the angular velocity of the wing, because the speed of a
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Figure 6.10: Spanwise �ow in 3D LEV. Angle of attack is 45◦, Re3D = 500, and the
wing has swept about the mid-chord of the root through an azimuth of 5◦ since be-
ing impulsively started. Wing length is 0.1m and angular velocity is 1.82592rad/s.

given spanwise location is equal to the angular velocity of the wing (Ω) multiplied
by the distance of the section from the rotation point. So the spanwise pressure
gradient will automatically increase in magnitude if Reynolds number is increased
by changing the angular velocity of the wing.

The e�ect of the tip vortex is apparent in Figure 6.9(b). It can be seen that
the rate of change of LEV core pressure is negative until around the 80% span
location, but then reverses so that the pressure gradient for the last 10% of span
is actually in the direction of tip to root. This is because the tip vortex induces a
downwards velocity on the upper surface of the wing, which reduces the e�ective
speed of spanwise locations near the tip. The vortex therefore develops as though
it is further inboard � it grows more slowly, is weaker, and has a higher core
pressure. Over the majority (80%) of the wing, however, the pressure within the
LEV decreases in an outboard direction.

6.4.3 Spanwise �ow

The spanwise pressure gradient described above induces spanwise �ow, from root
to tip. Figure 6.10 shows that the �uid within the LEV accelerates towards the tip
up to around the 60% span position, but then begins to decelerate as the pressure
gradient starts to become less negative, and, eventually, positive. The tip velocity
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Figure 6.11: Leading-edge vortex structure (shown by instantaneous streamlines
originating at leading edge) for a rotating rectangular thin �at plate. The wing is
rotating around the point marked with a black dot at angle of attack of 45◦and
Re3D = 500. Here, the wing has rotated through a sweep angle of 10◦ since being
impulsively started. LEV is visualised by instantaneous streamlines originating at
leading edge.

for this Re3D = 500 case is around 0.2m/s so that the peak spanwise velocity
at this time (after 5◦ of sweep) is around one third of tip velocity. As the wing
continues to sweep, the spanwise �ow increases in magnitude, eventually reaching
values of the same order of magnitude of the tip velocity.

It can be seen that outboard of the 90% span position, there is spanwise �ow
from the tip towards the root (due to the tip vortex) but the �ow within the LEV
is predominantly towards the tip. Thus a spiral LEV is formed, similar in form to
the LEVs seen on a delta wing at high angles of attack. This is shown in Figure
6.11, where it can be seen that a streamline originating from the leading edge at
the root leaves the trailing edge at around 75% span.

Because the wing is swept about the mid-chord of the root, there is a small
component of velocity at the leading edge toward the tip. In order to test whether
this might be responsible for the spanwise �ow within the LEV, a simulation was
run with the wing rotation about the leading edge of the root. There was virtually
no change in the structure of the LEV. Therefore, it is safe to conclude that the
spanwise component of velocity at the leading edge cannot be held solely responsi-
ble for the spanwise �ow within the LEV. In any case, the velocity within the LEV
core has a far greater component in the spanwise direction than the corresponding
component of the velocity of the oncoming �ow at the leading edge.
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Figure 6.12: Showing growth of LEV at di�erent spanwise positions. Re3D = 500.
Size of LEV is de�ned in caption of Figure 5.6.

6.4.4 The development of the LEV

It has been demonstrated that, initially, the LEV that forms over a sweeping 3D
wing is conical in shape and contains signi�cant spanwise �ow. As the wing contin-
ues to sweep, the spanwise pressure gradient remains and the spanwise velocities
continue to increase. Thus, not only is vorticity generated and di�used within
the LEV, but it is also transported outboard by the spanwise �ow. As the wing
continues to sweep, the LEV grows, as shown in Figure 6.6. Figure 6.6 also shows
that the core pressure within the LEV increases (i.e. becomes less negative) as the
vortex grows, but the spanwise pressure gradient remains.

It has already been shown (Figure 6.7) that in reality the LEV, tip vortex, and
TEV form a continuous vortex loop. This is fundamental to the development of the
vortical system. For the rectangular wing used here, the tip vortex and the LEV
might be expected to be separate entities, but in reality there is just one continuous
vortex, which dominates the �ow around the wing. Vorticity is extracted from the
LEV into the tip vortex via the spanwise �ow identi�ed above, and is left behind
in the wake. This same structure has been noted in experimental work (see e.g van
den Berg and Ellington, 1997b).

Because of this spanwise extraction of vorticity, the LEV at a given spanwise
location eventually reaches a stable size. At this point, at a given section, the total
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Figure 6.13: Eventual stable 3D LEV. Re3D = 500, α = 45◦, and wing has swept
around 600◦ since an impulsive start.

vorticity being generated at the leading edge, plus the vorticity that is entering
that section from inboard sections, is equal to the sum of the vorticity that is
being di�used and the vorticity that is leaving that section to outboard sections.
This is shown in Figure 6.12. At the 80% span position, the LEV appears to grow
inde�nitely, but this is due to the fact that at this location the LEV eventually
becomes indistinguishable from the tip vortex; after around 180◦ of sweep, the
�ow becomes fully stable and the LEV/tip vortex takes a form like that shown in
Figure 6.13. Figure 6.13(b) shows that the vortex core has one end attached to
the leading edge near the root, as the other end extends to the initial trailing edge
vortex, as might be expected from Helmholtz's vortex theorem (see e.g. Kundu
and Cohen, 2004, p. 138).

It is important to realise that the creation of an LEV does not `create' vorticity;
if an LEV exists, the net amount of vorticity in the system is still zero, as discussed
in �5.3.2.2 (assuming that the �ow started from rest). Therefore if vorticity exists
in the LEV, there must either be an equal amount of vorticity of the opposite sense
either in the trailing-edge vortex sheet or bound to the wing itself. The situation
is complicated by the fact that the trailing-edge and leading-edge vortex sheets are
in reality parts of the same vortex sheet, along with the tip vortex sheet.

It is clear that when using the phrase `spanwise �ow' care must be taken to
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Figure 6.14: Showing spanwise �ow within LEV (non-dimensionalised by tip
speed), averaged over spanwise positions (the method involved releasing a par-
ticle at the inner position and tracking the time taken to reach the outer position).
Re3D = 500 and angle of attack is 45◦. Wing length is 0.1m and angular velocity
is 1.82592rad/s.

de�ne exactly what is meant. Generally, `spanwise �ow' is used to mean �ow in
the direction from root to tip � i.e. in the +z direction in Figure 6.13. However,
because the LEV eventually stabilises with its core as shown in Figure 6.13(b),
axial �ow (that is, �ow within the LEV in the direction of the LEV core) is not
actually in the spanwise direction. Here, spanwise is used in its conventional sense,
so that it is really only sensible to use spanwise velocities to analyse the axial �ow
within the LEV near the root (where the axial �ow will be roughly spanwise).

It has been seen that when the wing begins to rotate, the LEV grows until it
becomes stable. The spanwise velocities within the LEV increase until the rate at
which vorticity is being created at the leading edge is equal to the rate at which
it is leaving the LEV and being shed into the wake. Figure 6.14 shows that the
magnitude of the spanwise velocity increases up to around the 60% span position,
decreasing near the tip due to the fact that the LEV near the tip is no longer
orientated parallel to the leading edge. By the time the wing has swept around
half a revolution, the LEV has stabilised. At this point, the peak spanwise velocity
with the LEV is around 80% of the tip velocity, which compares well to previous
experimental measurements; see, for example, van den Berg and Ellington (1997a).

Experiments were carried out (see �4.5) to verify the existence and nature of
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Figure 6.15: Spanwise �ow within LEV, shown by hydrogen bubbles released at
leading edge near root. Wing is rotating with Re3D = 2 500 and angle of attack
45◦.

the 3D LEV, and an example of the structure that was seen is shown in Figure
6.15. The conical shape of the LEV and the spanwise �ow within it are evident.

A stable LEV is not dependent on the shape of the wing. Insect wings are not
rectangular, but the current results suggest that the complex shape of an insect's
wing is not required in order for the LEV to exist and be stable. No doubt insect
wings are designed as they are for other reasons; perhaps aerodynamic, perhaps
structural, perhaps merely for mimicry. Later, it is shown that planform does have
an impact on wing performance, as would be expected; but the wing of an FMAV
does not necessarily have to replicate that of an insect in order to produce a stable,
lift-enhancing LEV.

6.4.5 Delta-wing LEVs

The conical shape and spiral form of the LEV mean that it is similar in appearance
to the LEVs formed over delta wings at high angles of attack, as is demonstrated
by Figure 6.16. This has led many to suggest that there may be some link between
the two phenomena (e.g. van den Berg and Ellington, 1997a; Shyy and Liu, 2007).
It is true that the vorticity balance approach used above has also been extensively
used to analyse delta-wing LEVs (see e.g. Lee and Ho, 1990), but it is also the case
that although the appearance of the LEV is similar to that of a delta-wing LEV,
there are major di�erences in the way it forms.
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X

ZY

(a) Sweeping wing LEV � rectangular wing is seen from above and is sweeping about
point marked by black circle at angle of attack of 45◦ and Re3D = 500.

(b) Delta wing LEV, from Houghton and Carpenter (2003), Figure 5.41 after Werlé.
Angle of attack is 20◦ and Re = 20 000.

Figure 6.16: Comparison of sweeping wing LEV and LEV formed over delta wing
at high angle of attack.
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For a delta wing, a stable, lift-enhancing LEV only forms when the sweep-
back angle exceeds a certain value5. To understand this it is helpful to think of
the oncoming �ow at the leading edge as being divided into two components �
the component normal to the leading edge, and the component parallel to the
leading edge. A stable LEV will only occur if the latter component is su�ciently
large (i.e. only if the sweep-back angle is su�ciently high). This is because the high
tangential velocity tends to convect the shed vorticity downstream. In other words,
the vorticity generated near the apex of the delta wing is convected downstream
because of the high tangential velocity. As Visbal (1995) notes; �these longitudinal
vortices [the LEVs] are the mechanisms for the downstream convection of vorticity
shed at the edge.�

Further downstream, the LEV grows, because its size is enhanced by the vortic-
ity that is being carried downstream by the high tangential velocity. For example,
the LEV near the base of the wing contains not only vorticity that is created near
the base, but also all the vorticity that was created nearer the tip but was con-
vected towards the base because of the tangential velocity. A conical LEV therefore
forms, but this is solely due to the high tangential velocity of the freestream �ow
at the leading edge (which in turn is a result of the high sweep-back angle).

In the sweeping-wing case, the tangential component of velocity at the leading
edge is roughly zero � �ow approaches the leading edge approximately normal to
it. It is clear, therefore, that the LEV seen in this case is not truly analogous to
the LEV seen over a delta wing. In both cases, the LEV is initially created by
separation at the leading edge (and, just like for the 2D cases examined earlier,
there is no need to use the term `dynamic stall' to explain this separation), and
in both cases the LEV is stabilised by spanwise �ow; however, for the delta wing,
the spanwise �ow is a result of the high sweep angle of the wing; for the current
sweeping wing, the spanwise �ow is a result of the pressure gradient caused by the
sweeping motion of the wing. This fundamental di�erence � which was noted by

5There is potential for confusion here. The sweep-back angle of a delta wing refers to the
angle between the wing leading-edge and the normal to the �ight velocity vector. `Sweep', with
regard to the current CFD work, refers to the angle through which the entire wing has rotated
about its root, as a helicopter rotor blade `sweeps' through the air.
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Maxworthy (2007) � means that care must be taken when comparing the LEV
seen here with the LEV formed by a delta wing. A similar conclusion was reached
by Shyy and Liu (2007).

6.4.6 Lift distribution

It is interesting to investigate how it might be possible to use a 2D model to
predict the lift produced by a 3D wing. This is not merely of academic interest �
2D models are notably faster to run than 3D models (in the current work, a 2D
unsteady RANS simulation might take a couple of days, whereas a 3D simulation
would take up to two weeks). The 2D model of Ansari (2004) uses, essentially,
a `blade element' approach to analyse 3D wings and is signi�cantly faster than
an unsteady RANS CFD model, taking only minutes to calculate several �apping
cycles. In this model the wing is divided into a number of chordwise elements
and each element is analysed in 2D. Such an approach assumes that there is no
spanwise �ow � or at least, if there is, it is of negligible impact. Current results
demonstrate that this assumption is, strictly speaking, incorrect. The spanwise
�ow within the LEV is vital to its stability, and in addition the tip vortex has a
large impact on the LEV.

It is helpful, however, to try to understand the lift produced by sections of a 3D
wing by referring to the 2D results. Figure 6.17(a) shows that, soon after the wing
has started motion, the lift distribution is approximately linear, with outboard
sections producing more lift. This is as would be expected, �rstly because on
outboard sections the LEV is larger and secondly because outboard sections are
travelling faster. The peak near the wing tip is due to the tip vortex; Figure 6.7
shows that the tip vortex creates an area of low pressure over the entire chord near
the tip, at least until it separates as described above (�6.4).

Once the LEV has stabilised, the lift distribution is more complex, as shown
in Figure 6.17(b) after around 600◦ of sweep. There is a gradual build up in lift
between the root and the 60% span position, but after this the lift decreases, falling
especially sharply near the tip. This is due to the fact that outboard of the 60%

span position, the LEV has separated from the wing and is trailing into the wake,
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Figure 6.17: Lift distribution for an AR = 2.5 rectangular wing at 45◦ angle of
attack and Re3D = 500. Lift is non-dimensionalised by tip velocity and mean
aerodynamic chord.

as seen in Figure 6.13.

Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show that most of the lift on the wing is caused by up-
per surface suction. At the root, the LEV is very small and weak, and therefore
produces only a small low pressure peak, close to the leading edge (X = +0.5). In-
board, the LEV remains relatively small but the core pressure reduces as described
above. Past the 30% span position, the peak pressure on the wing surface due to
the LEV remains fairly constant (because although the LEV still grows stronger,
it is situated further from the wing) until around 60% span. However, the LEV
grows, so that the low pressure region spreads over the upper surface of the wing
� at 60% span, the LEV lies over almost the entire forward half of the chord. As
the LEV begins to turn into the tip vortex (between 60 and 70% span) the pressure
on the surface falls. At 80% span and outboard, the e�ect of the LEV is not seen.

These results indicate that the lift produced by a particular section will not
simply be dependent on that section's local velocity and local chord, but will
depend also on the local strength and orientation of the LEV. Outboard sections
do not bene�t from the LEV, because the LEV separates from the wing at around
60 to 70% span. Inboard sections also produce relatively low lift, because the low
local velocity means that the LEV formed is small.
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Figure 6.18: Chordwise pressure distributions at various spanwise locations for an
AR = 2.5 rectangular wing at 45◦ angle of attack and Re3D = 500, once the LEV
has reached a stable size. The top line represents the pressure on the upper surface
of the wing in each case. Wing length is 0.1m and angular velocity is 1.82592rad/s.
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Figure 6.19: Pressure di�erence across wing against chordwise location at various
spanwise positions for an AR = 2.5 rectangular wing at 45◦ angle of attack and
Re3D = 500, once the LEV has reached a stable size. Wing length is 0.1m and
angular velocity is 1.82592rad/s.
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Figure 6.20: 3D lift coe�cient vs. swept angle for an AR = 2.5 rectangular wing
at 45◦ angle of attack and Re3D = 500.

The overall lift coe�cient produced by the wing eventually stabilises, as shown
in Figure 6.20, at a value of around 0.7. There is a large initial peak, due to added-
mass forces, just as seen for the 2D aerofoils earlier. The lift then falls sharply as
the added-mass forces disappear, and then slowly increases as the LEV enlarges to
its stable size and the TEV moves away from the wing.

6.4.7 2D vs. 3D LEVs

It has been shown that the LEV created by a sweeping 3D wing is a highly 3D
structure, containing signi�cant (both in magnitude and importance) spanwise
�ow. It has also been seen that this LEV is stable � that it grows to a certain
size before remaining that size for all time (ignoring for the moment the e�ect of
the returning wake). As seen earlier, for 2D cases the LEV generally grows until
it is shed, and that the ensuing �ow�eld is time-varying.

It could be argued that it might be reasonable to use a 2D approach to model
a 3D LEV, provided that the wing does not travel far enough for the LEV to shed
in the 2D case. In other words, during the time when the 3D LEV is growing,
it might be acceptable to approximate the growth of the LEV using results from
a 2D model, and if the wing does not move far enough for the LEV to reach its
stable size, the 2D model might give valid predictions of the size of the vortex at
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Figure 6.21: Comparison of rate of vortex growth for a 2D wing at 45◦ angle of
attack and Re = 250, and various spanwise position of an AR = 2.5 rectangular
wing at 45◦ angle of attack and Re3D = 500. Size of LEV is de�ned in caption of
Figure 5.6.

a given moment. In order to investigate this, it is possible to analyse the rate of
growth of the LEV for 2D cases and for di�erent spanwise locations for a 3D case.

Figure 6.21 compares the size of the LEV against the number of chords moved
for a 2D case, and for a 3D case at the 25%, 50%, and 75% span positions. The
e�ective Reynolds number will di�er for the three spanwise locations of the 3D
wing, but in Chapter 5 it was demonstrated that the rate of vortex growth is
almost constant once Re > 100. A 2D Reynolds number of 250 was used for the
purposes of this comparison as this was the e�ective 2D Reynolds number for the
3D wing at 50% span.

It can be seen that the initial growth rate is approximately equal in each case.
However, after only around 0.4 chords of travel, the 2D model over-predicts the
size of the LEV by around 70% at the 25% span position, 25% at the 50% span
position, and 10% at the 75% span position. The corresponding errors after 2

chords of travel are 325%, 180%, and 70%. According to Wang et al. (2004), most
insect wings travel around 4 chords between stroke reversals at 50% span. Figure
6.22 shows that for the wing used here, the tip has moved around 4 chords after
only 90◦ of sweep. Unless the 3D wing is travelling less than (at most) 0.2 chords
at a given spanwise location, using 2D results to predict the growth of the 3D LEV
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Figure 6.22: Comparison of local chords moved for various spanwise sections of an
AR = 2.5 rectangular wing of length 0.1m.

is not sensible. In practice, this means that (for the rectangular planform) the
wing can sweep through an angle of around 5◦ before the 2D vortex size prediction
becomes inaccurate.

Figure 6.23 shows that as a result of the di�erence between 2D and 3D �ows,
the e�ective 2D lift coe�cient for a given spanwise section of a 3D wing cannot
generally be accurately predicted using a 2D model. Figure 6.23 compares the 2D
lift coe�cient from the present 2D CFD model with e�ective 2D lift coe�cients
for various spanwise locations of a 3D wing � the e�ective 2D lift coe�cient is
calculated by non-dimensionalising the lift produced by a small spanwise section
of the wing by the area of that section and its local velocity. Inboard sections
actually produce very high lift coe�cients when lift coe�cient is calculated in this
way.

Two-dimensional models assume that the phenomenology of the �ow at each
spanwise location is identical, and that there is no spanwise �ow � in other words,
that the �ow is 2D. This assumption is more reasonable at some sections that at
others. At the 70% span location, the �ow is approximately 2D (the LEV has
separated from the wing at this point and there is little �ow in the spanwise direc-
tion). Here, the 2D model predicts lift coe�cients of the right order of magnitude.
However, at sections near the root, the �ow is highly-3D. The assumption that the
�ow is 2D therefore introduces large errors.
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Figure 6.23: Comparison of lift coe�cient for a 2D wing at 45◦ angle of attack
and Re = 250, and the e�ective lift coe�cient for various spanwise positions of an
AR = 2.5 rectangular wing at 45◦ angle of attack and Re3D = 500.

Errors are also introduced near the tip (Figure 6.23). Here, spanwise �ow occurs
due to the tip vortex structure and the 2D lift coe�cient is reduced. 2D models
cannot account for this, and therefore tend to over-predict the lift. These results,
then, suggest that essentially-2D models (like that of Ansari (2004)) will under-
predict the lift coe�cient for inboard sections. However this is not likely to produce
signi�cant errors because these inboard sections contribute little to the overall lift
force produced by the wing, due to their low local velocity. In addition, 2D models
will over-predict the lift coe�cient for outboard sections slightly, but this may
well be balanced to some extent by the under-prediction on inboard sections. In
fact, it is shown later (�6.10.2.1) that Ansari's model (which is essentially two-
dimensional) predicts the total force produced by a 3D wing to be close to the
total force predicted by the current CFD model.

These results show that 2D models cannot accurately predict the size of the
LEV or the instantaneous e�ective 2D lift coe�cient of a given spanwise section.
However, it is important to realise that although the 3D vortical structure is the
most dominant phenomenon in the �ows examined here, the e�ects of wing reversal
or wake capture are not included in the current model. These may well prove to
be more important in an analytical model than the ability to accurately predict
the size of the LEV. In fact, 2D models have been seen to produce good results
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(�3.1.2). Therefore 2D models should not be dismissed as a means of analysing
insect-like �apping.

6.5 E�ect of changing 3D Reynolds number

Because of the dramatic e�ect of moving from a 2D aerofoil to a 3D wing, it
makes sense to investigate the e�ect of increasing Reynolds number on these 3D
�ows, just as was done for 2D �ows. Of course, the main concern is to investigate
whether the stable, lift-enhancing LEV is a phenomenon that appears only at low
Reynolds number (i.e. Reynolds numbers relevant to insect �ight). In the worst-
case scenario, if the LEV does not exist (or is not stable and lift-enhancing) at
higher Reynolds numbers, scaling up insect-like �apping to create an FMAV might
not be possible.

It has already been seen that, for Re3D = 500, the LEV eventually becomes
stable and remains in position for as long as the wing sweeps. This stability has
been shown to be due to spanwise �ow within the LEV, which extracts vorticity
radially and prevents it building up and shedding. This idea is not new, having
been suggested by Ellington et al. (1996), but has been widely disputed. Birch
and Dickinson (2001) did not detect any spanwise �ow at a Reynolds number of
around 100 and postulated that some kind of wake capture was responsible for
the LEV's stability. Later still, Wang (2005) suggested another hypothesis � that
the LEV is stable because the �vortex line is pinned to the root and cannot shed�
due to the fact that the velocity is zero at the root. The current results con�ict
with both of these latter suggestions � �rstly, the wing does not interact with its
own wake here (although this later is introduced later) so wake capture cannot be
responsible for the stability of the LEV; and secondly, the velocity at the leading
edge of the root of the wing used here is not zero, because the wing rotates around
the mid-chord of the root.

Figure 6.24(a) shows that for all Reynolds numbers tested here, the lift force
eventually becomes roughly stable. The �nal stable lift force increases as Reynolds
number is increased, although this increase happens at a decreasing rate, as is
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Figure 6.24: Lift vs. swept angle and average lift coe�cient (over 150 to 260◦ of
sweep) vs. Re3D for AR = 2.5 rectangular wing at 45◦ angle of attack.

evident in Figure 6.24(b), and in fact the eventual stable lift coe�cient remains
almost constant from Re3D = 2 500 to Re3D = 30 000. Some high frequency, low
amplitude �uctuations in lift force appear at 3D Reynolds numbers of 2 500 and
above (which is why Figure 6.24(b) plots average lift coe�cient over a time period
when the lift coe�cient has stabilised).

These results suggest two things. Firstly, because there is no large amplitude
�uctuation in lift coe�cient, it is reasonable to conclude that large-scale vortex
shedding is not occurring (this conclusion is supported examination of the resulting
�ow-visualisation data, and by the current experiments; see Figure 6.15). For the
2D cases earlier it was seen that the shedding of an LEV (and, to a lesser extent, a
TEV) led to a large drop in lift coe�cient. For these 3D cases, no such large drop
occurs, and therefore it appears that the LEV is stable. There are low amplitude
�uctuations in lift at higher values of Re3D, and these are explained later.

The second conclusion that can be drawn from the results in Figure 6.24 is
derived from the fact that, from Re3D = 2 500 to Re3D = 30 000, the eventual
steady lift coe�cient is roughly constant. This suggests that the phenomenology
of the �ow is unchanged over this range of 3D Reynolds number. In other words,
the LEV which was noted above for the Re3D = 500 case appears to exist at
higher Reynolds numbers also. However, there is a drop in the eventual steady lift
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(b) Re3D = 500, 10% span

Figure 6.25: Normalised pressure (p/0.5ρVtip
2) distributions for 3D, AR = 2.5,

sweeping rectangular wing. Upper curve represents upper wing surface. Angle of
attack is 45◦.

coe�cient at lower Reynolds numbers. There are two reasons for this drop.

Firstly, the current 2D results showed that for very low Reynolds numbers
(Re < 5) separation did not occur at the leading edge and an LEV did not form.
For the 3D case, the e�ective Reynolds number of a given spanwise position depends
on the velocity of that position. Sections near the point of rotation (the root)
e�ectively operate at much lower Reynolds numbers than sections near the tip.
Therefore, separation would not be expected to occur at sections very near the
root. In other words, for low values of Re3D, there will be a spanwise area near
the root where an LEV will not form; and this area will decrease in size as Re3D

increases. In fact, for Re3D = 120 (the lowest value of Re3D investigated here)
the LEV does not form inboard of the 20% span position. But when Re3D = 500,
separation occurs even at the root, so that the LEV extends over the whole span
� at least at an angle of attack of 45◦. This e�ect is demonstrated in Figure
6.25, where it can be that for the Re3D = 500 case (Figure 6.25(b)) there is a
marked peak in the pressure distribution near the leading edge, which is due to the
presence of the LEV. For the Re3D = 120 case (Figure 6.25(a)), there is no such
peak.

Secondly, outboard of 20% span, where an LEV does form for the Re3D = 120
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(b) Re3D = 500, 40% span

Figure 6.26: Normalised pressure (p/0.5ρVtip
2) distributions for 3D, AR = 2.5,

sweeping rectangular wing. Upper curve represents upper wing surface. Angle of
attack is 45◦.

(a) Re3D = 120 (b) Re3D = 500

Figure 6.27: Structure of stable LEV, visualised by instantaneous streamlines re-
leased from leading edge. Angle of attack is 45◦ and view is from directly above
wing. Rotation point is at mid-chord of root, marked with black circle.
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case, this LEV is much smaller than for higher 3D Reynolds numbers. This is seen
in Figure 6.26, where, for Re3D = 120 (Figure 6.26(a)), the peak at the leading edge
is much narrower than for Re3D = 500 (Figure 6.26(b)). It is also evident in Figure
6.27, where it is clear that the LEV in the Re3D = 120 case is much more compact.
The reason for this change is, once again, viscosity. At Re3D = 120, viscosity
is comparatively important. The rate of vorticity production is decreased due to
the lower Reynolds number, whereas the rate of vorticity di�usion is increased.
The LEV grows more slowly at low Reynolds numbers, as was seen in �5.3.4, but
spanwise �ow still occurs within the LEV due to the spanwise pressure gradient.
As a result, the LEV's stable size is much smaller at this lower Reynolds number
than at higher Reynolds numbers.

To summarise: the lift coe�cient for a 3D wing is lower at low Reynolds num-
bers than at higher Reynolds numbers. This is because, �rstly, the LEV does not
form over inboard sections of the wing at very low Reynolds numbers; and sec-
ondly, the size of the stable LEV decreases as Reynolds number is reduced (due to
the increasing importance of viscosity).

As Reynolds number is increased, viscous di�usion becomes negligible, and the
rate of vortex growth becomes independent of Reynolds number, as was seen in
�5.3.4. However, increasing Reynolds number continues to increase the strength
of the LEV, particularly on outboard sections, and therefore continues to increase
the magnitude of the spanwise pressure gradient. This leads to an increase in
the velocity of the spanwise �ow within the LEV, and therefore an increase in
the rate at which vorticity is extracted from the LEV into the wake. Thus the
LEV, in general, remains balanced, and therefore stable, up to Re3D = 30 000.
The lift coe�cient therefore remains almost constant. This is in agreement with
the experimental �ndings of Usherwood and Ellington who reported an almost
constant force coe�cient up to a Reynolds number of 26 000. They argue that it
is not surprising that the LEV appears so insensitive to Reynolds number, given
that LEVs over thin delta wings are �e�ective lift-producers� over �a vast range of
Re� (Usherwood and Ellington, 2002b, p.1574).
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6.5.1 KHI for 3D cases

The low-amplitude, high-frequency �uctuations in lift that are seen at 3D Reynolds
numbers of 2 500 and above are reminiscent of the high-frequency �uctuations
that were seen for 2D cases, which were attributed to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
(KHI). There is no reason why KHI should not occur in these 3D cases. For a
2D case it is caused by a velocity gradient across a vortex sheet, as discussed in
�5.3.3.1. There, it was noted that it a�ects both leading- and trailing-edge sheets
in the 2D case. The causes of the 2D KHI were also listed, and it was seen that in
the case of the leading-edge sheet KHI was caused by the production of secondary
vortices at the leading edge which created a large velocity gradient across the sheet.

A secondary leading-edge vortex is also formed in 3D cases, and strengthens
as Reynolds number is increased. This is shown in Figure 6.28. For Re3D = 120,
the primary LEV is very weak and there is no secondary LEV, just as was seen
for 2D cases earlier. At Re3D = 500, the primary LEV is stronger, but there is
still no secondary LEV at this spanwise location. A secondary LEV is �rst seen at
Re3D = 2 500, and increases in strength as Reynolds number is increased further.
Compare these plots to Figure 5.37 on p. 186.

Figure 6.29 compares the instantaneous structure of the LEV for a range of
Reynolds numbers. It was noted above that the LEV increases in size as Re3D

is increased between 120 and 500, and it is clear that there is a further (though
small) increase if Re3D is increased to 2 500. After this, though, the size of the LEV
remains roughly constant as Re3D is increased further � at least up to Re3D =

30 000.
Figure 6.29 also shows clear breakdown of the leading-edge vortex sheet, par-

ticularly at Re3D = 15 000 and 30 000. At about the 60% span position, the LEV
sheet is no longer smooth and continuous. The breakdown appears to happen in
a similar way to the breakdown that occurs in 2D cases � a `breakdown vortex'
(see p. 179) forms at the leading edge. This breakdown tends to propagate in the
spanwise direction, as evident in Figure 6.29(c) at Re3D = 15 000 (and, to a lesser
extent, at Re3D = 30 000 in Figure 6.29(d)), leading to a breakdown LEV which
may extend over a considerable spanwise portion of the wing. Perhaps the presence
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Figure 6.28: Instantaneous vectors on 2D slice at 50% span for various 3D Reynolds
numbers. The vector �eld is coarsened for clarity and the lengths of the vectors are
normalised with respect to Vtip so that the freestream vectors are the same length
in each case. The black line is the wing section, with the leading edge on the right.
The angle of attack is 45◦.
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(a) Re3D = 500 (b) Re3D = 2 500

(c) Re3D = 15 000 (d) Re3D = 30 000

Figure 6.29: Structure of stable LEV, visualised by instantaneous streamlines re-
leased from leading edge. Angle of attack is 45◦ and view is from directly above
wing.

of the breakdown LEV explains the results of Lu et al. (2006), who examined the
�ow around dragon�y wings and noticed a pair of LEVs near the leading edge (see
p. 48).

For a 2D case it was seen that the breakdown LEVs which form at the leading
edge are immediately shed and encircle the primary LEV, as seen in Figure 5.31
on p. 180, but do not a�ect the shedding frequency of primary LEVs. The same
is true for the 3D cases seen here; the breakdown has a negligible impact on lift
production as it does not cause the primary LEV to shed from the wing. However,
it does cause the LEV to become less coherent and more `disorganised'.

The same phenomenon was noted by Nolan (2004), who found that at Re3D =

6 500, the LEV �lost coherency�. She suggested that this might be due to the LEV
beginning the transition to turbulence, or that it might be the result of vortex
bursting (see below). However, she stated that, based on the current state of
knowledge, it was �not possible to do more than speculate� about these phenomena
(Nolan, 2004, p. 77).

The e�ect of KHI is less pronounced for 3D cases than for 2D cases. This is
simply because for a 2D case, KHI occurs across the whole `span' instantaneously.
For a 3D case, the e�ect is `averaged' over much of the span. It is notable that
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KHI does not seem to occur inboard of around the 50% span position, even at
Re3D = 30 000. It is suggested here that at these inboard sections the size of the
secondary LEV is limited (because the primary LEV does not become very large)
so that the velocity gradient across the leading-edge vortex sheet does not become
steep enough to produce KHI.

6.5.2 Vortex burst

The similarity between the LEVs that form above a delta wing at high angles of
attack and the LEV seen on the 3D sweeping wings here has already been observed.
Some important di�erences have also been highlighted. One phenomenon that
could be important in the current context is `vortex burst'6. It is well known that
the LEVs above a delta wing often experience �a dramatic form of �ow disruption�
(Visbal, 1995) which results in a reduction of the axial �ow velocity and an increase
in the size of the vortex core (Bova et al., 2001). If vortex burst occurs above
the delta wing, it leads to a dramatic decrease in lift, analogous to stall on a
conventional wing (Bertin and Smith, 1998; Katz and Plotkin, 2001). If the LEV
seen here is similar to the LEV seen over a delta wing, it is logical to consider
whether vortex burst might occur in this case; and, if so, what e�ect it might have.

Figure 6.30 suggests that vortex burst is occurring in the LEV. There appears
to be a sudden increase in the width of the LEV core � a classical sign of vortex
burst (Mitchell and Délery, 2001). However, there is no corresponding decrease in
lift coe�cient, as would be expected if vortex breakdown were present.

Vortex burst can occur whether the vortex is initially laminar or turbulent, but
the process of burst invariably leads to turbulent �ow (Hall, 1972). In the current
simulations, laminar �ow has been assumed throughout (see �4.2.1). Therefore it is
possible that vortex burst is starting to occur; but the fact that transition cannot
occur means that the process cannot be completed, so that the loss of lift that is
usually associated with vortex burst is not seen. Equally it is possible that vortex
burst is not occurring; that the phenomenon seen in Figure 6.30 is not vortex

6Vortex burst is also occasionally referred to in the literature as vortex breakdown. But
because the term `breakdown' has already been used to refer to the e�ect of KHI, the term
`vortex burst' is used in this section.
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Figure 6.30: Suggestion of vortex burst for Re3D = 30 000 and angle of attack of
45◦. View is from directly above wing. Core of LEV (visualised by instantaneous
streamlines released from leading edge near root) is tightly wound until the 50%
span position, where it enlarges considerably. Compare this Figure with classical
images of delta-wing LEV burst, (e.g. Robinson et al. (1994, Figure 4) (reproduced
in Figure 6.31)).

Figure 6.31: Classical image of delta-wing LEV burst, from Robinson et al. (1994,
Figure 4). The position of vortex burst is marked by the arrow. In this case the
Mach number is 0.30, giving a chord Reynolds number of 106. The angle of attack
is 30◦.
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burst, but simply looks like it.

This potential confusion is increased by the fact that even in the case of delta
wings, where vortex burst is a well-known phenomenon, the actual process of
burst is not well-understood. Mitchell and Délery (2001) speak of the �strong
need� for better understanding of the phenomenon, and there appears to be some
controversy in the literature as to what is required for vortex burst to occur. Hall
(1972) states that it is necessary for an adverse pressure gradient to exist in order
for burst to occur; if this is true, it would not be expected in the cases under
consideration here because the sweeping motion of the wing leads to a favourable
pressure gradient. However, Mitchell and Délery (2001) suggest that although
vortex burst is highly sensitive to pressure gradient, an adverse pressure gradient
is not absolutely necessary for burst to occur.

One point on which the literature seems to agree is that vortex breakdown
will only occur if the helix angle of the vortex exceeds a critical value of around
50◦ (helix angle being equal to tan−1 (Vθ/VZ), where Vθ and VZ are the tangential
velocity and axial velocity within the vortex respectively). In the current case, Vθ

will increase both as the distance outboard increases and as Reynolds number is
increased. VZ will also increase as Reynolds number is increased, and, generally
speaking, will increase with z position; but when the tip vortex starts to in�uence
the LEV, VZ decreases. Therefore, if vortex burst does occur, it would be expected
to occur more readily near the tip.

Another complication is Reynolds number itself. Mitchell and Délery (2001)
state that �Reynolds number has nearly no direct e�ect on the phenomenon [of vor-
tex burst], except at very low Reynolds numbers well below any practical value.�
Unfortunately they do not state what they mean by �very low� Reynolds numbers,
and in fact the Reynolds numbers which they consider to be �well below any prac-
tical value� are probably those Reynolds numbers which are of interest to us. Nor
do they state what the e�ect of Reynolds number is at these �very low� Reynolds
numbers. Ol and Gharib (2003) studied delta wings at Reynolds numbers between
6 000 and 15 000, but were more concerned with the impact of increasing angle of
attack than the e�ects of changing Re. Van Dyke (1982, Figures 125 & 126) shows
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that the vortex burst position for a delta wing does move upstream as Reynolds
number is increased from Re = 5 000 to Re = 10 000.

In addition, there are complications when discussing the de�nition of Reynolds
number. In the current case, it is de�ned using mean wing chord. In the case
of a delta wing it is usually de�ned using wing root chord. For the case of a
delta wing the LEV is roughly aligned with the root; for the current case, it is
roughly perpendicular to it. Perhaps Reynolds number should be de�ned using
wing length, then, instead of mean chord. Similarly, in the current case Reynolds
number is de�ned using wing tip velocity. In the case of a delta wing it is usually
de�ned using freestream �ow velocity. But, again, in the case of a delta wing the
freestream �ow velocity is roughly aligned with the LEV; in the current case, the
wing tip velocity is roughly perpendicular to the LEV.

Therefore it is not immediately clear whether any of the data relating to delta-
wing LEV bursting are directly relevant to the current case; and even if they are,
the bursting of delta-wing LEVs is still not well understood. Although further
work is needed before it is possible to con�dently assess the importance of vortex
burst in insect-like �apping, the current results indicate that it does not occur at
the Reynolds numbers and wing geometries covered here.

6.5.3 Summary of Reynolds number e�ects

It has been seen that the current model predicts the LEV to be stable and lift-
enhancing over the whole range of Reynolds numbers from 120 to 30 000. This
is important, as it means that, if this prediction is correct, it should be possible
to scale up insect-like �apping to create a functional FMAV, without losing the
important lift-enhancing LEV. Perhaps this explains the fossils mentioned earlier
(p. 39) � the fossils of dragon�y-like creatures with wingspans of up to 70cm
(Dudley, 1998). There is little evidence to suggest that these creatures �ew using
the same aerodynamic mechanisms as present-day insects, apart from the fossils
themselves, which suggest that these large insects had the same biological layout
as present-day insects. The atmosphere in which these large insects �ew might
well have been di�erent to the present-day atmosphere.
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Increasing Reynolds number in the 3D cases causes some increase in lift coef-
�cient. The increase is mainly between Re3D = 500 and Re3D = 2 500 � from
Re3D = 2 500 to Re3D = 30 000 the lift coe�cient is roughly constant. In the
2D cases examined earlier it was found that increasing Reynolds number up to
Re = 1 000 caused an increase in mean lift coe�cient, but any further increases
in Re did not cause a further increase in lift (�5.3.5). The �ndings presented here
are therefore not surprising. The occurrence of KHI at higher Reynolds numbers
is also not surprising, given the results of the 2D studies earlier (�5.3.3.1).

6.6 E�ect of changing angle of attack

All of the above simulations have been for a rectangular wing of AR = 2.5 at
an angle of attack of 45◦. The impact of changing this angle of attack is now
considered. In �5.4, it was noted that higher angles of attack produced stronger
LEVs for a 2D case. In a 3D case, a similar relationship would be expected to exist
between vortex strength and angle of attack, and therefore it might be justi�able
to ask whether, at higher angles of attack, the rate of vorticity generation will be
high enough to make the 3D LEV unstable. It has been seen that at 45◦ angle of
attack, vorticity is drained from the LEV via spanwise �ow at a rate equal to the
rate at which it is generated at the leading edge. If higher angles of attack lead to
higher rates of vorticity generation, is it possible for the rate of vorticity extraction
(via spanwise �ow) to rise to the required magnitude to keep the LEV stable?

6.6.1 Lift

Figure 6.32(a) shows that, at a 3D Reynolds number of 500, the lift coe�cient
eventually stabilises, even at an angle of attack of 81◦. This indicates a lack of
vortex shedding, which is con�rmed by inspection of the resulting �ow-�eld data.

At a 3D Reynolds number of 30 000, Figure 6.32(b) shows that the lift coe�cient
stabilises at an angle of attack of 9◦. At 27◦ angle of attack, some small-scale
�uctuations are evident, and the magnitude of these �uctuations increases as angle
of attack increases. This is consistent with the discussion of KHI above; higher
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Figure 6.32: Lift coe�cient vs. swept angle for various angles of attack for a
rectangular, AR = 2.5, impulsively-started wing.

angles of attack lead to a stronger primary vortex, leading to a stronger secondary
vortex. As a result, the velocity gradient across the leading-edge vortex sheet
increases, and the sheet becomes more susceptible to KHI.

Plotting lift coe�cient (averaged over the range 150 to 250◦ of sweep angle)
against angle of attack, as in Figure 6.33(a), reveals that, for both Reynolds num-
bers, maximum lift occurs at around 45◦ angle of attack. Even for Re3D = 500,
virtually all of the force on the wing is due to pressure7 and because the wing
is in�nitely thin, the net force acts roughly perpendicular to the wing. Figure
6.33(b) plots average normal force coe�cient against angle of attack. As angle of
attack is increased from zero up to 45◦, the net force increases to such an extent
that even though the relative magnitude of the component of force in the vertical
direction is decreasing, the absolute magnitude of the vertical force (i.e. the lift
force) increases. Once the angle of attack exceeds 45◦, the normal force continues
to grow, but the rate of growth decreases. In addition the relative magnitude of
the component of the normal force in the vertical direction continues to decrease,
and as a result the lift force decreases, reaching zero, as would be expected, at 90◦

angle of attack.

7At Re3D = 500 and an angle of attack of 45◦, the magnitude of the lift due to viscous
forces is around 0.8% of the magnitude of the lift due to pressure forces. Viscous forces are more
important at lower angles of attack, as is shown later.
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Figure 6.33: Average lift and normal force coe�cients vs. angle of attack for a
rectangular wing of AR = 2.5 between 150◦ and 250◦ swept angle.

What has been seen is that, for the situation under consideration here, stall
occurs at around 45◦ angle of attack, if stall is de�ned as the point of maximum
lift. Stall is sometimes de�ned as the condition in which �ow separates from the
leading edge (see e.g. Massey and Ward-Smith, 1998) but this de�nition should be
avoided here, because separation occurs at angles of attack much lower than the
angle of attack for maximum lift. In the cases under consideration here, there is
no dramatic change in the phenomenology of the �ow at the stall point, as there is
for conventional wings and aerofoils; the fact that lift then starts to drop o� is due
to the fact that the component of the force on the aerofoil in the vertical direction
starts to decrease.

At 90◦, the CFD model predicts two stable vortices, one emanating from the
leading edge and the other from the trailing edge. These remain in place, at least
for as long as the simulation was allowed to run. For 2D cases at the same angle
of attack, two vortices are also produced, and grow at the same rate; but generally
speaking some instability will eventually cause vortex shedding to occur alternately
from each side of the plate. It is not possible to say with certainty whether the
same thing would eventually happen for the 3D situations examined here, but in
any case the question is of little interest.

These results allow us to gain some idea of the e�ect of an LEV. In �5.3.2.2, it
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was noted that many of the current estimates of the e�ect of the LEV are based
on the logic that the lift due to an LEV can be calculated using the circulation
within the LEV. It was stated there that this view is simplistic as it does not take
into account the position of the LEV. Current results give an eventual steady lift
coe�cient of around 0.16 for the Re3D = 500 case at 9◦ angle of attack (where
there is no LEV). The corresponding lift coe�cient for the Re3D = 30 000 case is
around 0.2 � an increase of 25%. However, it is important to take account of the
fact that there is a rise in lift coe�cient when Re3D is increased, even if an LEV
is formed in both cases. For example, at 45◦ angle of attack, the lift coe�cients
for the Re3D = 500 and 300 000 cases are around 0.69 and 0.78 respectively; a rise
of around 13%, even though an LEV is present in both cases. It is quite possible
that if it were possible to create a case with an angle of attack of 45◦ but without
an LEV (by decreasing Re3D su�ciently) and then compare it to the 45◦ cases
where an LEV is present, a larger di�erence than 25% might be seen, because in
the case without an LEV there would be a large skin-friction force in the negative
vertical direction. However these results do question the accuracy of the claim
of van den Berg and Ellington (1997a), who stated that the LEV can supply �up
to two-thirds of the required lift during the upstroke.� In fact it is reasonable to
question whether it is possible or sensible to break down the lift force in this way.
It is possible to gain the impression that the LEV is something that an insect
actively `creates' by some special mechanism, whereas in fact it is clear that the
LEV is simply a perfectly logical result of the kinematics of the wing.

It is important to bear in mind the fact that part of the reason why the lift
coe�cient is relatively low for the Re3D = 500 case at 9◦ angle of attack is that
viscous forces have a component in the negative vertical direction. This compo-
nent is quite large because of the low Reynolds number. If Reynolds number were
increased to Re3D = 30 000, viscous forces would be expected to become less im-
portant. Therefore if it were possible to have a wing at an angle of attack of 9◦

and Re3D = 30 000 without an LEV some rise in lift coe�cient might be expected.
However, it is not possible for such a situation to exist; just as for 2D cases, the
LEV cannot be `turned on' and `turned o�' at will.
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Figure 6.34: Average torque and lift/torque ratio vs. angle of attack at two di�erent
Reynolds numbers for a rectangular wing of AR = 2.5 between 150◦ and 250◦

swept angle. Lift/torque ratio is non-dimensionalised by multiplying by mean
aerodynamic chord.

6.6.2 Lift-to-torque ratio

.

Figure 6.33(a) tells us that maximum lift is produced at 45◦ angle of attack, but
it does not enable us to identify the most e�cient angle of attack � that is, the
angle of attack at which maximum lift is produced per unit torque on the motor or
mechanism driving the wing. Figure 6.34(a) con�rms that the torque coe�cient8

increases as the angle of attack is increased, just as would be expected � the drag
force will rise with angle of attack, reaching a maximum at 90◦ angle of attack,
and of course torque is directly related to drag.

Figure 6.34(b) reveals that, for Re3D = 500, the angle of attack for maximum
lift/torque ratio (L/T ) is around 15◦. For Re3D = 30 000, it is even lower, at
around 10◦. This may seem counter-intuitive, but in fact is quite logical. Because
the net force on the wing is roughly normal to the wing, as angle of attack is
increased the component of the net force in the horizontal direction increases as
the component in the vertical direction decreases, so that increasing angle of attack

8Torque coe�cient is de�ned as
CT =

T
1
2ρV 2

tipAc
.
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(a) Re3D = 500 (b) Re3D = 30 000

Figure 6.35: Eventual steady �ow structure, visualised by instantaneous stream-
lines, for 9◦ angle of attack. View is from directly above wing. Wing has swept
through an angle of around 250◦ about the mid-chord of the root (marked with a
black circle) and lower edge is leading.

tends to decrease L/T . Similar �ndings were reported for lift/drag ratio in 2D cases
(see �5.4).

The reason for the large di�erence in L/T (between the two Reynolds numbers)
at low angles of attack lies in a combination of two factors: the magnitude of viscous
forces, and the development of the LEV. For Re3D = 500, no LEV is formed at 9◦

angle of attack, as shown in Figure 6.35(a). The �ow simply rounds the leading
edge and �ows down the upper surface of the aerofoil; as was seen for the 2D case
earlier (see Figure 5.13, p. 151). There is some outboard �ow on the upper surface
due to the pressure gradient, but generally the viscous force on the wing is in a
direction which lies parallel to the wing chord and towards the trailing edge. This
tends to increase the drag and reduce the lift produced by the wing � in fact,
viscous forces account for over 70% of the torque on the wing at this Reynolds
number and angle of attack.

At Re3D = 30 000, an LEV is formed at 9◦ angle of attack, as seen in Figure
6.35(b). Just as for the 2D �ows earlier (see p. 155), there is a decrease in viscous
drag; �rstly because viscous forces are less important due to the Reynolds number
increase, and secondly because the �ow on the upper surface is now not exclusively
towards the trailing edge. At Re3D = 30 000, viscous forces account for only 15%

of the torque on the wing at 9◦ angle of attack. The presence of the LEV also
enhances lift. As a result of these changes, the torque coe�cient at 9◦ angle of
attack is 0.14 at Re3D = 500 but only 0.06 at Re3D = 30 000, and the corresponding
lift coe�cients are 0.17 and 0.20 respectively; hence the large increase in L/T . At
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Figure 6.36: Drag coe�cient vs. angle of attack for conventional aerofoil, from
Sheldahl and Klimes (1981).

higher angles of attack, the change in importance of viscous forces does not have
such a dramatic impact because an LEV is formed even at Re3D = 500; so that
the �ow �eld shown in Figure 6.35(a) does not occur. At angles of attack of 45◦

and above, L/T is independent of Reynolds number (within the range of Reynolds
numbers examined here).

6.6.3 Pressure distribution

It has already been seen (Figure 6.34(a)) that the torque on the wing increases
as angle of attack is increased. Of course, this is not surprising, as the same
relationship applies for a conventional aerofoil; see Figure 6.36. However, in the
case of a conventional aerofoil or wing, there is a sudden jump in drag coe�cient
at the stall angle of attack, caused by the �ow separating from the wing. In
the current case there is no such sudden jump because separation actually has a
bene�cial e�ect on drag (and therefore torque), due to the low Reynolds numbers
used here.

Figure 6.37(a) reveals the causes of the increase in normal force. Generally
speaking, the LEV becomes stronger as angle of attack is increased, exactly as
would be expected based on the 2D results presented earlier. This is manifested in
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Figure 6.37: Non-dimensionalised pressure distribution on wing upper surface at
40% span.

Figure 6.37(a) by a marked increase in the magnitude of the pressure peak near the
leading edge. However, once the angle of attack exceeds around 54◦, the magnitude
of this peak decreases. This is because at these higher angles of attack the LEV is
larger, so that its core lies further above the wing. As a result, the magnitude of
the pressure drop seen on the wing's surface is decreased.

This increase in the size of the LEV as the angle of attack is increased is also
evident in Figure 6.37(a). The area of low pressure due to the LEV spreads over
the chord as angle of attack increases, until at 54◦ the pressure is signi�cantly
negative over the entire chord. If angle of attack is increased beyond this point,
the pressure at the trailing edge falls further as the LEV continues to grow.

Figure 6.38 visualises the pressure on the upper surface of the aerofoil. For
Re3D = 500, the LEV is relatively di�used (as is also indicated by the width of
the low pressure region at the leading edge in Figure 6.37(a)). As angle of attack
is increased, the LEV spreads over the wing. At an angle of attack of 54◦, the low
pressure due to the LEV core is clearly visible at around 40% span, indicating that
the LEV at this angle of attack is stronger than for lower angles of attack.

The plots for Re3D = 30 000 (Figure 6.39) show signi�cant di�erences from
those at the lower Reynolds number. The LEV is more concentrated. Even at
an angle of attack of 18◦, the line of low pressure due to the LEV is obvious,
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(a) 18◦ (b) 36◦

(c) 54◦ (d) 72◦

Figure 6.38: Contours of non-dimensionalised pressure on wing upper surface for
Re3D = 500 and various angles of attack. Rectangular, AR = 2.5, wing has swept
about the mid-chord of the root (black circle) at an angle of attack of 45◦ through
approximately 250◦ since impulsive start. The leading edge is at the bottom of
each image.

(a) 18◦ (b) 36◦

(c) 54◦ (d) 72◦

Figure 6.39: Contours of non-dimensionalised pressure on wing upper surface for
Re3D = 30 000 and various angles of attack. Rectangular, AR = 2.5, wing has
rotated about the mid-chord of the root (black circle) at an angle of attack of
45◦ through approximately 250◦ since impulsive start. The leading edge is at the
bottom of each image.
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and at 36◦ the e�ect of the low pressure core of the LEV is clearly visible. The
fact that the LEV becomes more concentrated at higher Reynolds numbers is in
agreement with the experimental results of Nolan (2004), who noted that the LEV
was comparatively di�used at lower Reynolds numbers. The LEV is also stronger
at Re3D = 30 000, as can be seen from the lower pressure on the aerofoil surface.

Also evident in Figure 6.39 is another line of low pressure between the main
LEV and the leading edge, particularly at 36◦ angle of attack. This is the result of
the secondary LEV discussed above, and explains the `twin-peaked' shape of some
of the plots in Figure 6.37(b).

6.6.4 Summary of angle of attack e�ects

It has been seen that the current results suggest that the 3D LEV is a stable
phenomenon at all angles of attack up to 81◦ (at least over the Reynolds number
range examined here). As angle of attack is increased, the stable size of the LEV
increases, leading to an increase in the normal force on the wing. Both primary
and secondary vortices strengthen as angle of attack increases, meaning that the
leading-edge vortex sheet is more liable to KHI at higher angles of attack. However,
at no angle of attack does KHI cause the LEV to shed from the wing.

6.7 E�ect of changing wing planform

All calculations presented so far have been for a rectangular planform wing of
AR = 2.5. Simulations have also been carried out for an elliptical-planform wing,
with the same total area and wing length as the rectangular wing used above.
Figure 6.7 compares the lift coe�cient for the two shapes. As expected, both
planforms eventually produce a stable lift coe�cient when the LEV has grown
to a stable size. It is clear that the rectangular planform creates more lift than
the elliptical wing. However, this does not tell the whole story, as the elliptical
planform actually produces a lift-to-torque ratio of around 20% more than the
rectangular wing (0.80 as opposed to 0.67 � both value non-dimensionalised by
mean chord).
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Figure 6.40: Comparison of lift/swept angle history for two wing planforms at
Re3D = 500 and angle of attack of 45◦.

The reason for the di�erence in lift and lift/torque ratio lies in the area distri-
bution of the wings. The lift produced by a particular section will depend on that
section's local velocity and local chord, as well as on the local strength and orien-
tation of the LEV. Increasing the local velocity (by moving towards the tip) would
tend to increase lift if there were no tip vortex, but it has also been seen (�6.4) that
the interaction of the LEV with the tip vortex (and the consequent separation of
the LEV from the wing) mean that sections that are near the tip produce less lift
than those further inboard. Increasing the local chord at a given spanwise location
would tend to increase the lift produced by that section; however, this relationship
is also a�ected by the local size of the LEV. A small local chord with a large local
LEV might produce a higher local 2D lift coe�cient than a large local chord with
a small local LEV.

The elliptical planform has large chord length on inboard sections (Figure 6.41).
These sections do not produce much lift, because the local velocity is low and the
LEV is small. The local lift for a given section will tend to increase outboard,
because the LEV will become larger and the local velocity will increase. However,
at the same time, the local chord is decreasing and this will tend to reduce the
local lift. At a certain spanwise location, the combination of the decrease in local
chord length and the separation from the wing of the LEV will lead to a decrease
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Figure 6.41: Comparison of rectangular and elliptical planforms.

in local lift.
Examination of the lift distributions for the two planforms supports this rea-

soning. Figure 6.42 shows that the lift distribution over the �rst 20% of the span is
approximately the same for both planforms. Over this �rst 20%, the LEV is com-
paratively small, and thus does not greatly enhance lift. Outboard of this point,
the elliptical wing starts to produce less lift at a given section than the rectangular
wing. Up to around the 60% span position, the local chord for the elliptical wing
is greater than for the rectangular wing, but the LEV is smaller (in proportion to
the local chord) as is shown later. Therefore the LEV has less of a lift-enhancing
e�ect.

At around the 60% span position, both wings have the same local chord (Figure
6.41), but the LEV is smaller on the elliptical wing than on the rectangular wing
(probably because the �ow approaches the leading edge with a greater component
of velocity towards the tip � see below) so that the elliptical wing produces less
lift at this section. Further outboard, the elliptical wing starts to decrease quite
rapidly in local chord length, leading to a drop in local lift. At the same time the
LEV is tending to separate from the wing, which also leads to a lift decrease. The
combination of these two factors leads to a steep decline in the local lift towards
the tip, which continues until the tip is reached. For the rectangular wing, the
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Figure 6.42: Comparison of spanwise lift distributions for elliptical and rectangular
planform wings at Re3D = 500 and angle of attack 45◦. Wings have swept through
an angle of around 250◦ and LEV has stabilised. 2D lift coe�cient is based on
section chord and wing tip velocity, hence the low values of 2D lift coe�cient near
the root.

decline does not start until later (because the local chord remains constant) and is
less steep; at least until very close to the tip, where the local lift drops suddenly
as was seen earlier.

The change in planform has a subtle e�ect on the size of the eventual stable
LEV. Figure 6.43 reveals that the elliptical planform produces an LEV which is
smaller in proportion to the local chord. This explains why the elliptical section
produces less lift at a given spanwise section, as described above. There are two
reasons for this change. Firstly, until the 60% span position, the elliptical wing has
a larger local chord than the rectangular wing (Figure 6.41), so that even if the
LEV were the same size in absolute terms, it would still be smaller when compared
to the local chord. Secondly, though, the LEV is actually smaller in absolute terms
� at the 40% span position, the local diameter of the LEV is around 1mm greater
for the rectangular wing than for the elliptical wing. This small di�erence is likely
to be a result of the fact that, for the elliptical case, the �ow approaches the leading
edge at a di�erent angle than for the rectangular case, due to the curved shape
of the leading edge, and has a larger component of velocity parallel to the leading
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Figure 6.43: Comparison of local size of LEV against spanwise location for elliptical
and rectangular planform wings at Re3D = 500 and angle of attack 45◦. Wings
have swept through an angle of around 250◦ and LEV has stabilised. Figure 6.12
(p. 235) explains how LEV size is de�ned.

edge.
Another change that occurs within the LEV is that, outboard of 25% span, the

core pressure at a given spanwise location is lower for the rectangular wing than for
the elliptical wing, as shown in Figure 6.44. The exception is near the root, where
the elliptical wing produces an LEV with lower core pressure. This is because the
leading edge of the wing has higher local velocity in the elliptical planform case,
because the local chord is greater and therefore there is a greater distance from
the leading edge to the rotation point (the mid-chord of the root). Thus the LEV
that is created is slightly stronger in the elliptical case and therefore has lower
core pressure. Outboard of the 20% span position, the LEV core pressure is lower
for the rectangular planform than for the elliptical wing. The local chord of the
elliptical wing is still higher than for the rectangular wing (up to approximately the
60% span position), so the local incident velocity will still be higher and therefore
a stronger LEV might be expected. However, the leading edge of the elliptical
wing is curved, so that the oncoming �ow meets the leading edge at a di�erent
angle. This leads to a smaller and weaker LEV which, consequently, has lower core
pressure.
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Figure 6.44: Comparison of LEV core pressure against spanwise location for ellip-
tical and rectangular planform wings at Re3D = 500 and angle of attack 45◦.
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Figure 6.45: Comparison of lift/swept angle history for three wing planforms at
Re3D = 500 and angle of attack of 45◦.

Ansari (2004) reported (based on results from his quasi-2D model � see �3.1.2)
that it was preferable to use a wing with a planform such that area was concen-
trated on outboard sections, in order to take advantage of the high local velocities
there. In order to test this simulations were run using the same elliptical-planform
wing as above, but reversed so as to sweep around the tapered end of the wing.
For a Reynolds number of 500, the CFD model predicted an eventual steady lift
coe�cient for the reverse-ellipse wing of around 0.83 � almost 20% more than
the rectangular-planform wing, and almost 50% more than for the elliptical wing
above (Figure 6.7). These changes are of the same sign as reported by Ansari
(2004) and of roughly the same magnitude. However, in terms of lift/torque ra-
tio, the reverse-elliptical wing was outperformed by the elliptical wing; the latter
produced an eventual steady lift/torque ratio around 13% higher than the former.

Both of these results are to be expected. The reverse-elliptical wing has a larger
area outboard, where velocities are higher and the LEV is larger. Therefore the
reverse-ellipse produces more lift. However, because a greater proportion of this
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lift is produced far from the root, the torque on the wing also increases and there
is a net reduction in lift/torque ratio (compared to the elliptical wing case). To
maximise lift/torque ratio, therefore, the current results indicate that a planform
with large areas near the root would be optimum. However, this would be likely to
produce very low lift. The optimum design will depend on the required lift force
as well as on the kinematics of the wings.

The phenomenology is essentially the same in the cases which have been tested,
but there are subtle changes in the strength and position of the LEV. These
changes, along with the more obvious factors of local wing chord and velocity,
lead to some changes in the lift distribution along the wing. This con�rms what
was said earlier; the lift produced by a 2D spanwise section of a wing depends on
local chord, local velocity, and the strength, size, and position of the local LEV.
Since any 2D model cannot accurately predict the last three of these, it seems
clear that 2D models are inadequate for analysing 3D �ows of this nature. It is
important to emphasise again, however, that other aspects of the aerodynamics of
insect-like �apping (such as stroke reversal and wake capture) may well prove more
important than the factors investigated here. A 2D model which captures these
phenomena (e.g. the model of Ansari) may well prove adequate for investigating
�apping wing performance, even though it is not able to predict a stable LEV. The
results presented in �3.1.2 and �6.10.2.1 support this assertion.

6.7.1 Summary of e�ects of changing wing planform

It has been seen that the shape of the wing has a signi�cant impact on its aero-
dynamic performance, and have highlighted the main factors that a�ect the lift
distribution for a given wing. It is not as simple as supposing that wings with
large areas outboard will produce more lift than those with larger areas inboard
� the lift produced by a given section is dependent not only on local chord and
velocity, but also on the local position and strength of the LEV.

The shapes of insects' wings vary widely (see e.g. Ellington, 1984b). This seems
likely to be due to the fact that the wings of a speci�c insect would be suited
to that insect's size, weight, and �ight patterns. Dragon�ies, which are highly
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manoeuvrable, tend to have high aspect ratio wings (the e�ect of changing aspect
ratio is examined in �6.8). Other insects have wings which are designed to fold
when not in use (e.g. ladybirds). This would obviously place some limitations on
the wing shape. However, in general, the current results suggest that although the
planform of the wing will a�ect the aerodynamic performance, the phenomenology
involved seems likely to be fairly consistent across the range of insects.

6.8 E�ect of changing aspect ratio

6.8.1 The stability of the LEV

Stable LEVs are not seen on helicopter rotor blades or the blades of wind turbines
at high angles of attack. Given that these blades sweep like the wings examined
above, it is logical to ask why a stable LEV is not seen. There are two possible
explanations; either the change is due to the increase in aspect ratio (helicopter
rotor blades have aspect ratios of up to 25, whereas insect wings have aspect
ratios generally of less than ten) or it is due to the increase in Reynolds number
(helicopter rotor blades generally operate at chord Reynolds numbers of O(106)).

Nolan (2004), in her experimental work, found that �at equivalent low Re, a
spiral LEV forms more readily on a higher aspect ratio wing� (Nolan, 2004, p. 75).
This is somewhat surprising given that LEVs apparently do not form on high-
aspect-ratio helicopter rotor blades.

It has already been noted that for the AR = 2.5 rectangular wing examined
above, the LEV separates from the wing at around the 70% span position, combin-
ing with the tip vortex (�6.4.6). This is supported by various experimental results
(see e.g. van den Berg and Ellington, 1997a). For the 10cm span wing above, this
equated to a distance of about 7cm from the wing root. The question is, why does
this separation occur � would the LEV still separate at the 70%-span position if
the wing were twice as long? Or is the separation due to the fact that the LEV
has reached a certain size by this point, and would the LEV therefore still separate
around 7cm away from the root even if the wing were twice as long?

In order to investigate this, results for the aspect ratio 2.5 wing are compared
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Figure 6.46: Lift force and lift coe�cient vs. swept angle for rectangular wings of
two aspect ratios. Angle of attack is 45◦ and Re3D = 500 for both cases.

with results for a wing with the same chord length but an aspect ratio of 12.5.
Figure 6.46(a) reveals that, as might be expected, the higher aspect ratio wing
produces more lift; it has 5 times the area. However, when lift coe�cients are
compared, it is seen that the lower aspect ratio wing actually produces a signi�-
cantly higher �gure. In addition, there are signi�cant �uctuations in lift coe�cient
for the higher aspect ratio case, indicating that large-scale vortex shedding is oc-
curring.

Inspection of the �ow visualisation data for the two cases indicates that, as the
above results suggest, there is an obvious change in phenomenology when aspect
ratio is increased. For both cases, the LEV originally extends over the entire span
of the wing (Figure 6.47(a)). For the aspect ratio 2.5 case, the LEV continues
to extend over the whole span for all time. However, for the higher aspect ratio,
the LEV separates near the tip, and another LEV forms on the outboard section
(Figure 6.47(b)). The separation point moves inboard and the second LEV appears
to cause the �rst to shed. In the same way, the second LEV also separates near
the tip and a third LEV appears (Figure 6.47(c)). The simulation was stopped
here, but it is likely that this process would repeat, leading to periodic shedding
of LEVs.

In 2D cases, it was seen that the LEV separated once it had formed a new
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(a) After 30◦ of sweep

(b) After 170◦ of sweep

(c) After 260◦ of sweep

Figure 6.47: Instantaneous LEV structure for AR = 12.5, rectangular, �at-plate
wing at various sweep positions. Angle of attack is 45◦ and Re3D = 500. Wing is
rotating about the mid-chord of the root (marked with black circle) and leading
edge is at bottom of �gure.

TEV. This new TEV was `sucked forward' by the LEV, causing the LEV to lift o�
the aerofoil. The results suggest that a similar process occurs in 3D cases. If the
3D LEV at a given spanwise location grows large enough to produce a new TEV,
that new TEV will cause the LEV to shed. The LEV grows fastest on outboard
sections, so that shedding of the LEV starts near the tip and then propagates
inboard. The stability of an LEV will also therefore depend on wing planform �
reducing the wing chord at a given location increases the likelihood of a new TEV
being created there.

For the aspect ratio 2.5 wings above, the LEV does grow comparatively large
near the tip (see Figure 6.29), and it is logical to ask why a new TEV is not
created in this case. The answer lies in the tip vortex, which causes the LEV to
turn through 90◦ near the tip so that the induced velocities at the trailing edge are
parallel to the trailing edge rather than normal to it. Thus the situation depicted
in Figure 5.22 (p. 163) does not occur and no new TEV is formed.

However, for the aspect ratio 12.5 case under consideration here, the LEV
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becomes large on outboard sections before it starts to interact with the tip vortex.
Thus the induced �ow at the trailing edge produces a new TEV. These results
suggest, therefore, that in order for an LEV to be stable the aspect ratio of the
wing must be such that the LEV merges with the tip vortex (and is therefore
turned through 90◦) before it a�ects the �ow at the trailing edge.

Where shedding of the LEV does occur, the �ow structure is similar to that
seen for 2D cases, with LEVs and TEVs being shed alternately. Perhaps, then, it
might be possible to use 2D models to analyse the �ow in these cases. In fact, the
shape of the curve for the aspect ratio 12.5 case in Figure 6.46(b) is remarkably
similar to the shape of the curve for results from Ansari's (2D) model, as is shown
later (see Figure 6.54, p. 295). But 2D models cannot capture the tip vortex,
which, as has been seen, is fundamental in preventing the formation of a new TEV
and therefore in preventing shedding of the LEV.

It has been seen, however, that a stable LEV is essential for maintaining a
high lift coe�cient � once vortex shedding starts to occur in the 3D case the lift
coe�cient drops dramatically (Figure 6.46(b)). This is to be expected, based on
the 2D results presented earlier. A logical question, given this fact, is to what
extent aspect ratio can be increased whilst a stable LEV is still created? It has
been seen that the LEV is unstable for an aspect ratio 12.5 wing and stable for an
aspect ratio 2.5 wing. In fact, though, the critical value of aspect ratio will depend
on wing planform, as mentioned above. Since any eventual FMAV is unlikely to
have exactly-rectangular wings, there seems little purpose in locating the precise
aspect ratio above which a stable LEV is not possible. A quick simulation (with
a relatively coarse grid) indicates that, for a rectangular wing, a stable LEV is
possible at an aspect ratio of 10. Insect wings generally have aspect ratios of
between 1 and 10 (Dudley, 1999), and the preceding results may well explain why
this is � above this value of AR, a stable LEV is not possible.

6.8.2 Is wing length more important than aspect ratio?

Nolan (2004) suggests, based on her PIV results, that the creation of a stable LEV
is dependent primarily on the velocity of the leading of the wing relative to the
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�uid. She then suggests that chord length will not have much of an impact on this
velocity, so that it might not be sensible to base Reynolds number on chord length,
and states that an LEV is created �only when �ow passes the leading edge at a
certain speed� (Nolan, 2004, p. 76). It is clear that there is potential for confusion
here.

For a given 3D case, there are two questions to be answered. Firstly, is an LEV
created at all: in other words, is the Reynolds number/angle of attack combination
such that separation occurs at the leading edge? Secondly, if an LEV is created,
will it be stable?

Intuitively, it might seem reasonable to expect that the answer to the �rst of
these two questions would depend on the speed and angle of the incident �ow at
the leading edge, and it might also seem reasonable to expect that this velocity
would not depend on the chord length of the wing. Nolan (2004) suggests that
this might be the case; that the creation of an LEV is dependent on the velocity of
the leading of the wing relative to the �uid. She then suggests that because chord
length will not have much of an impact on this velocity, it might not be sensible
to base Reynolds number on chord length.

The problem with this logic can be summarised by referring back to the 2D,
Re = 5 case in Figure 5.13 (p. 151). It was noted that there was no separation at
the leading edge for this case. If the chord length of the aerofoil were increased
by a factor of 10, the Reynolds number (as de�ned for 2D �ows) would increase
to 50. At Re = 50 it was noted that separation did occur. However, as only
the chord of the aerofoil has been changed, the speed and direction of the �ow
at the leading edge is unchanged � at least, according to the reasoning outlined
above. Therefore, based on the reasoning of Nolan (2004), separation would not
be expected to occur, even though the Reynolds number is now 50.

If this were true, it would undermine the whole process of dynamic scaling (see
Appendix A), because if a scaled-down model of an aircraft was built and the
airspeed was increased to keep Re constant, separation might occur on the model
where on the full-scale aircraft it would not occur. It would also undermine the
conclusion reached earlier that Strouhal number is dependent on Reynolds number,
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implying that leading-edge separation will occur at Re = 50, no matter how that
Reynolds number is obtained.

Fortunately the current results show that the suggestion of Nolan is without
foundation. If Re is increased by increasing chord length, it has the same impact
as increasing Re by any other means. Leading-edge separation does not occur
when Re = 5; but if chord length is increased by a factor of 10 (so that Re = 50),
leading-edge separation does occur, even though the speed or direction of the �ow
at the leading edge has not been actively changed. The fact is the separation
is caused by an adverse pressure gradient, which is not simply dependent on the
speed and direction of the oncoming �ow.

The second of the two questions (regarding the stability of an LEV) is also
answered by current results. The stability of the LEV at a given point is critically
dependent on the chord length of the wing. To put it simply, if the local LEV
grows enough to cause a new TEV to form, the LEV at that location is shed.

6.8.3 Summary of e�ects of changing aspect ratio

It has been seen that aspect ratio is one of the more important parameters a�ecting
the stability of a 3D LEV. This result is not especially surprising. The LEV grows
with outboard location along a 3D wing, and the current 2D results showed that
if an LEV grows large enough to create a new TEV, the LEV is shed. Therefore,
in order for the LEV to be stable, the local chord length at each spanwise location
must be such that the local LEV does not grow large enough to induce �ow around
the trailing edge. Based on this conclusion, it is evident that helicopter rotor blades
(which have aspect ratios much higher than 10) will not bene�t from a stable LEV.

6.9 E�ect of a returning wake

A major simplifying assumption that has been made in all simulations presented
thus far is that the wing or aerofoil operates in undisturbed air. In fact, because
insect wings move back and forth through the same volume of air (at least whilst
the insect is in the hover) the wing will encounter the wake of previous strokes and
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this is certain to have some impact on the forces produced and the phenomenology
of the �ow.

The potential e�ects of this wing-wake interaction were discussed in �2.1.3.1.
The lack of consensus on this point was also highlighted, with many authors assert-
ing that wake capture enhances lift (see e.g. Dickinson, 1994; Sane and Dickinson,
2001; Birch and Dickinson, 2003), some that the presence of the wake does not
a�ect lift production (see e.g. Sun and Tang, 2002; Aono and Liu, 2006), and a
few that wake capture has a detrimental e�ect on lift production (see e.g. Wu and
Sun, 2005).

�6.1.1 mentioned that, whereas for the CFD case the lift force becomes stable
after around 90◦ of sweep, the experiments carried out as part of this work found
that the force on a 3D wing did not stabilise until the wing had swept through
a number of complete revolutions. However it was noted that a lift plateau did
occur at around 90◦ of sweep. It became clear that this di�erence was due to the
returning wake, which was not included in the CFD results at this stage. Because
the experimental rig consisted of two wings mounted 180◦ apart, as each wing
passed 180◦ of sweep it started to encounter the wake of the other wing.

The experimental results indicated that the e�ect of the wake was to reduce
lift. At around 90◦ of sweep (when there was a short lift plateau, before the wing
encountered the wake of the opposite wing) the average measured lift coe�cient
was around 0.50. The average eventual steady lift coe�cient was close to 0.32 �
a reduction in lift of more than a third due to the wake.

6.9.1 CFD method � and a caution

A returning wake can be simulated using periodic boundary conditions within the
3D CFD model. In e�ect, this means that the �ow which leaves the domain down-
stream of the wing immediately re-enters the domain at the upstream boundary, so
that any wake shed by the wing eventually returns to the wing. This is equivalent
to having a CFD model of two wings but uses the mesh for only one wing, thereby
saving resources and decreasing runtime.

Care must be taken, however, when interpreting these results. It has already
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been mentioned that the mesh (for both 2D and 3D cases) is coarsened in areas
far from the wing. This means that the shed wake becomes less well resolved
downstream, so that the �ne detail of the wake will be lost. Although the mesh
was re�ned for the results in this section, it is unlikely that this eliminated this
concern.

This problem is common in rotorcraft CFD analysis. Brown and Line state that
the e�ectiveness of CFD models for this kind of �ow �is often limited . . . by di�-
culties in retaining the structure and form of the rotor wake that result from their
tendency to dissipate vorticity� (Brown and Line, 2005, p. 1434). The vorticity
transport model of Brown (2000) might be a suitable way to avoid this problem �
the model �addresses the problem of vorticity di�usion by solving the fundamental
�uid dynamic equations in vorticity conservation form� (Brown and Line, 2005,
p. 1). Further work will be required to understand how this model can be applied
to simulations of insect-like �apping. The assumption of inviscid �ow made in the
model (Brown, 2000, p. 58) would have to be removed in order for the model to
be applied; at least if it is intended to be used to model the �ight of small insects
rather than FMAVs.

This concern appears not to have been addressed in most of the `full �apping'
CFD models. For example, Sun and Tang (2002) use a RANS CFD model to
examine the aerodynamics of an insect wing undergoing �apping motion and do
not mention this possible disadvantage of their method. For most of the current
work, the di�usion of vorticity should not be an issue; it is only in this section that
the results should be treated with some caution.

Despite this warning, it appears that the model gives the correct qualitative idea
of the e�ect of the wake, though the quantitative results may be inaccurate. In fact,
comparison with the current experimental results indicates that the quantitative
results are of the right order of magnitude.

6.9.2 Results

Figure 6.48 shows that the CFD model predicts that a returning wake causes a re-
duction in lift of about 50%. This is a larger reduction than the ∼ 30% implied by
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Figure 6.48: Lift coe�cient vs. swept angle for a �at-plate, rectangular wing of
aspect ratio 2.5 at 45◦ angle of attack, both ignoring and including the e�ect of
the returning wake. Re3D = 5 000.

current experiments. For the non-returning case, the lift becomes comparatively
steady after around 270◦ of sweep (the small-amplitude, high-frequency �uctua-
tions are due to KHI, as discussed in �6.5.1). For the returning-wake case, the
lift starts to drop below the non-returning case at around 90◦ of sweep, but the
two plots diverge most signi�cantly after 180◦ of sweep. Because two wings are
e�ectively being modelled, this is as expected � at 180◦ of sweep, the wing has
entered the wake from the opposite wing.

The plots diverge before the 180◦ of sweep position, because the chord of the
wing is not zero. It takes 180◦ of sweep for the centre-chord line of the wing to
reach the original position of the centre-chord line of the opposite wing; but the
leading edge of the root of the wing will encounter the wake from the trailing edge
of the other wing before 180◦ of sweep.

The reason for the decrease in lift is evident from Figure 6.49. The non-
returning wake case produces a large, strong LEV which forms across virtually
the entire span of the wing (Figure 6.49(a)). By contrast, the LEV for the re-
turning wake case is signi�cantly smaller and weaker (Figure 6.49(b)). In fact, the
e�ect of the returning wake appears to be similar to the e�ect of reducing the angle
of attack of the wing. The LEV shrinks and weakens, and as a consequence its lift-
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(a) Non-returning wake (b) Returning wake

Figure 6.49: Contours of non-dimensionalised pressure (p/0.5ρVtip
2) on wing upper

surface for returning and non-returning wake cases after 400◦ of sweep about mid-
chord of root (black circle). Re3D = 5 000 and angle of attack is 45◦. Leading edge
is at bottom of �gure.
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Figure 6.50: Non-dimensionalised pressure (p/0.5ρVtip
2) on wing upper surface vs.

chordwise position for non-returning (thick line) and returning wake cases after
400◦ of sweep. Re3D = 5 000 and angle of attack is 45◦.
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enhancing e�ect is reduced. This is also demonstrated by Figure 6.50, where it is
clear that the pressure on the upper surface is increased (i.e. the LEV core pressure
is not so low) if the e�ect of the returning wake is included in the simulation.

Given the nature of the trailing vortex system behind the wing, it is not sur-
prising that the e�ect of the returning wake is to decrease the e�ective angle of
attack of the wing. Viewed from ahead of the wing, the trailing vortex (the com-
bined LEV/tip vortex) induces a downward velocity inboard of itself. Thus, when
the wing enters this wake, the wake will induce a downward velocity ahead of the
wing. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.51. It is clear that for the non-returning
wake case, the �ow far ahead of the wing is at 45◦ to the wing chord. The same
cannot be said for the returning wake cases.

The lift force for the returning wake case continued to �uctuate until the end
of the simulation. This is expected. The wing sheds a wake at time t1. When it
encounters this wake at time t2, the wake that is being shed at time t2 is a�ected.
At t3, the wing encounters the wake that was shed at t2, which has an impact
on the wake that is shed at t3. The actual value of these times is unimportant;
it is simply suggested that one revolution will not be long enough for the �ow to
reach a steady state. The current experiments suggested that it takes a number of
complete revolutions before a steady-state lift force is realised.

6.9.3 Summary of e�ects of a returning wake

These results suggest that wing/wake interaction can have a signi�cant e�ect on
force production, causing a change in lift of between 30 and 50%. It is important
to realise that, although in the case of a sweeping wing this change will always
be negative, in the case of insect-like �apping the wing/wake interactions will be
much more complex, and the e�ect of the wake on force production could be either
positive or negative. The experimental results of Dickinson, shown in Figure 3.3(a)
on p. 83, give some idea of the e�ect of the wake in a 3D, �apping case.
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(a) 25% span, non-returning wake (b) 25% span, returning wake

(c) 50% span, non-returning wake (d) 50% span, returning wake

(e) 75% span, non-returning wake (f) 75% span, returning wake

Figure 6.51: Instantaneous streamlines after 400◦ of sweep showing e�ect of re-
turning wake on the e�ective angle of attack of wing sections. Re3D = 5 000 and
angle of attack is 45◦.
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Figure 6.52: Comparison of radial (blue) and straight (red) chords for a rectangular,
aspect ratio 2.5 wing.

6.10 Comparison with the model of Ansari (2004)

6.10.1 Flow visualisation

As mentioned in �3.1.3, �ow visualisation from the model of Ansari (2004) does
not compare well with that from physical, 3D experiments. There has been some
suggestion that this is because in experimental cases, �ow visualisation is captured
over straight chords, whereas the model of Ansari visualises the �ow on curved
radial chords in an attempt to account for the sweeping motion of the wing (see
Figure 6.52). Using the current CFD data, both situations can be investigated;
and by comparing the results, the validity of these suggestions can be examined.

Intuitively, the di�erence would be expected to be greatest near the root of the
wing, where the di�erence between a �at and a curved plane is greatest, as shown in
Figure 6.52. Figure 6.53 shows that there are indeed signi�cant di�erences between
the two planes for the 10%-span case.

There are a few features of Figure 6.53 which warrant some explanation. Firstly,
for the �at planes, there is a large velocity component normal to the visualisation
plane ahead of and behind the wing. This is to be expected because of the sweeping
motion of the wing � if the wing were not present, there would be a smooth change
from positive normal velocities to negative normal velocities. Conversely, for the
radial chord case, if the wing were not present the normal velocity would be zero
everywhere, because the �ow would follow the curve of the plane.

Secondly, the length of a radial chord is proportional to its distance from the
point of rotation. Therefore, the radial chord at 10% span is very short; see Figure
6.52. The length of a straight chord is constant along the span. The `bent' shape
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Figure 6.53: Comparison of straight- and radial-chord �ow visualisation for �at-
plate wing of AR = 2.5. Angle of attack is 45◦ and Re3D = 500. Instantaneous
streamlines show velocities parallel to plane while contours show velocity normal
to plane in m/s.
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Figure 6.53: Comparison of straight- and radial-chord �ow visualisation for �at-
plate wing of AR = 2.5. Angle of attack is 45◦ and Re3D = 500. Instantaneous
streamlines show velocities parallel to plane while contours show velocity normal
to plane in m/s (continued).
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of the wing section for the radial-chord case at the 10%-span position is the result
of the 45% angle of attack � at 0◦ angle of attack the wing would appear straight
in both cases.

At all spanwise positions, the two methods produce identical results at the mid-
chord of the wing, as should be the case. The �rst notable di�erence is seen most
clearly at the 70%-span position. Here, a large area of positive normal velocity
is visible behind the wing in the radial-chord visualisation. In the straight-chord
visualisation, this area does not extend so far downstream. This di�erence is due
to the fact that the radial chord is following the tip vortex, which induces a �ow
which is normal to the curved plane. For the straight-chord cases, the tip vortex
leaves the plane of visualisation a short distance behind the wing and the tip vortex
from outboard sections passes through the visualisation plane.

The second di�erence that is notable is shown by the streamlines behind the
wing. At the 90%-span position, the radial-chord visualisation shows the stream-
lines converging behind the wing. The straight-chord visualisation does not show
this convergence. Similarly, at the 70%-span position, the streamlines behind the
wing are generally in an upwards direction in the straight-chord visualisation, but
in a downwards direction for the radial-chord view. The radial-chord cases resem-
ble more closely the kind of �ow structure that is seen in 2D �ows; and this is
exactly as would be expected, because the radial chords follow the general path of
the �ow more closely than the straight chords.

It is clear, however, that all the above di�erences cannot be held responsible
for the discrepancies between the predictions of Ansari's model and �ow visuali-
sation from 3D experiments. The primary reason is that Ansari's model predicts
vortex shedding to occur, just as it does for 2D cases, when in reality, as has been
seen, the LEV does not shed for 3D cases. Although Figure 6.53 may be help-
ful in understanding the structure of the �ow, and also useful in comparing �ow
visualisation from 2D models to that from 3D models or experiments, it is clear
that if no vortex shedding occurs when the �ow is observed using straight-chord
�ow visualisation, it will not occur if the �ow is examined using radial-chord �ow
visualisation. What has been seen is that for the �ow visualisation from a 3D
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model or experiment to be similar to that from a 2D model or experiment, the 3D
�ow must be visualised using curved planes. Of course, in reality this is di�cult;
PIV, for example, as used by Nolan (2004), needs a laser light sheet, and creating a
curved light sheet (although possible) would involve the use of complex lenses. In
addition, the sensor used to record the �ow-visualisation images would also have
to be curved.

6.10.2 Forces

6.10.2.1 Comparison with current CFD force predictions

It has been noted already (�3.1.2) that Ansari's model produces results which are
very close to 3D experimental force measurements for a �apping wing. This section
examines how results from his model compare with results from the current 3D
CFD simulations for the case of an impulsively-started sweeping wing.

Ansari's model is inviscid (i.e. independent of Re), so that the lift coe�cient
produced by an aerofoil depends only on the angle of attack and the distance
travelled � for example, an aerofoil which has travelled two chord lengths at an
angle of attack of 45◦ will produce a lift coe�cient of around 2.14, regardless of
the velocity of the aerofoil. This is useful, because it means that 3D wings can be
analysed using the results from only a single 2D simulation, as described below.
According to Ansari's model, the lift coe�cient produced by a particular section
of the wing will depend only on the local chord, the local angle of attack, and
the distance through which the wing has swept. Therefore it is possible to divide
the wing spanwise into chordwise elements, and predict the lift coe�cient for each
element using the local chord and the local distance travelled. In this section the
wing was divided spanwise into 20 sections9 and the lift coe�cient is estimated for
each section using 2D results from Ansari (priv. comm., 2006) for an in�nitely-thin
�at plate at 45◦ angle of attack.

Figure 6.54 compares results from Ansari's model to results from the current
CFD model. Because of the inviscid nature of Ansari's model two Reynolds num-

9Ansari (2004) found that the mean force on the wing converged once the number of sections
exceeded 20.
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Figure 6.54: Comparison of results from Ansari's model with results from the
current CFD model. α = 45◦.

bers are plotted for the CFD cases. The lift coe�cient predicted by Ansari's model
is of the same order of magnitude as that predicted by the current CFD model,
but it is immediately obvious is that, whereas the CFD model predicts an eventual
steady value of lift, Ansari's model does not. This is expected � it was seen in
�6.4 that the CFD model predicts that the LEV grows to a stable size and then
remains at that size. Ansari's model, being essentially two-dimensional, does not
predict a stable LEV � the LEV for a given section is shed and a new LEV grows.

It is possible to see the e�ects of the essentially-2D nature of Ansari's model
in the comparison presented in �3.1.2 (between experimental results for a �apping
wing and results from Ansari's model). In Figure 3.3(b) (p. 83), it was seen that
for the initial half-stroke (which begins at t = 0s and ends at around t = 2.5s)
Ansari's model initially over-predicted the lift force compared with experimental
results for a �apping wing; the lift prediction from Ansari's model then dipped,
to under-predict the lift force, before rising sharply to over-predict it again, just
before stroke reversal. Meanwhile, the experimental data showed a lift force which,
after an initial peak, rose gradually to an almost-steady value before stroke reversal.
Subsequent strokes are more di�cult to interpret due to the e�ect of the wake from
previous strokes, but it is clear that Ansari's model shows a signi�cantly higher
degree of lift force �uctuation than is seen in the experimental results, which is
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Figure 6.55: Lift vs. swept angle for various spanwise sections and total wing;
results from Ansari's model. Rectangular AR = 2.5 planform, α = 45◦.

consistent with the fact that (for 3D cases) Ansari's model predicts vortex shedding
where in reality none occurs.

It is interesting to break down the force prediction of Ansari's model to compare
the force contribution from di�erent sections of the wing. The lift coe�cient vs.
distance moved plot for each spanwise section will naturally be identical, so if lift
coe�cient vs. swept angle is plotted for the di�erent sections, as in Figure 6.55(a),
the e�ect is simply to compress or stretch the graph. After 100◦ of sweep, the
section at 25% span has travelled only around 0.8 chords, whereas the section at
100% span has travelled 4.2 chords10.

Figure 6.55(b) reveals that the shapes of the lift vs. sweep angle plots are
also identical for all spanwise locations, as would be expected. However, because
outboard sections are travelling faster, the actual lift (as opposed to the lift co-
e�cient) produced by an outboard section is higher than that produced by an
inboard section. It is clear that Ansari's model predicts shedding of the LEV at
every spanwise location; although the total lift does appear to stabilise for a time
at around 200◦ (and again at around 320◦) of sweep, this is simply because during

10It might be expected that the 100%-span position would have moved four times as far as
the 25%-span position; it has moved four times as far in absolute terms, but because curved
chords are used, the chord length at the 25%-span position is longer than that at the 100%-span
position.
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this time, the lift from some wing sections is rising, whereas the lift from others is
falling, leading to a net change in total lift of approximately zero.

Also worth noting is that Ansari's model cannot take account of the tip vortex,
which is probably why his model generally predicts a higher total lift coe�cient
than the current CFD model. The current model predicted the 2D lift coe�cient
to peak at around 60% span, and then fall sharply towards the wingtip (see Figure
6.17(b), p. 242) whereas the model of Ansari predicts the average lift coe�cient at
the tip to be higher than at any other spanwise location.

It is clear, then, that although Ansari's model predicts wing lift coe�cients of
the same order of magnitude as the current CFD model, there is a large di�erence
in the actual phenomenology between the two models. However, this may not be
important. The e�ects of wing reversal have not been considered, which may well
be more important than the e�ects of predicting vortex shedding where in reality it
does not occur. It has been seen that Ansari's model does in fact predict forces on
3D wings with a high degree of accuracy (Figure 3.3(b)), and so it would be highly
premature to dismiss all 2D models as worthless; particularly when one takes into
account the speed of Ansari's model when compare to the CFD simulations carried
out here.

6.10.2.2 The impact of using curved chords

Ansari's model is essentially two-dimensional in nature, but uses curved chords in
the analysis in an attempt to account for the sweeping motion of the wing. Ansari
et al. (2006a) state that the use of �at chords is less tenable than the use of curved
chords for these comparatively low aspect ratio wings. In this section the e�ect on
lift of using �at or curved chords is examined, in an attempt to establish whether
the change actually makes a tangible di�erence. By taking data from Ansari's
model, it is possible to analyse a 3D wing using both straight and curved chords
and examine the impact of the change. This section, therefore, does not use any
results from the current CFD model.

The same number of sections is used for both cases, and compare the total
predicted lift in Figure 6.56. The di�erence is very small � the di�erence in the
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Figure 6.56: Comparison of predicted lift coe�cient using curved and straight
chords for a rectangular, AR = 2.5 wing at 45◦ angle of attack.
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Figure 6.57: Comparison of section lift predictions using �at and curved chords at
various spanwise locations. Rectangular AR = 2.5 planform, α = 45◦.

average lift coe�cients is around 1.5% of the curved chords average � with the
curved-chords simulation predicting a lift force slightly higher than the straight-
chords simulation.

To explain this, Figure 6.57 shows the section lift prediction at various spanwise
locations using straight and curved chords. At the root, the straight-chords model
predicts a much higher lift coe�cient, whereas at positions further outboard, the
curved-chord model predicts a very slightly higher lift coe�cient. Figure 6.58 con-
�rms that the di�erence is large near the root, and that, inboard of the 12.5%-span
position, the straight-chords prediction is higher than the curved-chords prediction.
Outboard of this position, the situation is reversed. The di�erence decreases fur-
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Figure 6.58: Average di�erence between 2D lift predictions using curved and �at
chords vs. spanwise location. Expressed as percentage of curved-chords lift force.
Rectangular AR = 2.5 planform, α = 45◦.

ther outboard; at the tip, the di�erence is less than 0.5%.

The reason for the reversal at 12.5%-span is that, up until this point, a curved
chord is shorter than a straight chord passing through the same spanwise position;
see Figure 6.52. Outboard of the 12.5%-span position, the situation is reversed, so
that a curved chord is longer than a straight chord, but the di�erence decreases
further outboard. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.59.

The di�erence in chord length also means that, for a given swept angle, the
curved chord at a given spanwise location has travelled slightly less or more chord
lengths than the straight chord. Thus the plot of lift coe�cient vs. swept angle is
slightly compressed or stretched, depending on the sign of the di�erence in chord
length between the curved and straight chord.

Overall, however, the di�erence in lift for a given section is very small, apart
from at the root; and because the root sections do not produce much lift anyway,
large changes here result in only small changes in the overall lift on the wing.

6.10.3 Ansari's model � conclusions

It has been seen that the fact that �ow visualisation from Ansari's model does not
agree with that from 3D experiments is less to do with the curved/straight chords
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Figure 6.59: Lengths of curved and straight chords vs. spanwise location. Rectan-
gular planform.

issue, and more to do with the fact that Ansari's model cannot predict a stable
LEV. In other words, Ansari's model predicts vortex shedding where the current
CFD results predict (and the experimental results of Nolan (2004) and others show)
that in reality vortex shedding does not occur. The same reason accounts for the
discrepancies between lift predictions from the current CFD model and those from
Ansari's model.

The current results question the conclusion of Ansari that �a quasi-3D . . . model
is capable of reproducing well the �ow and associated forces for insect-like �apping
wings at low Reynolds numbers� (Ansari, 2004, �7.1). In particular, the implica-
tion that essentially-2D models can be used to visualise 3D �ows is inaccurate;
it has been shown that 2D and 3D �ows are fundamentally di�erent in terms of
phenomenology and force production. However, Ansari's model has been shown to
be able to predict the force produced by a �apping wing with a surprising degree of
accuracy (see Figure 3.3(a) on p. 83). This indicates that other factors, apart from
the stable LEV, are important in force production � for example, stroke reversal
and wake capture. Ansari's model is also much quicker to run than the current
RANS CFD simulations.

The case for using curved chords as opposed to straight chords has been ex-
amined. The change does make a di�erence, especially at the root; but it has a
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negligible impact on the overall lift that is predicted. In any case, it is not possi-
ble, based on currently-available data, to assess which system (curved or straight
chords) produces the more accurate results. The assumption that using curved
chords will increase accuracy (because the �ow will follow the chords) is not sup-
ported by the current results, as there is signi�cant spanwise �ow within the LEV.

Again, however, it is important to emphasise that the fact that results from
Ansari's model do not agree with results from the current CFD model may not
be important. Ansari's model is designed for �apping wings and includes the
e�ects of wing reversal and wake capture. These two e�ects may well prove to
be of much greater importance than the fact that Ansari's model cannot predict
a stable LEV. The current results do suggest that �ow visualisation data for 3D
cases from Ansari's model will not be realistic, but again this may not be an issue
when the model is used for its intended purpose (i.e. when the swept distance
between stroke reversals is small). Ansari's model does predict forces of the right
order of magnitude; and though the instantaneous force at a given time may not
be accurate, the mean force may be.

6.11 3D �ows � closing remarks

It has been seen that there is a fundamental di�erence between 2D �ows and 3D
�ows. Whereas 2D �ows reveal an unstable �ow structure, with vortices continually
being shed and created (apart from at very low Reynolds numbers), 3D �ows
produce a stable LEV and there is no vortex shedding, providing that aspect ratio
is below a critical value (of around 10, for a rectangular wing).

It has been demonstrated that this LEV is stable because of spanwise �ow
within it. This extracts vorticity and `balances' the vorticity being fed into the
LEV from the leading edge separation. The spanwise �ow is, in turn, a result of
the pressure gradient that exists within the LEV due to the sweeping motion of
the wing. The LEV merges with the tip vortex and separates from the wing near
the tip.

This phenomenon appears resilient to changes in Re. The current CFD results
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show a stable LEV at Reynolds numbers from 120 up to 30 000, and the current
experimental results support the assertion that the LEV continues to exist at these
higher Reynolds numbers.

Many of the other �ndings presented in this chapter � relating to the e�ect of
changing Re or changing angle of attack � closely correlate with the 2D �ndings
earlier. Because of this it is reasonable to investigate the possibility of using a 2D
model to analyse 3D wings. Ansari's model has demonstrated that this is possible
and that good results can be obtained. However, it must be borne in mind that the
phenomenology of the �ow (as predicted by 2D models) will probably not correlate
with reality. Flow visualisation for 3D cases produced using 2D models should be
examined with this in mind.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

�Simple models that provide useful insights are often to be preferred to
models that get so close to the real world that the mysteries they intend
to unravel are repeated in the model and remain mysteries.�

� Frederick W. Lanchester

The primary aim of the current study has been to provide insight into the
LEV seen to exist during insect-like �apping, mainly using a CFD approach. The
RANS CFD models used were validated against existing and new experimental
data. The problem was simpli�ed by breaking down the complex kinematics of
insect-like �apping into its constituent parts and analysing one of these parts �
translation at high angles of attack. Starting with 2D �ows, the e�ects of various
parameters, including Reynolds number, angle of attack, acceleration, and aerofoil
cross-section and thickness, have been examined in detail. The 2D results were
then used in conjunction with 3D results to explain the stability of 3D LEVs and
to examine the impact of parameters such as angle of attack and Reynolds number
for 3D wings.

This closing chapter summarises what has been learnt from the present study.
As the current results naturally fall into two categories � 2D and 3D �ows � the
same layout is followed here.
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7.1 2D �ows

Strouhal number Strouhal number is dependent on Reynolds number. At
Reynolds numbers of 1 000 or above, there are two Strouhal numbers; one relating
to the frequency of primary vortex shedding, and one relating to the frequency
of breakdown vortex shedding (breakdown vortices being the result of Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability). When Re > 500, the former of these two is constant, at
around 0.22. When Re < 500, the frequency of primary vortex shedding is reduced
relative to the Re = 500 case.

Reynolds number The phenomenology of a 2D �ow is highly dependent on
Reynolds number if Reynolds number is very low. For a 1% thick elliptical aerofoil
at 45◦ angle of attack, there is no LEV for Reynolds numbers up to 5. For 5 < Re <

25, a stable LEV (or separation bubble) exists above the aerofoil. For Re ≥ 25,
the LEV is unstable and regular vortex shedding occurs. The Reynolds numbers
at which these changes occur will depend on angle of attack; if angle of attack is
lower than 45◦, the values will be increased, and conversely if angle of attack is
higher than 45◦, these values of Re will be decreased.

If the Reynolds number/angle of attack combination is su�ciently high for
vortex shedding to occur, the �ow is relatively insensitive to further increases in
Reynolds number. For example, for a 45◦ angle of attack, the phenomenology of
the �ow is almost identical whether Re = 25 or Re = 500.

At another, higher, critical Reynolds numbers (1 000 for an angle of attack of
45◦), Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurs in the leading- and trailing-edge vortex
sheets. This causes low-amplitude, high-frequency �uctuations in the force on the
aerofoil, but does not alter the frequency of primary vortex shedding.

At a Reynolds number of 10, viscous force accounts for around 25% of total
force. At Re = 30 000 the corresponding �gure is less than 1%. This enables us
to assess the validity of the assumption of inviscid �ow made in many analytical
models and judge when this assumption is reasonable.
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Vortex shedding It is misleading to use the term `dynamic stall' or `delayed
stall' to explain the cause of the LEV. Dynamic stall only occurs when an aerofoil
undergoes an increase in angle of attack whilst translating, but an LEV is formed
even if both angle of attack and velocity are constant.

Vortex growth occurs when the combination of angle of attack and Reynolds
number result in a vortex experiencing a net increase in circulation. Vortices grow
more readily at high angles of attack and high Reynolds numbers. If a vortex grows
beyond a critical size, it induces the creation of another TEV which eventually
causes the LEV to shed.

Both leading- and trailing-edge vortices increase the force on the aerofoil. The
size of the increase depends on vortex strength and position. As a vortex moves
away from the aerofoil, its impact on force production decreases.

Angle of attack The initial lift plateau that results when an aerofoil starts
motion at 45◦ angle of attack is due to a combination of the initial bound circulation
(due to delayed leading-edge separation) being shed into the leading-edge vortex
sheet and the Wagner e�ect (i.e. the e�ect of the starting vortex, see p. 57). At
low angles of attack, the Wagner e�ect dominates and (after the initial added-
mass peak) the lift rises. At high angles of attack, the decrease in lift (due to the
shedding of the initial bound circulation into the LEV sheet) dominates and the
lift falls. At 45◦, the two balance out and the lift remains constant until the initial
LEV begins to move away from the aerofoil.

Vortices are shed more frequently at lower angles of attack (provided that the
angle of attack is high enough for vortex shedding to occur at all). If Strouhal
number is based on the e�ective width of the aerofoil (i.e. the width as seen by the
�ow upstream) then Strouhal number is roughly constant for all angles of attack.

Aerofoil section & thickness The cross-sectional shape of the aerofoil has little
impact on the phenomenology of the �ow, provided that the aerofoil remains thin.
This is because separation is enforced at the leading and trailing edges.

The thickness/chord ratio has more of an impact, because this determines the
`sharpness' of the leading and trailing edges. Thin aerofoils outperform thick ones
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in terms of lift and lift/drag ratio.

Aerofoil acceleration Accelerating aerofoils experience additional force due to
added mass. The acceleration does not a�ect the Strouhal number relating to
primary vortex shedding frequency, provided that Reynolds number does not fall
below 500.

7.2 3D �ows

3D LEV development A 3D wing which undergoes pure translational motion
at a high angle of attack experiences separation at the leading edge, resulting in
the creation of a large LEV which grows until it is shed, as for 2D cases. The tip
vortices limit the growth of the LEV near the tip.

A 3D sweeping wing also experiences separations at the leading edge (pro-
vided that the local Reynolds number is su�ciently high). The LEV that forms
is stronger on outboard sections (due to the higher local Reynolds number) and
therefore a spanwise pressure gradient is created within the LEV. This leads to
spanwise �ow, which extracts vorticity from the core of the LEV and leads to an
eventual stable LEV. In reality, there is just one vortex involved in the �ow; the
leading-edge, tip, and trailing-edge vortices are in fact all parts of the same con-
tinuous vortex line. In other words, it is not the case that the LEV and tip vortex
are two vortices both extending downstream; in fact, they are both part of the
same vortex line, as would be expected from Helmholtz's vortex theorem (see e.g.
Kundu and Cohen, 2004, p. 138).

Although the LEV that forms is similar in appearance and structure to the LEV
formed over a delta wing at high angle of attack, there are important di�erences
in the way that the two LEVs form. A delta-wing LEV forms due to the large
component of the freestream velocity which is tangential to the leading edge. For
a rotating wing at high angle of attack, the LEV is conical (and spanwise �ow
is present within the LEV) due to the sweeping motion of the wing. Therefore
comparisons of the two, though such comparisons may be valid, should be carried
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out with care.

3D wing lift distribution The lift produced by a particular spanwise section
will not simply be dependent on that section's local velocity and local chord, but
will depend also on the local strength and orientation of the LEV. Outboard sec-
tions do not bene�t from the LEV, because the LEV separates from the wing at
around 60 to 70% span (for low aspect ratio wings). Inboard sections also produce
relatively low lift, because the low local velocity means that the LEV formed is
small.

2D vs. 3D LEVs Using a 2D model to analyse the growth of a 3D LEV (using
a blade element approach), if it is possible at all, is sensible only for the initial
few degrees of wing sweep (up to 5◦). After this point, the 2D model will predict
the LEV to continue growing whereas in reality the rate of growth of a 3D LEV
reduces as the LEV approaches its stable size. At a sweep angle of 90◦, the error
in the predicted size of the LEV at the 50% span position will be of O(100%).

E�ect of changing Reynolds number The LEV seen here is stable for Reynolds
numbers from 120 to 30 000. The LEV formed at low Reynolds numbers is smaller
than that formed at higher Reynolds numbers, meaning that the lift coe�cient
increases as Reynolds number is increased.

If the local Reynolds number for a given section exceeds a critical value (which
depends on the angle of attack, as for the 2D �ows above) Kelvin-Helmholtz in-
stability occurs in the leading-edge vortex sheet. This leads to small-amplitude,
high-frequency �uctuations in lift coe�cient but does not cause the LEV to shed
from the wing.

The LEV itself is more concentrated at higher Reynolds numbers (Re > 1 000),
having a distinct low pressure core. At lower Reynolds numbers (Re < 500) the
core is more di�use.

E�ect of changing angle of attack The stall angle of attack for 3D wings
(that is, the angle of attack for maximum lift) is around 45◦. However, the angle
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of attack for maximum lift/torque ratio is much smaller, and appears to be the
lowest angle of attack at which an LEV is formed.

Increasing angle of attack increases the steady size of the LEV and therefore
increases the normal force on the wing.

E�ect of changing wing planform Changes in wing planform have little im-
pact, broadly speaking, on the phenomenology of the �ow, but do a�ect the lift
produced and the lift/torque ratio. The ideal wing for a given case will depend on
the required lift force as well as the kinematics of �apping. This may be a clue as
to why insect wings are varied and relatively complex in planform.

E�ect of changing aspect ratio Aspect ratio is one of the more important
parameters a�ecting the stability of a 3D LEV. The LEV grows with distance
outboard along a 3D wing, and the current 2D results showed that if an LEV
grows large enough to create a new TEV, the LEV is shed. Therefore, in order for
the LEV to be stable, the local chord length at each spanwise location must be
such that the local size of the eventual stable LEV is not large enough to induce the
creation of a new TEV. The current results indicate that a stable LEV is possible
for aspect ratios of up to 10, although this will depend on wing planform. This
may be a hint as to why most insect wings have aspect ratios less than 10 and also
explains why stable LEVs are not formed by helicopter rotor blades at high angles
of attack.

E�ect of a returning wake Based on the current results (noting the caution
on p. 284), wing/wake interaction can have a signi�cant e�ect on lift production,
decreasing lift by around 40%. The direction and magnitude of the lift change will
depend on the exact kinematics of the wing. These results support the conclusion
that wake capture may play an important role in explaining insect �ight.

Ansari's model The fact that �ow visualisation from Ansari's model does not
agree with that from 3D experiments is less to do with the curved/straight chords
issue (i.e. the fact that Ansari's model produces visualisation on radial rather than
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�at surfaces in an attempt to account for the sweeping motion of the wing), and
more to do with the fact that Ansari's model cannot predict a stable LEV. The
same reason probably accounts for the discrepancies between lift predictions from
the current CFD model and those from Ansari's model. However, Ansari's model
is still successful at predicted the lift on a �apping wing, because it captures the
important phenomena of wing reversal and wake capture.

7.3 Overall conclusions

In �3, a series of questions were posed relating to insect-like �apping, all of which
have now been answered. The topics to be addressed were:

• the relevance of Strouhal number;

• the e�ect of Reynolds number;

• the e�ect of aerofoil section;

• the impact of angle of attack;

• the importance of wing kinematics, including acceleration;

• the e�ects of moving from a 2D aerofoil to a purely-translating 3D wing;

• the e�ects of wing sweeping motion;

• the stability of the LEV for sweeping wings;

• the e�ect of wing planform;

• the e�ect of wing aspect ratio.

Important insight into the phenomenology of the �ow around an insect's (or
FMAV's) wings has been gained. This insight should be valuable in designing fur-
ther experiments to investigate the practicability of building a functional FMAV
and also gives pointers as to future directions for research in this �eld (see below).
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The principle conclusions of the current work are that 2D and 3D �ows are fun-
damentally di�erent; that 3D LEVs are generally stable; that this stability is not
a�ected by increasing Reynolds number (at least up to Re = 30 000); but that the
stability of the LEV is critically dependent on the aspect ratio of the wing.

7.4 Further work

There are four main areas suggested for further work in this �eld.

7.4.1 Transition and turbulence

All of the current CFD simulations were carried out under the assumption that �ow
is laminar. It is known that transition occurs in the wake of circular cylinders at
Reynolds numbers as low as 200, although transition only occurs far downstream.
As Reynolds number is increased, the transition point will move upstream. Here,
it has been assumed that even at the highest Reynolds numbers examined here,
transition will occur far enough downstream not to a�ect the �ow near the aerofoil.
In fact, although this assumption is made in all the CFD studies (as well as all of
the analytical models) of insect �ight extant, it may not be valid.

However, predicting and modelling transition is still at the cutting edge of CFD
capabilities. The basic problem is that, as noted by Versteeg and Malalasekera,
there is �no comprehensive theory regarding the path leading from initial instability
to fully turbulent �ows� (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007, p. 46). Some CFD codes
require the user to specify the transition location, but if this is not known from
physical experiments it is not possible to determine it exactly using analytical
methods, although there are empirical or semi-empirical methods for predicting
the point of transition (see e.g. Arnal and Casalis, 2000). The predicted transition
point can then be fed into a CFD code. However the prediction is only an estimate,
and in many cases the resulting �ow will be highly dependent on the location
speci�ed (Kusunose and Cao, 1994). Menter et al. (2006) reviewed current models
and presented their own, which they stated was �a signi�cant step forward in
engineering transition modeling,� but the �eld is still in its infancy.
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In any case, even if some method of transition prediction were incorporated
into the CFD model, the problem of modelling the resulting turbulence would
remain. There are a number of turbulence models; for example the well-known k−ε

model. But all these models are statistical approximations and therefore introduce
errors. An alternative method is direct numerical simulation (DNS), where the
Navier-Stokes equations are solved numerically without any turbulence model �
so that the only error is introduced by the discretisation process. However, DNS is
computationally extremely expensive even at low Reynolds numbers and becomes
more so as Reynolds number is increased, because the mesh must be �ne enough
to capture all of the spatial scales within the �ow. Writing in 2000, Mathieu and
Scott stated that �it is currently very expensive to conduct a DNS calculation at
even moderately high Reynolds numbers� (Mathieu and Scott, 2000, p. 327) � for
unsteady �ows it will be even more expensive. The technique may be valuable for
low Reynolds number cases, but it is highly unlikely ever to be a practical solution
at the Reynolds numbers relating to FMAVs (Bradshaw, 2008).

Further experimental work might help to con�rm whether (or perhaps more
importantly, where) transition occurs. Introducing the possibility of transition
into the current CFD model might then be possible; but if it is required to model
full insect-like �apping, the problem returns (see below).

7.4.2 Full insect-like �apping

This thesis has provided insight into the LEV by looking only at the translational
phases of motion. It is accepted that this is in reality only part of the picture. In
order to fully determine the relative importance of all the potentially-lift-enhancing
phenomena mentioned in �2.1.3, it will be necessary to model full insect-like �ap-
ping. In order to do this with the current model, extensive modi�cation will be
required in three main areas.

Firstly, as mentioned in �6.9.1, RANS CFD models tend to dissipate vorticity.
It may be possible to address this using the vorticity transport model of Brown
(2000), but further work is required to investigate the feasibility of this.

Secondly (and related to the �rst point) the mesh will need to be re�ned far
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from the wing in order to avoid losing the details of the vortices that will be shed
during pronation and supination. This will greatly increase simulation run times
which may in fact result in CFD being an unsuitable tool for investigating this
type of �ow; perhaps an analytical model like that of Ansari (2004) (but including
the e�ects of spanwise �ow) would be more viable.

Thirdly, it is suggested some account will need to be taken of transition in the
wake. It is unclear what e�ect including transition will have even for the non-
returning wake cases (see above). For a full-�apping case, when the wing passes
repeatedly through its own wake, the e�ects of ignoring transition may be even
more important.

7.4.3 Experimental data

The lack of experimental data at the low Reynolds numbers which are of interest
has already been noted. There is a need for further experimentation in order to
con�rm or deny the results presented here; in particular, the results concerning the
existence of a stable laminar separation bubble at low Reynolds numbers and high
angles of attack. In addition, considering the inconsistencies in the experimental
data of Dickinson and Götz (1993) (against which the current 2D CFD model and
many other CFD and analytical models are validated) there is a need for force
measurements on 2D wings at low Reynolds numbers and high angles of attack.

Further 3D experimental work could also be valuable; particularly to con�rm
the growth in lift coe�cient as Reynolds number is increased from O(100) to
O(1 000). Further PIV measurements on the 3D LEV (particularly stereoscopic
PIV) could be valuable in con�rming the structure of the LEV. It is clear that
there is a lack of consensus on whether the LEV is stable, let alone why it is sta-
ble. Without further experimental evidence, reaching this consensus may prove
di�cult. Based on the �ndings in �6.1.2, it is important that if such experiments
are carried out, care is taken to avoid problems with recirculation being set up
by the wing. If a tank is used, it must be large enough to avoid this problem; or
alternatively, the experiments should be carried out in free air.
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7.4.4 Analytical modelling of insect-like �apping

It is clear that there is a fundamental di�erence between 2D and 3D �ows. It is
suggested here that any future analytical model of insect-like �apping needs to
incorporate 3D e�ects � most importantly, spanwise �ow within the LEV, and
the tip vortex. It is also suggested that, if such a model is intended to analyse the
�ight of very small insects, some account needs to be taken of viscosity. Conversely,
if the model is intended to analyse the �ight of FMAVs, it may need to include
a facility for modelling transition and turbulence. Most current analytical models
are both inviscid and laminar, and this may explain some of the error seen when
results from these models are compared to the very limited number of experimental
data available. Nevertheless, it is undeniable that some existing analytical models
(especially that of Ansari (2004)) do compare favourably to experimental data.

7.5 Summary

In this work, the �ow around an aerofoil or wing at high angles of attack has been
studied over a range of Reynolds numbers. A number of important insights have
been obtained regarding 2D �ows, 3D �ows, and the di�erences between them. It is
hoped that the results presented will enable future models of insect-like �apping to
capture the relevant phenomena, as well as enable the design of future experimental
work. Based on the current results, there appears to be no reason why the lift-
enhancing LEV seen to occur during insect �ight will not occur if an FMAV is
based on a scaled-up insect. Therefore, an insect-based FMAV should be a viable
prospect.
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Appendix A

Dynamic scaling of insect-like
�apping

It was mentioned in �2.1.2 that some concerns have been expressed (see e.g. Gal-
i«ski and �bikowski, 2007) about the validity of using scaled-up mechanical `�ap-
pers' to emulate insect-like �apping. Because many of the current analytical and
computational models have been validated against or compared to data from me-
chanical `�appers', it is important to investigate these concerns and whether they
are valid.

A.1 Dimensional analysis of insect like �apping

Non-varying terms do not need to be considered during dimensional analysis. This
makes dimensional analysis of insect-like �apping much more viable � in reality,
the force on an insect wing depends on stroke plane, angle of attack, and other
kinematic parameters, as well as wing planform and cross-section. If it is assumed
that the wing kinematics and wing shape are �xed it may be possible to anal-
yse insect-like �apping dimensionally1. The aim, of course, is to determine what
dimensionless parameters need to be kept constant when using a scaled-up me-
chanical `�apper' to analyse insect aerodynamics. It is also assumed that the �uid

1It should be noted that `wing kinematics' are kept constant in this section, �apping frequency
is excluded.
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is incompressible. The relevant parameters are listed below.

Mean force F . The mean force on a wing is of interest, not the instantaneous
force. This removes the complication of time-dependence. The mean force
has dimensions of [MLT−2].

Wing size. As mentioned above, a �xed wing shape is assumed, so that the size
factor can be represented by a single typical dimension, which will be denoted
in this case by L. Its dimensions are [L].

Flapping frequency f . f is the number of complete cycles per second � each
cycle made up of downstroke and upstroke. Dimensions, [T−1].

Fluid density ρ and dynamic viscosity µ. Dimensions, [ML−3] and [ML−1T−1]

respectively.

Vortex shedding frequency fvs. Insect wings translate at high angles of attack
and may shed vortices. There is plenty of evidence that vortex shedding
occurs only at stroke reversal, in which case fvs = f . But for the moment
this evidence is ignored and it is supposed that vortex shedding can occur
during the upstroke and downstroke. fvs has dimensions of [T−1].

Velocity Vi. This is the speed of the insect relative to the air, and has dimensions
of [LT−1].

In other words, F is a function of the preceding 6 parameters, thus:

F = f [L, f, ρ, µ, fvs, Vi]

=
∑

CLaf bρcµdf e
vsV

h
i ,

Where C is a constant. In terms of the fundamental dimensions (mass M , length
L and time T ) this becomes;

[
ML

T 2

]
=

[
(L)a

(
1

T

)b (
M

L3

)c (
M

LT

)d (
1

T

)e (
L

T

)h
]

. (A.1)
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The dimensions of both sides of this equation must be the same, so that the
indices of M , L and T can be equated to give three simultaneous equations:

1 = c + d

1 = a− 3c− d + h

−2 = −b− d− e− h

∴ c = 1− d

a = 1 + 3c + d− h

= 1 + 3(1− d) + d− h

= 4− 2d− h

b = 2− d− e− h.

Substituting these into Equation A.1 gives:

F =
[
L4−2d−hf 2−d−e−hρ1−dµdf e

vsV
h
i

]

= ρL4f 2

(
µ

ρfL2

)d (
fvs

f

)e (
Vi

Lf

)h

. (A.2)

If wing semi-span (de�ned as the distance from centre of rotation to wing tip) is
taken as the representative length L, then some of these expressions become more
familiar. The distance that the wing tip travels with each stroke is proportional
to L, with the constant of proportionality (denoted P in this case) dependent on
the kinematics of the wing. The wing tip travels through this distance (PL) at
2f times a second (the 2 occurs because f is the frequency of �apping, i.e. the
number of complete upstroke-downstroke cycles per second). The mean wing tip
velocity Vtip is therefore equal to 2PLf , or alternatively

Lf =
1

2P
Vtip.
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Substituting this into Equation A.2 gives

F = ρ

(
1

2P
Vtip

)2

L2

(
µ

ρ 1
2P

VtipL

)d (
fvs

1
2P

Vtip

L

)e (
Vi

1
2P

Vtip

)h

F

ρVtip
2
L2

=
1

4P 2

(
2P

µ

ρVtipL

)d (
2PLfvs

Vtip

)e
(

Vi

1
2P

Vtip

)h

= function

(
µ

ρVtipL
,
fvsL

Vtip

,
Vi

Vtip

)
. (A.3)

The LHS of Equation A.3 is the force on the wing, non-dimensionalised by
mean wing tip speed and wing length. The �rst term on the RHS is the in-
verse of Reynolds number and the second term is vortex shedding frequency, non-
dimensionalised by mean tip speed and wing length � usually called Strouhal
number St. In fact, Strouhal number is dependent on Reynolds number only (for
a given shape at a given incidence), as was shown in �5.2, and so this latter term
can be ignored � providing the Reynolds numbers for the insect and `�apper' are
equal, force coe�cients (and �ow structure) should match. The third term on the
RHS is the ratio of the speed of the insect through the air to the mean velocity of
the wing tip relative to the insect body, and is usually called reduced frequency. In
much of what follows the insect is assumed to be in hover, so that this third term
becomes irrelevant.

Equation A.3 provides insight into this problem, but Equation A.2 is a more
compact expression, and can be written as

F

ρL4f 2
= function

(
µ

ρfL2
,
fvs

f
,

Vi

Lf

)
. (A.4)

What this shows is that for a `�apper' to be scaled so that the mean force on the
wing and the �ow around it to be equivalent to the insect case, the RHS bracketed
terms must be kept constant during the scaling process. If they are, then the LHS
term will be the same for the `�apper' as for the original insect.

The �rst term on the RHS is modi�ed Reynolds number R̂e; so that

R̂e =
µ

ρfL2
. (A.5)
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The second term on the RHS is equivalent to the number of vortices shed per
�apping cycle. In general, the frequency of vortex shedding is not something that
can be controlled � for example, a sphere in a �ow will shed vortices at a rate
which depends only on the dimensions of the sphere and the velocity of the �ow.
What this second term means is that if the �apping of an insect generates (for
example) 5 shed vortices per �apping cycle, the �apping of the `�apper' must also
shed 5 vortices per �apping cycle.

There are two possible types of vortex shedding involved in insect-like �apping.
Firstly, there is forced shedding, where vortices are shed due to the �apping mo-
tion of the wings. It is well known that a wing will shed vortices whenever its
velocity or angle of attack changes. Because this forced shedding is dependent
on the kinematics of the wing, the frequency of forced shedding will be preserved
between insect and `�apper', provided that the kinematics and Reynolds number
are preserved.

The second possible source of vortex shedding is natural vortex shedding. How-
ever, there is a possible source of confusion here. It was seen that for Reynolds
numbers of less than 1 000, an aerofoil at a high angle of attack will shed vortices.
For a Reynolds number higher than 1 000, the aerofoil will still shed these vor-
tices but in addition, Kelvin-Helmholtz instability will appear in the vortex sheets,
forming smaller vortices within the sheets. Thus, there are two Strouhal numbers
� one relating to the shedding of the large vortices (which are seen at all Reynolds
numbers above Re = 25) and one relating to the smaller vortices (which are the
result of KHI and are only seen at Re > 1 000). However, Sakamoto and Haniu
(1990) have shown that both these Strouhal numbers are dependent on Reynolds
number.

What has been shown is that the frequency of vortex shedding is dependent
on two factors � kinematics (which a�ect the frequency of forced shedding) and
Reynolds number (which a�ects the frequency of both forced and natural shed-
ding). Therefore, provided that kinematics and Reynolds number are preserved
when moving from insect to `�apper', the second term on the RHS of Equation
A.4 will be preserved and so the term on the LHS of Equation A.4 (and the dy-
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namics of the �ow) will also be preserved.
This information can be used to test some of the `�appers' that have been used

in the literature and check that they are dynamically scaled.

A.2 Are `�appers' dynamically scaled?

A.2.1 Ellington's `�apper'

Ellington's `�apper' is described in Ellington et al. (1996). It was modelled on
Manduca sexta, a moth with a wingspan of around 10cm which has a �apping
frequency of around 26Hz. The `�apper' itself is 10 times larger than the insect
and has a �apping frequency of 0.3Hz. The analysis is carried out assuming hover
conditions, so reduced frequency is zero in both cases. Therefore, in order for the
model to be valid, R̂e1 must be equal to R̂e2, where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer
to the `�apper' and insect respectively. In other words it is necessary to calculate
the ratio of R̂e1 to R̂e2;

R̂e1

R̂e2

=

µ1

ρ1f1L2
1

µ2

ρ2f2L2
2

=
µ1

µ2

ρ2

ρ1

f2

f1

L2
2

L2
1

.

Ellington's `�apper' operates in air, so µ1 = µ2 and ρ1 = ρ2. Therefore

R̂e1

R̂e2

=
f2

f1

L2
2

L2
1

=
26

0.3

0.12

1.02

= 0.867,

which is probably close enough to one to be acceptable. It is possible that the
�apping frequency for the `�apper' of 0.3 is rounded; if f1 were 0.26, the result
would be exactly unity. Equally, the full-size value of 26Hz is presumably an
average for the species (Manduca sexta).

In Ellington et al. (1996), the authors stated �another similarity condition [apart
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from Reynolds number] was also met.� They observe that during a stroke the high
angle of attack might cause vortex shedding. They noted that the frequency of this
natural vortex shedding (as opposed to the forced vortex shedding caused by the
starting and stopping motion of the wings) is determined by the Strouhal number.
They then use the fact that Strouhal number is dependent on Reynolds number to
state that, for a given Reynolds number, the frequency of free vortex shedding is
proportional to �apping frequency. Thus, they argue, the vortex shedding patterns
for their `�apper' should be similar to those of the insect. In other words, they
argue, Strouhal number may be important, but because it is dependent on Reynolds
number, it is necessary only to match Reynolds number and Strouhal number will
be matched automatically. In a later paper, van den Berg and Ellington (1997b)
reiterated this view, once again stating that St is �constant for a given Re.�

Based on the analysis above, it is possible to state that Ellington's `�apper' is
dynamically scaled. Reynolds number is preserved, and Strouhal number is not
important because natural vortex shedding does not occur � only forced shed-
ding. In any case, even if free vortex shedding did occur, it would occur at a rate
determined by Strouhal number, which is itself dependent on Reynolds number.

A.2.2 Dickinson's `�apper'

Dickinson's `�apper' (known as `Robo�y') is described in Dickinson et al. (1999).
It is modelled on a much smaller insect than Ellington's � the fruit �y Drosophila
melanogaster. Drosophila has a typical wingspan of 2.5mm and the `�apper' is
scaled up by a factor of 100. Frequency was scaled down by a factor of 1320, and
the `�apper' operates in mineral oil, with density 880kg/m3 and dynamic viscosity
0.1012kg/ms. Once again the insect is assumed to be hovering. Using the same
approach as for Ellington's `�apper' above:

R̂e1

R̂e2

=
µ1

µ2

ρ2

ρ1

f2

f1

L2
2

L2
1

=
0.1012

1.7895e−5

1.225

880

1320

1

12

1002

= 1.04,
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which is again close to 1.

Later, Sane and Dickinson (2001) described the scaling process in more detail
and noted that there were two parameters to match � Reynolds number and
reduced frequency. However, they noted that because the body velocity is zero,
reduced frequency is also zero for both insect and `�apper'. Later still, Poelma
et al. (2006) conceded that �the Reynolds number is not the only dimensionless
number that is relevant in �apping �ight,� commenting that Strouhal number was
also important. However, using the relationship between �apping frequency and
tip velocity (described above), they concluded that Strouhal number scales with
Reynolds number, so that it is not necessary to match them both individually.

A.3 Forward �ight

If using a `�apper' to analyse forward �ight, reduced frequency (Vi/Lf) becomes a
second non-dimensional parameter to be matched. Fortunately this will not prove
di�cult. The value of L is prescribed during the scaling-up process � usually a
decision will be made to scale up by a factor of 10, or 100, or some other number.
Once this is done, the required value of f can be determined using the equation
for modi�ed Reynolds number R̂e;

R̂e1

R̂e2

= 1 =
µ1

µ2

ρ2

ρ1

f2

f1

L2
2

L2
1

∴ f1

f2

=
µ1

µ2

ρ2

ρ1

(
L2

L1

)2

.

All the variables on the RHS will be �xed, so f1/f2 can be calculated. (Vi1/Vi2)
can then be calculated using the de�nition of reduced frequency:

Vi1

L1f1

Vi2

L2f2

= 1

∴ Vi1

Vi2

=
L1f1

L2f2

=
L1

L2

µ1

µ2

ρ2

ρ1

(
L2

L1

)2

=
µ1

µ2

ρ2

ρ1

L2

L1

.

So if the scale factor is 10 (i.e. the `�apper' is 10 times larger than the insect)
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then Vi must be 10 times smaller for the `�apper' than for the insect (provided the
`�apper' operates in air).

A.4 Conclusion

It has been shown that for `�appers' in hover, there is only one dimensionless
parameter that needs to match that of the original insect. This parameter is
Reynolds number, which can be expressed in terms of L (a representative length)
and either mean tip velocity Vtip or �apping frequency f (as well as the density and
viscosity of the �uid). It is generally easier to use �apping frequency, since this is
usually programmed into the `�apper', whereas Vtip depends on wingtip path and
has to be calculated.

All this is assuming that the kinematics are preserved when moving from insect
to `�apper'. If this is not the case, then even if the frequency of �apping and wing
dimensions are preserved, the aerodynamics and the force coe�cients will not be.
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Appendix B

CFD model details

B.1 Meshes

Here, details are presented of the meshes that were used for the CFD analysis.
Coordinates and lengths in this section are given in arbitrary units simply to
describe the relative positions of the points. When grids were imported into Fluent,
the grids were scaled such that the aerofoil or wing size was as required.

2D cases

Elliptical aerofoils

A number of elliptical aerofoil sections were used of di�erent thickness/chord ratios.
However, they all took the same form, and here details are given for the 1% thick
aerofoil.

As shown in Figure B.1, an O-grid is used close to the aerofoil, which transitions
to a triangular unstructured grid about 0.5 chords from the aerofoil. The grid is
symmetrical both horizontally and vertically.

In Figure B.2, the mid-chord of the aerofoil lies at (0, 0). Point A is at (0, 4000),
C is at (0, 200), and E is at (0, 2). The aerofoil chord length is 400. A series of
cell layers was created on the surface of the aerofoil with initial cell thickness 0.01,
growth factor 1.61, and number of rows 7, in order to capture the boundary layer.

The mesh is symmetrical in horizontal and vertical planes and the mesh parame-
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Figure B.1: Mesh for 1% thick elliptical aerofoil. One half of the mesh close to the
aerofoil is shown.
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A

B

C

D

(a) Full mesh

C

D

E
F

(b) Centre section

Figure B.2: Vertex labels for Table B.1.

Line Interval count Successive ratio
AB 70 1
AC 50 1.08
CD 145 1
CE 75 1.04
EF 145 1.06a

Table B.1: Mesh parameters for 1% thick elliptical aerofoil. �Interval count� is the
number of mesh intervals on the speci�ed line; �successive ratio� gives the rate of
growth of the intervals (e.g. if the successive ratio is 1.01, each interval will be 1%
larger than one of its neighbours). The successive ratios are such that the end of
the line where the intervals are smallest lies closest to the aerofoil. Note (a): this
successive ratio is double-sided, so that the mesh density is closest at the leading
edge.
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t/c Successive ratio for line EF
1 1.06
5 1.06
10 1.04
20 1.03
30 1.02
50 1.01
100 1

Table B.2: Successive ratio for cells on aerofoil perimeter for elliptical aerofoils of
varying thickness to chord ratio. See note (a), Table B.1.

Line Interval count Successive ratio
AB (& DC) 60 1.05

BC 25 1

Table B.3: Mesh parameters for �at plate with elliptical edges. The successive
ratios are given such that the end of the line where the intervals are smaller always
lies closest to the aerofoil.

ters are given in Table B.1. The total number of cells for this mesh is approximately
1× 105.

For the investigation of aerofoil thickness (�5.6) the number of cells on the
aerofoil surface was kept constant as the thickness of the aerofoil was increased so
that the total number of cells around the aerofoil's perimeter remained �xed at
290. However, the successive ratio was varied as t/c was increased, as shown in
Table B.2. All other parameters were kept constant, apart from for the 100% thick
case. In this case point C (in Figure B.2) had to be moved away from the aerofoil.
Meshes for the thicker ellipses are shown in Figure B.3.

Flat plate with elliptical edges

Most of the mesh parameters for this aerofoil are identical to those for the 1% thick
elliptical aerofoil above; the only thing that changes is the shape of the curve from
E to F in Figure B.2 (i.e. the shape of the aerofoil). For this case, each half of the
aerofoil was divided into three sections; the upper surface, the curved end portion,
and the lower surface, as in Figure B.4. The sections were then meshed using the
parameters given in Table B.3. The total number of intervals around the aerofoil's
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(a) t/c = 5% (b) t/c = 10%

(c) t/c = 20% (d) t/c = 30%

(e) t/c = 50% (f) t/c = 100%

Figure B.3: Meshes for elliptical aerofoils of various thickness/chord ratios.
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A B

CD

(a) To scale

A B

CD

(b) Vertically-stretched

Figure B.4: Shape of aerofoil. Figure B.4(b) is vertically stretched with scale factor
10 for clarity.

perimeter was therefore 290.
A series of cell layers was created on the surface of the aerofoil, with initial

cell thickness 0.01, growth factor 1.61, and number of rows 7, in order to capture
the boundary layer. The total number of cells for this grid was approximately the
same as for the 1% thick elliptical aerofoil above.

This aerofoil shape was used for the mesh-sensitivity analysis in �4.3.4.1. To
re�ne the mesh, the number of intervals around the aerofoils surface was increased,
and the number of intervals on other edges was increased by the same factor.

Flat plate with semicircular edges

Exactly the same procedure was followed with this aerofoil shape as for the elliptically-
ended �at plate above. Therefore the mesh parameters are identical for the two
grids.

In�nitely-thin �at plate

For this aerofoil, an O-grid could not be used to the aerofoil as it could for the
aerofoils above, and instead the domain was meshed as shown in Figure B.5.

In Figure B.6, the mid-chord of the aerofoil lies at (0, 0) and point A is at
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Figure B.5: Mesh for in�nitely-thin �at-plate aerofoil. One half of the mesh close
to the aerofoil is shown.
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A

B

C

D

(a) Full mesh

C

D

E

F

G

(b) Centre section

Figure B.6: Vertex labels for Table B.4.

Line Interval count Successive ratio
AB 70 1
AC 50 1.08
CD 145 1
CE 75 1.03
CF 75 1
EG 75 1.04
FG 75 1

Table B.4: Mesh parameters for in�nitely-thin �at-plate aerofoil. The successive
ratios are given such that the end of the line where the intervals are smaller always
lies closest to the aerofoil.

(0, 4000). The aerofoil chord length is 400. A series of cell layers was created on
the upper and lower surfaces of the aerofoil, with initial cell thickness 0.01, growth
factor 1.61, and number of rows 7, to capture the boundary layer.

The mesh is symmetrical in horizontal and vertical planes and the mesh parame-
ters are given in Table B.4. The total number of cells for this mesh is approximately
1.3× 105.
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3D cases

Rectangular planform

As discussed in �4.3.4.2, it seemed sensible to use as much information as possible
from the 2D meshes when drawing 3D meshes. Therefore, 3D meshes have used
extruded 2D meshes. �4.3.4.2 also discusses the work that was done to ensure the
3D results were mesh-independent.

All 3D wings were in�nitely thin, in order to remove the complication of wingtip
shape. Therefore, to produce rectangular-planform 3D wings, a mesh based on the
mesh for the in�nitely-thin aerofoil, described above, was simply extended out of
the plane of the 2D mesh (in the +z direction). Before the extrusions was carried
out, the mesh was coarsened in the region far from the wing in order to decrease
the total number of grid cells and reduce the simulation times to a practical level.
The outer portion of the grid was also meshed using an O-grid scheme in order to
make the extrusion easier and reduce the cell count further. The 3D grid therefore
took a form like that shown in Figure B.7.

The number of 2D slices of which the wing was composed was set at 40 (for
the aspect ratio 2.5 case), in accordance with the results shown in Figure 4.5(a),
with a successive ratio of 0.9, such that the 2D slices were narrower at the wingtip
than at the root. It was thought reasonable to assume that the area of most rapid
change in �uid properties in the Z direction would be near the tip, as the �ow
is very much slower near the root. This assumption is supported by the results
presented in �4.3.4.2. For wings of higher aspect ratio, the number of slices was
increased proportionally.

The distance between the wing tip and the +z boundary was set at 1 chord,
in accordance with the results presented in Figure 4.5(b), and the number of slices
between the wing tip and this boundary was also set at 40, with a successive ratio
of 0.93 (such that the interval size was smallest near the wingtip). This number of
slices could possibly have been reduced, but it was thought important to try and
capture the tip vortex in as great detail as practical.

The structure of the mesh as it appears in the xy, xz and yz planes is shown
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(a) xy plane

Figure B.7: Grid structure for 3D rectangular-planform, in�nitely-thin section
wing.
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(b) xz plane

(c) yz plane

Figure B.7: Grid structure for 3D rectangular-planform, in�nitely-thin section wing
(continued).

Line Interval count Successive ratio
AB 59 1.11
AJF 80 1
BC 58 0.95
BHE 80 1
CD 12 1
CGD 80 1

Table B.5: Mesh parameters for 3D elliptical wing. Successive ratios are given
such that the smallest intervals lie close to the edges of the wing.

in Figure B.7. An alternative view of the mesh is given in Figure 4.4 on p. 113.

Elliptical planform

To create the mesh for the elliptical-planform wing (used in �6.1.1 and �6.7) a 2D
mesh was created in the xz plane and then extended in the y direction. The wing
was de�ned to have the same length and area as the rectangular wing described
above. The layout of the 2D grid is shown in Figure B.8(a) and has a vertical line
of symmetry. The wing is the area BHEB. The root chord is of length 509.2,
and the wing length is 1 000. Point A is at (−1 200, 0) , J is at (0, 2 000), C is at
(−50, 0), and G is at (0, 300). The area CGDC is meshed using an unstructured
triangular grid whereas the rest of the domain uses an O-grid. Grid parameters
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(a) xz plane at y = 0

Figure B.8: 3D mesh for elliptical wing.
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(b) xy plane at z = 0

Figure B.8: 3D mesh for elliptical wing (continued).
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(c) yz plane at x = 0

Figure B.8: 3D mesh for elliptical wing (continued).
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are given in Table B.5.

The boundaries for this case are close to the wing � around 1.5 root-chords
away at the root. Based on the results presented in Figure 4.2, it might be expected
that the predicted force on the wing would be too high. But in fact the results
presented in �6.1.1 indicate that, although the CFD model does indeed over-predict
the lift force, the error is small. It is likely that due to the fundamentally-di�erent
nature of 3D �ows relative to 2D �ows, the results are not so sensitive to boundary
distance. It might therefore be possible in any future work to reduce the boundary
distance in the x and y directions for the rectangular wing discussed above.

The 2D grid shown in Figure B.8(a) was extruded in the ±y directions to create
the 3D grid for this wing. 60 slices were created in each direction with a successive
ratio of 1.075 (such that slices close to the wing were more re�ned than those
further away). The boundary in the y direction was at a distance of 1 000 from
the wing. The mesh at the root, viewed from the +z direction, is shown in Figure
B.8(b) and the mesh on the wing centreline viewed from the −y direction is shown
in Figure B.8(c).

A reverse-elliptical planform was also investigated. This was identical to the
elliptical wing above, but reversed (so that the tapered end of the wing lay at the
origin). The mesh parameters used for this reverse-elliptical wing were identical
to those used for the elliptical wing above, but the whole grid was meshed using a
triangular unstructured grid.

B.2 Fluent parameters

This section presents the parameters and settings that were used in the CFD
simulation. These are presented in sections, according to where they are located
within the Fluent CFD software used, to enable the results to be reproduced easily.
Any parameters or settings that are not included here were left at default settings.
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Solver

Solver Fluent o�ers two solvers; segregated, and coupled. In the most recent
versions of Fluent these are renamed pressure-based and density-based respectively.
As this study deals with low-speed, incompressible �ows, and the coupled solver
was originally designed for high-speed, compressible �ows, the former (segregated)
solver was exclusively used in the current study.

Both processes are iterative, and both require a set of `initial conditions' to be
supplied, so that the solver has a `starting point'. Here, these initial conditions
are set to assume a uniform �ow � in other words, �ow as though the aerofoil or
wing were not present. The simulation will then progress as though the aerofoil or
wing has suddenly been placed in the �ow. In other words, it is as if the aerofoil
or wing has been impulsively started.

The coupled approach was originally designed for high-speed compressible �ows
and involves solving the momentum and continuity equations simultaneously (i.e.
coupled together) (Fluent Inc., 1998). This process requires more memory than
the segregated approach (Pascua et al., 1996), and for the types of �ow which are
of interest here (i.e. low-speed incompressible �ows) is unlikely to provide any
performance bene�t. A segregated approach has therefore been used throughout
this work, despite the performance bene�t that can be achieved using a coupled
approach.

A segregated approach takes the linearised continuity and momentum equations
and solves them sequentially. The pressure �eld is used to calculate an updated
velocity �eld, and the momentum equation is used to correct this velocity �eld.
An updated pressure �eld is then produced, and the process is repeated until
convergence is achieved (i.e. until the solution stabilises and does not change
signi�cantly with each iteration). The exact procedure for solving the system
of equations, using a Gauss-Seidel method, is covered in Shaw (1992); Patankar
(1980); Fluent Inc. (1998).

Time For all cases (apart from for some of the comparisons with the results of
Sun and Boyd (2003, 2004) � see �5.1.3) the simulation was de�ned as unsteady.
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Velocity formulation For 2D cases, where the motion of the aerofoil was im-
posed by simple velocity-inlet boundary conditions, the absolute velocity formula-
tion was used. For 3D cases, where the wing motion was simulated using a rotating
reference frame, the relative formulation was used.

Unsteady formulation Fluent o�ers �rst- or second-order discretisation with
respect to time. First order was used exclusively here. A quick comparison
revealed no noticeable change in either the phenomenology of the �ow or the forces
predicted when the second-order scheme was used; however, there was a noticeable
increase in simulation time.

Gradient option It is necessary to calculate gradients of the various �ow pa-
rameters in order to construct the variable values at cell faces. Fluent o�ers three
methods of calculating gradients; for unstructured meshes, the Green-Gauss
Node-Based method is known to be more accurate and stable than the alter-
natives. This method was used here since a relatively large proportion of the grids
were unstructured.

Energy

The energy equation is required only in cases where the �ow is compressible or
where heat transfer is important. In the present cases, therefore, the energy equa-
tion is not used.

Viscous

Laminar �ow is assumed throughout this work, as discussed in �4.2.1. Therefore
no turbulence model is needed and the laminar viscous model is used.

Materials

For most of the simulations, air was used as the working material, with density and
viscosity assumed constant at ISA sea level values. However, for some of the 2D
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results, one or both of these attributes was changed in order to change Reynolds
number. In addition, some of the 3D results were carried out using water as
the working material in order to match experiments. Density and viscosity for
water were assumed to be 998.2kg/m3 and 1.003 × 10−3kg/ms respectively. For
the comparison with the results of Dickinson and Götz (1993) (�5.1.1), the �uid
properties were set equal to those of the 54% sucrose solutions used by Dickinson
and Götz � they give an average kinematic viscosity of 2.35× 10−5m2/s. In fact,
the exact values of these properties are unimportant, as long as Reynolds number
is the required value.

Boundary conditions

Aerofoils & wings Aerofoil and wings were de�ned as stationary walls, with
the no-slip condition enforced on the surface. Sun and Boyd (2003) suggested that
the no-slip condition is not valid at very low Reynolds numbers, as discussed in
�5.1.3, but their conclusion seems likely to be due to the very small scale of the
�ows they investigated.

Outer boundary The boundaries of the domain (including the boundary at
the wing root for 3D cases � see �4.3.4.2) were set as velocity inlets. For 2D
cases the velocity of the aerofoil was imposed at the boundaries. For 3D cases
the velocity at the boundaries was set to zero and the motion of the wing was
imposed using a rotating reference frame for the �uid (see below). For some 3D
cases, periodic boundary conditions were used to include the e�ect of a returning
wake � see �6.9.1.

Fluid For 3D cases, a rotating reference frame was de�ned for the �uid. The
origin and direction of the rotation axis and the rotational velocity were de�ned
to give the required angle of attack and Reynolds number.
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Solution controls

Under-relaxation factors The under-relaxation factors control the convergence
of the solution and prevent instabilities building up in the model by limiting the
changes in �uid properties between iterations. For many of the simulations it was
found to be essential to reduce some of the factors (notably those for pressure and
momentum) to reach a converged solution.

Pressure-velocity coupling Fluent o�ers three methods of pressure-velocity
coupling. The default method, SIMPLE, was found to produce reasonably quick
convergence and good accuracy and was therefore used in all simulations. Fluent
suggest the use of the PISO algorithm for transient �ows (Fluent Inc., 1998), as
it can produce faster convergence, but this was found to be less reliable (i.e. it
frequently diverged) than the SIMPLE method. The SIMPLEC algorithm was
also not found to produce any real advantage.

Further work to establish the reasons for the frequent lack of convergence when
using the PISO algorithm could be carried out, but the SIMPLE algorithm has
proved adequate.

Discretisation Because of the unstructured nature of parts of the grids used
here, second-order schemes were used for both pressure and momentum.

Multigrid controls

In order to accelerate convergence, Fluent computes corrections on a series of
coarse grid levels. For unstructured grids, it is not trivial to create these coarse
grid levels, as it is for structured grids. For 2D cases, default settings produced
good convergence, but for 3D cases use of the default cycles often led to divergence.
It was necessary to use a `Flexible' cycle for pressure in order to overcome this. The
di�erences between the various cycle types, and the methods used, are complex;
but are detailed in Fluent Inc. (1998, �17.5).
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Initialisation

For 2D cases, the initial solution was de�ned by setting the velocity everywhere in
the domain to the freestream velocity. This is equivalent to de�ning the aerofoil
at 0◦ angle of attack and then instantaneously increasing its angle of attack, or to
impulsively starting the aerofoil.

For 3D cases, the initial solution was de�ned by setting the absolute velocity to
zero within the domain. Because the �uid was de�ned using a rotating reference
frame, this is again equivalent to suddenly introducing the wing into the �ow or
to impulsively starting the wing.

In other words, for both 2D and 3D cases, the initial solution was de�ned as
though the aerofoil or wing were not present. Once the simulation started it was
as if the wing or aerofoil had suddenly `appeared' in the �ow.

Monitoring convergence

For each time step, it was necessary to iterate the solution until convergence was
obtained, before advancing to the next time step. In order to assess convergence,
the residuals were monitored. For 2D cases, typical values at which the solution was
deemed converged were of O(10−6). Even at this low value, the solution converged
quickly, provided that the time step was set to be small.

For 3D cases, time constraints meant that such stringent convergence criteria
could not be used, and instead, values of O(10−4) were used. The residuals gen-
erally levelled out at around this value, meaning that further run times did not
result in better convergence.

Forces were also monitored during the simulation to ensure that the predicted
forces had converged for each time step. It was usually found that by the time
the residuals had fallen to the required level, forces had stabilised to 5 signi�cant
�gures.
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Time stepping

For simplicity, a �xed time step size was used for each simulation. The size of the
time step was varied according to the velocity of the aerofoil or wing, ranging from
0.0001s for the highest velocity 2D cases to around 0.04s for the lowest velocity 3D
cases. The size of the time step did not a�ect the solution, but small time steps
meant that the solution converged more quickly for each time step. If the time
step was too large, divergence occurred. There was therefore a balance between
having a large number of small time steps and a small number of large time steps.
In general, the former option was found to produce shorter total simulation times
and better convergence.
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Appendix C

Tabulation of CFD cases run

Here, the cases that were run using the CFD models are outlined.
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APPENDIX C. TABULATION OF CFD CASES RUN

2D cases

Aerofoil section Re Angle of attack Notes
Thin �at plate 192 −9◦ �5.1.1

" " 9◦ "
" " 18◦ "
" " 27◦ "
" " 36◦ "
" " 45◦ "
" " 54◦ "
" " 63◦ "
" " 72◦ "
" " 81◦ "
" " 90◦ "

Thin �at plate 500 45◦ �5.1.2
Thin �at plate 1.357 0◦ �5.1.3

" " 10◦ "
" " 20◦ "
" " 30◦ "
" " 40◦ "
" " 50◦ "
" 13.57 0◦ "
" " 10◦ "
" " 20◦ "
" " 30◦ "
" " 40◦ "
" " 50◦ "
" 135.7 0◦ "
" " 10◦ "
" " 20◦ "
" " 30◦ "
" " 40◦ "
" " 50◦ "

Thin �at plate 120 45◦ �5.1.4
" 200 000 " "

1% thick ellipse 500 45◦ �5.2
" " " "
" " " "
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2D cases (cont.)

Aerofoil section Re Angle of attack Notes
1% thick elliptical 5 45◦ �5.3

" 10 " "
" 14 " "
" 18 " "
" 22 " "
" 25 " "
" 50 " "
" 100 " "
" 250 " "
" 500 " "
" 1 000 " "
" 2 500 " "
" 5 000 " "
" 15 000 " "
" 30 000 " "

Circ.-edged 500 45◦ �5.5
" 15 000 " "

Ellip.-edged 500 " "
" 15 000 " "

Thin �at plate 500 " "
" 15 000 " "

5% thick elliptical 500 45◦ �5.6
10% thick elliptical " " "
20% thick elliptical " " "
30% thick elliptical " " "
50% thick elliptical " " "
100% thick elliptical " " "

Thin �at plate 500 45◦ �5.7
" " " �5.7
" " " �5.7
" " " �5.7
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APPENDIX C. TABULATION OF CFD CASES RUN

3D cases

Planform AR Re3D Angle of attack Notes
Rectangular 3 2 500 45◦ �6.1.2

" 3 " " �6.1.2 (ret. wake)
Rectangular 2.5 500 45◦ �6.3 (pure translation)
Rectangular 2.5 500 45◦ �6.4
Rectangular 2.5 120 45◦ �6.4

" " 2 500 " "
" " 15 000 " "
" " 30 000 " "

Rectangular 2.5 500 9◦ �6.6
" " " 27◦ "
" " " 63◦ "
" " " 81◦ "
" " 30 000 9◦ "
" " " 27◦ "
" " " 63◦ "
" " " 81◦ "

Elliptical 2.3 500 45◦ �6.7
Reversed-ellip. 2.3 " " "
Rectangular 12.5 500 45◦ �6.8

" 10 500 45◦ "
Rectangular 2.5 500 45◦ �6.9 (ret. wake)
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Appendix D

Publications generated by the
current work & prizes won

The three publications listed below were generated by the work presented in this
thesis:

P. Wilkins, K. Knowles, and R. �bikowski, 2005. Some non-linear aero-
dynamics relevant to �apping-wing MAVs. International Powered Lift Conference,
October 2005, Dallas, TX, USA.

P. Wilkins, K. Knowles, and R. �bikowski, 2006. CFD investigation of
aerodynamics relevant to �apping-wing micro air vehicles. European Micro Air
Vehicle Conference, July 2006, Braunschweig, Germany.

P. Wilkins and K. Knowles, 2007. Investigation of aerodynamics relevant
to �apping-wing micro air vehicles. 37th AIAA Fluid Dynamics Conference and
Exhibit, June 2007, Miami, FL, USA.

In addition, two other papers (reproduced here in full) were written by the
author and submitted for IMechE prize competitions. Both were awarded �rst
prize.
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APPENDIX D. PUBLICATIONS & PRIZES

D.1 Western Aerospace Centre prize winner 2007

The Western Aerospace Centre (WAC), a regional group of the Institution of Me-
chanical Engineers (IMechE), awards the WAC prize (Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, 2007a) annually. Papers are invited from practising graduate engineers
and post-graduate engineering students who are living, studying or working in the
western regions of the UK. A short-list of up to four papers is selected and the
authors of those papers are invited to present their paper to an audience of IMechE
members. The prize is awarded to the best combined paper and presentation. The
following paper was the winning entry for 2007.
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D.1. WESTERN AEROSPACE CENTRE PRIZE WINNER 2007
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APPENDIX D. PUBLICATIONS & PRIZES

D.2 Whittle Reactionaries prize winner 2007

The Whittle Reactionaries prize (Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 2007b) was
established in 1998 in memory of Sir Frank Whittle and is awarded annually by the
Combined Propulsion Technical Committee of the IMechE and Royal Aeronautical
Society. The stated object of the prize is to �stimulate and encourage young en-
gineers to continue to apply innovative and forward-looking thinking to aerospace
propulsion problems that demonstrates technical excellence, originality and in-
dependent thinking, high-quality presentation and e�ective communication.� All
undergraduates and postgraduates studying at UK universities, and recent grad-
uates working in British industry, are eligible to enter. The following paper was
awarded the Whittle Reactionaries prize for 2007.
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◦
?C )0* 4$& &.$!$ %$$(% &" '$ 0" 5)&)%&!" .25 U%&)668 )% -$ (2#.& $L $5&+

,0%&$)* ) %&)'6$ ,-%.#$*/-.*- 0'(&-1 :aI_? 2% 1"!($*+

P.$ )$!"*40)(25% "1 20%$5& X2#.& )!$ &.$!$1"!$ .2#.64 D0%&$)*4 )0* `D2&$ D0627$ &.$ )$!"*40)(25% "1

BL$*3 "! !"&)!43-20#$* )2!5!)1&+ P.$ ("%& 0"/$6 )0* 20&$!$%&20#  .$0"($0"0 20/"6/$* 20 20%$5& X2#.& 2%

&.$ %&)'6$ 6$)*20#3$*#$ /"!&$L :aI_?+ P.2% 2% 0"& %$$0 20 $2&.$! BL$*3 "! !"&)!43-20# X2#.& )0* 2& .)% '$$0

 "%&D6)&$* &.)& &.$ aI_ #$0$!)&$% NRb "1 &.$ 621&  !"*D5$* '4 20%$5&3627$ X)  20# :O2%5"/$! Z)#)]20$C

QRRR?+

 

 !" #$%&#' %() )#%! *+ (,-"$%-. /(,0- 1#2("- /(3"'4 5-"" "60 7''(,0%*,8 9:;<8 = >?6

!

@"4,*'3- ,&AB"2 5Re? (- #, (,3($#%(*, *+ %!" 2"'#%(1" (A)*2%#,$" *+ 1(-$*&- #,3 (,"2%(#' +*2$"-6 C !(0! @"4,*'3- ,&AB"2

(,3($#%"- %!#% (,"2%(#' +*2$"- /('' 3*A(,#%" %!" D*/8 /!"2"#- # '*/ @"4,*'3- ,&AB"2 (,3($#%"- %!#% 1(-$*&- +*2$"- /('' B" A*2"

3*A(,#,%6 @"4,*'3- ,&AB"2 (- $#'$&'#%"3 &-(,0 %!" +*2A&'#

Re =
ρV l

µ
, 59?

/!"2" ρ #,3 µ #2" D&(3 3",-(%4 #,3 1(-$*-(%4 2"-)"$%(1"'46 E, %!(- )#)"28 +*2 FG $#-"- l (- /(,0 $!*23 #,3 V (- /(,0 1"'*$(%4H

+*2 >G $#-"-8 l (- /(,0 A"#, #"2*34,#A($ $!*23 #,3 V (- /(,0 %() 1"'*$(%46

J
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 !" #$%&' ( )*+',- %'!.&//&,  0" #$%&' 1 )*+',- %'!.&//&,2 3*& -&)+4, 567 8- 9:-% 0&;84484; %+ $+'<

$+' 0+%* &=>&'8<&4%!/ !4, ?@A )!-&-

 !"#$% &' ()*+,$!-). )/ &0 ( 0 1)2 3!-#,4!-,5!). 64%/5 )/ %,78 9"#$%: 2!58 58,5 /$)* &0 %;+%$!*%.5-

6$!"85 )/ %,78 9"#$%: ,5 Re = 1000< =8% ,%$)/)!4 !- *)3!." 4%/5 5) $!"85< =8% 4%,>!."?%>"% 3)$5%; -8%%5 >)%-
.)5 ,++%,$ 5) @% %*,.,5!." /$)* 58% 4%,>!." %>"% !. 58% %;+%$!*%.5,4 7,-%A 58!- !- >#% 5) 58% +%$-+%75!3%<

B%7,#-% 58% C%D.)4>- .#*@%$ )/ ,.  EFG 2!44 @% 4,$"%$ 58,. 58,5 )/ !.-%75-H ).% )/ 58% *)-5 !*+)$5,.5

!--#%- 58,5 $%*,!.- 5) @% ,>>$%--%> !- 28%58%$ 58% IJG 2!44 -5!44 %;!-5 ,- , -5,@4%H 4!/%?%.8,.7!." *%78,.!-*

28%. C%D.)4>- .#*@%$ !- !.7$%,-%>< K/ 58% !.7$%,-% !. Re *%,.- 58,5 58% IJG 2!44 .)5 @% /)$*%>H 58%.

!.-%75?4!L% 1,++!." *!"85 .)5 @% ,. %M7!%.5 2,D )/ +$)+%44!." ,. EFG<

N.% +)--!@4% %;+4,.,5!). /)$ 58% +%$8,+- #.%;+%75%> -5,@!4!5D )/ 58% IJG !- 58,5 !5 7,. @% O%;+4,!.%>

@D 58% -+,.2!-% 1)2H 28!78 5$,.-+)$5- 3)$5!7!5D )#5 5)2,$>- 58% 2!."5!+ @%/)$% !5 7,. $)44 #+ ,.> @%7)*%

#.-5,@4%<P 6Q!44*)55 %5 ,4<H RSST: =8!- %;+4,.,5!). 8,- @%%. "%.%$,44D ,77%+5%> /)$ -)*% 5!*%H @#5 *)$%

$%7%.5 2)$L 8,- -8)2. 58,5 ,5 4)2 C%D.)4>- .#*@%$- 58% IJG !- -5,@4% %3%. !/ -+,.2!-% 1)2 !- +$%3%.5%>

6B!$78 ,.> 0!7L!.-).H &UUR:< N58%$- 8,3% $%+)$5%> 58,5 58% IJG !-  !"#$%&'H ,--%$5!." 58,5 58% IJG -%%.

>)%- .)5 -5,D ,55,78%> 5) 58% 2!." >%-+!5% -!".!97,.5 -+,.2!-% 1)2 6C,*,-,*D ,.> I%!-8*,.H &UUV:< W%$%H

2% !.3%-5!",5% 58!- !--#% #-!." , ( 0 ,++$),78<

 !"#$%&

=8% +$%-%.5 2)$L 8,- #-%> 58%  4#%.5 V 7)*?

0

1

2

3

4

5

0 2 4 6
Chords moved since impulsive start

C
L

 (
b

a
s
e

d
 o

n
 f
in

a
l 
v
e

lo
c
it
y
 a

n
d

 c
h

o
rd

)

Experimental

CFD

 !"#$% X' ()*+,$!-). )/ ( 0 $%-#45- 2!58 >,5, /$)*

0!7L!.-). ,.> YZ5[0!7L!.-). ,.> YZ5[ 6RSSX:< =8%

"$,+8 -8)2- 4!/5 ). ,. ,%$)/)!4 !*+#4-!3%4D -5,$5%> ,5

\]

◦
,."4% )/ ,55,7L ,.> Re = 200<

*%$7!,4 7)>% 5)"%58%$ 2!58 58% "$!>?"%.%$,5!." -)/5?

2,$% Y,*@!5 &< F C%D.)4>-?,3%$,"%> ^,3!%$ _5)L%-

6CF^_: /)$*#4,5!). !- #-%>H 2!58 58% 1#!> ,--#*%>

5) @% !.3!-7!> ,.> !.7)*+$%--!@4% ` $%,-).,@4% ,-?

-#*+5!).- ,5 58%-% 4)2 C%D.)4>- .#*@%$-< E%-8

-%.-!5!3!5D 8,- @%%. ,>>$%--%> ,.> 58% $%-#45- +$%?

-%.5%> 8%$% ,$% "$!>?!.>%+%.>%.5< G,4!>,5!). 8,-

@%%. 7,$$!%> )#5 @D 7)*+,$!." ( 0 $%-#45- 2!58

%;+%$!*%.5,4 >,5,H @)58 %;!-5!." ,.> .%2H 2!58 %.?

7)#$,"!." $%-#45-<  !"< & -8)2- 58% ,"$%%*%.5 @%?

52%%. 58% 7#$$%.5 ( 0 *)>%4 ,.> %;+%$!*%.5,4

1)2?3!- 7).>#75%> @D 58% ,#58)$ ` 58% IJG !- )/

3%$D -!*!4,$ -![%H -8,+%H ,.> 4)7,5!). !. @)58 7,-%-<

F *)$% a#,.5!5,5!3% 3,4!>,5!). ,++$),78 8,- @%%.

5) 5) 7)*+,$% /)$7% >,5, /$)* 58% ( 0 *)>%4 2!58

%;+%$!*%.5,4 >,5, /$)* 0!7L!.-). ,.> YZ5[ 6RSSX:H

,- !.  !"< X< F",!.H 58% ,"$%%*%.5 !- "))><

\
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D.2. WHITTLE REACTIONARIES PRIZE WINNER 2007

 !"#$%&#

 ! "#$%&'$#( )*'+#, %-# ./&$0&.)1 23#!%&'$ %-)% /#")&$! %' *# )$!4#/#( &! 4-#%-#/ %-# !%)*1# 567 !##$

'$ &$!#0% 4&$8! 4&11 #9&!% '$ 1)/8#/ :; 7 4&$8! )% %-# )!!'0&)%#( -&8-#/ <#=$'1(! $3"*#/!> ?$ '/(#/ %'

)((/#!! %-&! 4# $##( %' 3$(#/!%)$( %-# 0)3!# '@ %-# !%)*&1&%= '@ %-# 567> :&/!% 4# &$+#!%&8)%# %-# !%)*&1&%=

'@ %-# 567 @'/"#( &$ AB C'4!, &$ '/(#/ %' #!%)*1&!- 4-#%-#/ %-# !%)*1# 567 !##$ &$ DB C'4! &! (3# %' )

DB #E#0% F&>#> !.)$4&!# C'4G '/ ) AB #E#0%>

 ! "#$%&

5#)(&$8H#(8# +'/%&0#! )/# 0)3!#( *= C'4 !#.)H

:&83/# IJ K.&/)1 @'/" '@ 567 0/#)%#( *= )#/'@'&1>

L/)&1&$8H#(8# F!%)/%&$8G +'/%#9 &! )1!' +&!3)1&!#(>  #/'H

@'&1 &! "'+&$8 @/'" 1#@% %' /&8-%>

/)%&$8 @/'" %-# 1#)(&$8 #(8# '@ )$ )#/'@'&1 '/ 4&$8>

L-# C'4 &! %-#$ M!30N#(O &$%' %-# )/#) '@ 1'4 ./#!H

!3/# )*'+# %-# 4&$8, !' %-)% &@ %-# C'4 4#/# +&!3H

)1&!#( *= .)/%&01#! /#1#)!#( $#)/ %-# 1#)(&$8 #(8# )

!.&/)1 4'31( *# !##$, )! &$ :&8> I> L-&! !.&/)1 &! )

+'/%#9>

P#0)3!# '@ %-# /#1)%&+#1= -&8- +#1'0&%&#! 4&%-&$

%-# +'/%#9, &% &! )$ )/#) '@ 1'4 ./#!!3/#, )$( !&$0#

&% @'/"! )*'+# %-# )#/'@'&1 &% &$0/#)!#! %-# 1&@% ./'H

(30#( *= %-# )#/'@'&1> L-# )0%3)1 ./#!!3/# 4&%-&$

) +'/%#9 &! &$+#/!#1= ./'.'/%&'$)1 %' &%! !%/#$8%- Q

)! %-# !%/#$8%- '@ ) +'/%#9 &$0/#)!#!, %-# ./#!!3/#

)% &%! 0'/# (/'.! FP)/%'1 #% )1>, ARRDG>

L-# #+'13%&'$ '@ ) +'/%#9 0)$ *# 3$(#/!%''( 3!H

&$8 ) +'/%&0&%= *)1)$0# )../')0-> 7'/%&0&%= &! ) "#)H

!3/# '@ %-# )"'3$% '@ M!4&/1O &$ ) /#8&'$, !' ) +'/%#9

&! )$ )/#) '@ +'/%&0&%=> ?@ +'/%&0&%= &! @#( &$%' ) +'/H

%#9, %-# +'/%#9 4&11 8/'4> S'$+#/!#1=, &@ +'/%&0&%= &!

#9%/)0%#( *= !'"# "#)$!, %-# +'/%#9 4&11 !-/&$N>

?$ %-# AB 0)!# !-'4$ &$ :&83/# I, +'/%&0&%= &! 8#$#/)%#( *= %-# &$%#/)0%&'$ '@ %-# C3&( 4&%- %-# )#/'@'&1>

 1&$# '@ +'/%&0&%= &! 8#$#/)%#( Q ) 1#)(&$8H#(8# +'/%#9 !-##% Q 4-&0- 0'$0#$%/)%#! &$%' ) !.&/)1 )! (&!03!!#(

)*'+#> P#0)3!# +'/%&0&%= 0'$%&$3#! %' *# @#( &$%' %-# +'/%#9 @/'" %-# 1#)(&$8H#(8# +'/%#9 !-##%, %-# +'/%#9

4&11 %#$( %' 8/'4> T'4#+#/, +'/%&0&%= 4&11 )1!' *# (&!!&.)%#( 4&%-&$ %-# +'/%#9 (3# %' +&!0'!&%=> B&!!&.)%&'$

4&11 %#$( %' ")N# %-# +'/%#9 !-/&$N )$( 4&11 *# "'/# ('"&$)$% &$ 1'4 <#=$'1(! $3"*#/ C'4! 4-#/# +&!0'3!

#E#0%! )/# "'/# &".'/%)$%>

L-3! %-# (#+#1'."#$% '@ )$= AB 567 4&11 @'11'4 '$# '@ %-/## .)%%#/$!> 6&%-#/

 !" %-# /)%# '@ +'/%&0&%= ./'(30%&'$ 4&11 *# -&8-#/ %-)$ %-# /)%# '@ (&!!&.)%&'$, &$ 4-&0- 0)!# %-# 567 4&11

8/'4U '/

 #" %-# /)%# '@ +'/%&0&%= ./'(30%&'$ 4&11 #23)1 %-# /)%# '@ (&!!&.)%&'$, 4-&0- 0)!# %-# !&V# '@ %-# 567 4&11

/#")&$ 0'$!%)$%U '/

 $" %-# /)%# '@ +'/%&0&%= ./'(30%&'$ 4&11 *# 1'4#/ %-)$ %-# /)%# '@ (&!!&.)%&'$, &$ 4-&0- 0)!# %-# 567 4&11

!-/&$N>

L-# /)%# '@ (&!!&.)%&'$ 4&11 (#.#$( '$ %-# !&V# '@ %-# +'/%#9, 4&%- "'/# (&!!&.)%&'$ '003//&$8 &$ 1)/8#/

+'/%&0#! %-)$ &$ !")11#/ +'/%&0#!> L-3! &@ +'/%&0&%= &! @#( &$%' ) +'/%#9, &% 4&11 8/'4 Q *3% )! &% 8/'4!, %-#

/)%# '@ (&!!&.)%&'$ 4&11 &$0/#)!#> ?@ %-# /)%# '@ (&!!&.)%&'$ &$0/#)!#! %' ) .'&$% 4-#/# &% ")%0-#! %-# /)%# '@

+'/%&0&%= )((&%&'$, %-# +'/%#9 4&11 !%)*&1&!# )$( +'/%#9 8/'4%- 4&11 0#)!#>

P)!#( '$ %-# /#)!'$&$8 )*'+#, 4# 4'31( #9.#0% %' W$( ) ")9&"3" +)13# '@ <#=$'1(! $3"*#/ )% 4-&0-

0)!# F*G 0)$ '003/ Q )*'+# %-&! <#=$'1(! $3"*#/, +&!0'3! #E#0%! *#0'"# %'' 4#)N F/#1)%&+# %' &$#/%&)1

#E#0%!G %' !%'. %-# 567 8/'4&$8 )$( 0)!# F)G 4&11 '003/> S:B /#!31%! &$(&0)%# %-)% %-&! 0/&%&0)1 +)13# '@ Re

&! )/'3$( AX>

:&83/# X 0'".)/#! 1&@% 0'#Y0&#$% +!> (&!%)$0# %/)+#11#( @'/ W+# (&E#/#$% <#=$'1(! $3"*#/!> L-# !-).# '@

%-# 03/+# +)/&#! )! <#=$'1(! $3"*#/ &! &$0/#)!#(, !388#!%&$8 %-)% %-# .-#$'"#$'1'8= '@ %-# C'4 0-)$8#!>

X
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0

1

2

3

4

5

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Chords moved

C
L

Re = 5 

Re = 10

Re = 50

Re = 250

Re = 2500

 !"#$% &' (!)* +,%-+!%.* /01 +2,$30 4,/%3 ),$ 5 65* 785*% 5%$,),!8 ,/%$ 5 $5."% ,) 9%:.,830 .#4;%$01 <2%

5."8% ,) 5**5+= !0 >&

◦
),$ 588 +50%01

 !" Re = 5  #" Re = 10

 !"#$% ?' @*$%548!.%0 ),$ 0*%53:A0*5*% 6,B01 C%$,),!8 !0 4,/!." )$,4 $!"2* *, 8%)*1

Re = 22

Re = 18
Re = 14 Re = 10

 !"#$% D' E25."% !. 0%75$5*!,. ;#;;8% ),$ !.+$%50!." 9%:.,830 .#4;%$1 C88 ),#$ +50%0 02,B. 2%$% 5$% 0*%53:1

C%$,),!8 !0 4,/!." )$,4 8%)* *, $!"2*1

?
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D.2. WHITTLE REACTIONARIES PRIZE WINNER 2007

0

1

2

3

4

5

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Distance moved (in chords)

C
L

 !"#$% &' (!)* +,%-+!%.* /01 +2,$30 4,/%3 ),$ 5 65* 785*% 5%$,),!8 5* Re = 500 02,9!." /,$*!+58 0*$#+*#$%0
5* 7,!.*0 ,) !.*%$%0*1 :2% 5."8% ,) 5**5+; !0 <=

◦
1

>?54!.5*!,. ,) *2% @ A 35*5 02,90 *25* *2!0 !0 *2% +50%1  ,$ 5 B%C.,830 .#4D%$ ,) =E ., 8%53!."F%3"%

/,$*%? !0 ),$4%3 G /!0+,#0 %H%+*0 5$% 0, 3,4!.5.* *25* *2% 6,9 3,%0 .,* 0%75$5*% )$,4 *2% 8%53!." %3"%1

:2% 6,9 75**%$. !0 02,9. !.  !"1 IJ5K 5.3 !0 0*%53CL *2#0 *2% 8!)* +,%-+!%.* !0 580, 0*%53C ,.+% *2% 6,9 250

0*5D!8!0%3E 50 0%%. !.  !"1 =1

M) B%C.,830 .#4D%$ !0 !.+$%50%3 08!"2*8C 0, *25* Re > 5E *2% 6,9 +5..,* .%",*!5*% *2% 025$7 8%53!." %3"%

5.3 0%75$5*%01 N 8%53!."F%3"% /,$*%? !0 ),$4%3 5.3 !.!*!588C "$,901 O,9%/%$E 7$,/!3!." *25* Re < 25E *2%
/,$*%? %/%.*#588C 0*5D!8!0%0 D%+5#0%E 50 %?785!.%3 5D,/%E 50 *2% /,$*%? "$,90 *2% $5*% ,) /,$*!+!*C 3!00!75*!,.

580, "$,901 N. %?5478% ,) *2% 6,9 75**%$. !0 02,9. !.  !"1 IJDK1  !"1 P 02,90 *2% +25."% !. 6,9 75**%$.

50 Re !0 !.+$%50%3 G 2!"2%$ B%C.,830 .#4D%$0 8%53 *, 85$"%$ (>Q0E +,.0!0*%.* 9!*2 *2% $%50,.!." 5D,/%1

:2!0 72%.,4%.,. J5 0*5D8% 0%75$5*!,. D#DD8%K 250 D%%. .,*%3 DC ,*2%$0 #0!." 5 3!H%$%.* +,47#*5*!,.58

4%*2,3 JR#. 5.3 S,C3E TUU<KE D#* !*0 %?!0*%.+% +5..,* D% /58!35*%3 50 *2%$% 5$% ., %?7%$!4%.*58 35*5

5/5!85D8% 5* *2%0% %?*$%4%8C 8,9 B%C.,830 .#4D%$1 M* !0 7,0*#85*%3 2%$% *25* *2!0 0*5D8% D#DD8% !0 %V#!/58%.* *,

*2% 0%75$5*!,. D#DD8%0 0%%. D%2!.3 5 072%$% ,$ +C8!.3%$ 5* 8,9 B%C.,830 .#4D%$0 JO,#"2*,. 5.3 @5$7%.*%$E

TUUWKE 92!+2 580, "$,9 50 Re !0 !.+$%50%31

:2!0 $%0#8* !0 !47,$*5.*E 50 !* 02,90 *25* 075.9!0% 6,9 5.3 ,*2%$ WA %H%+*0 5$% .,* %00%.*!58 *, ),$4 5

0*5D8% (>Q1 X$,/!3!." *25* 5 < Re < 25E 5 0*5D8% (>Q 9!88 D% ),$4%3 D%+5#0% /,$*!+!*C !0 .,* "%.%$5*%3

)50* %.,#"2 *, ,/%$+,4% *2% 3!00!75*!/% !.6#%.+% ,) /!0+,0!*C1 :2!0 !0 0#77,$*%3 DC *2% $%0#8*0 ,) Y!88%$ 5.3

X%0;!. JTUU<KE 92, #0%3 5 @ A 4%*2,3 5.3 ),#.3 *25* D%8,9 Re = 32 /,$*!+%0 9%$% .,* 02%3 DC 5 TA

5%$,),!81 :2!0 45C %?785!. *2% $%0#8*0 ,) S!$+2 5.3 A!+;!.0,. JTUUZKE 92, ,D0%$/%3 5 0*5D8% (>Q ,. 5 WA

9!." 5* 8,9 B%C.,830 .#4D%$0 %/%. 92%. 075.9!0% 6,9 950 7$%/%.*%31

O,9%/%$E 4,0* !.0%+*0 ,7%$5*% 5* B%C.,830 .#4D%$0 !. %?+%00 ,) T=E 50 9%88 5.C /!5D8%  YNQ1 :2%$%),$%

!* !0 !47,$*5.* *, #.3%$0*5.3 925* 2577%.0 *, *2% (>Q 5* 2!"2%$ B%C.,830 .#4D%$01

M) Re > 25E /!0+,0!*C !0 ., 8,."%$ 5D8% *, 3!00!75*% %.,#"2 /,$*!+!*C *, ;%%7 *2% (>Q 0*5D8%E 5.3 !* "$,90

*, 5 7,!.* 92%$% !* !0 02%3 )$,4 *2% 5%$,),!81 :2!0 $%0#8*0 !. 5.,*2%$ *$5!8!."F%3"% /,$*%? J:>QK ),$4!."

5.3 %/%.*#588C D%!." 02%3E 5.3 *2%. 5.,*2%$ (>Q1 :2% +C+8% $%7%5*01 S%+5#0% *2% 6,9 .%/%$ 0*5D!8!0%0E *2%

),$+%0 ,. *2% 5%$,),!8 580, $%45!. #.0*%53C G 50 02,9. !.  !"1 =1 :2% 6#+*#5*!,.0 !. ),$+% +5. D% %?785!.%3

P
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 !"#$% &' ()*+,$!-). )/ 0)1 %2)3#4!). /)$ 41) 5%6.)37- .#*8%$- 9 Re = 500 :$!";4< ,.7 Re = 5000 :3%/4<=
>!";4 ,$%,- -;)1 ?3)?@1!-% 2)$4!?!46A 7,$@ ,$%,- -;)1 ,.4!B?3)?@1!-% 2)$4!?!46= C;% ,%$)/)!3 ;,- 4$,2%33%7

,$)#.7 D=E ?;)$7 3%."4;- ,4 4;% -4,$4 )/ 4;% -%F#%.?% :4)+ )/ +,"%<=

G
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D.2. WHITTLE REACTIONARIES PRIZE WINNER 2007

 !"#$% &'( )*+,-!.% /0- -!12!, 3456 .20-, 78 289$0"%, 7#77:%. $%:%+.%9 +1 :%+9!," %9"% ,%+$ $001; <!,"

!. $01+1!," -!12 Re3D = 2500 +,9 +,":% 0= +11+>? @A◦;

78 %B+C!,!," 12% /0- !, 9%1+!: D =0$>% *%+?. >+, 7% $%:+1%9 10 345. +,9 E45.; E2!. !. 9%C0,.1$+1%9 !,

 !"; F; G1 >+, 7% .%%, 12+1 +, 345 $%.#:1. !, + :+$"%$ =0$>% *%+? +,9 + E45 $%.#:1. !, + .C+::%$ *%+? D
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